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INTRODUCTION
Ever since the Muslims came to the sub-continent either as traders or invaders

and

subsequently succeeded to establish their own sway, the Indian society largely got influenced
both in socio-political and religion-cultural areas. During pre-Islamic era the sub-continent was
divided into hundreds of tiny as well as fragile states having no central government.
Contrariwise, the Muslims introduced a central administrative system along with a developed
and cultured civilization. This developed and cultured civilization which they had brought with
them, exercised a greater influence on the indigenous socio-cultural and religious environment,
and attracted the masses towards Islam. Millions of non -Muslims came into the fold of Islam
based on justice and equality. (Ikram, 1964:145)
Non-Muslim masses, during the Muslim reign, were leading a quite satisfactory life
fostering very close socio-religious relationships with Muslim commoners, however, non –
Muslim political elite with some exemption, did not come close to both the Muslim political elite
and the Muslim masses considering them as usurpers and Maleecha (Impure) respectively.
Therefore, two parallel dispensations carried on i.e. masses of both sides were living in a tension
free and friendly environment joining each others sorrows and happiness.

Contrarily, the

political elite of both sides was engaged to subjugate one another. As a corollary, the powers /
government fell into the hands of third party – the British. During colonial era, Hindu political
elite was the principal beneficiary being patronized by the new colonial rulers under the policy of
„divide and rule‟ while the Muslims as a community were kept backward in every walk of life.
By distorting medieval (Muslim) history an extremist Hindu group was engendered therefore,
laid the foundation of Hindu Muslim animosity (Ikram, 1964:145).
In the middle of 20th century the Indian sub-continent was divided. As a result India got
independence from the foreign clutches and Pakistan emerged on the map of world as a new
independent state on August 14. 1947.
The partition of India caused many profound and for reaching implications on the people
of the sub-continent specifically; the Muslims got deep influence as they were divided into two
portions e.g. Indian Muslims and Pakistani Muslims lessening their strength both numerically as
well as politically. This study focuses upon the socio – political status of the Muslims in India.
This thesis “The Socio – Political status of Indian Muslims in post independent era,
specially, from 1980 – 2006”, has dual significance both for India and Pakistan. It may be useful

to examine just its meaning in a multicultural and pluralistic society with hostile majority
community, flared up on the partition of India. India‟s great achievement after 1947 was its
promulgation of constitution in 1950 caring a multiparty parliamentary democratic system based
upon adult franchise and universal suffrage, promising equal economic, political and cultural
opportunities for all irrespective of race, color or creed. However, the implementation of the
constitution ever since its inception has caused to suffer a number of vicissitudes and challenges
as for as Indian Muslims are concerned, during the last more than sixty years. It is rightly said,
“India„s

fragile

democratic

structure

remains

perpetually vulnerable and

susceptible to

subversion and manipulation” (Momin, 2004: 26). A.R. Momin also regrets in pursuit of political
powers through money and muscle power or ethnicity of religion or race. This is besides
infamous nexus between criminals, politicians and law in-forcing agencies apart from the misuse
of

official

position

and

state

resources

for

illegal

gratification

in

pecuniary

benefits.(Baxi,2002:81-83) During all this process, if at all there was any community which
suffered were Indian Muslims, deprived of opportunities in all walks of life including education,
economic activity, government and semi – government jobs and their representation in the Lok
Sabah and state assemblies (Momin: 26).
Many Indian Muslims and non-Muslims intellectuals, journalists, scholars of politics and
economics like, Mushir-ul-Hasan, Asghar Ali Engineer, Ausaf Ahmad, Omar Khalidi, Uma
Kauri and Kothari Rajni etc. have discussed the causes of the Muslim backwardness, but their
analyses; however are logical remained under the shadow of Hindu extremists‟ reaction. It was
this, which caused the initiative of this thesis for a Ph.D. research. It carries some answers to the
questions raised on Muslims‟ backwardness, whether it is self articulated, voluntary or
manipulated with thoughtful planning and careful implementation of the policy of the Indian
government to keep Muslims as such.
The policy of the government of India to keep Muslims backward could not possibly be a
declared policy. Nevertheless, it is reflective from the official indifference to a number of
enquiry reports both official and non-official and lastly the Gopal Singh report 1983 and Justice
Sachar report 2006, on the plight of the Indian Muslims.
Research Questions
This study is made to answer the following research questions
a) What has been the status of the Muslims in independent India?

b) How were the promises of the secular constitution of India realized and applied to the
largest minority in India?
c) What have the Indian Muslims done themselves for their social, economic and political
uplift?
Justification and likely Benefits
In India, a general perception exists there that, had India not been partitioned on the
demands of Indian Muslims, the Muslims of undivided India could have far better in political
status as well as in availing of other opportunities, to better their lot, and communal situation
would have been better in India as compared to existing situation. This thesis answers the
question taking Indian Muslims as model that if India could not behave better with its Muslim
population, how could it think well of others? The memories of the Congress rule during 193739, were not faded down. At least the partition saved almost 750 million Muslims from the
Hindu extremists‟ atrocities, living with their own culture in Pakistan. It was therefore necessary
to highlight the socio- political status of the Indian Muslims as to how they were being deprived
of their rights to equal opportunities in all sections of life. Its significance from the Pakistan
point of view is immense;
a) It is an answer to the Indian critics of the partition, both Muslims and non – Muslims, not
as an apology, but with logical reasons.
b) This also provides an explanation to a section of young generation (University students)
that accounts for Pakistan‟s weaknesses a result of the partition. Another section of the
people argues that the Quaid-e-Azam included all the Muslims of India in Muslim
nationalism, the partition cut of the Muslim nationalism into two: the Indian Muslims and
the Pakistani Muslims. True, but the Muslims also live in other countries. They have
different nationalities and so do Indian Muslims. Such division does not affect the
brotherly attachment that one Muslim feels for others. This is our history.
Significance of Time Period
The focus of the study is the socio-political status of the Muslims in India during 19802006. The period, specifically the decades of 1980s and 1990s had caused to widen the gulf all
the more between the Hindus and the Muslims that led to enhance the Muslims‟ miseries and
deprivations in socio-political areas even further. During this period, polarization of the Indian
society along communal lines, the Muslims had to witness worst ever anti-Muslim riots in the

post independent era in which thousands of innocent Muslims were killed , their properties were
destroyed and their honor was attacked raping their women by the Hindus hooligans.
Objectives
The objectives of this research are:


To probe into the causes of the Muslims‟ deprivations in terms of their economic
conditions, educational backwardness and political under representation as compared to
their population proportion.



To answer the critics of partition that the partition was not a mistake, as the Hindus and
the Muslims could never live together as is evident from the fact that animosity between
the two communities in post independent era has further been widened with the passage
of time. In this regard Gujarat carnage (2002) can be quoted in which hundreds of
Muslims were burnt alive, their houses were set ablaze and their women were disarrayed
and then forced to dance and then raped in front of their male family members. That was
the progress the Indian Muslims had gained during more than 60 years of independence
according to the claim of Indian governments. While the state government itself was
involved in such heinous crime against humanity. Indeed, this research answers the
question why the Indian Muslims fell into such a abyss?



To learn whether Indian secular democracy is properly functioning at par with other
secular states in the world?



Whether Indian Muslims are getting developed in every walk of life alike other religious
groups dwelling in India?



To know what kind of assistance the Indian government and civil society has extended to
facilitate the Indian Muslims regarding their educational, economic, social as well as
political uplift.



To analyze the future of the Indian Muslims, whether or not they could survive in such a
hostile environment they are facing since partition especially during the decade of 1980
and on word.

Methodology
Methodology is an essential as well as a fundamental tool to analyze collected data or
information in a variety of ways like historical, descriptive, qualitative, quantitative and
analytical etc. Moreover, methodology involves a theoretical and research framework that offers
directions of research in the context of a specific environment. However, this research is a
qualitative study based on historical and descriptive methods
The research focuses on the socio-political status of the Indian Muslims from 1980-2006.
In this research the Muslims‟ situation in terms of their economics, educational and political has
been discussed at length. The causes of their backwardness, their relations with other
communities particularly with majority community have been analyzed briefly. The successive
Indian government‟s role to keep the Muslims backward has been critically evaluated as well.
There are two types of sources of collecting data i.e. primary as well as secondary. The
type of primary sources are official and non-official record, commissions and committees‟
reports and findings of decadal census reports have been used for the fulfillment of this research.
While, books, journals, newspapers and internet has been used as secondary sources to derive
correct and comprehensive information and data.
Plan
This thesis has been partitioned into seven chapters. The opening of the research starts with
the introduction that provides the details of research questions/statement of the problem,
justifications and likely benefits of this research, significance of time period, objectives,
hypothesis, research methodology and research plan. This is followed by chapter one tilled,
“Literature Review.” This chapter carries details related to the research materials in the form of
books and journals etc. and the main themes of the writers/authors of the various books have
been analyzed in this chapter.
In chapter two, “Impact of Partition on Indian Muslims--- Background”, the position of the
Muslims during the period of 1947-1980 has been highlighted. The problems of readjustment
and rehabilitation the Muslims had to face following the partition have been brought under
discussion.
The third chapter, “BJP in Power,” starts with Moradabad riots (the atrocities of police
against the Muslims) where almost 2500 Muslims were gunned down by Indian police while the
Muslims were offering Eid prayer along with their children in 1980. This was besides other such

incidents, the Meenakshiporim incident, Shah Bano maintenance case and opening of Babari
Mosque for Hindu Puja were the significant incidents of the decade of 1980s which caused to
create a cleavage between the Hindus and the Muslims even further. How the BJP become strong
as a political party and eventually reached the pedestal of powers is well elaborated in this
chapter.
Chapter four relates to the causes of Muslims‟ backwardness in economic and educational
activities as compared to other religious groups, under the caption of, “The Causes of Muslim
Sufferance and Economic Degradation.” In this chapter overall Muslims‟ backwardness in
economic, educational, social and political fields has been analyzed and their deprivation ratio in
educational and political bodies, share in government jobs has been well examined. Their
participation in Indian services; military and paramilitary organizations such as army and police
etc. has been discussed, more over their other sources of income in urban and rural areas have
been brought under discussion.
Muslims of India are accused by the Hindu extremists as Pakistani agents, for it is said that
their hearts throb with the hearts of the people of Pakistan. The causes of such accusations may
be true in some cases but not for the entire community. Kashmiris love for Pakistan is too well
known. Along with the Muslims in Kashmir others who live anywhere in India did rejoice
openly on Pakistan‟s victory against India in hockey and cricket matches. As such Indo-Pakistan
relations too played an important role to mould the Indian behavior towards Muslims. What
problems did it create and how it affected the Indian Muslims is the main focus of chapter five,
“Indo-Pak Relations and Its Impact on Muslims.”
The sixth chapter bears details of, “Socio-Political and Cultural Challenges to the Indian
Muslims.” The importance of this chapter is determined in cultural identity of the two religions,
both in rural and urban areas during the common religious and cultural functions and celebration
with somewhat common rituals, carried out together. Similarly, their attachment to mystic
shrines or patshalas and flocking around there by the two communities‟ believers, with common
rituals and enjoying luxurious food and festivities provide a chance of such coordination at
national level, which could grow as the basis of Indian nationalism minus extremist rigidism. In
this respect, causes and motives have been brought to light in this chapter, for better perception
and suggestions and plan of action is suggested that how to mitigate the gulf of distrust and
misperception that has emerged among the people of two principle communities. Finally, chapter

seven forms a Conclusion, carrying the findings of the whole research, suggest certain measures
to uplift the Indian Muslims economically, politically and educationally so that they could be
brought at par with other communities.

CHAPTER I
LITERATURE REVIEW
There is a lot of material (secondary source) in the form of books on the plight of the
Indian Muslim in post independence era. Most of the events happened during 1980s and 1990s,
detailed information have been given by the Dailies, journals and books available in the market
and libraries of various institutions. However, commissions and committee‟s reports are reliable
sources of information‟s regarding Indian Muslims. The books and journals reviews in this
prospect are as follow:
The Muslmaans of the sub-continent, edited by Zafar Imam (Vanguard Books New
Delhi,1980). The book deals with problems of readjustment and rehabilitation of the Muslims
immediately following the partition of India. It also throws light on the social impact of the
partition on Indian Muslims saying “the partition of India is a great landmark in the life of the
Muslims of India. Not that if affected only the Muslims, but the special importance for them lies
in its social impact on the nature and composition of their community”. This book is useful
source of information regarding Muslims‟ situation after partition of India.
Another book is Contemporary India, a sociological perspective, edited by Dr. Sudha
Kaldate (Ajanta Publications, New Delhi, 1984). Talking about Hindu Muslim relations the
author says “the Hindus feel that the Muslims are not involved in the interests of the Indian
nation. They fear that the Muslims are keen on maintaining separate identity as a religious group.
When Muslims make statement like: “we are Muslim first and Indian afterward” and that the
mainstream of India was Muslim culture and other should join it”, the Hindus feel that the
Muslims are keeping social distance form them and are trying to maintain their separate identity.
Such loud thinking made by the Muslims even in the public adds into the already created mutual
distrust and suspicion among the Hindus”. The writer seems to be opined that the major
bottleneck in national integration in India is the Muslim‟s will to keep intact their separate
identity.
Talking about the reservation of seats in political and administrative bodies for SCs and
STs Dr. R.L. Singal (Abhishek Publishers, Chandigarh, 2003) in his book, India Since 1947 Says
that once M. Hidayatulla a former Chief justice of Supreme Court and Vice President of India
observed that “there is a growing evidence of confrontation among parsons who have received

the benefits of reservation and those who have not” but the politicians have deliberately closed
their eyes to thus developments fatal to growth of a healthy and happy society”.
In another book, Muslims in India, by Qamar Hasan (Northern Book Centre, New Delhi,
1987). The writer discusses about inter group relations between the two major religious groups
i.e the Hindus and the Muslims. The author says “It is a stupendous task to analyze the inter
group relations between the two contesting religious groups in which one is overwhelmingly
dominant, the author of the book further adds referring Bilraj Modhok that he does not recognize
composite culture. He is of the view that:
“There is only one Indian culture which is common to all Indian. It is like Ganga which
having originated from Gangotri in the Himalays carries the water of Jamuna, the Gandak and so
many other rivers in its long journey to the sea, but its water remains Ganga water all through.
To call Indian culture a composite culture, or a mixture of Hindu and Muslim culture is as
nonsensical as to call Ganga water as Ganga – Jamuna water at Prayag or Ganga – Gandak water
at Patna”. Rejecting the possibility of bonds of affinity between culture and religion Madhok not
only invites Muslims to embrace Hindu culture, but also warns that the rejection of the invitation
would prove to be fatal for the Muslims and would render than to the status of the alien people.
In another book, Empowerment of Muslims in India, (Institute of Objective Studies, New
Delhi, 2004). A. R. Momin analyses the loopholes of the Indian democracy saying that “India‟s
fragile democratic structure remains perpetually vulnerable and susceptible to subversion and
manipulation”. Forwarding the same book Lord Bhikhar Parekh, London School of Economic
says that “No country can be stable and vibrant if a substantial section of the population fails to
keep pace with the rest and remains alienated from the public life. The danger is even greater if
the country happens to be a democratic and alienated section a distinct and recognizable
minority. This is the case with Muslims in India. Although they have made progress since
independence and especially in the late 1980s, they remain for below the national average in
almost all areas of life”.
Another book is The Deadly Embrace, edited by Ian Talbot (OUP, Karachi, 2007). In this
book, the author pointing out the causes of communal riots in India says that “some acts may be
motivated by individual lust for loot and women, or a desire for revenge, other may occur in a
paroxysm of collective crowed hatred. Nevertheless, such incidents occur within a context in
which violence is proposive. Political motivation may range from local turf wars to more

fanatical desires for ethnic cleaning, from teaching a rival community a „lesson‟ to polarizing
communities into religious voting blocs. Episode from the 1947violence, along with the antiSikh riots of 1984 and the 2002 Gujarat violence against the Muslims revealed the local state
government as playing an active role in attacks on minority. Such events may more readily be
understood as programs than communal riots”. In communal riots causalities and losses of
properties must be of both sides however, in anti Sikh riots of 1984 and 2002 Gujarat riots the
Sikhs and the Muslims were the only victims (Vikas Publishing House, New Delhi, 1995).
Omar Khalidi in his book, Indian Muslims since Independence, expressing his views
regarding anti Muslim riots following the demolishing of Historic Babri mosque in Ayodhya in
1992, observes that” in most of the communal riots, the victims were largely slums dwelling
poor Muslims. However, the pogroms in the 1990s affected almost all segment of the Muslim
society including the hitherto protected members of the elite. In the Hydrabad riots of 1990,
Muhammad Azhar-ud-din, the captain of India‟s national cricket team was attacked in his home.
Self-styled “progressive” (actually leftist) Muslim professors of Delhi University – who
habitually reviled Islam and Muslim left their campus homes to the safety of predominantly
Muslim quarters of the walled city during the riots in 1991. Mrs. Rahi Masum Riza the wife of
the popular TV mega series Mahabharata‟s scrip writer fled uptown Bombay to seek refuge in
among her co-religionists in Bhendi Bazaar during January 1993. Earlier, Zafar Agha, s senior
editor at the prestigious journal, India Today was detained by the police in Allahabad, UP as a
“Sala Pakistai”, this extract may suffice to know that not only Hindu fanatics but Indian
administrative machinery has been communalized with the passage of time.
Another book, Will Secular India Survive? edited by Mushir-ul-Hasan (Imprint One
Haryana India, 2004) discussing the overall Muslim situation in India, the author gives some
details in terms of Muslim‟s backwardness in economic, education and politics. He further
maintains that “The Report on Minorities (1983) known as the Gopal Singh committee, declared
Muslim to be a „backward community‟ in India with

the right to preferential treatment under

constitutional Article 249 in order to bring them at par with the rest of the population”. The
defining characteristic of the Muslim community is their dismal educational and exceedingly
poor socio-economic and (political) status. This can be gleaned from a cursory analysis of the
50th and 55th rounds of the National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO) in 1993 and 19992000. The author further states that “the Muslims are unrepresented in the Indian Administrative

services (2.8 percent), the police (2.8 percent) the railways (2.6 percent) and nationalized banks
(2 percent). While the Muslim accounts for more than 14 percent of the Indian population. In the
same fashion Muslim representation in political bodies is very low proportionally. In Indian Lok
Sabah the Muslims representation has never acceded from 4 to 6 percent with Low level of
education and no reservation in government jobs. Muslims are mostly self-employed, almost 21
percent of Muslims are self-employed.
There is another book, Plight of the Minorities, written by R.N. Thakur (Gyan Publishing
House, New Delhi, 1999). The book elaborates the inter relationship among the minorities
residing in India. India is from time immemorial a multi lingual and multi religious nation. Some
more than 14% of the population is Muslim nearly 3.0 percent are Christian, about 2.0 percent
are Sikhs and almost 1.0 percent population is Buddhist. They are the sons of the soil, and
product of long cultural heritage of India which is based on tolerance and mutual respect. There
is no deep-rooted source of prejudice and discrimination among them. Muslim, Sikhs, Christians,
Buddhists and Parses have been living together for centuries. However, a Hindus extremist class
headed by Bal Takhray and Joshi has been emerged on the socio-political scene in India that led
the India society to be polarized on communal lines.
Muslim Politics in India, by S.K Ghosh (Ashish Publishing House, New Delhi).
discussing the Shah Banu Begum maintenance case, highlights the supreme court verdict and
Muslims‟ protest. The author of the book is of the view that “The verdict of the Supreme court in
April 1985 in Shah Banu case up holding her claim for maintenance beyond the period of Iddat
by invoking section 125 of the criminal precedes code caused a spate of protest by
fundamentalist section of the Muslim community”. It seems that the author does not know that it
was an interference in Islamic law by the Indian supreme court and intolerable for Muslims not
only in India but all over the world as well.
Another book, Sufism and Bhakti Movement edited by Fatima Hussain (classic
publishers, Lahore, 2008) deals with the role played by the Sufis saints to create a composite
culture in India. The author says Sufi and Bhakti Saints brought together the multi religious,
multi lingual and multi racial people of India on the cardinal principal of the Unity of Existence
and respect for each other‟s way of worship. It seems that it was the phenomenon of pre partition
period, however with the partition the situation has reversed as fanatic and extremist Hindus do
not believe in such a composite

culture, occasionally chanting the slogans “Hindustan main

rehana hay to Banda matram Kahana ho ga”. Spiritually, both communities respect each other
as they visited the shrines of saints of each other and celebrate religious and non religions
festival, however politically they do not let the Muslims to be empowered.
Another book, Muslims in India, by Aijazuddin Ahmed (Inter India Publication, New
Delhi 1991) is basically a comparison in terms of Muslim education, demographic and socioeconomic status with other communities. The author has conducted a field survey in Kishanganj
and Didvana villages. Regarding Muslims‟ education in villages he observed that “The Muslim
of Kishanganj appeared to be backward in terms of educational development. Perhaps, Didwana
Muslims, however, set a new record of underdevelopment Perhaps the rock bottom has not yet
been touched”.
Another book, Legacy of a Divided Nation, by Mushir-ul-Hassan (Hurst and Company,
London,1997). The author of the book discussing about the political empowerment of the
Muslims and communalization of the society are the principal issues in post independent India
referring an extract from “Economy and Political Weekly,” 5, November 1966, the “The rudest
shock comes from the manner in which the government and the country are allowing themselves
to be pushed off the edge of secularism into the abyss of communal reaction, falling back to the
frightening atavism of stagnant, dark and medieval ethos of the Hindi speaking areas”. The book
further narrates the point that its was not only Hindu religio-political parties that caused to
communalized the Indian society but the Congress itself led the society to be polarized on
communal ground to garner the Hindu votes.
Another book, The Muslim Situation in India, edited by Iqbal A. Ansari (Sterling
publishers private limited, New Delhi, 1989) elaborates the Indian government manipulation not
to publish the data regarding Muslim plight in Indian in past independence era. The book states
that “The census commission of India under the direction from the government of India has
ceased to analyze and publish community wise data that are and can be available to it through its
decadal census operation. Not vast community like Muslims in India, with its geographical
distribution, can afford to collect authentic data on its socio-economic, linguistic and educational
condition on its own…… it is a prerequisite of prevention of discrimination and protection of
minority rights as spelled out by UN sub-commission on minorities that authentic data on their
condition are periodically brought to light”. But the successive Indian governments specifically
the Congress government failed to fulfill UN. Demand regarding minorities problems.

Another book, Political Representation of Muslims of India 1952-2004, by Iqbal A.
Ansari (Manak Publishers, New Delhi, 2006) notes a detailed data of Muslim members of Indian
parliament and nomination of (percentage) Muslim politician to contest election by different
political parties and suggests three main avenues for increasing Muslim political membership in
Indian parliament
a.

All political parties should nominate a fair share (on the bases of population share) of
minority candidates under the People‟s Representation act….. at least making parties
accountable for any persistent under representation of minorities

b.

De-reserving those constituencies reserved for SCs which have a good percentage of
Muslim voters (The author has identified almost 32 reserved seats in this regard.

c.

Redrawing constancies with a view to enabling under represented groups like
Muslims

Above stated suggestions are workable, however it needs political will in both political
parties and the Indian government.
Another book, Ethnic Conflict and Civil Life, by Ashutosh Varshney (Oxford University
Press, Karachi, 2001) starts with “The focus is on the intercommunal, not intercommunal,
network of civic life, which brings different communities together. These networks can, in turn,
be broken down into two parts: associational and quotidian. The author calls the first
associational forms of civic engagement and the second, everyday forms of civil engagement.
The book further elaborates that the “Business association, professional organization reading
clubs, film clubs, sport clubs, festival organization trade Unions and caderbased political parties
are some of the examples of the former. Everyday forms of engagement consist of such simple,
routine interactions of life as Hindu and Muslim families visiting each other, eating to gather
often enough, jointly participating in festivals, allowing their children to play together in the
neighborhood”. emphasizes on the fact that in South India both the forms i.e. the associational as
well as quotidian, to some extent, are exercised by both communities, therefore, political as well
as social environment is friendly contrary wise, in Northern India, the situation is otherwise.
A journal, Spotlight on Regional Affairs, Vol. XIII, No. 1, January 1994, Institute of
Regional Studies, Islamabad (IRS), under the caption of “Communal violence in India” starts
with

the

following

comments,

“Communal violence,

marked

by

heinous

crimes

and

unimaginable brutalities, has plagued Indian society for long time. While Indian policies are

permeated with such violence, communalism has made serious inroads into the state apparatus as
well. In today‟s India, communal riots occur frequently, and the phenomenon of communalism
as a divisive force has become a major road block to national integration. Resurgence of
fundamentalism,

fanaticism

and

socio-religious

intolerance

are

primarily

responsible

for

alienating divers socio-economic religio-political groups from one another”. Riots, arson,
random killing and terrorism against rival communities by the extremist groups of the majority
community are the great hazards to Indian secular democracy that needs to be addressed as early
as possible.
Sachar Report 2006, after having a deep and profound study regarding Muslim‟ educational
background and socio-economic situation in its concluding remarks comments that “Our analysis
shows that while there is considerable variation in the condition of Muslim across states, (and
among the Muslims, those who identified themselves as OBC and others), the community
exhibits deficits and deprivation in practically

all dimension of development. In fact, by an

large, Muslims ranks some what above SCS/STS but below Hindu. OBC, other Minorities and
Hindu General (mostly upper castes) in almost all indicators considered”. The report future
maintains that “Among the states that have large Muslim population the situation is particularly
grave in the states of West Bengal, Bihar UP and Assam. The report depicted the real plight of
the Muslims in post colonial India heaving a secular democratic image worldwide.
Another book, Indian Muslim – A study in Minority Problem, by Asghar Ali Engineer
(Ajanta Publications, New Delhi, 1985) reveals the economic miseries of the Indian Muslims.
The book says that “In the Urban areas the poor constitute around 80 percent of Muslim
population. These are mostly artisans, petty trades, hawkers, mechanics, collies, rickwha pullers,
taxi drivers, tangawallas, fishermen, beedi workers, butchers, masons etc”. The situation, in rural
area is even future worsen when job and employment opportunities all the more less as compared
to urban locality.
Another book, Legacy of India, edited by G.T. Garratt (Oxford University Press, London
1967) throws light on the influence Islam had cost over the Indian culture and the Hindu culture,
had upon Muslims and composite culture emerged in India referring a passage from the
Cambridge History of India by Sir John Marshall (Vol. III, P568) that the “Seldom in the History
of mankind has the spectacle been witnessed of two civilization, so vast and so strongly
developed, yet so radically dissimilar, as the Muhammadan and the Hindu meeting mingling

together. The very contrasts which existed between them, the wide divergence on their culture
and their religions make the history of their impact peculiarly instructive”. The book provides a
detailed information how Islam effected the Hinudism and how local cultural impact Islam
accepted.
Another book, Muslims and India, by Asghar Ali Engineer (Gyan Publishing House, New
Delhi, 2006) comprises on various Articles written by Asghar Ali Engineer. The main focus of
the book is Hindu Muslims mutual relationship with historical perspective and the Muslim
backwardness specially in economics and in education. This book further tells the readers that
what kind of role Hindu extremist political as well a religions parties such as Rss. VHP. BJP and
Specifically the BJP

has played

to

communalized

the Indian society having adverse

consequences on Indian Muslims.
Another book, Influence of Islam on Indian Culture, by Tara Chand (Book Traders, P.O. Box
1854, Lahore 1979) provides information of Islamic influence over Indian culture. At the
beginning the book makes a comprehensive account regarding existing pre Islamic Hindu
cultural norms and then talks about the implication the Islamic civilization had thrown upon the
Indian society. In short, a comparative cultural information of both the religions have been given
in this book.
Another book, The Deadly Embrace, Religion, Politics and Violence in India and
Pakistan 1947 – 2002, edited by Ian Talbot (OUP, 2007). is partly related to the thesis, to the
extend of India. This book analyses that the communal violence not only related to the religion
but frequently it erupted by carefully planned and orchestrated by politicians to grab political
powers. In India the Hindu extremist political parties like BJP has adopted the same political
strategy to mobilize the Hindu vote and eventually reached at the helm of power in India in late
1990s.
Another book, Plight of the Minorities: Problems and Grievance in the Education, by
R.N. Thakur (Gyan Publishing House, New Delhi, 1999). gives a comprehensive account
regarding educational problems of minorities including Muslims. The book demonstrates the real
picture of Muslim backwardness in education saying that

“The Buddhist and the Muslim

minorities were educationally more backward and much less competitive. The book further
narrates that yet, there were some common grievances of all the minorities educational
institutions” of the principal were financial, managerial and situational.

Another book, Indian Muslims Since Independence, By Omar Khalidi (Vikas publishing
House, New Delhi, 1995) elaborates the following aspects of the Indian Muslim (i) communal
problems that frequently hit the Muslims lives and properties, (ii) Muslim share in Indian
economy, Muslim educational backwardness, low representation in Indian political bodies and
(iii) Hindus (being a majority community) attitude towards Muslims. All three aspects of Muslim
life have been analysis in this book academically.
Another book, Muslim Politics in India, by S.K. Ghosh (Ashish publishing House, New
Delhi 1987) has discussed about Muslim politics, the rapid growth in Muslim population and
Muslim persistence on their separate identity and Pakistan‟s politics‟ impact on Indian society.
As other Hindu political and social analysts the author of the book is obsessed with the Muslim
population growth. While census reports reveal that the Muslim population growth rate is not so
alarming in India.
One more book, Hindu Muslim Conflict in South Asia (712-1947), by Sarfaraz Hussain
Mirza (Centre for South Asian Studies, P.U, Lahore. 1997). narrates that Hindus and Muslims
have never been one nation in participation era. Their way of thinking, their customs, their
national heroes all were adverse to each other. The book further stresses upon the fact that both
the nation never been a single nation. According to the author “Ever since the Muslims came to
the sub-continent as conquerors their glory and superiority was occasionally vituperated by the
non-Muslim in one way or the other. Communalism even before the advent of the Muslims in the
sub-continent existed. When the British era began it did subside. Natural relationship between
the Hindus and Muslims had been altogether communal and not national. The presence of the
past memories of communalism running in the arteries of the two communities is enough to
prove that they have never been a single nation. They were too separate nations with remarkable
different entities different episodes, culture,, language, literature, custom and traditions.” Elite of
both communities have been engaged to subjugate one another in all works of life. The main
theme of the book is that the Hindus and Muslims have never been a single nation and the
Hindus did not accepted Muslims in sub continent.
Another book, Communal Riots in Post-Independence India, edited by Asghar Ali
Engineer (Sangam Books New Delhi, 1984) examines the causes of communal violence, who is
the beneficiary and who is at the receiving end. Obviously the Muslims are always the losers in
the communal riots as they numerically for less then Hindus and law enforcing agencies always

help than Hindus so much so even state involve in Muslims‟ killing for instance Modi
governments of Gujarat was directly involved in 2002 Muslim carnage in Gujarat. The book
gives detail regard Moradabad riots in which nearly 2500 innocent Muslims with their children
were gunned down by Moradabad police while praying Eid-Namaz (Eid prayer).
Another book, Indian Muslims, by Javed Jeelani (Royal Book Company, Karachi, 1992)
commenting on the issues of Muslim rehabilitation immediately after partition, says that the
Indian government did not pay heed towards its Muslim population and engaged to rehabilitate
the Hindu migrants from East and West Pakistan. The book further puts light on the Muslim
miseries that “The common Muslims were living in precarious conditions, having lost their
means of livelihood during the disturbance. The rehabilitation of this category of Muslims was
becoming difficult day by day. The number of Muslims employees in government, quest
government or private employment started losing their jobs under one pretext or other; and when
they went out searching of fresh jobs hardly any body entertained their application or plea”. This
was the sorry plight in which the Muslims had to live following the partition of India.
Another book, Muslim and Indian Nationalism, by Uma Kaura (Book Traders, Lahore)
shows the historically Hindu Muslim differences and abhorrence one community keeps against
the others. Talking about the aggressive Hinduism and Muslim suspicions regarding their very
survival the writer of book says that “The aggressive Hinduism of Tilk and his colleagues
especially during the annual Ganpati Shivaji celebration made the politically conscious Muslim
feel even more insecure and apprehensive of their future. The ascendancy of the Arya Smaj in
Punjab reinforced the aggressive Hindu image and strengthened the Muslims suspicion”. This
was the state of affair during the British rule. What kind of problems the Indian Muslims had to
face during Hindu government and Hindu dominant society is the principal question?
Another book, Religion and Political Conflicts in South Asia, edited by Doughlas Allen.
(Greenwood Press, London, 2004) carefully analyzes that religion has been made a tool to get
political powers in South Asia. In India BJP – a political party came under the influence of RSS
and VHP in order to muster Hindu votes. It becomes the political wing of the Rss. The BJP also
indorses the (VHP) Vishawa Hindu Parishad‟ stance on Ramjamamabhoomi Campaign against
Babri Mosque and then became the Champion of Hinduism, launching Rath yastra to create
hatred in Hindu masses against Indian Muslims.

M.J. Akbar‟s book, Riots After Riots, (Penguin Book New Delhi, 1988) focuses the
readers attention to wards communal riots in India in post independence era. The writes of the
book gives details of the major communal riots including Moradabad massacre that happened in
1980 in which almost 2500 Muslims were killed by police firing while they were offering Eid
prayer. But the police had strived hard to make the Muslims massacre as a communal riot. The
focal point of the book is to high light the Hindu attitude towards the Muslim population in India
and the government indifference to control the anti Muslim violence in India.
Another book, Historian’s Dispute, by Mubarak Ali (Progressive Publishers, Lahore,
1992) starts with the analysis that the British historians has divided the Indian history along
communal lines, calling” their rule as secular and enlightened and termed it not Christian but
British implying that the Britishers liberated India from the communalist rule of the Muslim and
ushered in an era of peace and religious tolerance”. More significantly and alarmingly the Hindu
historians, religious leadership belonging to Hinduism as well as the leaders of religio-political
parties have accepted the claim consciously or unconsciously, however the consequences of the
division proved to be harmful and polarization of the Indian Society on communal basis that led
to Hindu Muslim animosity.
Another book, New Insight in the People’s War in South Asia, edited by Sita Ram
Sharma (Arise Publication and Distributors, New Delhi, 2006) as the editor claims in preface,
that the information‟s are “based on press reports which have been collected from various
newspapers mainly from India. This reveals the Indian mindset that in India, ISI (Inter Services
Intelligence). is responsible for every subversive incident and the Indian Muslims have close and
secrete links with Pakistan secrete agencies. It is therefore, Muslims are not loyal to India.
Another book, Indian Muslims, the need for a positive outlook, by Maulana Wahiduddin
Khan (Goodword Books, New Delhi, 2000) gives new hopes and dimensions to the Indian
Muslims stressing upon the point that “much need to be done not only for Muslims but by
Muslims. They themselves must endeavor or to bring about a much – needed religious and moral
awakening. In so doing they will give a fresh impetus to their religious and national institution.
But this can happen only if there is unity in their ranks. There are many constructive tasks of this
nature which have yet to be performed. But the need of the hour is for Muslims to put the
memory of all distasteful events behind them and to throw themselves, wholeheartedly into
personal and social advancement”. True the advices the Maulana has made are need of the day

but the Hindu fundamentalists never tolerate Muslims‟ uplift and never leave no stone unturned
to obliterate Muslims from India.
Another book, Hindu Revivalism and the Indian Muslims, by Shazana Mallick (Royal
Book company, Karachi, 1994), depicts the status of Muslim in India and emergence of Hindu
communal parties on the scene of Indian politics. The book shows that “The Muslims of India
are a very insecure segment of the society despite the facts that India has a secular constitution
which means respect for all religions”. But the constitutional safeguards provided to the
minorities, as for as Indian Muslims are concerned have kept on the backburner. That is why the
Muslims as a community, in India are the most backward community.
Another book, The Muslims of India, a documentary Record, edited by A.G. Noorani
(Oxford University Press New Delhi, 2003) basically covers the Muslims problem from the
inception of independence, the issue of readjustment, Muslims mobilization for redress of
grievances, political bottlenecks and their solutions Hindu Revivalism and Muslim reaction and
the Babri Mosque controversy. Most of the material of book has been derived from press,
newspapers etc and them analyisised scholarly.
Another book, Minorities in India – Protection and Welfare, by Rajendra Pandey (APH
Publishing corporation, New Delhi, 1997). The writer of this book discusses the details of Hindu
hatred against the Muslims by saying that Hindus do consider that the Muslims had portioned the
country. The Muslims are more loyal to neighboring Islamic countries than India. The author
further accounts that “Both communities – Hindu and Muslim – are going apart. In fact the
Hindu and Muslim abadis (exclusive habitation) are a stark reality today. And the distance
between the two is more than before.” Regretfully, Indian government, civil society and
intellectuals of both sides have not played their due role to bring close and bridge the gulf
between the two communities.
Another book, Indian Muslims: Issues in Social and Economics Development, by Ausaf
Ahmad (Khama Publishers, New Delhi, 1993) gives details of Muslims social and economics
situation. Their issues in education, economic development (if any) have largely been discussed
with the help of tables and graphs so that the reader can easily understand the Muslim situation.
Another book, Muslims of Indian since Partition, by Balraj Puri (Gyan Publishing House,
New Delhi, 2007) is preliminarily a collection of articles written in various journals and
newspapers by various authors and writers. In this book a article has be been reproduced

“understanding and Transcending communalism” the article throws light on communalism in
post independent India. W.C. Smith‟s views have been presented in his book, Islam in Modern
History, “reminds that even an illiterate Muslims peasant who perhaps never had a political idea
in his mind / head might kicked about in his village with a contemptuous sneer”. Why don‟t you
go to your Pakistan”. This was the environment in which the Muslims are living since India‟s
independence for which they had given great sacrifices.
A journal, Spotlight on Regional Affairs (Institute of Regional Studies, Islamabad, July
2005). The journal writing on the “confronting Religious extremism” in South Asian, starts with
the quotation of Jonathan Swift that “we have just enough religions to make us hate each other
and not enough religions to make us love each other” depicting the South Asian societies the
Journal writes that “South Asian societies are deeply religious”. It further says that “But for
political reasons religions and religious sentiment are being exploited by the seekers of powers.
In South Asia, its politics started exploiting religious symbolism and various communities started
organizing themselves on religious grounds. Thus one can find the emergence of Hindu
Mahasaba, Araya Samaj, Akali Dal, Jan Jangh, Rss, Bajrang Dal” etc. these religious Hindu
organizations have polarized the Indian Societies by Chanting slogans such as „Hindustan Main
Rehan Hay to Bandamatram Kahana ho ga, or India for Hindus no other community is allowed
to dwell in India. This sort of mindset has created so many suspicious in minorities specifically
in the Muslims.

CHAPTER II
IMPACT OF PARTITION ON INDIAN MUSLIMS
Background
Before partition, Indian Muslims were far behind in every field of life as compared to
other communities in India. However, after independence Muslims backwardness was further
increased under the Hindutva influence. The Hindu extremists within or outside the Congress
Government did not appreciate the Muslims' uplift either in education or economics. Rather they
were being considered a potential threat to their sustenance. Therefore, how could such a
segment of society survive in such a hostile environment? These were the major issues which
Indian Muslims were facing at the time of partition.
Migration to Pakistan was made obligatory only for those moving from the Punjab and
Bengal, while from other provinces it was voluntary. Those who left behind were:
1. Of distant regions wherefrom migration to Pakistan was an uphill task.
2. Feudal who held their Jagirs and urban property to support themselves and
3. Those who were too poor to afford leaving their premises at any cost.
Javaid Jeelani adds another category to the list, that is, Nationalist Muslims who had
associated themselves with the Congress while supporting her cause during the freedom struggle.
They were, hence, against the creation of Pakistan. This element of loyalty to the Congress was
never questioned before 1947; however, once the Hindu, Muslim riots broke out and spread in
the wake of partition, Hindu militant bands moving around could not discriminate between
Muslims and the Nationalists. Consequently, they all became victims to indiscriminate carnage
and plunder. Shockingly enough, no appeal, no complaint and no assurance of their loyalty
caused any impression of sympathy on the Congress Leadership. Those left alive had to live
under the shadow of fear and mistrust (Jeelani, 1992:18).
The All India Muslim League, as it happened, was in a condition of disarray, since most
of its leadership had flown to Pakistan. However, those who couldn‟t move and had escaped
from the carnage lived in a state of terror and panic afterwards. Some people left for Pakistan
with their families while, others were missing, or believed to have been killed, they were seen
acutely wailing in a deep ditch. On the other hand, who reached Pakistan were hawkers, petty

shop keepers, industrial as well as agricultural laborers. They turned out to be the most adversely
affected class. They were forced to live a life which was literally „life in a hell‟. Having lost all
sources of their livelihood in the course of turmoil, their readjustment and rehabilitation grew
intensely complex every passing day.

Jobs for Muslims either in government, semi government

services or in the private sector had been rare even before 1947. Now they were denied as a
punishment against their support for Pakistan (Jeelani: 81).
Another reason for the lukewarm official attention towards the Muslims‟ rehabilitation
was that their foremost focus was on the resettlement of the refugees from West and East
Pakistan. The public and media pressure mounting in favor of the sufferers did not let the federal
or the state governments attend to a community which worked against the India‟s interest during
the past (Jeelani: 3).
Almost 62 years have passed since India got freedom from the colonial rule of the
British; till this day India could never manage evenly balanced relationship between the two
major communities, that is, Hindus and Muslims. A.R. Momin tells us that India‟s claim to
secularism is just eyewash. The constitutional guarantee for the safeguard of the interests of the
minorities and their human rights are just farce and mutilated through communal rights so
frequently that the Indian Muslims have learnt to live with them (2004: 45). Momin reports that
the number of communal riots has gone considerably up with the passage of time. During the
period 1950 - 1963, 341 riots were erupted. They went up to 1329 between 1964 and 1970. From
1971 - 1979 up to 2147, and from 1980-1989 the figure of riots was doubled to 4295. According
to reports of Home Ministry, 13000 riots occurred during 1950-1989 (Ibid: 46).

Lord Bhikhu

Parekh of London School of Economics observes: “No country can be stable and vibrant if
substantial section of its population fails to keep pace with the rest and remains alienated from its
public life. The danger is great if the country happens to be democratic, and the alienated section
a distinct and recognizable minority. This precisely is the case with the Muslims in India
(Momin: 47).
Lord Parekh adds and rightly so “the idea of Hindu or Hinduised India is a dangerous
fantasy because India never was and can never be exclusively Hindu

in ethical, cultural and

religious sense of the term, and dangerous because it offends minorities and does great injustice
both to

Hindu pluralism and to India‟s wonderfully composite culture (Momin: 47).”

Unfortunately, Hindu extremism, which has touched new heights of hostility towards the

Muslims, is a byproduct of Partition of India. But saner views of Indian educated and
professionals had little worth except academics, as the government and the ruling Congress,
overshadowed by extremists, did not let it move the other way round. The Congress had accepted
the partition of India half-heartedly and was convinced that the partition of the country would not
last long (Gauba, 1974: 46). Evidently, the idea of total migration of both the communities
propounded by the Muslim League leadership was categorically rejected by the Congress
(Jeelani: 68). So much so that a Spanish way of purging India from the Muslims was under
consideration of extremist Congress Leadership (Jeelani: 79)
The partition of India, however, took place that followed a huge exodus and carnage of
human beings. It was perhaps the biggest exodus ever in the human history of the world.
Millions of people became homeless and even a million or so lost their limbs, honor and lives. It
was a great human suffering which the Indians had to experience on both sides of the divided
areas indiscriminately and irrespective of their creeds and religions. Despite the fact that a large
portion of Muslims shifted from India to Pakistan, a sizable Muslim population decided to live in
India following one reason or the other. Unsurprisingly enough, the Muslims who took decision
to keep India as their homeland had to face numerous hardships. Similarly, the Hindus who
migrated from East and West Pakistan evidently had to face a lot of problems. They could not
tolerate the sight that the Muslims who remained in India lived in a peaceful manner. Hence,
they caused untold suffering to the Indian Muslims by organizing plundering, rape, killing and
destruction of their property and business (Jeelani: 75).
At the partition of the Sub-continent, the Muslim population was 24.3% of the total
Indian population in accordance with the census held in 1941. In 1951, according to S.K. Gosh,
the Muslim population in India was almost 30 Million, whereas in 1961 and in 1971 it jumped to
42 million and 57 million respectively (1978: 87). Gosh notes a gradual increase in Muslim
population without noting any increase of population amongst other communities in India. Gosh
seems to be over apprehensive of the increase of Muslim population which might prove
threatening to India sometimes later (Gosh: 87).
After the partition of India as had been before the partition, the Muslim population in
India was scattered all over the country from a high concentration of 94% in Lakshadeep and
65.85% in Jammu & Kashmir according to the census of 1971 and as low as 1.23% in Orissa.
Following the Indian States had a high percentage of Muslim population.

•

Jammu & Kashmir

=

65.85%

•

Assam

=

24%

•

West Bengal

=

20.4%

•

Kerala

=

19.51%

•

UP

=

15.41%

Laccadive Island

=

•

94% (Ahmed, 1993: 57).

Behar had a Muslim concentration of almost 13.48% of the total population of the State
in Line with the 1971 census figures. Furthermore, about 12 districts excluding five (5) districts
of Jammu & Kashmir having 65% Muslim population had more than 30% Muslim population as
mentioned by Zafar Imam. Accordingly, he states that approximately 27% of the Muslim
population, a high percentage than the national average of 18%, lives in urban areas (Imam,
1980: 72). It would be interesting to note here that in the pre partition period Indian Muslims
preferred to live in rural areas. But in the post partition era the Muslim concentration shifted to
urban areas owing to job opportunities as well as an urge to get united to encounter the Hindu
extremist. The following table reveals the situation more clearly:
Muslims living in urban areas during 1931 to 1961
1931

1941

1951

1961

Urban Muslim total in Lacs

3.2

59.4

9.3

12.7

Urban Percentage of the Total

13.5

14.6

26.2

27.0

110.0

12.8

17.29

17.97 (Imam: 74).

Muslim Population
National Urban Population %

A visible difference can be envisaged between north

and south Indian Muslims; south

Indian Muslims are more pragmatic, forward looking having economic orientation. On the other
side, North Indian Muslims are under the firm grip of religious leadership. That‟s why the impact
of partition was more adverse for North Indian Muslims as compared to South Indian Muslims.
Religiously, north Indian Muslims were more rigid than those of the South. Communal frenzy
that erupted following the demolition of the Babri Masjid affected the Muslims of Northern India
more than Southern Indian Muslims.
Total migration from the territory of the Indian union was 72, 266, 00. Most of the
migrants were from East Punjab and adjoining areas. Almost 80% of the total migration from

India to Pakistan was from this part of India; the rest of 20% migration was from the other parts
of India. Migration of such a huge chunk of the Muslim population - most of them belonged to
well educated, businessmen, lawyers, engineers, college and university teachers‟ class - created a
vacuum that was filled by the Hindu migrants or local people (Imam:76). Predictably, the
Muslims were left leaderless in India. According to K.L. Gauba, the Indian Muslims wandered
for decades, “shepherdess and almost friendless, misunderstood at home and misrepresented
abroad” (Gauba, 1976:34).
The migration process adversely hit the Muslim families as they had been divided
between two dominions. Their property in the form of land, house or any other form came under
the cruel purview of the Evacuee Property Act. Obviously, it was usurped most mercilessly
creating further difficulties in the life of Muslims who were already exhausted under miseries of
poverty and deprivation. To add to their misery, skilled laborers, artisans and craftsmen had
migrated to Pakistan. Resultantly the economic conditions of the Muslims became more critical
(Imam, 1980: 82). Huge exodus of the Muslims to Pakistan reduced the vote bank of Indian
Muslims upsetting their position of political bargaining. It took them many decades to regroup
themselves and organize to regain their former status (Gauba: 87). It also certainly damaged the
economic conditions of the Indian Muslims, specifically in urban areas, from where sizeable
skilled human resources shifted to Pakistan causing a social vacuum in the regions. However,
rural areas did not suffer much as migration from there was not great.
Indian Muslims are generally held responsible for the partition of India as the Muslim
minority provinces were staunch supporters of Pakistan as compared to the Muslim majority
provinces. As such their loyalty to India was doubted. K.L. Gauba opines: “In the true context of
history to place the blame on the Indian Muslims for the partition of India is calumny. The
ultimate responsibility rests heavily on the leadership of the Congress and the majority
community as the Congressmen were Hindu Mahasabhaites” (Gauba,1976: 46). He further holds
Hindu leadership responsible for the partition since it was a result of their dual policy towards
the Muslims that caused them to think of and ask for creating a separate piece of land for them
(Gauba:46).
Describing the impact of partition on the Indian Muslims, Zafar Imam observes, “The
migration of one third of the urban Muslim population, in fact, over 60% of its concentration in
traditional areas and centers, which comprised the life force of the Muslim bourgeoisie with the

traditional and training in leadership that it had acquired since the turn of the country, disturbed
the social structure of the Muslim community (Khalidi, 1995: 28). The social vacuum
engendered by the mass migration of the Muslims shot up following the partitioning of India
from the urban localities. It was filled in immediately by the Hindu Communal forces and as
such communalism penetrated. They entered the government jobs, occupied various posts in
different offices communalizing Indian administration and played heinous role in anti Muslim
riots in the coming years. The police did play a distinctive role in communal riots against the
Indian Muslims. In some cases, the Indian police and PAC (Provincial Armed Constabulary)
became a party against Indian Muslims in killing, looting their properties and abetting the
communal element against the poor, innocent, unarmed and oppressed Muslims. In this regard
Moradabad riots are an example to prove how the Indian police opened fire on the Muslims
offering prayer in Eidgah killing almost 2500 Muslims including small children. And yet the
onus of the riots was thrown upon the innocent Muslims as dozen of them were
arrested”(Akbar,1998:38)

Share of the Muslims in Industrial Sector
The Indian Muslims as it is widely held are considerably backward both economically and
educationally. The main source of income of the Muslims, before partition, was largely based on
Jagirdari or Taluqadari system. Muslim upper class entirely depended on above stated system,
hence it can safely be said that the ruling class among the Indian Muslims was mainly feudal in
its character. The descendants of this Muslim class wanted to be Military or Police officers or
any other civil officer. Some of them joined the other professions like law or medicine, working
as doctors and lawyers. However, the bulk of the Muslim masses either rural or urban were
downtrodden and poor. Over the centuries, the Indian Muslim upper classes were of feudal
dispensation and did not have a mercantile outlook (Akbar, 1998: 38). However, some observers
say that Muslim businessmen were a strong class in Delhi- commonly called as Punjabis – with a
number of markets studded with their shops.
In India, only a few Muslim families belong to the mercantile, entrepreneur or business
class of which the prominent are the Khojas, Boharas and Memmons of the western coast of
India. The rest of the Indian population kept themselves aloof from trade, business and
commerce. Apart from the fact that the first ever Muslims who entered into Sub-continent were
traders owing to the fact that Islam has laid enough emphasis on trade and commerce, for

Prophet Mohammad (SAW) himself was a trader. However it was partly an affluent Muslim
landed aristocracy who did not like to have a business. A feudal mindset did not have an aptitude
to be shopkeeper or a small businessman for they generated a governing behavior and partly due
to prohibition of interest in Islam and also the policies developed by the governments before and
after independence. Therefore, the Indian Muslims mostly preferred the government jobs etc.
after getting the relevant education or skills before partition (Engineer, 1985: 309).
As far as big business is concerned, the Muslim share was equal to none. Conversely, the
Marwari, Parsis and Gujaraties were overwhelmingly dominant of big business. Some other
communities / groups such as Maharashtrian, and Punjabis had successfully joined the top 100
industrial units/establishments in the private sector. Regrettably, not a single of these companies
was owned by an Indian Muslim. According to the report regarding Indian economy released by
the Economic Intelligence Service of the centre for Monitoring Indian Economy Bombay July
1981, out of 2832 companies owned by 1109 large corporate units each with a sale of Rs. 50
million and above, only four companies were owned by the Muslims, three of them in Bombay
and one in Allahabad UP. However, some other big industrial units belonging to the Muslims
were established in post independence

era were

Dawood Shoe company, Rizvi Builders

Akbarallys, Inqilab Publications in Bombay and the Hyderabad cigarette factory. It was
established before partition, initially it was a fairly big company but after the partition, it was
reduced to a small unit (Khalidi, 1995: 70). It is a gloomy as well as dismal situation in big and
small business concerning the contribution on part of Indian Muslims before and after
independence.
Of course, in small business in some instances, Muslim share is better as far as ownership
and workforce is concerned; the representation of the Indian Muslims in small businesses, like
brassware in Muradabad, lock industry in Aligarh and bangle industry in Ferozabad is fairly
large. However, the development and functioning of the small-scale industries totally depends
upon the traditional dexterity of Muslim artisans. They suffered shortage of capital, and
technology (Ahmed, 1993: 45). It would be worthwhile to note here that the Muslim workers and
craftsmen received only negligible wages in an export trade, controlled entirely by the Hindus
(Engineer, 1985: 318).
The small-scale industry products are mostly hand-made for consumption within the local
market, while their buyers and purchasers are local affluent classes and the feudal classes. After

independence, the Jagirdari system was abolished and over 500 princely states were put to an
end. Sadly, these Jagirdars and princes were the principal purchasers of these hand-made goods.
As they themselves became victims to adverse circumstances, they could not patronize these
artisans.

As a consequence, during the first two decades of the independence, these craftsmen

had to face a lot of economic problems. However, the demand of products of small scale
industries enhanced in local market and in oil rich Middle East Arab countries, the economic
conditions of the owners of the small scale industries and the working force has gained impetus
whether Muslims or non Muslims. However, as the Hindu traders entered into small-scale
industries which was once under the Muslim dominance, a competitive milieu was developed,
leading to communal riots. Major communal riots occurred during 1960s, 70s, 80s even in those
Indian cities where the Muslim business and small-scale industry were flourishing rapidly
(Khalid, 1995: 71).

Rehabilitation and Social Readjustment of the Muslims
Rehabilitation and social readjustment of the Muslims in post independent had been the
cause of many a communal tensions as the evil effects of the partition of India. Many of them
have already been discussed with sufficient details in the previous pages. The most serious
impediments which lay in any move towards Muslim rehabilitation were the migrating nonMuslims from West and East Pakistan whose exaggerated stories of sufferings were exploited by
extremists. Media personnel not only multiplied the anti-Muslim feelings generally but they also
influenced the official circles causing deliberate and conscious ennui towards suffering of the
Indian Muslims.
The sufferings of the Indian Muslims were manifold. Notwithstanding their positive role
in supporting Pakistan movement, a great offence in Indian opinion, their option to live in India
instead of migrating to Pakistan, evidently, for personal and non-political reasons, still
questioned their loyalty to India and skepticism in doubting the prospects of their future role.
Only the Supreme leadership of the All India Muslim League (AIML) had migrated to Pakistan.
The political workers and local leadership still resided in India which could pose another threat.
The Indian government was also aware of the fact that the AIML was almost non-functional after
the Indian independence. But the focus of past hostility towards the League did not die. Its
reflection appeared periodically in riots which were publically and officially managed by the
government circles by ignoring the civil rights and security of the Muslim minority. This was the

only reason that occasionally police came to support their Hindu militant gangs against the
Muslims during riots, which was a common feature in India. Further, the Muslims in India were
larger in number than even the combined population of some of the Muslim countries. They were
larger than the total population of West Pakistan. Such a large group of people was forced to face
numerous problems because they were scattered throughout India and were, hence, in minority.
The political affiliations of the Indian Muslims were still in disarray. They were the nationalists,
the past separatists, and the commoners. The Nationalist Muslims during the couple of years that
followed the partition had been striving hard to prove their loyalty to the country. Verily some of
them succeeded in achieving some important positions, but majority of them, as also some other
groups, had to live under distrust and suspicions. In such an atmosphere of hate and hostility,
fostered in the minds of the ruling class, rehabilitation and social readjustment of the Muslims
was beyond any possibility. There was, of course, an intentional negligence on the part of the
government towards Muslims‟ economic, political and educational programs in public and
private sector (Jeelani, 1992: 81).
Top most leadership of the AIML had shifted to Pakistan. As such the league in divided
India was actually in disarray and unsettled position. No one could project or represent their
grievances and sufferings before the government. Notwithstanding the guarantees of equal
opportunity and civil rights for all Indian citizens without discrimination, no political party ever
sympathetically considered the Muslim minority rights in media or in Lok Sabha (Engineer,
1985: 125). A.R. Momin has provided some reports of the official concern on minority affairs
which began only with the beginning of 1980s. He observes: “ Official reports and surveys, such
as the Gopal Singh minority Panel Report (1982-83), the Planning Commission Survey (198788) and the 55th Round of the National Sample Survey (1999-2000) provides an important and
highly dependable source of data on the social, economic and educational status of Hindus,
Muslims and Christians” (Momin, 2004: 42).
This obviously means that from 1947 to 1980 little attention was paid by the Union
Government towards the betterment of the Muslims in India. Even Liauqat Nehru pact concluded
in 1949 had little effect in India, though Nehru visited Karachi twice in one month to sign the
pact and his second visit was explicitly to see how effectively the Pact was implemented in
Pakistan. The Muslims of India remained immune from any such attention or any promise of
betterment (Syed, Ed: N.D 268-72).

The commoners‟ conglomeration of petty traders, hawkers, tillers and factory workers etc
were already living in an uncertain and precarious condition. The partition made their lives even
more difficult; they lost sources of their livelihood in the course of disturbances. Not a single
measure was taken for the rehabilitation of these downtrodden Muslims; the victims of
communal riots. Job opportunities were already rare for the Muslims before the partition due to
communal tensions. The partition resulted in termination of the services of the Muslims from
government, semi government and private sectors. It may be difficult to prove whether or not
such a policy was officially adopted. Nevertheless, it had the official patronage even if it was not
a declared policy. Apparently, one excuse before them was sufficient that they had to rehabilitate
the non-Muslim immigrants from Pakistan, which claims priority from the Indian point of view.
All non-Muslims refugees were well rehabilitated by the Indian government before the passage
of Indian Constitution. They were awarded “full- fledged Citizenship" of India (Jeelani: 82).
Before the partition of India, the Muslims were far behind in education as compared to
other communities. But the efforts done by Sir Syed Ahmed Khan in terms of education of the
Muslims brought fruits and the Indian Muslims started to attain modern education. As a result,
government jobs were thrown open to the Indian Muslims in the last decade of nineteenth
century.

Government jobs were very popular among Indian Muslims during the pre

independence period. As Ausaf Ahmed points out: “Given urban bias of Muslim community, the
security and prestige which the government employment offered also gave the Indian Muslims
dislike for trade and commerce‟‟ and the Indian Muslim preferred to have a government job,
though after partition, government jobs for the Indian Muslim were drastically reduced (1993: 4).
Hence, the Indian Muslims were forced to earn their livelihood mostly through self-employment,
so most of the Muslim population shifted to cities and adopted the various occupations such as
brassware workers, weavers, cobblers, bangle makers, lock makers, stonecutters, and several
other occupations through which the Indian Muslims managed to earn their bread and cheese
(Engineer, 1995:126).

Conditions of the Muslims in Indian Economy
The Indian Muslims had been a victim of the British colonial rule as the British had
usurped power from them; hence, policies were forged to destroy the Muslims in every walk of
life, specifically economically. They were ousted from jobs, medium of catering instruction was

altered, and English was imposed in place of Persian. Thus they made the Muslims illiterate and
declared them ineligible for government jobs. It was in the wake of such conditions when Sir
Syed Ahmed Khan, a renowned Muslim reformist and scholar, emerged and strived hard to
change the British policy against the Indian Muslims. Eventually, he succeeded in his efforts.
The British ultimately agreed to change their unfriendly and adverse attitude towards the Indian
Muslims. Simultaneously, he launched an educational campaign in order to equip the Indian
Muslims with modern western secular education. So, after having attained modern education,
they were eligible to occupy government job, though they were still far behind as compared to
the Hindus and other communities living in India.
Admittedly, fundamental human rights such as economic, political as well as judicial
were underscored but ground realities were different. It is widely held that the Indian Muslims
were and still are scorned socially by the majority community, especially by the members of the
Hindu extremist groups and organizations (Mallick, 1994). Politically, abolition of separate
electorate had marginalized the Indian Muslims as evident by the figures that in 1947, Muslim
share in Indian Lok Sabah was 13.1 %. After the general elections held in 1952, their share was
reduced to only 7.2%, and in the proceeding elections held periodically the Muslim percentage
was further reduced gradually --- so much so that in 1994 elections their representation was only
4.96 percent with 27 Lok Sabha seats. Similarly, in the economic field the Indian Muslims have
lagged far behind as compared to other communities residing in India. Even backward scheduled
classes and tribes were in a better position than the Indian Muslims (Muslim India, July, 1994).
As has been stated earlier, the Indian Muslims were held responsible for the vivisection of
motherland; therefore, successive Indian governments as well as majority community had no
sympathy with the Indian Muslims. Hence, the government adopted adverse policies against
them so that they could never flourish in any field of life. According to KL Gauba;
“The partition has only been looked upon as a price of freedom. But who has paid the
price”

He quotes Habibullah's statement: “As a permanent penalty it is the Muslims and the

Sikhs who both are isolated as the minorities; with the present rate of exclusion of the largest
minorities of India there will be in about a decade far less Muslims in the goods services than
Parsis or Christians. As for industries, (to our concern) they appear as artisans and industrial
workers only. Their share in the ownership of any worthwhile industry is negligible. They don't
even own a decent newspaper. They are backward and are being deprived further” (Gauba, 1976:

29).
To assess the economic conditions of a community in a particular area, telephone
connections and private cars could possibly be a good parameter. In Bombay, non-Muslims,
Hindus, Sikhs, Parses etc. had nine telephones per thousand while the Muslims had only 5 per
thousand. In addition, Indian Muslims, according to KL Gauba, are not accepted in government,
private and commercial establishments. They are forced to earn their living as shoeshine boys,
cart pushers, load carriers and as waiters in hotels where beef is served. So, it can safely be
concluded that the Indian Muslims are not a part of main stream Indian economic and political
life (Gauba: 356).
Iqbal Ansari, an Indian analyst laments seeing that the Muslims‟ Share in government
jobs is negligible. In 1964, the share of Indian Muslims in central government was 3.2 percent,
while the Muslim population was at that time 10.19 percent of the total Indian population
according to 1961 census report. In 1971, the Muslim population increased to 11.21 percent but
the Muslim participation in government service was further reduced. According to Tahir Beg, in
1976 the Muslim participation in government Services was 1.5% in central secretariat. In 1981,
Muslim share in Indian Administrative Service (IAS) was 2.98 %, while in India Police Services
in (1976) the Muslim share was only 2.8% (Ansari, 1989: 121).
In 1966, a list of Indian Administrative Service was made public by the Union‟s Home
Ministry. According to gradation List I.A.S. officers appointed from 1948 to 1965 were 1113, of
these only 16 were Muslims, the same was the case with that of Police services, and from 1948
to 1965 nearly 783 Indian Police Officers were appointed on the basis of annual competitive
examination. Of these only 13 were Indian Muslims, the share of the Indian Muslims in other
Indian services is almost the same (Gauba: 101-105).
The plight of the Indian Muslims in every walk of life was dismal, be it economic,
educational, social or political spheres. It can be realized from the several comparative surveys,
conducted by the government sporadically. In this respect, Dr. S Navalakha of the Institute of
Economic Growth Delhi shows the Indian Muslim's percentage of elite as compared to other
communities.

According to Dr. Navalakha, Indian Muslims constitute almost 11.2% of Indian

population, but, only 4.5 percent consists of the elite, conversely, Hindus are 82.2%, of the total
Indian population, they form 85.3% of Indian elite, Jains are only 0.5% of the population, but,
they make 2.8 percent of the Indian elite. In the same manner, other communities, Sikhs and

Christians make lesser proportion of the Indian population, but their share in Indian elite is much
larger. Muslims form the only community in the minority communities with very high
population but less representation in elite and equally less representation in Lok Sabha and other
walks of life ( Ausaf, 1993: 38).
Similarly, Dr. J.S. Bandukwala conducted a survey in 1977. This time, Baroda, a second
biggest city of Indian state of Gujarat, was selected to assess the economic condition of various
communities living in the city. The total population of the city was 0-8 million of which Indian
Muslim constituted

0.1

million.

During post independence, Boroda witnessed a quick

industrialization which resulted in gradual urbanization of the town. However, in spite of the
change and the growth of a new secular state Muslims' lot remained unchanged. They remained
insignificant and destitute as before. Their socio-economic condition, as compared to other
communities was below poverty line, rather miserable.
Table
Variable

Muslim

Scheduled Caste

P/Capita Monthly Income

Rs.42

Rs.63

Living below poverty Line

8.5%

7.5%

Matriculate

2.5

4.5%

Graduate

1.01%

1.5% (Ahmed: 40).

The figures above stated should be sufficient to gauge the socio-economic situation of the
Indian Muslims. The data manifests that Indian Muslims are more backward economically and
educationally than the scheduled castes. Ausaf Ahmed, one of the renowned Indian authors,
himself conducted a sample survey in New Delhi in 1981. His finding on the Muslim socioeconomic status was not different from others noted before. He regrets the dismal conditions of
the Muslims, and the indifference of the government officials towards their plight.

The Muslims in the Indian Political Process
Muslim community in secular and democratic India is widely dispersed all over the
country. Further, having a different character as is specific to Indian population the Indian
Muslims too do not form a single entity and homogeneous character. Having no concentration in
a peculiar region and with variance in ethnic bonds, they had no chance of developing a strong
polity. Nor it was possible for them to migrate to the neighboring state of the same faith. In such
a state of affairs, the Indian Muslims had only the following three options. According to Omar
Khalidi, “They can join one of the parties sympathetic to the Muslims with a secular orientation.
(II) They could work as a non-partisan, pressure group that would ensure the election of
sympathetic individuals regardless of party affiliation,

(III) or they could form their own

political party and try to extract benefits by holding the balance of power in a coalition
government. The Indian Muslims have tried

all the three approaches (Economic and Political

Weekly, Jan, 2-9-1993).
In pre-partition era, the Indian Muslims constituted almost 23% of the total population of
the country and in certain provinces like Punjab, Bengal and Sindh they were in majority.
However, following the partition, Indian Muslims became an unwanted minority everywhere and
dispersed throughout the country. They had lost their weight owing to the split into two parts i.e.
the Indian Muslims and Pakistani Muslims, Indian Muslims lost the respect of the majority
community for the role they had played in the partitioning of the country (Nalarajpuri, quoted by
Ausaf; 40).
K.L. Gauba sarcastically criticizes Indian secularism for more than forty million minority
the new constitution of India became largely the charter of their exclusion from social, economic
and political activity a repudiation of their past status; a deprivation from the opportunity offered
to others, substantial shackles and fetters of belief, faith, thought and freedom of expression, a
dubious secular democracy, fairly illusory (Gauba: 60)
Ashar Ali Engineer a renowned Indian Muslim scholar and writer of a number of books
observes that on Indian Muslim both the variables i.e. human rights and adult franchise under
joint electorate and constitutional safeguards brought no comprehensive change in their present
lot with

no prospects

of Muslim political future. India‟s secular democratic constitution does

not promise Indian Muslims what it does to other communities including Hindus. Similarly, joint
electorate has caused the marginalization of the Indian Muslims in Indian democratic

institutions. It would be better to highlight the Muslim representation in the Lok Saba from 1947
to 1994, which was 13.1% and 4.96% respectively. A decline could be witnessed; table below
shows the actual position.
Muslim representation from 1947 to 1994
Year

No. of Muslim

Percentage

Members
1947

31

13.1

1952

36

7.21

1957

24

4.74

1962

32

6.27

1967

29

5.68

1971

29

5.18

1977

46

8.50

1980

41

7.60

1984

33

6.03

1989

28

6.31

1991

28

5.03

1994

27

4.96 (Muslim India, July 1994)

The decline in Muslim representation was due to the abolition of separate electorate
despite of the Muslims' protest. In this regard, Sardar Patel delivered a lengthy speech in favor
of separate electorate, however, two Muslim League members of constituent Assembly,
Mohammad Ismail and B. Pokar Sahib staunchly opposed the move propounded for the
abolishing of separate electorate (Muslim India, July, 1994).
However, the protest coming from the Muslim quarters was very weak and fragile. Apart
from the above stated two Muslim members' support for separate electorate, there came another
supporting view from a former premier of Assam, named Sayed Mohammed Saadullah. As such
only three of Muslim members had raised their voice for the retention of separate electorate.
Eventually, the motion was approved overwhelmingly by the majority of 58 to 3 (Muslim India,
July, 1994)
In Constituent Assembly, the Muslim members were 31 out of a total 235 having a
percentage of 13%. But they could do little for the benefit of their own community --- so much

so that a female Muslim member of constituent Assembly, Begum Qudsiya Izaz Rasul, under
pressure from Sardar Patel, spoke against the separate electorate. While Maulana Abu al Kalam
Azad and Maulana Hafizur Rehman preferred to remain quiet without uttering a single word for
or against the reservation of seats for the Indian Muslims. This was how; the Indian Muslims
were politically marginalized notwithstanding their position of a kingmaker. This was done by
the Congress with the support of the Muslim members of Constituent Assembly. (Muslim India,
July, 1994).
Strangely enough, 116 Parliamentary Seats in Lok Sabah

and 485 in the State assemblies

were kept reserved for the scheduled castes and other tribes, due to their economic
backwardness, as also on the ground of ethnicity. But such concession was not considered
suitable for the Muslim Community, which was comparatively more backward and oppressed.
(Gauba: 55)
Balrajpuri holds it as the traditional Muslim demand, but proportional representation was
withdrawn by the Muslim members of the constituent Assembly. Muslim representation in
Indian state assemblies presents a very bleak picture. For instance, Assam, Kerala, Behar, UP,
West Bengal, Maharashtara, Gujarat, and Rajisthan had a reasonable Muslim population, which
the following table shows:Table 1991 Census
Name of State

Muslims Population Percent

Assam

28.43

Bahar

14.81

Kairala

23.23

Karnatka

11.64

Maharashtra

9.67

Rajasthan

8.01

UP

17.33

West Bengal

33.61 (Muslim India: 152, New Delhi 1995: 343-44)

According to K.L. Gauba, despite a substantial proportion of Muslims in the above noted
states, Muslim representation in (Vidhan Sabah) was very low as compared to their proportion.
In Assam State Assembly, Muslim members were only 11 in 1957 elections, 12 in 1962 and 20
in 1972 out of 124 total assembly seats. In Behar, Muslim members were only 17 out of 318 total

seats of the State assembly in 1972. In Maharashtra the situation was worst, Muslim members
were only 06 out of 270. In nutshell, out of total 3487 State assembly seats of various States,
Muslim were only 182 in 1967 (Gauba: 236)
The Muslim membership further declined during the election of 1971 and 1994. This was
a result of Hindu machinations in abolishing Muslims‟ separate constituencies. Further,
delimitation of constituencies also played a significant role in scattering millions of Muslims to
accommodate the scheduled castes and other tribes. This was branded a goodwill gesture of the
Muslims and appreciated irrespective of their displeasure.
The Indian Muslims since independence have been voting for the Indian National
Congress in the new political scenario and its declared attachment to secularism as a ruling party.
This trend of the Indian Muslims could be visualized from the percentage of votes received by
Congress in the general elections held immediately after partition in 1952, 1957 and 1962 in
three principal States of UP, Bihar and West Bengal.
Muslims vote to Congress 1952 to 1967
States

1952

1957

1962

1967

Bihar

63.62

65.01

51.83

39.02

UP

72.09

57.97

42.27

35.93

West Bengal

56.10

50.63

51.75

47.11

All India

57.12

58.62

52.27

40.44 (EPW Jan 2-9, 1993).

The table reveals that Muslims voting trend for the Congress was cutting down gradually.
In 1952 on all India basis, earlier being almost more than 57 percent in 1967, it was even less
than 45 percent, communal riots occurred in 1963, which claimed score of Muslims' lives
besides loss of property under the Congress rule, therefore, it was held that the party had
betrayed Muslims trust despite of being a dominant political party in National politics and
Muslims' unconditional political support for them. In 1960 various Muslim groups of different
regions in the country had begun to think of their own political party to which they could attract
the Muslim voters, during elections, in order to save their political, cultural, educational and
economic interests (EPW, 1998).
During the elections of 1967, especially in principal States having large Muslim
population, i.e. in UP, Behar and West Bengal a new political strategy was devised by the
Muslim leadership. They established Muslims Majlis-i-Mushawrat

(Muslim Consultative

Committee) MMM in 1964. It declared its dissatisfaction in associating with the Congress,
(Hasan, 1997: 270) and as such projecting its nine point

peoples

manifesto, emphasizing

Muslim grievances, underlining the need to be redressed . But the MMM could not do well in
1967 elections.

A rift developed within the group the Majlis-i-Ittad ul Muslemeen(MIM)

founded earlier in 1927 in Andra Paradesh, was revived. It created some space in Muslim
electorates and effected better performance than the MMM (Shaheen, 1996: 30).
But the MIM too had to face a severe jerk in 1994 facing a humiliating defeat in State
Assembly election, following a split in the party, Majlis Bachoo Tehreek (MBT) emerged from
the womb of MIM, on the issue of bad performance regarding Babri Masjid episode in 1992
(Akhtar, 1996: 30)
It is a well established fact that minorities anywhere in the world could only survive on
the basis of political unity, the Indian Muslims were so wanting in this aspect. Unlike the people
of East Timor, who collectively launched a movement to get freedom from Indonesia and
ultimately got it, the Indian Muslims' disunity was to such an extent that they could not obtain
reservation of seats in the Lok Sabah and in the State assembles. Ausaf Ahmed has reflected on
such a state of affair of Indian Muslims.
•

The settlements of Indian Muslims are diversified. They are thinly distributed all over
India which reduces the possibility that the Indian Muslims may organize themselves
as a Single political force…….

•

The Indian Muslims have to participate in the electoral process through existing
national and regional political parties, without having enough clout for bargaining
their support for the respective political parties.

•

Working within the framework of party system, each one of the party has its
constraints to safeguard its interest. Thus, paying attention to issues, which are of
significance to minorities, comes low on the scale of its priorities (Ahmed, 32).

Muslim Contribution to Indian Economy
The Muslim community constitutes 13.4% of the total population of India according to
2001 census (Danish, 2005: 151). They, however, have negligible contribution to Indian
economy. The bulk of Muslim workforce was obliged to take shelter in the low paid unorganized
cottage industry sector - manifesting a tendency of complete isolation from mainstream
economic activity and any share in scientific and technological development of the country. A

great exodus of the Muslims from urban areas to Pakistan proved a tremendous loss to the
Muslims left behind in India. Their majority consisted of artisans having small source of income,
petty shopkeeper, Venders, craftsmen of varied fields, people belonging to various professions,
government servants, of class 3 or 4 having no influence on social life. As such, it can safely be
held that in the absence of leadership any significant role for the uplift of Muslim society was
beyond any perception. Zafar Imam observes, “The economic condition of the privileged and
Middle class and correspondingly their political influence considerably weakened” (1980: 89).
He further states that the middle and small peasants, though very small in number, suffered
economically because of the forcible grabbing of their land in the wake of partition. This was
coupled with the enforcement of Evacuee Property Act which further multiplied their agony by
depriving them of agricultural lands hitherto under their control, now granted to the refugees
from Pakistan.
According to Moin Shakar (a renowned Indian Muslim scholar), the economic system
adopted by the Indian government immediately following the partition was oriented for the
affluent class. Rich Muslims, as per rich person of the other communities, got benefited but poor
of all the communities including Muslims were deprived of any advantage from the said system.
However, the commissions constituted at times to probe into Muslim‟s deprivation gave their
findings that only Muslims were the community in Indian society which remained backward
educationally as well as economically (Sachar Report 2004).
The Planning Commission Survey (1987-88) the Report of the 43rd Round of the National
Sample Survey (1987-1988), and the 55th Round of NSSO (1999-2000) highlights that
educational and socio-economic status of all the minorities, disclosing a depressing condition of
the Muslims in all walks of life), Gopal Singh, Minority panel report (1982-83). More recently,
Sacher Commissoin Report (2004) confirms again, what was stated earlier by other commissions.
(Sachar Report, 2004).
In urban and rural areas, the Muslim share in salaried jobs in organized sector has been
very low. In urban areas, the Hindus share in salaried jobs is 47% as compared to 24% of the
Muslims. But majority of Indian Muslims are engaged in self employment to earn their
livelihood in urban as well as in rural areas. The Muslim business class in India was very small
before partition and still the situation is very bleak. Apart from, Khojas, Bohras and Memons of
the Western Coast of India, the majority of Muslims kept themselves aloof from trade and

commerce. Muslim share in the heavy industries of India is negligible i.e. zero percent.
Likewise, out of 2832 industrial units listed by the Economic Intelligence Service Bombay in
1981, the Indian Muslims owned only 4 units. This was the total Muslim contribution to Indian
economy. The reason is not that the Indian Muslims do not take interest in business or don't have
relevant experience but the bias and prejudicial view of the majority community that proves an
impediment in their progress. For instance, in 1993, only 3-7 percent Indian Muslim could
receive loans from the government to start business, likewise only 2% Muslims could avail
institutional loans from the government. Similarly, in 1979, 405 industrial licenses were
approved and issued of them only five were given to Muslims. However, in 1980, situation
improved a bit and 6 licenses were approved for the Indian Muslims out of 386 (Muslim India:
522).
It is widely considered that the Indian Muslims lagged behind economically due to
oppressive and discriminatory policies adopted by the successive Indian governments since
independence. KL Gauba suggests that some voices were raised from certain quarters regarding
the causes of Muslim backwardness, mostly due to their aloofness from modern scientific and
secular instruction. They prefer religious education that is being imparted in Madrasas; seats of
Islamic learning (Ahmed, 1980: 231).
Incidentally, both the opinions and ideas are neither entirely correct nor totally wrong.
Discrimination against the Indian Muslims is a concrete fact and Muslims aloofness from secular
education exists as well which is not on the grounds of religion but due to lack of financial
resources. If opportunities could be offered to the Indian Muslims with economic uplift, they
would be in a position to send their children to the schools catering for secular education
(Engineer, 2006: 16-17).
Similarly, if the discriminatory policy against them is abandoned by the government, the
Muslims could take part in the developmental process with the urge of excelling in every walk of
life. Whenever such opportunities were provided to Indian Muslims, they proved themselves
equal to the task. But the deliberate official indifference towards Muslims ignoring their socioeconomic

and

political interest

progressively marginalized

them.

Allowing the Muslims

intellectuals to retreat into their own shells (Sachar Report: 50).
In the absence of any available statistics and data collection regarding the true picture of
Muslims' socio-economic status, the Union and the States governments had been boasting of

farcical claims on Muslims' well-being and development like other communities in India. It was
only after Gopal Singh‟s Report that the dismal situation of the Muslims was brought to the
surface, which was later on confirmed by other reports including Sacher Report. The Muslims'
deprivation for whatever reasons is a black spot on the white collared Indian secularism. Fully
aware of the dismal situation, the official indifference is most tyrannical and inhuman (Sachar
Report: 50).
In all the branches of Industrial sectors i.e. the public, private, organized and unorganized
sectors, and in all units of small, medium, large scale and cottage industries, the Muslim share in
the management is extremely poor. In 73 big commercial establishments of public sector,
Muslim directors are only 6 out of 484, (percentage being 1.2%). Another study quoted by
Ebrahim Suleman Seth reveals

that the strength of Muslim Management in public limited

companies was just 8% in total 110 employees out of 6465 non Muslim Director and managing
Director are Muslims (Ansari; 117).
Muslim placements in the private and corporate sector, is nominal and negligible. Table
(1) below, demonstrates four samples of private limited companies. The total number of directors
of these sample companies taken together are, 2421, the number of Muslim directors being only
33, including 4 civil servants, the Muslim participation comes to roughly 0.78% only.
Table - 1
Muslim Directors in Private (LTD) Companies
Sample

No. of

Total No. of

Muslims

Companies

Directors

1

67

607

7

2

49

506

9

3

70

580

10

4

73

728

7 (Ansari: 117)

Muslim share in large and medium scale industries is non-existent. As Syed Shahabudin
says “There are only four units owned by the Muslim industrialists in a group of 2832 industrial
establishments owned by large corporate units, each unit with sales limit of Rs. 50 million and
above, their turnover accounting to 57 per cent of the total sales originating in the mining and
manufacturing sector” (Journal Institute of Minority Affairs, Vol. 111, 1981).
However, in small scale and cottage industry sector, the Muslim employment ratio is not

that distressing as in the corporate sector. There are 14,000 small cottage units owned by the
Indian Muslims out of a total of 6, 00,000. Almost 2,000 of these Muslim owned units belong to
small category with a capital outlay of more than 20,000 and less than 20, 000, 00.

Contribution of the Muslims in Agriculture and Food Grain
A false notion, is usually propagated, that a large population of Muslim community is
living in urban areas. On the contrary, it is a fact that majority of Muslims live in rural areas.
Most of the non-Muslims make a comparison between the Indian Muslims and the Hindus living
in urban areas. But the Sachar committee report rightly suggests that “the Muslim population is
predominantly rural though the level of urbanization among them has been higher than the rest of
Indian population. In 1961, the Indian population living in urban areas was 18%. But the ratio of
the Muslim population was 27%. This substantial gap persisted and by 2001, the urbanized
Muslim population was 35.7% as compared to 27-8% of the overall population (Ansari: 118).
Justice Sachar's Report further states that the Indian Muslims were less agrarian than the
other communities. This was true in certain areas. The 2001 census shows that whereas amongst
all other communities 40% of the rural workers were cultivators. Muslim cultivators were only
30%.
However, belonging to an agrarian class does not necessarily mean that the Muslims
living in rural area are cultivators. Some of them are of course peasants. But a substantial number
of them belong to artisans, masons, carpenters class etc which is a source of their livelihood. The
Muslim peasantry too was divided into several categories. It depended upon the size of their land
holding and also upon the area in which they resided and respective capacity of its produce.
According to various surveys conducted at different times, the Muslim share in Indian
agriculture was not proportionately high and the peasants lived a miserable life (Khalidi, 1995:
54).
Ever since the green revolution and the energizing agricultural production with better
seeds, mechanized cultivation and fertilizers, its benefits reached the Muslim cultivators only a
little as they usually worked in fields which did not produce wheat. while the Muslim cultivation
areas ironically were rice cultivating region , like west Bengal, Assam and Behar, therefore, their
economic condition remained largely unaffected, However, the rich Muslim peasants who

had

the resources and also the knowhow to adopt new techniques, introduced them successfully. But

unlike rich peasants poor and middle class farmers remained devoid of such benefits in
agricultural sector (Khalidi: 56).
Hence, it can safely be said that Indian Muslims' share in Indian agriculture is quite
meager as compared to their population in India. As such many peasants were obliged to switch
to other professions like small tea stalls, push carts, or rickshaw drivers or as small hoteliers etc.
This kind of self-employment doesn't accrue enough earning which could bring prosperity in
their life (Imam: 248: 49).
It would be pertinent to mention here a study regarding Muslim agrarian life conducted
by the Institute of Social and Economic Change, Banglore,. The study covering some 245 village
in the Tumkur district of Karnataka state, reports that among thousands owning agricultural land,
only 5% were Muslims, 21% scheduled castes, and 67% caste Hindus. Table drawn below
manifests that only 41% Muslims of the Tumkur district are engaged in cultivation as compared
to 77% caste Hindu, 52% of scheduled castes and 65% scheduled Tribes. The remaining
proportion of the Muslim population e.g. 59% is engaged in rural economy as laborers, artisans,
professional and salaried workers.
Table
Distribution of Population by Main Occupation in Tumkur District
Main occuption

Caste Hindu

SCs

STs

Muslim

All

Laborers

9

38

24

22

17

Artisans

4

04

01

13

05

Marginal Cultivators

21

26

23

20

22

Small Cultivator

25

18

24

12

23

Medium Cultivator

29

08

17

09

23

Large Cultivator

02

-

-

-

01

Business & Trade

03

01

02

08

02

Professional & Salaried

05

02

02

13

05

Others

02

03

03

03

02

Total

100

100

100

100

Workers

100 Sources: Muslim

India, 1993
The picture emanating from this study can by no mean be regarded as a representative of

the whole country. It does not however deviate much from the common guess of the Muslim
Share in Indian agriculture sector. The abolition of landlordism in India as a measure of land
reform after independence in fact seems to have drastically reduced the Muslim population in
agriculture sector. A very big segment of the rural Muslims comprise of landless laborers,
artisans and low salaried workers.
Rural economic situation of India vis-a-vis Muslims is more distressing and painful. In
rural areas, the Indian Muslims are mostly landless, daily wage earners are engaged in
unorganized and backward areas of rural artisanship. The Indian Muslims stand for 35% in terms
of landlessness as compared to Hindus whose proportion is 28 %. Besides, their proportion in
small holdings is much higher. Almost 90% of Indian Muslims have land holdings of less than
one hector. The following table shows the real picture.
Religion wise Distribution of Land possessed by Rural House Holds (Per 1000)
Size Class

Hindus

Muslims

(In Hectors)

All Religious
Groups

0-00

137

147

142

0.01-1.00

539

647

528

1.01-4.00

251

176

242

4.00-8.00

50

24

49

Above 8.00

21

07

20 ( Muslim India, July, 1992: 326).

Challenge of Hindutva
Hindutva aims at de ethicizing of the Muslims under apprehensions of their cultural
predominance. The efforts which the Hindus carried out to dilute the identity of the Muslims,
their religious and cultural traditions to be assimilated or subjected to the cultural roots of the
majority community are called Hindutva. (Rao: 1982). Hindutva is reflected in growing threats
of sporadic attacks on mosques, madrasas, and shrines, the threat to Muslim Personal Law
(Implicit in the commitment of B.J.P. to the enforcement of uniform civil code), discrimination
against Urdu and concerted efforts to deprive the Muslim community to enter the mainstream of
India‟s Nationalism (Rao,1982).
''The ideology of Hindutvra'' observes A.R. Monim points an inherent, explicit identity
between nationalism and patriotism on the one hand and Hindu ethos and cultural traditions on

the other. A corollary of the view is that Muslims, Christians, Zorastrians and all other nonHindu communities are excluded from the ambit of nationalism and patriotism (Momin,
2004:63).
M.S. Golwalker, the RSS chief in 1940, observed in his book: We and Our Nationhood
that this philosophy of Hindu fundamentalist was applied by the B.J.P. during her rule which in
detail will be discussed at proper place. Suffice to note here what L.K. Advani and Manohar
Joshi proposed that all who lived in India were Hindu‟s i.e. Muslim Hindus, Christian Hindus
and Sikh Hindus etc. This was in complete disregard to the religious sentiments of other religions
and cultural perceptions. (Time of India, March, 18, 2002). On the other hand Atal Behari Vajpai
accuses the Muslims of not wanting to live with others; instead they want to preach their religion
by creating fear and terror in the minds of others (Time of India, April 12, 2002).
On the eve of partition, Muslims opting to stay in India constituted 20% of the
population; Shazana Mallick suggests that they were of 12% (Mallick: 64). After the partition of
Indian, a violent and fierce communal surge was initiated by the fanatic and fundamentalist
Hindus to purge the Indian society from the unclean Muslims. Tens of thousands of Muslims
were butchered in cold blood and yet the bulk of Indian Muslims managed to survive in spite of
the viciousness of Hindu militants. With the passage of time, their miseries and sufferings
gradually increased. During 1960‟s,

especially, after the death of J.L. Nehru, the first prime

minister of India, (Hassan, 1997: 260). a number of Hindu extremist and revivalist organizations
appeared on Indian political horizon spreading

communalism

and poisoning the atmosphere.

The mushrooming growth of these terrorists caused tremendous difficulties in the life of
Muslims already deprived of civil rights, security and cultural freedom in secular India (Mallick:
65).
Apart from different threats to the Muslim community since independence, Hindu
militants have now revised a strategy to Hindus‟ Indian Society suggesting “One country, one
culture and one nation.” This was a great threat to the Muslim community because of their
backwardness educationally, economically and above all the constant threat to their lives during
communal riots (Mallick: 65).
According to Hindutva ideology, a person cannot be a Hindu unless he believes India as a
holy land; respects and honors its heroes, deities, gods, goddesses as prevalent in Hindu culture.
It also implied that the cultural practices prevalent in other religions such as congregation in

mosques, cow sacrifices and other religious ceremonies be abandoned. It should be noted that
before independence, root causes of communal riots were either organized music outside
mosques at prayer times or cow slaughter, particularly on Eid festival. (Hamid,1967: 15-17).
After the partition Indian Muslim were regarded as enemies of India's ancestral heritage. They
are considered as such a permanent hindrance in developing Indian society and the unity of India
(Ejaz, 2003: 28-29).
According to Golwalker, the president of RSS, the non-Hindus of free India must be
nationalized. He also emphasized that the non-Hindu population of India must adopt the Hindu
culture and language. He further states that they must not entertain ideas other than those of
glorification of the Hindu race and culture, hence must lose their separate identity to merge into
the Hindu religion or may stay in country wholly subordinated to the Hindu dominance claiming
nothing, deserving no privilege and not even citizen‟s rights (Grahm, 1990: 40).
The legacy of communalism which independent India inherited was overshadowed by
extremist thinking rather than the awareness of the secular constitution of the country and its
demands in practice by all segments of the society. Unfortunately, immigration from Pakistan to
India was more threatening to the Indian Muslims than vice versa. The Muslim exodus from East
Bengal proved extremely harsh for the Muslims of West Bengal who suffered not only under
communal riots but also under the state terrorism ordered by Shyam Prasad Mukerji. He was not
afraid of the Prime Minister‟s criticism on his conduct, and resigned from cabinet on the
partisanship of Jawahar Lal Nehru favoring Muslims. There were many member of the Indian
cabinet who had sympathy with Shyam Prasad and thought likewise. But Nehru did not let them
have their way (Hasan: 1997: 48).
Political orientation of the Indian National Congress is not different from the other
extremist Hindu groups. But the communal riots during the post independence period had been
severely criticized by the foreign press. Nehru was therefore obliged to keep up good name of
India at least in foreign media.

He, therefore, proved himself as the champion of Indian

secularism and denied other members of his cabinet including Patel to go against his liberal
behavior.
Liauqat Nehru pact regarding safeguard and rights of minorities in the two dominions
caused a division within the Congress i.e. amongst the liberals and the extremists S.V.B. Patel‟s
leadership. Attempts made to enforce decisions of the hardliners over the secularists failed

despite the success of Purushothamada Tandon in the election of the Congress‟s chief executive
(President) defeating Nehru in 1950. Premature death of S. Patel up set the extremist
disheartening them for a short time. Soon they had an opportunity to muster support of the R.S.S.
and Bhartiya Jan Sangh to organize them as a political group. On October 21, 1950 under the
dynamic leadership of S.P Mukerji who had resigned from the Union Cabinet on the LiauqatNehru agreement. Mukerji gave his party the slogan which was so often chanted by extremists
one country, one culture and one nation i.e. minorities in India particularly Muslims, had little
chances to grow and survive (Ejaz: 29).
The government of the Congress under the leadership of the J.L.Nehru, though appeared
as defenders of Muslims during the Hindu militant attacks saving many. But he remained
indifferent towards the growing extremism in India, which occasionally burst into communal
riots with numerous causalities mostly Muslims.

This was notwithstanding equal rights

guaranteed by the Indian constitution for all the minorities (Constitution of India, Clauses 16, 25,
29, 325).Why the Congress government allowed latitude to the extremist groups is debatable but
it indeed proved costly to the Congress in the long run.
Nehru‟s name remained the focus of power until his death in 1964. His successors were
neither so popular nor so sagacious. Even his daughter, Indira Gandhi and grandson Rajev
however strong as posed by Indian journalists lacked the political acumen of Nehru. As such the
extremists had an opportunity to unite strongly to oppose the Congress, and making inroad in the
corridor of power in 1998.
Mobilization of Muslims against Hindutva force and Discrimination
Discriminatory policies against the Indian Muslims continued unabated from 1947 to
1992 regarding higher education, opportunities to obtain government jobs, and their cultural and
religious activity. Followers of Hindutva, resisted any move in the State government or at Union
level to provide any relief to the Muslims. They prevented Muslims to carryout steps towards
Muslim uplift programs by thrusting upon them riots at one pretext or another. Under the
compounding problems of security and defense it was difficult for them to manage peaceful
existence.
As the bulk of Muslims migrants who shifted to Pakistan belonged to the urban areas, the
Indian rural Muslims migrated to urban area to fill the vacuum created by the Muslim
immigrants who had left for Pakistan. Approximately 30 Lakhs (3 Millions) rural Muslims

migrated to urban areas aiming to fill the vacuum created by immigrants and because of
communal riots which they had experienced before and during the partition and a common
feeling of uncertainty and insecurity prevalent in rural areas (Imam: 94).
However, Muslim concentration in towns and cities did not prove fruitful for them.
Extremist Hindu organizations supported by Hindutva forces prevented Muslims growing
economically, successful beginning of small business did bring some stability to Muslims settled
in towns but soon it became another cause of communal riots under a hateful strategy to destroy
them. Muslims business was disturbed initially and ended eventually with continued disturbances
and communal riots (Hasan, 1997: 258).
Indian Muslims had been supporting the Indian National Congress during the periodic
union and provincial elections. It was because the All India Muslims League now became
Pakistan Muslim League and in India, it was dissolved. The Congress was apparently a secular
party against extremists and hardliners which did not tolerate the Muslims. As such Muslims
usually remained in Congress‟ camp. But the Muslims were disillusioned by the Congress'
involvement in communal riots sparked in Jabalpur (1961). It soon spread to other cities and
towns of Madhya Pradesh in which lot of Muslim lives and property was destroyed. The
Congress did nothing for the safety of Indian Muslims. On the contrary, it remained involved in
the disturbances directly or indirectly. It was obvious that the congress had betrayed the Muslims
trust. Therefore, the Muslim political elite considered that the congress was no longer a medium
to protect their interest in India. Nehru‟s statement during the communal riots that the Congress
leaders simply sat in their homes like Parda ladies, allowing the situation to deteriorate is
sufficient to prove the allegations. The government machinery failed in preventing Muslim
killings from Hindu marauders (Hasan, 1997:258).
In such circumstances, prominent Indian Muslim summoned a meeting in 1961 at New
Delhi to make a strategy to overcome the Muslim sufferings and their intentional discrimination
and combating against the Hindutra menace. Strangely enough in every communal riot, Indian
Muslims were always at the receiving end.
All Indian Muslim convention was organized in New Delhi on 11, 12 June 1961 and a
memorandum suggesting remedies was submitted to the Indian Prime Minister (Noorani, 2003;
123). Similarly a public meeting of the Muslim sponsored by the Jamyat-ul- Ulema was also
held to probe into Muslim grievances. On this occasion, prominent members belonging to the

Muslim community addressed the gathering to suggest different measures to overcome the
Muslim miseries (Hasan, 1997: 207).
Besides, a two days All India Muslims consultative convention was convened at the
Dareul Uloom Nadva tul Ullama on August 8, 1964, at Luknow in which leaders of all shades
and colours participated. Prominent speaker Syed Mahmud appealed to the convention, drawing
attention on devising a remedy against many fold injustices and prejudices which the Muslim
Community was suffering (Noorani: 130). In this regard a positive development was the Muslim
Majlis-e-Mushawart formed on the platform of All Indian Muslim consultative convention. The
principal purpose of the MMM was to safeguard Muslim rights and religio - political interest
(EPW, Nov 1988: 2468).
It seems that the Indian Muslims are gradually organizing themselves to consolidate their
position so that they will be able to defend themselves against Hindutvra menace. This was
amply demonstrated when after the death of Jawaharlal Nehru, communal riots broke out and
unlike before, Hindu militants equally suffered despite the police support (Hasan: 253).
All India Muslim political convention was called upon by the Muslim Majlis on
December 19, 1970, sensing that the existing political parties either secular or non secular have
not succeeded in solving their problems. Their disenchantment compelled the Indian Muslims to
have a political party of their own. There existed some state level political organizations but not
in all the states. However a Muslim political organization at all India level which could represent
them on political and cultural issue with the Government. This political organization could better
ensure and protect political, economic and educational interests at Union and State level
(Noorani: 145).
Unorganized or individual moves at times for Muslim‟s political up lift programs were
being carried out. For instance, some Urdu and English papers like the Muslim India and the
Radiance played some vital role engendering awareness among the Muslim masses regarding
their constitutional rights. Syed Shahab ud Din, Asghr Ali Engineer, Mushir ul Hasan, AG
Noorani, Omar Khalidi, Ausaf Ahmed have contributed a lot for the betterment of Muslims.
Mohammad Haris, a member of the Praja Socialist Party, wrote a letter to editor, the
“Times of India’’ appreciating the viewpoint of the paper highlighting Muslim problems. Dr.
Syed Mahmud, a former minister of Nehru‟s cabinet had been striving hard for the Muslim
awakening. Likewise, the role played by Badruddin Taybji was of very significance for the

suffering Muslims, floating an idea to have separate political forum for Indian Muslim as well as
other minorities (Noorani: 147, 155).
Dr. Najumuddin, rector Al Jamia tus Saifiya speaking on the platform of the All India
Muslim personal law convention on December 27, 1972 condemned attempts to change Muslim
personal law (The Times of India, December 1972). Furthermore the gathering made it clear to
the central government that the Indian Muslim will never accept any attempt of the non-Muslims
to interfere in Muslim personal law. In the same gathering, Muslim personal law board was
establishing for the safeguard of Muslim religious as well as cultural rights. Ten sessions of the
said board were held between1972 to 1991. The prime purpose of which was to mobilize the
Muslim masses and to create a consensus among Muslims (Noorani: 161).
Meetings, seminar convention were organized to bring political awareness that proved
fruitful but a separate Muslim political party for contesting election was not considered
necessary. As a result, chief Minister of West Bengal announced some measures to meet Muslim
grievances. Leader of the communist party of India also spoke in favor of the Indian Muslims
saying that a huge segment of Indian society like that of Indian Muslims were kept backward.
How can India make progress in any walk of life (The New Age, Nov 7, 1976).On the other hand
the extremists and militant movements like Jana Singh were becoming popular in non-Muslims
with growing vote bank. In 1952, it had 3.1 % votes and winning 3 seats in Lok Sabha. But in
1991 it captured 120 seats. The growing communalism in India was as such harmful only for the
Muslims who suffered during persistent riots against them.

Muslims and Education
Indian population can be divided into four major religious groups, Hindus, Muslims,
Christians and Sikhs. Religious minorities constitute 17.5 percent of the total Indian population.
However, Indian Muslims are still the largest minority group being 13.4 percent of the total
population. The bulk of some 52.01% of all Muslim population resides in the three northern
states of UP, Bihar and West Bengal. Almost 22.43 percent Muslim live in four southern states
of Kairala, Andrah Paradesh, Karanatka, Tamil Nadu and the Union Territory Panduichury.
About 14.99 percent Muslims of India live in four western state of Rajisthan, Gujrat Maharashtra
and Goa and Union territory of Daman and Diu and Dadra and Nagar Haveli. Only 5.05 percent
Muslim population is found in seven state of north eastern region and only 3.87 percent in two
eastern states of Madhya Paradesh and Orissa (Mallick: 68).

Keeping in view the position of the Indian Muslim scattered all over the country they had
little influence over the State governments or that of the Union with negligible say in Indian
democratic institutions. The investigations commissioned by the government and Gopal Singh
Committee (1983) and Sachar (2004) have recommended certain reform measures to bring the
Muslims at par with other communities (Hasan: 246). The status of Indian Muslims regarding
education and

economic life was miserable which needed immediate attention of the

Government but the hard liners in the Government would not let it happen.
The Muslims all over the globe are attached to religious traditional knowledge i.e.
reciting the holy Book and bearing some basic tenants of Islam since the medieval ages. But
acquaintance with the modern sciences of learning through schooling and higher education had
not been very popular amongst them. The need for the modern knowledge was realized only with
the beginning of the twentieth century or a little earlier. But as the backbone of the socioeconomic and religio-political growth and as an imperative medium to the very stability of the
modern state system education has not been given due importance. Even in the entire Muslim
world today, education to earn has become so fashionable that unfortunately it has become
commercialized. It is a pity that today highly educated and highly placed people sometimes
behave like illiterates and their conduct is a prey to savageness.
The Indian Muslims dubbed in oriental system of education failed in facing challenges
following the British takeover of the sub continent. Sir Syed realizing their weakness reviewed
the old educational system and blended the same with modern education to let Muslims meet the
challenges of times. But importantly Sir Syed„s educational reforms were urban, without even
touching the rural life. This was one reason that even when elementary and higher secondary
education was introduced in rural areas of the sub-continent Muslim children were attached more
to madrasas than the westernized schooling. The literacy ratio is usually reckoned not on the
bases of personal knowledge but almost on school education. This is one reason that most of the
statistics collected on education for the census determine the literacy ratio of particular region.
Aijaz ud Din Ahmed (Muslim in India Vol I: P 180 Vol II, P 225) has analyzed causes of
the suffering of the Muslims in India educationally and culturally. He suggested, “Low level of
literacy and dismally high dropout rate at the primary and secondary level with little interest in
technical and professional education has reduced them to the poor status they are in the society.
He borrows the dropout rate of the Muslim students from primary, secondary and higher

secondary levels of Gopal singh‟s report on minority affairs. This report has recorded a sample
survey of 80 districts across the country in 1982-83. It has reported that dropout rates of the
Muslim student of various levels.
Primary Level
27 District of 8 states (provinces) 65%
Middle level Class VI to VIII
Middle level

“

“

“

(27 Districts of the states) 70 %

Enrolment rate in above district in class IX to XII
About 10.66 % against overall 18.56%
4 % Muslim student appeared in class X examination, and
2.49 % Muslim student appeared in class XII examination,
In rural areas, the ratio of Muslim students both male and female is most discouraging.
Male

Female

Primary

40.3

19.91

Middle

15.3

8.9

Secondary

8.2

3.2

Higher Secondary

3.1

1.0

Graduate

2.1

0.4

In urban areas the ratio of Muslim student both male and female
Male

Female

Primary

27.4

24.5

Middle

19.7

14.0

Higher Secondary

7.3

4.5

Graduate

6.0

3.4

It is also noted with some concern that the ratio of attending school after admission at
various levels is also not satisfactory.
Rural Areas
Age Group

Male

Female

0-4

2.7

3.1

5-9

60.9

52.8

10-14

68.0

59.5

15-19

33.3

19.5

20-24

7.3

2.2

Urban Areas
Age Group

Male

Female

0-4

7.7

7.4

5-9

74.4

69.7

10-14

75.2

70.2

15-19

38.0

35.2

20-24

12.3

6.5 (Aijaz-ud-din, 1991: 225).

These tables well illustrate the drop out students between the age group 20-24.
A comprehensive survey of the socio-economic and educational conditions of the
Muslims in kishangay, Bihar, conducted under the auspices of the Hamdard Educational Society,
revealed that one third of literate among Muslims belonged to the category of dropouts. The
highest dropout rate was evident at the middle level to class VI to VIII i.e. 70%. At the primary
level, it was 20.24%. At metric level, the dropout rate was 39%. However, in some areas, the
Muslim literacy rate was comparatively better. In Kairala; 86.9% almost equal to the Hindu
literacy rate of 88.2%. In UP it was 35% and 45% among Hindus, in west Bengal it was 52.1 %
and in Karnataka, it is 54.4% (All India Gazette, 1997).
According to statistics revealed by the Minorities Commission, the Muslim enrolment in
ten (10) states was just 4% in high schools in the areas where Muslim population's concentration
was 12%. Similarly, 2.5 percent was the Muslim representation in higher secondary classes in
areas where they constitute 11.28 % of the population (Mallick,: 70).
Muslim participation in higher education was even more distressing and anguishing.
According to the 55th round of NSS (1999-2000) only 3.4 percent females and 6.0 percent males
in urban areas, and 2.1 % males and 0.4 percent of females in rural areas, had completed their
fourteen years of education. However the corresponding figures for Hindus was 17-4 percent for
males and 10-9 percent for females in urban areas (Danish: 52).
As regard medical education (M.B.B.S.), Muslim representation had been assessed from
eight universities. The total number of Muslim students was only 98 (3.44%) of the total 2095
students, whereas the Muslim population of the state was 9.55%. The same was the case with the

education in nine Engineering Universities. In six states, there were only 92 Muslim students
(3.14) percent out of a total of 2698 (Mallick: 70).
According to Sachar Committee Report, the share of Muslims at graduate level was even
worse. Above stated data regarding Muslim education level as compare to other religious groups
Indian Muslim were next only to the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. Moreover, the
dropout rate among Muslim student was 80 percent to 90 percent at different stages, the ratio of
dropout among girls Muslims student even higher that was 95 percent.
There were 3604 degree colleges in the country. Of these only 59 colleges were
ministered by the Indian Muslims. Furthermore, the Muslim participation in technical institutions
account for only 3.5 percent. Hence, it was widely held that Indian Muslims were ten time
behind in education as compared to other communities (Mallick: 71).

Mobilization of the Muslims against low level of Muslim Education
Against low level of Muslim education, that was the result of discriminatory policies
adopted by the successive Indian governments, the Indian Muslims demanded for quota in jobs
and education in proportion to their population. Recently, in this regard, the Rajasthan Muslim
Forum a prominent Muslim organization has made the demand of quota in education and
government jobs (The Hindu, Oct 7, 2003).
Apart from this, the Muslim community in India opened Madrasas in order to impart
Islamic Education to their children. In this regard, contribution of some Muslim organizations
was worth appreciating. Al-Ameen Education Society of Bangalore, the Islamic Foundation in
Chennai and the Muslim Education Society in Karalla were the renowned Muslim Organizations
that have rendered great services for Muslims in this field in south India. In Madhya Pradesh, the
All India Muslim backward classes Federation also contributed immensely to educate Indian
Muslims. Anjuman-i-Islam Mumbai that was established in 1880 runs more than 75 educational
institutions. It is educating almost 80,000 Muslim students including 25000 Muslim girls (Hasan,
2004: 292-95).
Further attempts made by Muslims themselves for their educational uplift and economic
betterment could be noted with some success. AMU‟s (Ali-Garh Muslim University) vice
chancellor convened a conference of the Muslim principals and managers of their managed
colleges and schools to find out the difficulties which the Muslims were facing in terms of
education and economic activities. A centre for the promotion of science was established, which

proved a significant development in promoting Muslim education and seeking the causes of
Muslim backwardness (Ansari, 1998: 95).
Likewise, in 1961 a Muslim convention was organized by the distinguished Indian
Muslims, the principal objectives of which were to examine the Muslim grievance. The main
agenda of this convention was to discover the causes of Muslim backwardness in educational and
economic life (Times of India, June 8, 1961). Similarly, in 1964, a two days All India Muslim
Consultation convention was held in order to look into Indian Muslim‟s problems. Dr. Syed
Mahmud speaking on the occasion drew the attention of the audience of the convention that the
Indian Muslims were being deliberately kept backward educationally, as education was the very
means through which a community could be developed in every walk of life. Affluent Indian
Muslim were requested, that, they must come forward to participate in the activities launched to
better the lot of Indian Muslims (Noorani: 131). Similarly, Muslim Educational Conference was
arranged at Madras on 26 Dec, 1970 its participants, nearly a thousand hailing from all over the
country and belonging to all sections of the society. Addressing the gathering, Bashir Ahmed
Syed, a retired Judge of the Madras High Court, laid emphasis on Muslim students to learn
English. He further accused the Union as well as State governments deploring their failure in
fulfilling their constitutional obligations, regarding minorities in providing equal opportunities to
all without discrimination (The Hindustan Times, December 27, 28, 1970).
The above noted Muslim efforts did bear fruits at least for a short period if not on
permanent and continuous basis. The ruling party, having taken some notice of the Muslim
grievances and deprivation, advised the government. to provide equal opportunities to Indian
Muslims in education, employment in government service and in other economic activities. The
leaders of the CPI (Communist Party of India) also pointed out discriminatory policies of the
Government against Muslims, particularly, in offering the government jobs and admission in
government educational institutions (The New Age, November 7, 1976). A minorities‟
commission was constituted in 1978 to probe into Muslim grievances and to recommend
remedial measures to the Government but the Government did not take any serious notice of the
recommendations, not even that of Gopal Singh’s and Sachar’s Report on the minorities. No
Government in India is serious and desirous to better the lot of the Muslims or providing them a
chance to stand equal to other communities.

CHAPTER III
THE BJP IN POWER
The decade of 1980s witnessed certain crucial incidents regarding Hindu Muslim
relations for example,

Muradabad

police action against Muslims in 1980.

In 1982,

Meenakshipuram incident occurred in which almost 2000 Harigans embraced Islam. Afterwards,
the Shah Bano case of maintenance and opening of the Babri Mosque for Hindu Puja were the
episodes that caused to intensify Hindu-Muslim communal hatred, while BJP was the principal
beneficiary that enjoyed benefits and, later on, came into power. However, a detailed study of
these happenings is being laid out in this chapter.
The BJP is basically a coalition of different Hindu political groups as well as religious
outfits. Its main objectives are to establish Hindu state, converting non-Hindu Indians to Hindu
religion and making India prone to Hindutva culture, despite India‟s being constitutionally a
secular state. Hindu revivalists and fundamentalists had been working for almost a century to
achieve the above mentioned goal. From the early Muslim rule in India, the Hindus had been
endeavoring hard to cut off the chain of slavery coiled around their necks. This was
notwithstanding equal rights granted to them during the Delhi Sultanate and the Mughal rule and
yet:
a. The Hindu upper class realized that their political supremacy was usurped.
b. They considered themselves a superior civilization compared with the savage invaders
from central Asia. They thought that no country was like India; no religion was like
Hindu Dharama, and no nation was like the Hindu nation. This feeling of supremacy had
pushed the Hindu upper caste into isolation (Sachan: 27).
Alauddin and Muhammad Tughlaq were sympathetic to Hindus, in particular to the upper
caste. Hence, they were given religious, cultural, social and economic freedom, and their estates
were well-protected. High ranking posts were offered to them in administration. This series of
favours rose to the extent that Akbar, the greatest Mughal ruler of the sub-continent, even
married in Hindu Rajput families which meant that he fully patronized the Hindu culture and
traditions, despite that it was against the desire of the Muslim orthodox class who considered
such actions to be harmful to the state, and were feared to be leading to the decline of the
Mughuls. The pressure non-Muslim rebellions developed in the reign of Aurangzeb could not be

relieved under a

policy of ruthless suppression. The religious antagonism which developed

eventually led to severe hostility between the two communities. Earlier, even during Akbar‟s
royal patronage for Hindus, despite that Jahangir had abolished his father‟s un-Islamic policies;
the Hindus continued their efforts towards strengthening themselves with the aim of regaining
their lost glory. They found the opportunities during the wars of succession between sons of
Shah Jahan, and then raised the might of their revolt in the reign of Aurangzeb. The Mughal king
failed to cope with these challenges facing the empire which encouraged the Hindus in
establishing themselves further in the form of small states the boundaries of which grew with the
Mughal decline after the death of King Aurangzeb in 1707. His successor‟s incompetence and
dependence upon non-Muslim forces provided another opportunity to the latter to strengthen
themselves before eventually the British took over (Riaz, 1982: 13-15).
Hindu revivalist movements which enriched Hindutva or Hindu nationalism in the 19th
and 20th centuries had evolved over six centuries under the shadow of Muslim socio-political
domination, and later after their disintegration and total collapse. The teachings of Ramananda
and Bhakat Kabir also carried some weight on Raja Rammohen Rai in the closing years of the
18th century and the early decades of the 19 th century. But the later revivalist movements in the
19th century, like, Aryer Samaj, Dev Sawaj and B.G. Tilak with Shudhi and Sangton were more
militant and the extremists had the support of the educated class of Northern India, particularity
Bengali. Taking advantage of the expanding legislative councils, their sole attention was now
focused on sharing powers with the English, grudging and negating the same status for Muslims
(Husain, 1997: 7-10). It was in the wake of such bleak situation that Aligarh came out to play its
potential role, and it did contribute immensely to the Muslims‟ uplift both educationally and
culturally, though they could not possibly share the Legislative Reforms without separate right to
franchise and constituencies granted to them in 1909 AD. This coupled with the partition of
Bengal (1905) further infuriated the non-Muslim community, and their hostility to Muslims was
multiplied manifold (Hasan,1997: 25).
Muhammad Ali Jinnah, earlier a member of the Indian National Congress and a political
disciple of Dadabhai Nooroji and Gokhle, inspired by Wedderbirn, Hindus and Muslims
ventured for self-government in a desire to facilitate more legislative reforms which meant that
the Indian National Congress and the All India Muslim League (formed in Dec 1906) could
manage a political settlement with the I.N.C (Chaudhray, 1980: 403 – 4, 879 – 80). The

Lucknow Pact of 1916 was the result of Jinnah‟s political sagacity which caused the recognition
of separate electorate from the INC. It was to be according to the weight age system --- an
allurement for the INC to govern the Muslim majority provinces of the Punjab and Bengal with
less Muslim representation, and with increased Muslim representation in Hindu majority
provinces (Riaz : 65- 67). This was followed by Hindu, Muslim honeymoon caused by the
Khilafat Movement after Turkish defeat in the 1st world war and her disintegration. It led to
Rowlatt Act which disqualified Hindu activists against the English. Hence the Khilafatists‟
joining the non-cooperation movement of Mahatma Gandhi led to almost equal suffering of both
the communities after Jillanwala Bagh tragedy.
Mopla revolt in 1920 followed by communal riots and revival of

Sudhi Sangtion versus

Tabligh and Tanzim movement with the birth of Hindu Mahasbha (1920) caused tensions in
Hindu-Muslim relationship which was intensified with the withdrawal of the INC from the
Lucknow Pact in her annul session of December 1925, branding separate electorate a hindrance
in the achievement of self-government. Gandhi had already called off his non-cooperation
Movement following the Chauri Chaura incident (1923). Khilafat in Turkey was also abolished
by Mustafa Kamal, the new Turkish president, leaving Indian Muslim utterly confused. During
this while Hindu extremism was in full swing as the Delhi proposals were rejected in the All
Parties Conference under so called liberal leaders of the Congress. They had brutally usurped
Muslims‟ political rights once again and had discarded Jinnah‟s compromising efforts in Calcutta
Convention (December, 1927).

Genesis of the B.J.P before Partition
Some Hindu extremist groups which grew in the wake of India's freedom struggle
merged together after independence, with an aim to counter the political monopoly of the Indian
National Congress. The extremists did not succeed initially but after 1990s, they grew in strength
with commendable voting bank. Its mother group was named RSS i.e. Rashtria Swayamysevak
Sangh founded in 1925, organized by a single individual. But most of its organizational work
was done through a network of its branches or shakas. The pronounced political vision was
civilizational and cultural identity of India as a Hindu --- with ambitions to develop India
Akhand Bharat under the philosophy of Hindutva (Riaz: 73).
The individuals who pleaded the Hindutva philosophy (although the name of Hindutva
was coined later on) were Swami Dyananda, Bal Ganga Dhar Tilak, Sir Amobindo Ghosh

Swami Virnaknand, Sarvarkar, Hedgewar, Golwaker and later Dr. Shyma Prasad Mukerji, Uma
Bharti, Valabh Bhai Patel, A.B Vajpai, L. K. Advani and Monohar Jushi (Riaz: 156, 157).
The BJP, tracing its roots back to Janata in 1977 before which it was Jan Sagh (1955-77),
entered general elections with success in 1996, 1998 and 1999 when she formed government
(Singh: 106).
The formation of BJP was the result of communal politics of developing extremist groups
in India which were also members of the cabinet after the partition of India. It may not be
incorrect to imply that even the partition of India was a result of Hindutva cult exercised during
the Congress rule in the province during 1937-39. Before and after the partition, Indian National
Congress was the sole political organization whose stance was to make India a secular
democratic state. Nehru, the first prime Minister of India was the harbinger of Indian secularism.
However, extremist elements in the INC were always there who had earlier resisted the partition
plan and the creation of Pakistan. Sadar Patel‟s name is prominent amongst them who called
Partition of India a division of Mata Land (mother) and stated that Muslims were solely
responsible for that (Aiyar: 2004: 187).
The thinking of Arun seems identical to that of other extremist writers on Islam and
Indian Muslims and, therefore, there is the need to point that out here. Arun has some serious
reservations against all the Divine religions, that is, Judaism, Christianity and Islam. According
to him, “They were all distinctive to humanity” (Singh: 106-7).

He suggests, “Adherence to

Islam in purity would make it impossible for them to live in a multi-cultural and multi-religious
society and still abide by the tenants of Islam. An Indian Muslim will have to depart from edicts
of Islam enshrined in the Koran and Hadith (Mirza, 1997: 82).” “The difficulty comes,” he
continues “in defining a good Muslim. If good Muslim means brotherhood of man and so on,
then, there is no difficulty. But the problem does arise when a whole 1000 verses in the Koran
say: “Spread Islam; have nothing to do with these Kafirs; kill them; they are not trustworthy;
they are unclean”. If this is good Muslim then a multi-religious society in India would become
impossible” (Aiyar: 2004: xii).
It may be useless to argue erroneousness and self-interpreted accusations against Islam and
Muslims since they all seem to be originating out of ignorance of the teachings of Islam.
Nevertheless, the whole thesis presented by Arun Shoric seems to be an apology for the
extremist anti-Muslim stance, which the majority of the non-Muslim community accepted not for

religious reasons but only under political pressure and exigencies. Even this non-Muslim conduct
has its background, which began with the second half of the 19 th century and remained
unchanged till India‟s independence in 1947, and still continued in the post independence period
when Muslims in India were left on the mercy of the Indian political hegemonists. The Muslim
loyalty to the Indian nation, despite their option to live in India after the partition, was never
looked upon with sincerity. They were punished with riots, killing and plundering their
households and destruction of their property most brutally on negligible pretexts, particularly,
under strain relationship between India and Pakistan (Aiyar,: xiii – xiv).
Indian extremists‟ perception of Indian Nationalism was more than what they tried to
practice during the Congress Rule in the Provinces (1937-39) Wardha and Vidya Mandir
programmes in schools was only a minor projection of their visionary activity. They meant much
more which they intended to initiate in independent India. Parshotam DasTondon who was
elected the president of the Indian National Congress in 1949 initiated some of the Hindutva
programmes in the United Provinces. But Nehru, the Indian Prime Minister, put his foot down
and eventually Tondon was pressurized to resign from office and Nehru himself became the
president of the Congress besides the Prime Ministership.
Muslims loyalty to Hijaz (i.e. the Holy Makkah and Madina) was objectionable to Hindu
extremists for it negated Muslims‟ loyalty to their place of birth and living. They had no regards
for the Indian National heroes and many of them were considered enemies of Islam. As such
they were foreigners to India unless they adopted Indian culture and recognized Indians or
Hindus political dominance (Ibid: xiv). Muslims, too, realized the tense situation and they tried
to adjust and acclimatize them to Hindu culture, customs and Hindu language without accepting
idolatry.

Causes of Hindu Extremism against Islam
A detailed discussion on the causes of anti–Muslim behavior by Hindu extremism may be
beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, the core thinking of Hind extremism against Islam
may be of some necessity for it may help us in concluding this chapter‟s thesis. Mani Shankar
Aiyar put some questions to an extremist Arun Sharia about Islam and Muslims of India (noted
in his Confessions of Secular Fundamentalists, Panguin Press, 2006). In such circumstances,
Hindu extremist felt a dire need of a political party of their own for the achievement of their
religious and political objectives. In this context, Dr. Mookerjee took the initiative to constitute a

new political party named Bhartiya Jana Singh (BJS). Golwalkar the chief of RSS fully
supported in establishing it. Dr. Mookerjee made himself its first president and Atal Bihari
Vajpaee was appointed its secretary (Engineer: 34).
Bhartiya Jana Sangh announced its four point‟s agenda; “one country, one culture, one
nation and Dharma Raj (rule of Religion)” plus an objective of building Bharat on the basis of
Bharatiya Samskriti and Maryada as a political, social and economic democracy (Golwalkar).
BJS (Bhartiya Jana Sangh) was essentially an anti Muslim, anti-partition and antiPakistan party. Its ultimate goal was Akhand Bharat - the reunion of India and Pakistan. It
opposed the Partition of India and creation of Pakistan as severely as was possible. It had a firm
stance against partition and it firmly considered the creation of Pakistan a “tragic folly” which
served no economic, political and communal purposes whatsoever (Kumar: 24).. Bhartiya Jana
Sangh vehemently opposed Nehru-Noon treaty signed on September 1958, Tashkent Agreement
of 1966, signed between India and Pakistan following the September war (1965) waged on the
Kashmir issue. Not only this but also it rejected agreement conducted after the fall of Dacca
following the war of 1971. Moreover, it supported the move to abrogate article 370 of the Indian
Constitution by which a specific status had been given to the state of Jammu and Kashmir
(Grover: 24).
Hindu revivalist and reformist movements and organizations now built themselves up as
communal organizations. They were of the view that the Partition of India was carried out
because of Indian Muslims who, therefore, after having established Pakistan, had no right to live
in India. For that reason, they must migrate to Pakistan. Hindu mercenaries and paid activists
made the lives of the Indian Muslims miserable despite the fact that they had opted to remain in
India. Their property was looted and plundered; their houses burnt and women and young girls
gang-raped. This was the punishment to the people responsible for the vivisection of their
motherland (Kopf, 1976: 13).
As India won independence in 1947, the Congress, as ruling party, announced that all
religious groups would enjoy fundamental rights. In this regard, certain clauses and articles were
kept in Indian Constitution to confirm minorities‟ rights. However, this state of affairs did not
match the ideals of the Hindu communalists. They felt dire need of a political platform
wherefrom they could enhance and strengthen their political influence over people and propagate
their religious and political views upon Hindu masses. As stated earlier, Bharatiya Jana Sangh

(BJS) was set up in 1951 with the support of RSS. As the time passed, BJS became a strong and
influential political party. Its strength became evident when it played an affective part in forming
a united alliance (Janta Alliance) of opposition parties against the Congress. Opposing the
Congress in 1975, the RSS played a major role in the campaign. Eventually, Mrs. Indra Gandi,
the then Indian premier, had to announce emergency in the country, under which all communal
parties including RSS and BJS were banned (Gover: 230).. However, the situation was altered
when Janta alliance won the 1977 general elections defeating the Congress (i) and the ban
imposed upon the communal groups by Mrs. Indra Gandi was lifted. Having won 1977 election,
Janta Alliance became Janta party under the leadership of Moraji Desai forming first ever nonCongress government in India, taking three RSS members Atal Bihari Vajpayee, Lal krishan
Advani and Brij Lal Varma in the federal cabinet (Husain, 1997: 86).
Janta Party‟s government could not run successfully for long, as differences arising
amongst the leaders of the Party became severer. The dual membership of Jana Sang and RSS
was questionable to many members who had considerably a secular mind against others who
were deeply influenced by their communal outlook. Their differences were sufficient to harm the
party‟s as well as the country‟s secular interests --- both at home and abroad. Party affiliation as
well as connection to Hindutva made it difficult for some leaders to break their ties on either
side, and a result of the confusing situation was opting to form a new party. Hence the “Bhartiya
Janta Party” (BJP) was founded on Apir 5, 1980. Retaining its former affiliation with RSS, A.B.
Vajpayee was elected its first president. In his inaugural speech, he announced: “We are proud of
our association with RSS” (Anderson & Damile, 1987: 211-12). Sikandar Bakht, a Muslim, was
appointed as general secretary. While organizing the BJP its leadership desired RSS
organizational cadre. In this regard, they allowed the double membership prestige in the party‟s
manifesto. It stated that the party reiterates the membership of all those social or cultural
organizations, which are working for the social or cultural uplift of the masses and are not
engaged in any political activity. They are welcomed to join the BJP (Mallick, 1994: 28).
BJP emerged on the Indian political scene as an offshoot of RSS. Its top leadership was
associated with their ideological roots of unifying and organizing Hindus; their uplift and rightful
place in the society under Hindutva political culture announced in 1925 --- the year when RSS
was established. However, the BJP initially took up a camouflaged setup not retaining a close
contact with the RSS so that with a secular face, it could present its objectives of national

integration, democracy, positive secularism and Gandi‟s socialism (Spot Light on Regional
Events, Nov, 1983). With this plan in mind, it professed to project an image of a secular party
similar to that of the Indian National Congress. And yet while working on two prong strategy, it
continued to recruit RSS activists as party workers. Many of them held important offices. When
L.K. Advani became the president of the BJP, mutual contact between BJP and RSS became
usual. After having strengthened its position and with the help of RSS and VHP (Vishva Hindu
Prasid), an international Hindu organization, it initiated a march towards indianization of the
society. This meant that everybody who wanted to live in India must either be a Hindu or must
have a Hindu approach in life. In 1980, BJP announced the “positive secularism” which aimed to
put an end to the policy of appeasement of the minority groups living in India (Andresons
Damle: 42).
After its defeat in 1984 elections, BJP‟s leadership was compelled to alter its political
strategy, incorporating the Jana Sang agenda i.e. the deletion of Indian Constitution Article 370,
which bestowed special status to the state of Jammu and Kashmir and prohibition of cow
slaughter, construction of Ram temple at the site of Babri Mosque, a symbol of Muslim glory;
enhancement of the nuclear development program; forming of a human rights commission
against the minorities commission and to withdraw from the Pseudo Secularism which is
commonly called the appeasement of minorities. It professed to introduce uniform civil code for
all communities in order to bring smoother development in the society (Spot Ligth on Regional
Events, Feb 1992).

Furthermore, replacing the Gandhian socialism, Jana Sangh‟s approach of

integral humanism was also opted (Muslim India, August, 1986: 345).
BJP walk on the footsteps of the Sang Parivar seems that its blood ran in BJP arteries as
its high ranking leaders have long associations with RSS, VHP and BJS. The party has close
connections with Sang Parivar. Having almost identical manifesto, BJP politics revolves around
the Hindutva and its philosophy. The Babri Masjid issue became the cornerstone of its politics.
This communal policy helped them to further advance their objectives under the slogan of
Masjid/Mandar issue since 1985.
BJP leadership exploited Hindu vote by using Ram Mandar controversy. In 1989
elections, BJP used Hindutva as a trump card with provoking slogans. They further intensified
the entire election campaign through religious emotional meetings and processions. The whole
environment was communalized during election process. To please Hindu extremists BJP

demanded: “whosoever wants to live in this country will have to declare him a Hindu”. Masjid –
Mandir conflict was fully and dexterously utilized to obtain the Hindu votes (Spot Light on
Regional Affairs, Feb, 1992).
BJP has certain political views which are:
1.

BJP believes that it were the Muslims who considered themselves a separate nation,
and hence were responsible for the division of the motherland. They are, therefore,
not loyal to the country.

2.

The Congress leadership, especially Mr. Nehru, supported Muslims' demand for
separate homeland, so, Congress‟ secularism is essentially an appeasement of the
minorities, particularly Muslims, to secure its vote bank.

3.

To materialize the dream of Hindu Rashtra, the demand of the majority community
would be run under the doctrines of Ram Rajya (Mallick: 43).
In 1989 elections, BJP demonstrated an astonishing performance winning 88 Lok Sabha

seats, as against 2 seats in 1984 elections. It also made an increase in electoral percentage as it
acquired 11.8% of the total votes as compared to 7.4% in the elections of 1984. Following the
Lok Sabha elections, V.P Singh formed the Union Government with the support of the BJP. As a
major coalition partner, it obtained the position of a “King maker” and gained the most decisive
status in the coalition government. Even the stability of the National Front Government rested
upon it. The Government of V.P. Singh fell when it pulled out its support following the Mandal
Report and the ensuing riots. According to that report 27% of government jobs reserved for
(OBC‟s), Other Backward classes were denied to those minorities by the Government. Upon
which BJP and VHP decided to leave the treasury bunches. V.P. Singh‟s government also did
nothing to save Babri Masjid (Mosque) and construction of Ram Mandar at Ayodhya (Akhtar,
1990: 50, 90).

The BJP also organized a course of action in protest against Mandal

Commission‟s proposals. In this regard, L. K Advani undertook 10,000 Kilometer Rath Yatra
(gig reverential journey) in 1990, which not only forced V.P Singh to resign but it also
intensified the communal situation already tense in North of the country.
Babri Masjid crisis rapidly emerged as an election stunt for BJP‟s growing popularity. To
woo Hindus it made the whole campaign revolve around that burning issue. Playing her cards
dexterously in 1991 elections BJP won 119 seats against 88 in 1984 elections. Other important
slogans aroused in the elections were abrogation of article 370 of Indian Constitution which

granted special status to Jammu and Kashmir (BJP‘s Manifesto 1991: 245, 46).

Suggesting

amendment in article 307 legitimizing the rights of minorities, to run their own institutions and to
ensure justice for all. BJP‟s stand on Kashmir problem was “Pakistan Sponsored” i.e. cross
border terrorism and proxy war organized by Pakistan Agencies (BJP’s Manifesto).

BJP

demanded from the government to weed out Pakistani element removing all uncertainty about
the future status of Jammu & Kashmir abrogating article 370 of the Constitution of India (Ibid).
The Hindutva inspiration and pressure tactics used by BJP increased its vote bank from 11.8% to
21.1%. IT can safely be said that 1991 elections proved to be a milestone in the history of Indian
politics, strengthening Hindutva objectives in Indian politics.
The BJP emerged as a major opposition party in Lok Sabha after 1991 elections.
However, in Utter Pardesh it formed the government and Kalyan Singh became the Chief
Minister who immediately announced the construction of Ram Mandir and a campaign was
launched accordingly for the fulfillment of the mission. Demolition of Babri Masjid could rouse
Muslim emotions at national and international level. As such preparation were afoot to meet any
challenge by preparing Sevaks and volunteers to assemble at the spot to do the needful which
included BJP top ranking leader L.K Advani amongst them.
The Masjid was eventually demolished. Large scale communal riots erupted throughout
the country in which almost more than 1200 innocent people lost their precious lives and over
5000 were admitted to hospitals with minor and serious injuries. BJP took the credit of the
tremendous achievement for it aimed to demonstrate the power of Hindustva against the secular
forces. It proved beneficial since it earned BJP a single party majority in 1996 general elections,
with high turnover from the Hindu majority.
Construction of Ram Mandar at Ayodhaya, ban on cow slaughter, winding up minorities
commission and passage of uniform civil law in Lok Sabha and abolishing article 370 of the
constitution were part of BJP manifesto, which allowed her to emerge as the largest party
winning 161 seats and 20.29 of vote in the elections (Ibid). Indian president invited the BJP to
form the government. BJP nominated AB Vajpayee as prime minister. It failed to obtain the
required 269 members to earn the vote of confidence. Consequently it had to give up after 13
days, the shortest ever government in the Indian history.
BJP did not abandon its Hindutva politics even after sitting on opposition benches. It still
aimed in making the country a Hindu Rashtra. The Indian parliament demonstrated sharp

division when the Congress members presented a memorandum to the prime minister to
reconstruct the Babri Mosque, on the occasion of 4 th anniversary of its destruction. Most of the
members belonging to United Front Government held the act of pulling down the mosque as a
“shameful deed” and a black day in the history of free India. However, the brazenfaced BJP
members of the Parliament endorsed the idea, terming it a golden day, chanting slogans with
Bande Mataram, meaning thereby that bharat main rehna hai to bande mataram kahna ho ga
(whoever wants to live in India must sing Bande Mataram) (Spot Light Vol, 4, 1990: 53, 54).
Kalyan Singh‟s extraordinary role in demolishing Babri Mosque and his professed promise to
construct Ram Mandir won him the state elections again, with the support of allies and was
allowed to form the government in UP. There were many Indian politicians who believed in the
philosophy of Hindutva. But now many of them took steps to implement them, Kalyan Singh did
it and won the much coveted prize (Rise of Hindu Fundamentalism: 22).
The spiral rise of BJP after 1989 was almost revolutionary. Winning 89 seats in the
elections of Lok Sabha that year (i.e. 11.8%). She captured 120 seats (20.7%) in 1991 and 161
seats in 1996. Two years later i.e. 1998 during the midterm elections, BJP won 182 seats (i.e.
25.59%) and came to power under 17 party coalitions. The coalition did not work and in reelections (1999), BJP again won 182 seats and this time formed the government with 20 party
coalitions (Weekly Radiance, December: 15-21, 1996).
In 1999 BJP was a part of the newly formed National Democratic Alliance, which
conceded BJP chief the position of the leader of the House. It was because their party position in
Lok Sabha was comparatively weaker. The NDA was not merely a grouping of extremist parties.
Secular groups were also prominent in it. As such the BJP could not enforce the Hindutva
objectives openly in the NDA party decisions (The News, December 11, 1997).

Issues like

construction of Ram Mandir, article 370 of the Constitution, and its abrogation etc were
overlooked, instead projection of liberal image of NDA with the need of throwing away of old
prejudices were incorporated in the manifesto (The Rise of Hindu Fundamentalism: 22).
But how could that bid be fruitful even if launched by NDA with its major coalition
partner tied to the extremist outfits such as RSS, VHP and BJP, which were avowedly attached to
Hindutva agenda. Vajpayee the prime minister of NDA government himself declared addressing
a crowed of RSS and BJP supporters in USA that “RSS is my soul”. Similarly, L. K. Advani the

home minister of NDA government, personally paid salute to RSS flag (The Telegraph: May 3,
1999).
During the Congress rule both the centers i.e. ICOHR and ICSR were under those
academic professionals whose firm attachment to the secular views, guaranteed national
interests. Conversely, as the BJP captured power with the collaboration of other parties, the
control of these premier organizations was given to RSS and VHP personal. Even Prof. ML
Sondhi a moderate BJP member, was removed from the chairmanship of the ICSSR, by the
Human Resource Ministry (The Hindu, August 1999). If institutions like ICHR and ICSSR are
being controlled by persons whose firm attachment is with Hindutva, communalism could not be
curtailed as happened during BJP rule. Social sciences have great value in intellectual life of a
country. If they are fed on wrong notions, they can destroy the very fabric of the society.
Hindutva philosophy is the stuff of legends and myths. Its practical implementation is a
madman's job, a farce. Hence its enforcement using militant measures, even at the cost of
national unity, and co-existence in a multi-racial society.
So much so that premier research bodies like the ICHR and ICSSR (Indian Council of
Historical Research and Indian Council of Social Sciences Research) were tempered and stuffed
with persons evidently responsible for propagating extremist agenda. The result was the Gujarat
Muslim massacre. UC Benerjee Report observed that it was an accidental fire which started from
inside of the compartment (Engineer, 2006: 148). of the train, suspecting Muslims' involvement
in the incident, Hindu fanatics and hooligans of BJP, RSS, VHP began genocide of the Muslims
in the state of Gujarat in which 3000 people mostly Muslims lost their lives and almost 40000
were forced to take shelter in refugee camps in Ahmedabad alone (Ibid: 149). Hundreds of
Muslim women and young girls were raped and a naked Muslim woman was paraded in the City
Street in front of her family members (Ibid: 229). Ironically, the chief minister of Gujarat
justified the Muslims carnage referring to the Newton‟s law of physics that “to every action there
is a reaction” (The News, Islamabad March 12, 2002). Prime Minister Vajpayee shedding the
crocodile tears maintained (March 2, 2002) that the massacre was a “blot” on the face of India
but ruled out removal of the Chief Minister Modi. While L.K Advani, the Home Minister giving
clean chit to the CM, Narandra Modi, said that the state government did well to maintain law and
order in violence ridden areas (The Rise of Hindu Fundamentalism: 24).

This was the role played by BJP during its government in the centre as well as states in
which it was ruling. It was because of its anti-Muslim policies that in 2004 elections the Muslim
electorate decided to pull out BJP, therefore BJP had to face crushing defeat and was ousted
from powers.
The black spot on the face of DNA government, led by BJP, was the Gujarat massacre of
2002 and demolishing Babri Masjid in 1992 by Hindu extremist group, like RSS, VHP and BJP.
BJP Strived hard to build Ram Temple at the site of the Babri Mosque, this move would have
been more tragic, if succeeded. In this regard March 15, 2002 was the deadline for construction
of Temple. For this purpose the Kar Sevaks had gathered on the disputed site to perform pooja,
after which ceremony, the Sevaks were returning home by train “Sabermati Express” which
caught fire on March 2002 at Godhra (Gujarat) railway station and 58 of the Sevaks were burnt
alive. Muslims were held responsible for the incident and punished without ascertaining if they
were really responsible. This communal thinking is the true reflection of Hindutva philosophy
and mindset its followers.

Moradabad Riots in 1980
13 August 1980, was 1st Shawwal (the month of Islamic Calendar) which Muslim around
the globule celebrate as Eid. The Muslims of Moradabad were busy in celebration. A day before
Eid, i.e. the last and final fasting day, the Muslims gathered on the rooftops for moon sighting a
symbol of declaring Eid on the next day. It is a thanks giving day for the Muslims all over the
world, the community, in new dresses meets one another to greet each other in complete
forgetfulness of their differences. Exchange of sweets with good wishes is customary on this day.
The people of Moradabad too were busy on the occasion.
The dawn of the Eid day starts with the offering of the prayers, called Namaz-i-Eid.
According to MJ Akbar, the namaz is offered in complete submission to God for His Blessings
and to assure and reaffirm Muslim brotherhood, a practice which is a traditional gesture of
goodwill synonymous with Eid (The Nation, Lahore, and March 10, 2002).
On August 13, 1980, almost 80,000 Muslims, male, female and children gathered at the
Eidgah for the Eid prayer. MJ Akbar maintains that some 50,000 male Muslims were offering
the Eid prayer whereas other were enjoying around as Eidgah was highly decorated to their
delight.
The Eidgah was a fairly large and an open field, with a boundary wall, and a single
entrance. Routinely, the Muslims entered the Eidgah, adorned with perfumed new clothes. As the
Eid prayer started a pig was seen wandering in the compound of Eidgah. Muslims consider pig
as unclean (Engineer, 2006:230). It was amazing how a pig entered the enclosure of Eidgah?
Some of Muslims tried to investigate from the policemen there to avert any untoward incident
(Akbar, 1988: 34).
The policemen however misbehaved in response, stating that preventing the pigs from
entering the Eidgah was not their job. Whether or not it was the responsibility of police, the
Muslim realizing it a deliberate attempt, exchanged hot words with them (Ibid). All of a sudden
the police opened fire upon praying Muslims. The Imam who was leading the prayer abandoned
it and using microphone appealed to the police to stop firing on praying Muslims, but all in vain.
Hafiz Mohammad Sadique MLA from Moradabad appealed to police to stop that madness
without any result. The whole atmosphere was filled with the cries and screams of children
receiving bullets or crushed under the feet of the escaping people.

The death toll according to official reports was 400 people dead and countless wounded.
Non official figures were stated to be from 1500 to 2000 dead and in another report 2500 dead
including women and children (Engineer, 1984: 222).
Communal riots in India are a usual phenomenon in Northern India. During pre-partition
days the communal riots were curbed down immediately by the non-partisan administration.
Therefore, the loss of lives and property was limited. After the partition, the Indian
administration and law enforcement agencies were gradually communalized, which made the
Muslims to suffer. In riots Muslims casualties are comparatively larger. The governments
whether Union or States procrastinated before taking action during Ahmedabad, Jamshedpur and
Moradabad riots. Every incident evoked tardy response from the Congress government using
delaying tact‟s. If the timely measures had been taken, the losses would have been reduced
(Akbar, 1988: 35).
In some areas of India like Delhi, Muslims and Hindus in some parts have fostered
friendly relationship. In urban areas it is hard to distinguish between Muslims and Hindus in
conduct, mutual understanding and sociability. However, under the Hindutva pressure mutual
understanding

is

gradually

diminishing.

Communal feelings

which

rarely

influenced

the

educated now seem dominant, damaging Muslim business and property, and some time also their
lives. Furthermore, the economic condition of the Muslims of North India has deteriorated with
the passage of time with fewer opportunities under official discriminative policies of the
government (Engineer, 1984: 209).
Police Armed Constabulary being notorious for their malice and venom against Indian
Muslims, obliges them to side with their co-religionists in communal riots while Muslims being
negligible in the said corps i.e. only 300 out of a two lakh. Voices from some quarters of Indian
society were raised to increase the number of Muslim in police force, so that Muslims too may
have some chances to defend themselves (Hassan, 1995: 260) and the examples of Aligarh
(October, November 1978) and a Moradabad (August 1980) may not be repeated (Engineer:
210).
The local administration and law enforcing agencies more often act arbitrarily against
Indian Muslims in communal riots by abetting and sheltering Hindu hooligans. The PAC
invariably collaborated with their co-religions in loot, arson, rape and plunder. Hence, it was
considered a partisan organization by the Muslims, not only in specific areas of Moradabad but

throughout the length and width of the country, so much so that the judiciary and other
administrative organs also supported PAC (Indian Today, June 30, 1987: 76).

History of Communal Riots in Moradabad
The history of communal riots in Moradabad manifests the first ever communal riot
occurred during colonial rule in 1898 on the eve of Moharram procession. However, in 1872 a
high degree and intense violence occurred and in the forth coming years, communal riots of same
level followed over the municipal issues. In this regard some complaints were made against
Muslim manipulation to vice chairman of the Municipal Board in these words, “Ever since the
introduction of the local self government, the Hindus in Moradabad have no share in Municipal
administration and are really worse off than they would have been, if local self government had
not been granted to Moradabad” (Hasan, 1995: 261).
The Hindu complaint brought fruit as the wall boundaries were redrawn and
Municipalities Act 1900 was introduced in Moradabad according to which the Muslim majority
was reduced into minority. The same practice was repeated in some other towns, such as Badaun
and Chandpur, where the power within the municipalities was reversed from Muslims to Hindus.
As such the Muslims of Muradabad were at the mercy of Municipal administration which mostly
comprised of Hindu community. The Moradabad municipality administration now ordered the
Muslims butchers in Moradabad to dry skin leather of butchered animals outside the city. They
also banned cow slaughter in Chandpur which led to communal riots in Moradabad (Engineer,
1984: 210).
The Muslims in Moradabad during 1930s joined the All Indian Muslim League, in order
to secure and safeguard their political and economic interest. The Muslims here were staunch
supporters of Pakistan movement and voted in favor of it during the elections of 1945-46. This
was not an unusual behavior of the Muslims of this city but almost all over Northern India
Muslim voted favoring Muslim League (Engineer: 216).
Consequently the Hindu communal forces assembled and organized under the flag of
RSS, Hindu Mahasabha, and other Hindu militant forces against the Muslims to take revenge.
They (The RSS and Hindu Mahasabha) were financially assisted by the business community of
Moradabad which begrudged Muslim predominance in the field. Their plans and measures to
overcome the situation and overshadow Muslim economic activity did not succeed.

Apart from business, the non-Muslim bias and prejudice existed against overwhelming
Muslim dominance in the field of education, medicine and in the courts of law. After the
partition the discontent against Indian Muslims let loose the communal revenge to deprive them
of all opportunities to bring themselves at par with the majority community in all walks of life
(Engineer: 216-17).
The city of Moradabad is famous for its brassware. The city, however, is divided into
unequally developed portions, i.e. the Civil Lines having government offices, neat and clean
residences, with wide roads and developed civic system, while the Muslim residential areas were
badly neglected by the district and municipal administration. In Muslim concentrated areas, the
drainage system was worse. According to Mushir ul Hasan, “In many of these areas drainage
system did not work even during the month of January. Some of the streets in these areas, during
the monsoon, turned open sewers with human, animal and other industrial waste” (Hasan: 217).
The Muslims of Moradabad were attached to the business of brassware. Some of them
had established their own factories and were earning a reasonable wealth, establishing residential
colonies after their names. These Muslim colonies grudged by non-Muslims provided material to
Hindu families to motivate the Hindu communalists through a pamphlet “Burning Moradabad”
that the Muslims of Moradabad were longing to have their own state within UP (Akbar, 1988:
33).
According to the census of 1971, the population of District Moradabad was 24, 28971
and the population of the city of Moradabad was 2, 72,355 of which Muslims were 60 percent.
The overall Muslim population of Moradabad district was 42%. Muslims were the most powerful
segment of the Moradabad city. But gradually they lost social status, as their land and property
was purchased by the Punjabi Hindu immigrants from Pakistan (Engineer, 1984: 218).
Educational status of Muslims of Moradabad was very poor. Educational institutions
were unwilling to admit Muslim children as compared to other communities of the city.
Exceptions were there as affluent Muslim started sending their children to Aligarh University for
obtaining higher education. Muslims of Moradabad, however, stayed away from both the
government as well as privately managed educational institutions (Engineer). A bulk of Muslim
students, usually concentrated in traditional Madrasas for traditional Islamic learning.
Why educational institutions remained devoid of Muslim students is debatable. Apart
from the feelings that the Muslims were more interested in Islamic learning, there also existed a

solid reason of traditional industrial culture. Brassware factories owned mostly by Muslims of
Moradabad were inherited from generation to generation. Those involved in the business
preferred their children to learn professional training which they acquired with age, to become
workers in their factories. Education in schools was as such, considered a waste of time, except
learning the recitation of the Holy Quran, and also some necessary Islamic tenants for living a
pious life. With the partition and its after effects brassware business and factories having flopped
resulted in unemployment of Muslims and abject poverty. As such Muslim representation in
services was most negligible from Moradabad, as from elsewhere in India, where Muslim
population suffered (Engineer).

Causes of Hindu-Muslim Tension
The causes of tension between Hindus and Muslims in Moradabad city were varied;


The growing Muslim population due to immigration and unrestrained Muslim fertility



The election of municipal corporation as Muslim being in majority only to the extent
of Moradabad city, and consequently in the elected members of the Municipality.
This was a primary concern for the Hindu exporters of brassware especially Punjabi

immigrants as the Muslim member of Municipal Corporation would extend support to Muslim
exporters, to let Hindu exporters suffer. The Hindu Muslim tension in Moradabad was at its peak
during the legislative assembly elections. Candidate belonging to the Congress Party was being
opposed but Punjabi Hindu immigrants backed by the RSS with BJP‟s financial assistance, and
also by a rich Hindu brassware exporter of Moradabad. Another reason of hostility between
Hindus and Muslims in Moradabad and also in other parts of the country was that, if a handful of
Muslims became affluent through import and export business, particularly to the oil rich Middle
East States, doubts of some illegal foreign hand in foreign money is immediately to be traced
(Economic and Political weekly, Sep 2, 1978). It stimulated the communal frenzy, resulting in a
large scale destruction of property and loss of human life.
Communal frenzy and tension did not nurture overnight. Mushir-ul-Hasan

rightly

observes that the climate for its growth had been assiduously, if thoughtlessly, nurtured over
months

with

the

knowledge

and

too

often

with

silent

consent

of

the

district

administration(Hasan, 1996: 267). In the case of Moradabad riots, police played tyrannical role,
as Syed Shahabduin, a member of Indian Parliament compared the Moradabad tragedy with the

“Jallianwala Bagh” incident, both happened on a day of rejoicing, both occurred in a closed
place and the firing in both instances resulted in immense loss of life (Shervani: 33).
Indeed the incident was not an isolated happening but was well planned and though
official involvement in the incident may be difficult to prove but the negligence in redeeming
measures to console the aggrieved was found. Muslims from all over the city particularly from
their concentrated areas were dragged out by local police and punished unlawfully, breaking
their arms, legs and ankles, denying them collective protest by imposing curfew in these regions.
The magnitude and severity of police violence however, had widespread reaction in
several parts of India, particularly in North India. On 15 th August the Moradabad police seemed
to have been under great psychological pressure that was why it circulated rumours of violence
i.e. poisoning of water reservoir, as told by a Hindu principal on demolishing of a Hindu temple
and killing its pandit (Sunday, Aug 15, 1981).
Some Hindus were killed, deliberately by police firing in order to get hold of Muslims in
communal violence. It is widely believed that in communal riots only Muslims are at the
receiving end. The government announces severe action against the extremist Hindus but it is
never implemented. The announcements are just to befool the world. In fact anti-Muslim riots
always occur after a well thought planning in which Muslim business, property and houses are
made target. Hindu hooligans and thugs are let loose, rather police remains in league with them
over sharing the spoils from the plunder of Muslim shops. To cover this heinous exercise,
sometimes some of the Hindu thugs are booked on very light changes like that of breaking of
curfew, and soon they are set free (Engineer, 1984: 223).
During and after the Moradabad massacre the role played by the media and the judiciary
was very obnoxious “judicial action on granting bail and letting off Hindu offenders lightly was
common on the contrary they came down hard on the Muslims” (The Radiance Weekly Sep 2-9,
1980). In such a manner the judiciary lost its integrity and confidence of the Muslims not only in
Moradabad but in the whole of country.
The Indian media too sided with the Hindu militant national aspirations. MJ Akbar‟s
report in the Sunday 1980 was quite exceptional. Most of the reports on Moradabad incident
were filed by newsmen who stayed away from Muslim areas, acting the directive of the district
administration that safety of their lives could not be granted. Hence the media personnel had to
heavily depend upon police reports. These reports reflected the police and the Hindu communal

points of view of what was happening in the city. For instance, one English paper in its front
page story narrated how Muslims had killed four Border Security Force (BSF) Jawans, which
created panic among forces. However, the BSF denied any such incident (Akbar, 1988: 36).
The Muslims attacked a police chowki in reaction and not any Hindu house, shop or
business centre. The object was to record their protest against Muslim massacre perpetrated by
the Indian police accusing Muslims of hatching a conspiracy against the district police to create
chaos. Most of the Muslim had brought their children with them for prayers; this belied the
police claim (Engineer, 1984: 226).
After the massacre of Moradabad, the Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi herself
admitted and confessed that the District administration was not in good shape and needed to be
overhauled. Similarly, the Secretary General of the City Congress Shamsul-Islam condemned the
police brutality and maintained that there was no government in the city of Moradabad and
police terrorism prevailed around the city. Indira Gandhi blamed the Janta and the Lok Dal
government for this heinous crime. But the opposition blamed that the Congress which was in
power and utilized police force for political ends. The blame game series was launched by the
government and the opposition to cover up the real issue. Only the District Magistrate and the
police officer in charge were transferred by provincial authorities to some other place instead of
punishment (Akbar, 1988: 39). The question still remains unanswered, whether police cruelty
against the Indian Muslims could be controlled or not.
Inquiry Commissions constituted to probe into the causes and to know the real culprits
behind these riots condemned the police and PAC as the prime cause of the communal riots in
India. Basically the police force had been communalized, following the partition. They had
gradually made an inroad into Indian politics. Venom and hatred with bias was injected into the
hearts of Hindu masses (Akbar: 34).
Media reports confirmed that judiciary as well as administration of Moradabad had
already been communalized and their alignment against Muslims was confirmed. Moradabad
District Administration, people from judiciary and police told lies about the incident. District
Magistrate of Moradabad SP Arya maintained that the police fired on 10,000 strong mobs after
an earlier attempt to disperse it with tear gas shells. The Chief Minister Vishvanath Pratap Singh
of Utter Pradesh speaking to media said that the death toll in Moradabad rioting was only 93.
Strangely enough, the reports of death toll already published in Indian media and foreign press

were almost 2500. The provincial government was trying to cover up the heinous crimes of the
Moradabad police by obfuscating the facts about massive causalities (Akbar: 38).
Riots followed in different cities in India after the Moradabad massacre. In Delhi, the
capital city of India, two persons were killed during communal riots in police firing. As the
situation worsened, curfew was imposed in the walled city of Delhi. Ahmedabad (Gujarat) was
also hit by communal violence resulting in number of deaths. Adjoining areas were also affected,
Indira Gandhi, the Prime Minister of India announced Rs. 4,00,000 (50,000 US dollars) in relief
fund for Muradabad victims (Akber, 1988).

Muslim Reaction
Moradabad killing triggered Muslim agitation almost all over India. Protests against the
state terrorism against Muslims were held in the length and breadth of the country demanding
punishment of the culprits. The PAC and the Indian police being the real culprits, and other law
enforcement agencies supporting them, had lost their credibility especially in the eyes of the
Indian Muslims (Dawn Aug 16, 1980).
Muslim organizations working in India condemned the Muslim genocide of Moradabad
in police firing. They observed that such incidents would jeopardize efforts to unify and
harmonize different sections of Indian society (www.indianmuslim.info.com).
The Chief of Indian Union Muslim League, Ibrahim Sulman, made a statement on this
occasion that the Muslims of Moradabad had to suffer a two pronged attack, the brutal attack of
armed police, and second the orgy of communal violence committed by the extremist forces let
loose by Indian police which was willfully ignored by the Indian press (Akbar, 1988).
Banatwala, the General Secretary of Muslim League made a statement that “Not only
were the Muslims of Moradabad subjected to ruthless massacre but Muslims were maligned by
media and the authorities, which is injurious for future harmonious relations between the two
communities”. (The Indian Express, August 17, 1980).
Communal bias and inhuman bigotry was demonstrated by the PAC and civil
administration of Moradabad in mismanaging the relief work which was not properly carried out
in order to maximize the difficulties of the victims of the police brutality (Asian Age, Aug 16,
1980).
Addressing a debate moved in the Rajya Sabha, upper house of the Indian Parliament,
Asad Madani President of the Jamiat-ul-Ulma-i-Hind considered the pogrom a great conspiracy

against Muslims of Moradabad. He was of the opinion that Muslims protesting against the
wandering of a pig in the mosque should have been either tolerated, or if the protesting people
were not peaceful Lathi Charge would have sufficed. Indiscriminate police firing upon the
Muslims offering prayers was totally unfair. It resulted in deaths of thousands of innocent
Muslims, including small children. A parliamentary delegation visited the affected area. Its
report clearly went against the press and the police statements stating that not a single bullet was
fired from Eidgah. The story of firing by the Muslims was forged to hide the heinous acts of the
police force committed against Indian Muslims (Sunday, Aug 24, 1980).
Commenting on the plight of Muslim in India, the Daily Imroze Lahore (August 26,
1980) stated “The wave of anti-Muslim riots which started from Moradabad in India on the eve
of Eid-ul-Fitr which soon spread to other towns has so far claimed hundreds of lives and caused
immeasurable damage to Muslim property.' It further stated that, “democracy gives the majority
the right to rule, but it does not give them the right to eliminate the minority. The rights and
interests of both the majority and the minority communities are clear and neither has any
preference over the other. And in a secular state no one is discriminated on the basis of religion.
In India there have been numerous instances of the negation of these principles. In view of their
attitude, if would be futile to expect anything fair from the Indian leadership (Hindustan times,
August 16, 1980).
The Daily Dawn also criticized Indian leadership including Nehru, the first Prime
Minister of India and the champion of secularism and pure democracy. ''Not a single measure,
until now has been taken to assuage the communal tension and to check the extremist elements
(Dawn, Aug 22, 1980). The importance of Indian Muslim is only realized during elections when
the Muslims votes are required. However after the election, they are left helpless and an easy
prey to Hindu extremists. They can hardly participate in any political process. Their share in
political institutions is gradually diminishing. Muslims are only 3% in Indian administration,
3.4% in Foreign Service, 3.6% in police, and in Indian army their ratio is even less (Daily Imroz,
Aug 26 1980).
The International Commission on Muslim Minority (ICMM) expressed its deep and
profound concern over the Moradabad killing. The Chairman of the Commission, emphasized
upon the Islamic countries to review their ties and diplomatic relations with India. He also called
upon the leaders of Islamic world to put pressure on the Indian government to ensure the

protection of lives and property of Muslims in India from the hands of Hindu hooligans (Daily
Dawn Aug 26, 1980).
After the Moradabad incident Muslim leadership of the town decided to keep them away
from the Congress in the upcoming election. As such Indira Gandhi fell into the extremist hold
forging close relationship with them, in political alliances. She also endeavored to show herself
as a staunch Hindu believer, having firm belief in Hinduism. Thus, Hindu extremism was
enhanced in Indian society and gradually communalism increased. Indian Muslims were branded
anti-India. Meenakshipuram incident added fuel to the fire in which some 2500 Harijans
accepted Islam. Hindu extremist and revivalist organizations and representatives from Indian
government, rushed to the site to reconvert the converted Muslims into Hindu religion. A
commission was appointed to enquire and probe into the causes of conversion. Thanks to the
Congress (Indira Gandhi and her son Rajiv Gandhi) policies in 1980s which gave its support to
Hindu revivalists‟ organizations to gain Hindu votes. However its implications on Indian
Muslims were very negative. They had to pay the price in terms of anti-Muslim riots which
caused too much suffering (Daily Dawn, Aug 29, 1980). Eventually, the Indian Muslim had to
face the trauma of demolishing of the historic Babri Masjid in Ayodhya, and suffer from the
BJP‟s government in the centre. The BJP was essentially a political wing of the RSS.

Babri Mosque Incident and Indian Muslims
Muslim conquest of India and their peaceful administration incorporated the local nonMuslim expertise in revenue collection. They were provided excellent environment to work with
best rewards which influenced them to come within the folds of the conquerors‟ religion, for
more advantages etc. Others who did not accept Islam also enjoyed better conditions than they
had while serving their compatriot rajas and kings, who were unhappy over their lot and grudged
Muslims and had reared prejudice and hostility towards the Muslims. With the passage of time
this displeasure of the local rulers permeated into the masses particularly Hindus. Devoid of
resources to overthrow the Muslim rule they kept conspiring occasionally with all such elements
which gathered some strength against the Muslims. Eighteenth century rebellions of the Jatt,
Rajputs, Sikhs and the Marathas were eventually the cumulative reaction against the Muslim
rule. When the Muslim rule disintegrated, and the lacuna was filled in by the English take over,
the non-Muslim discontented elements aligned with the new rulers, out witted and out classed

Muslims, capturing their economic resources and social status, following their last struggle in
1857 (The Pakistan Times, Aug 19, 1980).
The British adopted a policy of patronizing the “Indian Hindus” and oppressed the Indian
Muslims because the Hindus welcomed the Britishers. The Muslims' grudge against them was
natural since according to them they were usurpers. Indian Muslims continued to suffer during
the initial years of the British rule while the Hindus thrived (Hassan, 1997: 262). They grabbed
the opportunity of learning English education for entering into socio-political system and within
a little more than a few years (1885) they were able to muster themselves through the Indian
National Congress, as a political force which was destined to play a positive role in the near
future. On the contrary, the Muslim having lagged behind suffered. When some individual
attempts (Sir Syed and his companions) were made for Muslim educational uplift, they too
entered the arena of the British political system. This was unexpected for Hindus and more so
when the English granted them political concessions in 1905 (partition of Bengal) and 1909
(Separate Electorate) (Mirza: 20).
The extremist element developed amongst Hindus through religious-political movement
which reacted sharply on the political concessions granted to Muslims and they further enhanced
their activity, swearing self government, and bids to wrest independence from the rulers.
Consequently they got involved in subversive activities against the rulers, whereas against the
Muslims, their muscles were strengthened with arms and ammunition, resulting in large scale
killing and plunder.
Communalism was the legacy of colonialism and the British soft corner for the Congress
and its leadership. However it was under control before the partition. On the eve of the partition,
the riots which ensued resulted in killing of one million innocent people (Mirza: 20).
Free and independent India proved to be a safe haven and a paradise for Hindu revivalists
and extremist elements as is evident from the mushroom growth of Hindu extremist
organizations. It is stated that the Sang Privar grew from 24 of its original members to a million
strong (Mirza: 20). These organizations have plagued the Indian society as well as politics with
communalism.
Some 47,000 large and small anti-Muslim riots which were commonly named as
“communal riots” have so far been reported, following the independence of India which is
branded as secular state. It would not be unfair to maintain that India for which Indian Muslim

offered every sacrifice, turned out to be a hell for them. Under tensions of communal riots,
plunder of their property, shops, and business centers took place. Serious threat to their family
honor were inflicted when the Hindu hooligans would forcibly enter

their homes, rape their

women and young girls in the broad day light before eventually killing all with the support of
police (Mirza: 93).
B.J D‟Souza maintains that “It is a matter of shame that in these 47 years of
independence we have lost in communal riots many times the number of lives lost in 150 years
of the British rule, and we accused them of divide and rule policy (Ibid: 93). According to the
union‟s Home Ministry, there have been 13356 serious anti-Muslim riots in 39 years of
independence from 1954 to 1992, that is almost a riot a day in which thousands of innocent
Muslims lost their lives (The Sunday, June 21-27, 1997).
The government reports of controlling communal riots and preventing their frequency
and effectiveness is not substantiated by any independent source of information. On the contrary
its pressure seems mounting with the joining of hands of the extremist groups as a political force
(BJP). Some extraordinary feat was being thought of during the 80s which was realized in the
destruction of Babri mosque in 1992. This was besides the great slaughter committed by Hindu
militants killing almost 2500 Muslims in Muradabad of which the official acceptance was of 93
(The Times of India, Apirl 8, 1994 & Humam Develeopment Report, 1996).
A gradual increase in the vote bank of BJP was witnessed. From 1952 to 1991, Bhartiya
Jana Sang (BJS) later Bhartiya Janta Party (BJP) progressively increased its seats in Lok Sabah
from 3.1 percent (1989) to 20.1 (1991) percent (Muslim India, Nov 1993). The detail shall
appear at a proper place.
Suffice to note here that following the death of J. L Nehru in 1964, Indian secular posture
was fractured as the Congress, the ruling party, began deviating from the political vision of its
leaders joined hands with Hindu extremist groups to regenerate their party before the 1984
general elections. Rajiv Gandi was the product of the joint efforts of the Congress and the
extremists, and his feelings regarding Muslims were not different from the extremists' including
his mother Indra Gandhi (Daily Dawn, Aug 16, 1980).
The Congress had earlier (1977) been defeated by Janta Party raising Morarji Desai to the
Prime Ministership. The Congress was now determined to regain the crown at any cost. It did
gain the crown, but soon the coalition collapsed and the mid-term elections had to be held in

1980 and the Congress succeeded in wooing the Muslims to their side, won the elections to come
to power and yet Muslims suffered the worst ever communal riots of Muradabad in which as
already explained thousands of Muslims were shot dead while praying (Saminar (417) May
1994).

Babri Mosque Incident; Its Offshoots
A significant incident of Hindu cultural extremism is the destruction of Babri Mosque
which happened in 1992. But the movement to destroy it along with many other mosques began
in 1949 when some zealot and fanatic Hindus were allowed to enter and place an idol of god
Ram in Babri Mosque. The local court ordered locking the mosque under a complaint, and it
remained so until 1986 when the District Court Faizabad allowed the Hindus to reopen the
mosque to perform their Puja (worship) (Hassan, 1997:262).
The demolition of Babri Masjid devastated the psyche of Indian Muslims, apart from
shattering the very identity of India as a secular democracy.
Sunil Khilnami observed; ''The Babri Masjid was built by Mir. Baqi in 1528 A.D. Babar
Nama makes no mention of the destruction of any temple, which allegedly existed at the site of
the mosque. Eminent archaeologist make no mention of any such evidence, nor prominent
historians, contemporary or secondary mention of Babur‟s demolishing any temple (Ram temple)
that stood at the site. Tulsidas, the great devotee of Ram and an inhabitant of Ayudiya makes no
mention of the destruction of any temple by Babur. If Mir Baqi had destroyed any temple before
building the mosque, he would have boasted of his iconoclastic achievement, as was fashionable
then. Even the Ayudiya Mahtamya of SKANDA PURANA indicates that the birth place of
Rama, was nowhere around the Babri Mosque. The fabrication of the story was made only in the
19th century and implanted through British records for the imperialistic ends (Spot Light, Vol
xiii, Jan 1994).
The local people of Ayudhiya believed that the Ram Mandir was located where the
Chabutra around the Mosque was built up. In 1985 (19 January) a local Mahant: Ranghubas Dao
requested the administration to construct the temple on the Chaubutra (platform) which was
rejected. Earlier 23rd December 1949, chief minister of Utter Pradesh Govind Vallablah Pant
received a radio message from a district Magistrate of Faizabad, K. K. Nayyar informing him
that some Hindus entered Babri Masjid at night and planted a deity while the mosque was
deserted. The police party on duty ignored the incident. Another copy of the report was

submitted to the Chief Secretary of the province also. It was based upon the report of a constable
Mata Prasad and the FIR of inspector Ram Rube recorded in police station Ayodhiya. According
to the report 50 to 60 persons entered the Babri Masjid of which eye witnesses were there to
stand for evidence. The case was filed under section 147, 295 and 448, and the mosque was
locked and prayers suspended. The Deputy Commissioner of Faizabad, N. Ugra gave witness in
the court of law on 25 April 1950 that a deity was mischievously placed in the mosque on 22
December 1949. Another significant event which followed was the hunger strike in protest of the
unfortunate event of a person who was a staunch follower of Akshay Brahmchari, Secretary
Faizabad District Congress Committee (Ejaz, 2003: 50).
In January 1950 Vallabh Bhai Patel, the Home Minister of the Union, and Jawaharlal
Nehru the Prime Minister showing unhappiness over the incident asked the UP‟s Chief Minister
to take immediate action. The District Magistrate Faizabad K. K Nayyar was also ordered by the
chief secretary of the state and the I.G to take prompt remedial measures.
It is fashionable in India since independence, to trace Hindu cultural and religious relics
under-neath Muslims shrines and worship places. Dr. Tara Chand (Impact of Islam on Hindu
culture) observes that Muslim mystic places of worship and shrines where several miracles
attracted the non-Muslims and helped them in conversion to Islam were owned by non-Muslim
Patshalas where such myths and legends captured them to the folds of Hindu religion (S.M.
Ikram, Aab-i-Kausar).
Dr. Tara Chands thesis that Hindu religious places and their Pandit‟s miracles were
owned by Muslim mystics, was later on realized by Indian archaeologists who started finding
remnants of mandirs underneath the foundations of mosques constructed by the Muslims
subsequently (it is extremely difficult to determine the age of the stones/ bricks etc used in
foundation at least not in hundreds of years, except in millennium, applying carbon-10 device).
Some archaeologists in India revealed that in Ayudhiya the Babri Mosque was built on the birth
place of Ram and they immediately resolved to build the Ram Bhumi mandir for offering their
prayer. The prayer had once begun under a court order, but as already stated, the mosque was
locked under another court order and then reopened in 1986. Meanwhile, some incidents played
up the communal frenzy flared up the communal riots and later the Hindu extremists came up
with open threats to demolish the mosque.

The demolition of Babri Masjid in 1992 did not put a stop to the virulent campaign
launched by the VHP and the Bajrang Dal to reclaim mosques and shrines. There had been a
constant demand to reclaim GYANYAPI mosque in Varaasi and the Eidgah mosque in Mathura.
In Hubli, Karnataka, the dargah of a sufi saint Raja Bagh Sawar had been converted into a
temple. The Eidgah Maidan of Hubli was re-Christianized as KITTUR RANI CHINNAMEN
MAIDAN. In Kalyan near Mumbai an Eidgah was claimed by the VHP and the Shiv Sena as a
temple. A few kilometers away from here, the shrine of sufi saint Haji Abdur Rehman Malang
was converted to a Samadhi of MACHINDER Nath. Similar moves were being carried out in
Rajhistan, Haryana Utar Pradesh and Gujarat. During the 2002 Gujrat riots several mosques and
shrines were either destroyed or converted into temples (Khilnami, 1997: 151).
An incident which rocked the champions of Hindutva, as well as the government was
Meenakshipuram; a town in Tamil Nadu where some 2500 Harijins accepted Islam voluntarily.
The Hindu extremist groups were spurred and activated by the incident and joined hands to
rejuvenate religious enthusiasm in Hindu masses. A number of Pandits from different Patshalas
came out in demonstration, which was followed by the movement for construction of Ram
temple at Ayodhiya. Ramnjaumi Mukti Yagya Samiti was constituted in 1984 by some Hindu
revivalists under which Ram Shila Pujan Programme (Bricks emblazoned with the name of Ram
consecrated) was initiated on September 15, 1989 and the Shilanyas ceremony (the laying of the
foundation stone of the Ram temple) was decided. The Rath Yatra launched by L. K. Advani in
1990 from Somnath was to fulfill the above mission. These movements were clearly organized
by bigoted Hindus. It also aimed to provide religious awareness in masses against the Muslims
who were still engaged in converting non-Muslim to Islam (Gopal, 1993: 70-71). Consequently,
riots after riots were sparked in different towns and cities resulting in hundred of casualties most
of them innocent Muslims. The death toll, according to official report reached 4000 during the
decade of 1980 (Momin 2004: 66).
The BJP (Bartiya Janta Party) under the leadership of L K Advani was filled with venom
the already anti-Muslim hatred in the society. Advani saw in their exploitation his personal
political advantage, practically the mass-extremist support which Babri Masjid controversy could
multiply. Mushir-ul-Hassan rightly points out,'' what lay behind the Ayodhya catastrophe. Does
it mark the end of India‟s tryst with destiny a snapping of ties with its secular past? Will the
votaries of Hindutva a movement for Hindu self assertion and nationhood, rewrite the nation‟s

agenda, foist a Hindu reshtra upon it, and reduce religious minorities to the status of second class
citizens? If so, what is the future of democracy and secularism in India”? (Sunday Observer, Oct
7-14, 1990 and Times of India, Nov 2, 1990).
The questions raised by Mushir-ul-Hassan are meaningful and reflect the exact
communal situation in India, in the background of the movement for the demolition of Babri
mosque. This was not just destruction of a building however ancient and historic and a relic of
the past. It was all that and at the same time it was a worship place of a community which in its
own merit was Indian and has been living in India for a little more than a thousand years. Its
destruction tantamount to setting ablaze the very documents which guaranteed equal religious
rights to all communities living within the jurisdiction of the Indian Constitution.
Why was the country allowed to be derailed, unleashing communal forces to destroy the
very essence of democratic structure of the country? Apparently, there seem some reasons
behind such moves which are interlaid.


The communalists have no programme for the country's uplift, except exploiting the
gullible masses to gain their support and eventually capture power.



The successor of Jawahr Lal Nehru i.e. Indra Gandhi (his daughter) did not like to
walk in the shoes of her father in gardening the Indian democracy with secular
plough. Nehru had defeated Parshotam Das Tandon with all his Tondonic philosophy
of extremism. But Indra Gandhi kneeled down before Advani in order to return to
power with the support of a group which was stabbing in the back of Indian
democratic set up. Further the worthy daughter of the great Indian leader (Nehru) did
not shirk even to divide the Congress for the sake of such alignment, which obviously
split up the vote bank of the Congress, and weakened its grounds as compared to
other political parties. The party which gained the most from the ensuing chaos was
the BJP.



Rapid toppling of different coalition ministries between 1977 and 1991 and a
comparatively strong government of Rajiv Gandhi too was destabilized with his
murder through a bomb blast. The genie of racial discrimination which his mother
(Indira Gandhi) had released from the bottle was unleashed upon her own son. Both
the mother and the son lost lives at the hands of the extremists.



The BJP was at the helm of affairs in Uttar Pradesh. Ayodhiya the Babri Mosque was
the main ambition of their government. Its destruction, rather than construction of
Ram Mandir, was their focus. Advani went there along with the Rath Yatra and
hundreds and thousands of his followers fully armed with hammers and tools of
destruction. This happened on 1992, televised all over the world.

A Brief History of Masjid Mandar Controversy
It has been fashionable for oriental historians to take credit for the originality of historic
relics belonging to their cultural heritage. For Babri Mosque some description, in this regard, has
already been noted. It has also been noticed earlier how after independence, Indian historians
fabricated speculative theories to claim almost all, if not all, the cultural relics of the Muslims
under the political dominance of a thousand year or so.
Quite a few archaeological surveys in India, both by Indians and European experts and
other secondary works which have been based on the surveys, do not mention of any Ram
Mandir, or of its existence anywhere in India. However post-independent historians, steeped in
communal passions and inspired by the new wave of nationalistic emotionalism found some
Hindu relics underneath many mosques and shrines and demolished structures of the past glory
of Muslims that the whole Hindu thesis proved merely hypothetical. Besides the structure of the
Qutb-i-Minar in Delhi, several other Mughal buildings, and the shrines of the Muslim mystic
saints were said to have been built over the old Patshalas (Hindu worships places) the Ram
Mandir story over which the Babri Mosque was built was a similar claim, unauthenticated and
scarcely believed by experts.
A sub-judge of the Faizabad District Court allowed the construction of the Ram Bhumi
temple over a platform located around the Babri mosque. This was on an appeal from a Mahant,
now unhappy on the decision. The Mahant of the Ram Janam bhoomi, however, did not lose
heart and appealed to the District Judge, but the District Judge also upheld the decision of subjudge noting that remedial time had been over (Hasan, 1997: 260).
Rama‟s birth place at Ayodhya was revealed by a Delhi weekly Radiance, under the
caption of Babri Masjid Special an issue published on November 25 to December 1, 1990. It
suggested that the first recorded account of Ayodhya was written by a British traveler, William
Finch who visited India during 1608-11 AD. Finch makes no mention of any such birth place of
Ram in Ayudhiya, as claimed in the weekly.

An Australian priest Joseph Tieffenthater‟s History of India published in three volumes
(1785, 1787 and 1787) noted that Rama‟s temple existed almost 600 Km away from the Babri
Mosque. As such the VHP‟s propaganda of using the black pillar in the mosque from a
demolished temple is refuted. Furthermore, Joseph records that the pillars of the mosque were
brought from an old fort, which refutes the speculation that it was from the temple (Spotlight on
Regional Affairs, 1992).
Another thesis suggests that Babri Mosque was not built during the reign of Emperor
Babar. On the contrary the Babri Mosque was built during the reign of Ibrahim Lodhi and it was
christened after the name of Babr after his victory over Ibrahim Lodhy (Hasan, 1997: 298).
Abortive findings of a Dutch researcher Hans Baker have extensively been used by the
VHP leaders to complicate the issue all the more. According to him the temple was built near
1008 AD. He qualifies his hypothesis on three references, given from the principal evidences;


Montgomery Martin‟s findings (1838) “The History, Antiquities of Eastern Indian”
(Vol II, P. 336)



P. Carneg‟s (1870) “The Historical Sketch of Tehsil Fyazabad, District Fayazabad
Pargana Haveli, Oudh and



Indian Archaeology Review (1976-77) (Spotlight on Regional Affairs, 1992).
The views apart, prominent historians express reservations about the existence of any

pillars. Likewise Carnegy, too, strongly suggests that the pillar used in the disputed mosque was
very close to the Buddhist pillars. Hence Baker‟s premature research engendered a dispute in
India between two principal communities that led to numerous killing of innocent people mostly
from the Muslim community and created a phenomenon charged with hatred. Therefore, an
Indian administrator officer (IAD) analyzing the dispute; strongly blamed Baker‟s findings‟ as
“twisted distorted, misinterpreted and bluffed” (The Radiance (weekly) Nov 25- December1,
1992: 22).
Muslim view point on Babri mosque‟s construction was altogether different. It was not
built on the site of Rama‟s temple. This was endorsed by historians of the Centre of Historical
Studies of Jawahar Lal Nehru University. A document was prepared by the above stated
department according to which “no historical evidence had been unearthed so far to support the
claim that Babri Mosque was constructed on a piece of land previously underneath a temple. It

further maintained that behind the Masjid Mandar controversy laid the issues of faith, power and
politics (Ibid: 21).
The Masjid Mandar controversy was deliberately developed during the colonial rule in
the 19th century. Whether or not there was some conspiracy behind the move may be difficult to
prove. However, the British officials were aware of the hatred between Hindus and Muslims, and
may have exploited the situation in order to expand their political influence west ward.
Dr. Sushil Shrivastiv, a renowned historian attributes the genesis of the Masjid Mandar
dispute to the British strategy of creating a law and order situation to precipitate the annexation
of Oudh. Wajid Ali Shah‟s government remained subjected to severe criticism during the period,
perhaps to win over non-Muslim sympathy. Sushil further emphasises that when Babar came to
India in 1526, the Muslims rule was already established 500 years earlier in 1030 AD. History
had, however, recorded certain examples of Muslim rulers having demolishing Hindu temples
and built mosque on their sites i.e. in Delhi, Ajmir and Gujarat. But historically, demolishing of a
Rama temple and construction of mosque on its site has not been recorded. Before 19 th century
no one had ever heard above this dispute (Spot Light, 1991: 17).
The first reference to the dispute over masjid-mandar appeared in 1855 on a Mahant‟s
claim that Rama was born at the very site where Babri mosque stood following the demolishing
of Rama temple. A deadly communal clash which followed took almost 75 Muslim lives, before
the elders of both the communities of Ayudhiya gathered, reached a settlement with the British
mediations according to which members of both the communities were allowed to worship at the
same place under a separating fence between the mosque and the platform, built for the Hindus
to perform their Puja (Saeed, 1991: 70).
A period of 190 years passed before the dispute was revived in Ayodhya. In 1949 an idol
was placed within the premises of the Babri Mosque during night by some Hindu zealots.
Subsequently, K. K Nayar, District Magistrate of Faizabad ordered Imam Masjid not to lead
prayers in the disputed mosque. Incidentally between 1949 and 1986 Babri mosque remained
closed and no one was allowed to enter into the mosque, the Faizabad court allowed Hindus in
1986 to worship in it (The Radiance weekly, Dec 1, 1990: 25).

Babri Mosque Demolition; Its Impacts on Indian Muslims
The decade of 1980s witnessed political destabilization and a crucial incident in which
the Indian Muslims suffered immensely. The Moradabad riots took thousands of innocent lives

in police firing during Eid prayer followed by communal riots which spread all over India
(Saeed, 1991: 25). Further the Meenakshipooram incident (1981) in which some 2500 Harijans
accepted Islam, offending the high caste Hindus, which caused a stir amongst them. Hindu print
media exploited the incident to spur religious sentiments demanding an inquiry at the highest
government level to know the exact situation and cause of conversion. The upper caste Hindus
denounced the incident presuming some foreign hand and money involved behind the mass
conversion. The ensuing situation increased the communal tension manifold (Mallick, 1994: 57).
Another was the Shah Banu case and yet another was the reopening of the Babri mosque for
Hindu worship by a Court order (Akbar, 1988: 34).
The Indian Supreme Court, intervening in Muslim personal law, allowed a divorced
Muslim woman (Shah Banu) after the expiry of her Iddat, maintenance allowance from her exhusband which was against Shariat and as such caused resentment in Ulema circle. The orders of
the Supreme Court were withdrawn by the government which instigated the Hindu extremist
classes. Apart from the outbreak of the communal clashes, a move to reopen the Babri mosque
for Puja was carried out and court orders were obtained contrary to the verdict of the order of
Faizabad court, which denied Puja in the mosque or its vicinity in 1949. Whether or not the
government of the Indian National Congress was involved in the whole show may be debatable,
but some official sympathy for the extremist move was established (Akbar, 1988: 34).
On the part of Muslims, Muslim personal law board was reactivated and Babri Masjid
Action Committee (BMAC) was also re-constituted. In this regard rallies and meetings were
organized to create awareness of the issue in the Muslim masses. On the other hand, the Hindu
revivalists organized Yatras, the most significant among them was the L. K Advani‟s Yatra, of
1990, launched from Somnath to Ayodhya. During this Yatra, hundreds of Muslims lost their
lives (Hassan, 1995: 256).

Anti-Muslim Riots following the Demolition of Mosque
The Babri masjid issue was raised by the Hindu extremist groups and organizations for
political ends. The object was to provoke religious sentiments of Hindus to increase their vote
bank for the forthcoming general elections of the Uttar Pradesh. Passionate appeals in politically
motivated religious slogans were used in South Asia to mobilize masses. Ordinarily political
workers carry out the guidelines of their leaders but the unorganized masses influenced by
religious exploitation surpass limits and wreak havoc in the society. During the period of 1880s

and 1990s such incidents were repeatedly witnessed during major anti-Muslim riots in the cities
of north India e.g. in Meirut, Moradabad, Bhagalpur, Ahmedabad, Baroda etc (Ibid). The early
1990s saw a surge of anti-Muslim riots which were initiated from Advani‟s Rath Yatra in which
some 500 people lost their lives; the majority of the dead were Indian Muslims. The demolition
of Babri mosque on December 6, 1992, its aftermath in anti-Muslim riots was a regular feature in
northern India especially in Bombay (Sunday Observer Oct 7-14, 1990).
Hindu communal organizations such as, VHP, RSS and BJP successfully sensitized the
Hindu masses on the issue of Babri Masjid Rama Janambhoomi during the period. The object as
already pointed out was to exploit religious frenzy for gathering people‟s sympathy and increase
the vote bank. This was being done widely at the cost of Muslim lives, besides humiliating
secular constitution of the country which guaranteed equal human rights to all, irrespective of
race, color or creed.
The extremist influence over the Hindu population is visible from the White Paper of the
BJP; Another fall out of Ayodhya events of December 6, 1992 was the acquisition of the entire
Ayodhya complex by the Narsima Rao government by an ordinance on January 8, 1992 for a
building through a trust, a temple for Rama and for rebuilding through another trust the
demolished mosque. For days the idea was floated, and it had no takers… Yet the government
went ahead and presented a fait accompli; and even then, it had no takers… in fact the Prime
Minister had tried through his emissaries, and personally also, to approach leading religions
heads to head the trust for temple building. No one was willing” (Hasan, 1995: 260).
It further concludes; “Afterwards Pujya Pejawar Swamiji and other Shankar Achariyas
also came out against the government idea of rebuilding mosque. Now even after the two months
there are no takers for the Narsima Rao Sarkari temple and a Sarkari Babri Masjid‟ (Ahmed:
219).
The riots before and after the masjid mandar controversy, were planned, well
managed, extensive, widespread and impulsive. This did not affect in any manner any political
party or its leadership, for them, too, was involved in Muslim killing directly or indirectly. In
1987 hundreds of Muslims were killed in Gujrat, Bengal and Bihar. In 1990 communal riots
broke out in Assam, Karnatka, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Gujrat. There seemed no
marked official reaction for an effective control against the law enforcing agencies supporting
the Hindu marauders involved in Muslim assassinations. This was coupled with pillage and

plunder of Muslim property, setting ablaze their homes and shopping centres to turn them
destitute and devoid of economic resources (White paper: 4-5).
The destruction of Babri mosque at Ayodhya was itself a constitutional violation.
However the carnage committed, following the demolition of Babri mosque, was a crime against
humanity by the Hindu fanatics and hooligans. It was a cataclysmic event in the history of free
India (Ibid).
The Sangh Parivar i.e. some Hindu extremist organizations, like RSS, VHP, BJ and BJP
depicted the Babri mosque as a symbol of Muslim glory and assumedly planted during the period
of their rule against religious feelings of the Hindu community. The Sangh Privar propagated this
aggressively, and the Masjid Mandar issue influenced all sections of the non-Muslim Indian
society, even the moderates and the liberals who, too, began supporting the extremist cause,
losing all political rationale of a secularist culture. If Indian National dailies like the Indian
Express, which seemed leaden with the extremist goal confess the loss of 2000 Muslim lives, one
could imagine the colossal damage which may have actually taken place.
Such inhuman activity and undesirable Muslim massacres were performed repeatedly in
Kanpur, Surat and Mumbai. Mumbai was the worst affected city, despite its cosmopolitan
character, renowned for its commercial activities with mutual trust. It was turned into a slaughter
house for the Muslim minority community following the mosque episode. International
community in particular the Muslim world reacted in bitter anger apart from the bereaved and
anguished Indian Muslims on the ugly and dark facade of the Hindu extremism revealed in the
whole melodrama in mosque episode (Sohail, 2003: 74). It was all the more tragic that there
seemed no end to the Muslim carnage. On the contrary it was being witnessed regularly in the
same intensity almost periodically without any notice by the State or the Union government.
The most deadly were the Bombay riots of (1992-1993) and the Surat and the Gujrat riots
of 2002. It would be pertinent to note here that the Gujrat riots of 2002, almost ten years after the
Babri mosque episode are the off shoots of the religious hostility in the hearts of the extremist
Hindus.

Bombay Riots December 1992-1993
Demolishing of the Babri mosque caused widespread rejoicing and celebration in India
especially in Hindu extremist circles. On the contrary the Muslims mourned the event accusing
the government of the Indian National Congress for her failure in securing the mosque, they

guaranteed to secure. This entire scenario appeared well planned in order to keep Muslims away
from Ayodhiya. Muslims outside India too, were aggrieved on the event and launched protests
and conveyed displeasure through their respective governments (The Indian Express, Jan 28,
1993).
In Bombay, RSS, BJS and the city police played holi with the blood of Muslims resulting
in 600 Muslims deaths and almost 2000 seriously injured besides immense lose of property. The
New York Times and the Times of India gave meaningful reports on the Bombay incidents,
recorded below;
The New York Times in its issue of February 1993 says, “Bombay; day after day after
day, for nine days and nights, beginning on January 6, mob of Hindus rampaged through this
city, killing and burning people only because they were Muslims. No Muslim was safe not in the
slums, not in high rise apartments, not in the city bustling offices in an orgy of violence that left
600 people dead and 2000 injured. Interviews have suggested, moreover, that the killing, arson
and looting were far from random. In fact, they were organized by Hindu gangs abetted by the
Bombay police and directed at Muslim families and business centers, throughout the nine days of
rioting, neither the Maharashtra authorities nor the central government in New Delhi made an
effort to stop the flow of blood” (Time of India, Jan 10, 1993).
Almost the same story of brutalities committed by Hindu hooligans in Surat was reported,
The Times of India observed in its report,
“Tragedy has struck Surat (Muslim) women for them, it was a hell let loose… when men
were thrown into bonfire, torched alive or had burning tires put around their necks, women were
stripped of all their clothes and ordered to run till they could not. As the naked women ran for
their lives, with shivering and shuddering children clinging to them, the ancient game of tripping
horses was played out… so that women would trip and fall down, becoming easy prey for the
(Hindu) hooligan and hoodlums” (The Times of India).
Both the above stated excerpts taken from the newspapers are self explanatory of Hindu
militant and inhuman behavior as the western media was repeatedly harping, and striving hard to
project the true face of the people who behind the mask of secular Constitution were playing
with the lives of Muslims unrestricted and unrestrained under the official patronage of the
Congress government. And yet the Hindu chauvinism thus revealed did not move the western
society mainly because they themselves had some bias against the Muslims. The reason was that

the west was concerned over the large scale conversion to Islam in Europe and the USA. Hindu
religion, on the contrary, had little appeal beyond India and therefore their inhuman behavior
created no stir in the western world except when the Christians were threatened.

Surat Riots
Another violence initiated earlier on September 29, 1992 was when Muslims travelling in
a train were attacked by militants ,leaving 22 dead besides nearly hundred injured. In Surat city
the activists of RSS and BJP played music outside a mosque in order to provoke worshiping
Muslims at Limbayat Chowk. The ensuing riot made them suffer for they constituted only 9
percent of the total population of the city. The state government remained indifferent and let the
culprit‟s scot free (The New York Times, Feb 4, 1993 Sribreshina Report on Bombay Riots, 1992
and Human Development Report by Mehboob ul Haq).
In Surat City itself Hindu mobs attacked Muslims, plundered their property, and burned
their mosques and houses. In that orgy of anti-Muslim violence, according to official estimate
some 200 lives were lost, most of them Muslims, 19000 people had to become homeless and had
to be moved to refugee camps as they refused to go back to their shelter less homes even after
the violence had ended.
Muslim women were gang raped and men thrown into burning furnace alive. In these
riots the BJP gained ground in the city, and Hindutva appeal enhanced. Evidently, the riots were
well planned and monitored with police support. According to Asghar Ali Engineer „what
happened in Surat was not less gruesome than the incident in Bombay… The hysteria was so
intense that even Hindu women participated in loot and arson, as also involving themselves
allowing their thugs to rape Muslim women (The Time of India, December, 12, 1992).

Gujarat Riots 2002
At Godhra a train “Subermati” was set ablaze, and 59 Karsevaks returning from Ayodhya
after having performed rituals were burnt alive. How it happened was reported subjectively. The
blame of torching some of the compartments of the train was put on Indian Muslims. That
episode triggered off widespread riots against Indian Muslims throughout the UP. But the
Gujarat massacre was sponsored and organized by the state government headed by Narander
Modi. Almost 2000 Muslims were killed in these riots (Times of India, Dec, 12, 1993)
According to “The Hindu” the Gujarat riots of 2002 were the worst ever in India‟s
history, over 20 reports appeared projecting state government‟s action and inaction, her

exacerbating the crisis allowing rapes, murder, arson and hatred to letting down the constructive
forces of secular reconciliation since the incident (Sohail, 2003: 79).
The Human Rights Organizations, in their findings, put the blame of Muslim massacre on
UP State government and the police complicity, with Hindu militants in bitter words. The HRW
(Human Rights Watch) a New York based organization that claims to have sufficient work in
terms of human rights around the globe named the VHP the Bajrang Dal, the RSS and the BJP as
the groups most actively and directly involved in Gujrat massacre against Muslims. According to
the same organizations, the police refused to provide safety to the Muslims, against the Hindu
hooligans saying: “We have no orders about saving you” (The Economist, Dec 7, 2002).
The Central government of India, the BJP was the major partner of NDA (National
Democratic Alliance) government in New Delhi. It did not take any action against the State
government. Narandar Modi the then chief minister of BJP government in Gujarat was
untouched. The violence hit areas were visited by Prime Minister Vajpayee who extended his
support to the chief minister Modi, rather than admonishing him.
This tragic incident virtually passed on a message to the Muslims that let the minorities
understand that their real safety lies in the goodwill of the majority. This message delivered by
Madan Das the RSS publicity chief further added, insulting the Hindus like in Godhra, and then
(the Muslim) living here is not tolerable” (The Hindu, Nov I, 2002).

Role of the Police in Indian Riots
The role of the Indian police in communal riots, apart from the corrupt and brutal
response with partisan support to their co-religionists is noted in a World Bank survey (Sohail,
2003: 81). (See UNDP: Human Development Report 2002, New Delhi, P. 66). The finding of the
survey is supported by a number of writers on the subject particularly V.N Rai and Maihau
Godbole. Even the fiction of V. P Singh under the captain carnage by Angels reflects on the ugly
role of the Indian police.
V. N Rai has recorded police partisan role during the riots, as observed by the reporters.
One Ajit Bhatachariya observes on the Ahmadabad riots of 1969 “the police failed to take firm
action for the first three days and this was not a matter of slackness but policy”. Justice D. P
Madon commissions report on Bhiwandi riots (1970) noted the prejudiced attitude of the District
officials and the police towards the Muslims. The latter were accused of an attack on the Shiv
Jayanti procession in the town which proved to be all fabricated. At Meerat in the Meerut-

Malliana killing the PAC was involved as discovered by the Amnesty International. N.C Sexana
report suggests that the Meerat killings were carried out on the authority of the District
Commission: “Teach the Muslims a lesson,” he stated. Justice Srikrishna reporting on the
Mumbai riots (1992-93) observes general bias against the Muslims amongst the policeman,
evident enough for the viewers (Ibid: 80).

Muslim Reaction against Destruction of Babri Masjid
It became the political as well as ideological agenda of BJP from 1986 to onwards as the
minoritism, pseudo secularism and Hindutva became a part of Hindu extremists‟ political
slogans against the Indian National Congress being a so called secular political party and Indian
Muslims as unwanted element of Indian society.
The Congress leadership was neck deep in electoral politics. They were busy in courting
Hindu and Muslim communalists, on the one side the Muslim women bill was passed, while the
doors of Babri mosque were opened for Hindu Puja, by a court order on the other side. As Arun
Nehru a cabinet member in Rajiv Gandhi government maintained that the Muslim women‟s bill
was passed to play Muslim cards to obtain Muslim favour in upcoming elections while the court
judgment regarding reopening of Babri mosque was to play Hindu card in order to gain Hindu
extremist support (Human Development Report, 2002: 66). It was a dangerous path to be chosen
by the Congress leadership and secular image of the Congress shed away. After the destruction
of the Babri masjid the Indian Muslims had lost their faith in a party, they had intermittently
supported since independence. In the elections held in 1993, 1994 and 1995 (state elections) the
Indian Muslims decided not to support the Congress the party which had betrayed them
politically, economically and now religiously. Elections after elections the Congress, had been
making false promises to expand job opportunities for Muslims, to give legitimate status to Urdu
in UP and Bihar and upholding the Aligarh Muslim university denominational character, but
after having won elections, it turned a deaf ear towards Muslim demands and its own promises.
Against these false promises and discrimination against Indian Muslims ill will had been
brewing against these policies, adopted by the Congress since 1960s, therefore a Muslim
convention was summoned in New Delhi in 1961, the speakers addressing the convention,
attacked some of the Congress Hindu leaders whose close links with Hindu extremists
organizations were well known. Another meeting of the Jamat-ul-Ulama was held in Urdu Park
Delhi in which prominent Muslim leaders participated. They openly condemned the past betrayal

of the Congress, showing serious concerns over its policies and poor performance in curbing
organized anti-Muslim violence. Muslims demonstrated their displeasure during the elections in
UP, Bihar and Bengal. Muslims in general had decided not to vote for the Congress
(www.unchr.rg/reword/).
Following the destruction, the Muslim intelligentsia believed that the time had come, that
the Muslim personal law must be modernized and minority communalism must be fought along
with majority communalism. The participants of the meeting strongly condemned the role played
by the traditional Muslim leadership and accused them of misguiding the community over the
years. These views had been expressed by Muslim academics, intellectuals and retired
bureaucrats in an informal gathering to share views over what had really gone wrong (Engineer
(ed): 57).
Politicians such as Syed Shahbabuddin were strongly criticized by the speakers over the
Babri Masjid controversy mishandled by him, such liberal views for the first time floated in a
meeting attended by sections of rabid fundamentalists while in the past the modern Muslims had
been forced to retreat amid accusations of being a Ghaddar (traitors) of the community as well as
of Islam. It was a new way of thinking, in a new phenomenon to be ushered in following the
Babri Mosque incident139 . Moreover educated Muslims in Indian demonstrated their wrath and
anger against the Indian Muslims leadership who proved to be inept in handling carefully the
Babri masjid issue failing to save it from demolition. In reaction a group of educated Muslims
formed an All Indian Forum to focus the government's attention on the problems of ordinary
Muslims to prevent their exploitation by politicians for petty political gains (Hasan: 1995: 269).
The Muslims' reaction following the demolition of Babri Masjid was three folds.
According to Seema Mustafa, a well known Indian journalist, “The Muslims woke up to their
actual state of affairs. Tranquilized by the Congress lullabies, the Muslims were suddenly jerked
into reality and merely a cursory introspection made them realize that they were duped” (Indian
Express, Jan 17, 1993).

The Indian Muslims lost their trust in Indian National Congress. The

first reaction was the defeat of the Congress in Bareilly and Kanpur as the Muslims did not vote
for them. Secondly, they condemned the conservative Muslim leadership, and resolved to
educate and increase awareness amongst common Muslims and that secularism was the corner
stone for their progress and socio political uplift. The third level according to Seema was “the
hesitant

secular

and

intellectual activity

among

Muslim liberals

which started

gaining

momentum. A number of meetings were held by Muslims on secular network. A serious effort
was made to identify the real issues concerning the community and to suggest time bound and
effective solutions. This was not possible five years ago (The Indian Express, Jan 17, 1993).
Following the destruction of Babri mosque in Ayodhya on December 6, 1992, the
Muslim ministers as well as MPs submitted joint memorandum to the prime minister on
December 19, 1992 in which some demands and suggestions were suggested (Times of India Jan
1, 1993). However, all the Muslim moves and activities either in the form of memorandum or in
the shape of demands and suggestions did not stop the Babri mosque to be razed to ground.

Demolition of Babri Mosque and Its Consequences
Following the destruction of Babri mosque on December 6, 1992, Muslim community of
India was rudely shaken for the first time after independence. As a matter of fact, the incident
may be compared with that of assassination of MK Gandhi, the spiritual as well as political
leader of India and following the independence he was entitled as the “Father of the Nation
(Bapu)” (The Indian Express, Jan I, 1996).
The demolition of Babri mosque left a deep impact on Indian Muslims. According to
Balrajpuri, “Babri masjid was neither first nor the last mosque or place of worship to be
demolished since independence. But never before had a community staked its prestige on
protecting a religious place”. He also compares the operation Blue star under which Golden
Temple, the holiest place of Sikhs, was assaulted by the state machinery. Babri masjid‟s
destruction demonstrates how weak the power of state was before Hindu extremists. The episode
betrayed the helplessness of institutions like the Supreme Court, the parliament and (NIC)
National Integration Council --- so much so that the political parties like BJP whose stance was
that the premises of Babri mosque would not be harmed, proved equally helpless against the
communal forces that had set objectives of gaining political ends. Similarly, the violence
following the mosque incident by Hindu fanatics was in clear violation of the Supreme Court
orders, and manifested the incompetence of state machinery (Muslim India, Jan 1993).
The positive aspect of the Babri masjid episode was that all the secular parties, almost
entire media, prominent figures of the country, either religious or politics, or artists or writers
strongly condemned the demolishing of the historic place of worship. Even BJP and Atal Behari
Vajpayee expressed his serious anguish and resentment over the destruction of Babri masjid
(Economic and Political Weekly, Oct 2, 1993).

On the part of Muslim community of India, a national convention, on October 9, 1994
was summoned in New Delhi. The following demands were made on its platform to redress the
Muslim grievances:


Under representation in the parliament, public employment and backwardness in
terms of education, economic and social to be removed.



Quota for Muslim community in every walk of life to be reserved, so as to reduce the
Muslim backwardness (EPW).
On the political front, Indian Muslims made a bid to get united politically. In this regard,

Indian Union Muslim League and Majlis-e-Ittehad-ul-Muslimeeen (MIM) strove hard to achieve
the objective. Eventually, it succeeded to form Milli Jamhoori Mahaz (MJM). The prime
objective of the MJM was to emerge as a third political force after the secular and Hindutva
forces in the country. The president of (IUML) Indian Union Muslim League, in this regard,
argued that if SCs, OBCs the Hindustva forces and the Sikhs can have their own political parties,
then why not Muslims (EPW). Thus the Milli Jamhoori Mahaz was founded.
To maintain separate political status, five leading Muslim organizations announced
“Muslim agenda” for July 9, 1999 ensuring general elections. The agenda drawn up by:


Jamiat-ul-Ulama-e-Hind



Jamaat-i-Islam



All India Milli Council



All India Muslim Personal Law Board and



All India Muslim Majlis-e-Mashawarat.
The leaders of the said parties and organizations, however, urged the secular parties to

enhance Muslim representation in legislature and in the government and private employments
(Noorani: 276-77).
To further enhance the Muslim interests, a National Convention for the movement for
empowering Muslims of India was held on May 8, 1999 at New Delhi. Indian Muslims
belonging to every walk of life participated in the convention. The following points came under
discussion:


Low participation of Indian Muslims in every major area of national well being,
compared to the time of independence



Low education level of Indian Muslim population



Low economic condition of Muslims



Political and administrative empowerment



Social and cultural empowerment including health and housing (Ibid).
While speaking in his inaugural address to the National Convention for the movement of

empowerment of Muslim Indians, Mr. Justice A.M Ahmadi pointed out the steady decline of
Indian Muslims in economic, educational, cultural, governmental and private jobs. He talked
about thin membership in political institutions either at union or at the state level (Asian Age,
July 10, 1999). Instead of all these efforts Indian Muslims have badly failed to accelerate their
status in Indian society which is evidently dominated by the Hindu majority.

CHAPTER IV
Causes of Muslim Sufference and Economic Degradation
The Muslims in India are facing various problems; they may be economic, political,
social or religious. Hindus and Muslims have been living together for centuries but they could
not develop into a single entity. Religious and political elite of Hindus had never accepted
Muslim rule and religious supremacy. The very cleavage, however, further intensified after
partition. The Indian Muslims were solely held responsible for partition. Therefore, the Muslims
who opted to remain in India under changed circumstances had to face numerous problems by
the Hindu extremist groups. Ironically, the successive Indian governments; under the influence
of Hindutva did nothing for the welfare of the Muslims. In this chapter, Muslims sufferance and
problems have been analysed at length.

Indian States having more than 10% Muslim Population
Periodic census of a country often proves a reliable parameter to gauge the socioeconomic, political and educational status of different communities residing in a country. The
significance of census enhances its utility and value in a country like India, having multireligious, multi-linguistic and multi-cultural characteristics. Being a secular democratic state, it is
necessary to know about different religious and ethnic groups living in India as well as their
socio-political activity, economic status and resources. Incidentally, the Muslims form the largest
religious minority as compared with other minorities like Christians, Sikhs and Buddhists etc.
According to the census reports, statistical figures show that the Muslims constitute the
second largest chunk of the Indian population. The census figures of 1961, reveals that Muslim
population was 46.7 million out of 439.2 million constituting 10.7% of the total. In 1971, they
were 61.4 million i.e. 11.2% of the total Indian population. In 1981, Muslim population grew to
75.5 million making 11.4% of the Indian population. There appeared a gradual increase in 1991
with 96 million i.e. 11% and in 2001 the population became 13.4% of total Indian population
(Danish 2005: 151). Hindus constitute nearly 82% and other religious groups (Christians 2.4%,
Sikhs 2.0%, Buddhist 0.7% and Jains 0.5%) (Ahmed, 1993: 7).

Table: Showing gradual population growth: 1961 to 2001
Religion wise population in India 1961-2001
Religious
groups

1961

1971

1981

1991

2001

366.5

453.3

549.8

826

NA

83.5%

82.7%

82.6%

82.41%

80.5%

46.9

61.4

75.5

NA

138.0

10.7%

11.2%

11.4%

11.67%

13.4%

10.7

14.2

16.2

NA

NA

2.4%

2.6%

2.4%

2.32%

7.8

10.4

13.1

NA

1.8%

1.9%

2.0%

1.99%

total

population
Hindus

Muslim

Christian

Sikh

NA

Source: Census of India 1961 to 2001

It is widely propagated that the growth rate of the Muslim population in India is
alarmingly very high. The above table shows that the population growth rate amongst Hindus,
Christians and Sikh is almost the same as that of the Muslims. In a country where the majority of
the population has to live below the poverty line, the only entertainment left is to pass time in
family, which results in population growth. Religious discrimination does not matter. The Indian
Muslims growth rate during 1961-71 was merely 0.73% as compared to Hindus. A tremendous
decrease in the growth rate of the Muslims in next 10 years from 1971 to 1981 was seen that
remained merely 0.17%.
Table: showing Muslims growth rate vs Hindus
1961-71
Religious group

1971-81

Decadal growth Average annual Decadal growth Average annual
rate

growth rate

rate

growth rate

Muslims

30.91

3.09

22.96

2.29

Hindus

23.68

2.36

21.28

2.12

Source: Ausaf Ahmed : 12

Muslim Population, Statewise
The following Indian states have a reasonable, more than 10% of the population in
accordance with 1991 census. Behar 14.8%, Karnataka 11.64%, Kerala 23.33%, Maharashtra
10.00%, UP 17.33% and West Bengal 23.61%, Jammu and Kashmir 64.2% (Muslim India, Sept
1995: 390). As the Muslim population in India is scattered across the country so their difficulties
and problems vary from region to region. The Muslims of northern India face different problems
as compared to Muslims in South India.
The data in terms of demographic composition of Muslims in India assists to know their
socio-political conditions and socio-economic status in the country. Following tables, furnish a
comparative statistical analysis of the Indian Muslims regarding their population, decadal growth
rate and sex ratio.

Table: Statistics of major religious groups in India 1991 Census
Religious

Population

group

% of total Decadal

Sex

% of rural %

population

ratio

population

population

growth

of urban

per
1000
Hindus

6876467721

82

22.78

925

83.96

76.35

Muslims

101596057

12.12

32.76

930

10.53

16.70

Christians

19259744

2.34

16.89

994

2.17

1.75

Sikhs

16259744

1.94

25.48

888

2.00

1.75

Source: Muslim India 152, New Delhi, August 1995: 343-44.

Table: States, having more than 10 percent Muslim population census 1981-1991
Indian states

All India

Assam

Census

Total

Decadal

Muslim

Decadal

years

population

increase

population

increase

1991

816169666

23.79

105554812

31.19

1981

665287849

24.69

80124439

38.41

1991

22414322

-

6373204

41.62

(28.43%)

Bihar

1981

-

-

4500000

NA

1991

86374465

23.54

12787985

29.50

(14.81%)
1981

69914734

24.06

9874993

30.03

(14.13%)
Jammu

& 1991

7783606

30.00

Kashmir

4996486

30.00

(64.18%)
1981

5987389

29.69

3843451

26.42

(64.19%)
Karnataka

1991

44977201

21.12

5234023

25.71

(11.64%)
1981

37135714

26.75

4163691

31.84

(11.21%)
Maharashtra

1991

78937187

25.73

7628755

31.40

(10.00%)
1981

62784171

24.54

5805785

37.15

(9.25%)
Kerala

1991

29098518

14.32

6788364

25.49

(23.33%)
1981

25453690

19.24

5409687

29.96

(21.25%)
UP

1991

139112287

25.48

24109684

36.54

(17.33%)
1981

110862013

25.49

17657735

29.11

(15.53%)
West Bengal

1991

68077965

24.73

16075836

36.89

(33.61%)
1981

54580647

23.17

11743259
(21.514%)

Source: Muslim India 152, New Delhi August 1995: 343-44.

29.55

According to 2001 census figures, the Muslims constitute 13.4% of total population of
India. States with more than 10% Muslim population and growth rate are as under;

Table: Trends in share of Muslim population, India and states having more than 10
percent Muslim population 1961-2001
States

Percent Muslim population

Muslim

Total

population in population in
million

million

India/ states

1961

1971

1981

1991

2001

2001

2001

India

10.7

11.2

11.7

12.6

13.4

138.19

1028.61

West Bengal

20.0

20.5

21.5

23.6

25.2

20.24

80.18

Kerala

17.9

19.5

21.3

23.3

24.7

7.89

31.84

UP

14.6

15.5

15.9

17.3

18.2

31.75

174.69

Bihar

12.5

13.5

14.1

14.8

15.9

17.45

109.94

Assam

24.7

24.6

NA

28.4

30.9

8.24

26.66

J&K

68.3

65.9

64.2

NA

67.0

6.79

10.14

Karnataka

9.9

10.6

11.1

11.6

12.2

6.46

52.85

Maharashtra

7.7

8.4

9.2

9.7

10.6

10.27

96.88

Source: Sachar Report 2004: 273.

According to the census figures collected in 2001, the Indian Muslims constituted the
second largest religious group. They were 138 million and it was estimated that by 2006, they
would be 150 million. This Muslim population may be the second largest population in the
world, after Indonesia and is almost equal to the Muslim population of Pakistan and Bangladesh
(Sachar Report, 2006: 27). Admittedly, India is an over populated country. The main factors are
poverty and restricted activity in socio-economic life. The Union Government whether it is
Indian National Congress or the BJP did nothing for the deprived sections of Indian society.
Similarly, adequate measures were not taken for the welfare and safety of the unprivileged
classes. Old age security perception still prevalent and therefore influence the fertility resolve.
Household size, however, with the passage of time has reasonably reduced. If the education was
imparted to the women, the fertility rate could be reduced.

All the principal religious groups in India had witnessed a sharp growth in their
population during the last 3 decades. While the Muslims growth rate, as compared to average
national growth rate was higher. The last decadal census, which was conducted in 2001,
however, shows a reasonable decline in fertility, not only in the Hindus but also in the Indian
Muslims. The overall growth rate was 23.9% during 1981 to 1991 and it was 21.5% during 1991
to 2001. This decline in growth can be noticed in the major religious groups i.e. the Hindus and
the Indian Muslims. The latter showed a significant fall from 32.9 to 29.5%, while the former
demonstrates a decline from 22.7 to 19.9% (Sachar: 28).
After 1961, overall Indian population experienced a rapid increase of 2 percent per
annum up to 1990. In these forty years from 1961 to 2001, Indian population grew almost more
than double. It was only 439 million in 1961 and became 1029 in 2001 with an increase of 134%.
In the same way, the Muslim population in India was merely 47 million in accordance with 1961
census; however, it increased to 139 million in 2001. According to Sachar Report, the largest
religious group, Hindus accounted for 83.5% of the total Indian population while the Muslims
being a second largest religious group were 10.7% during the same period. Other small religious
groups like Christians, Sikhs and Buddhists were 2.4%, 1.8% and 1.0% of the total population
respectively. However, in 2001, Hindus reduced to 80.5%, but the Muslims rose from 10.7 to
13.4. This increase of 2.7% in the Muslim population during these forty years proved to be an
alarming bell for the Hindu fundamentalist and revivalists. They considered that the Indian
Muslims might out number Hindus and could be in a position to capture power in India. The
Hindus might again politically be subjugated, ironically, a proposition forged by the fanatic and
extremist Hindus, with no traces of its materialization. A minor and nominal additional growth in
the Muslim population could never reduce the Hindus to minority from her overwhelming
majority.
In India, the Muslim population is dispersed across the country, and their population
density varies substantially. In line with 2001 census data, the total Muslim population in India
was 138 million. Out of these, 31 million residing in Uttar Pradesh formed only 22 percent of the
total Muslim population in India. Likewise, eight other Indian states; Bihar, Maharashtra, Kerala,
Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Jammu & Kashmir and West Bengal had five to ten million
each. While in Rajasthan, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Tamale Nadu, they were 3 to 5 million
each. The majority of the Indian Muslims, however, was living in four major Indian states, i.e.

UP, West Bengal, Bihar and Maharashtra. Therefore, it can be said that large states have large
Muslim population as well (Sachar: 29-30).

District wise Muslim Population in India
A substantial variation in the magnitude of Muslim population was observed in different
districts. The biggest one, according to 2001 census estimate, was Murshidabad with 3.7 million
out of 25 districts having more than one million Muslim population. Out of these 25 districts, ten
were in West Bengal and five were in Utter Pradesh (UP). Three districts were in Jammu and
Kashmir, while seven residual districts were in other states. Further, there were 51 districts
having half to one million Muslim population and 76 districts had, at least half a million Muslim
population each (Sachar: 30).
Census figures of 2001 manifest that there were 593 districts in India. Out of these 593
districts, only nine districts had predominantly Muslim population i.e. 75 percent. Among these
nine districts, eight districts were of Jammu and Kashmir and one was Lakshadweep. Moreover,
there were 11 other districts with a Muslim population of 50 percent each, six from Assam, two
from Jammu and Kashmir and one from West Bengal, Kerala and Bihar each. Hence, there were
only 20 districts, constituting Muslim population in majority. Besides, there were 38 districts
having more than 25 percent and below 50 percent of Muslim population. There were other 182
districts, which had 10 to 25 percent Muslim population each.
Table: No. of districts by Muslim population size and concentration
Muslim

population

in

the No.

of Percentage of Muslim in the No.

district

districts

total population of the district

districts

1000000 or more

25

75 or more

9

500000 to 999999

51

50 or more but less than 75

11

250000 to 499999

104

25 or more but less than 50

38

100000 to 249999

125

10 or more but less than 25

182

50000 to 99999

87

5 or more but less than 10

129

10000 to 49999

95

1 or more but less than 5

147

Less than 10000

106

Less than one percent

77

Total

593

Total

593

Source: 2001 Census Data CDs India, Registrar General

of

Age, Sex Composition of Muslim Population
Age wise population for the first time has been made available in 2001 census. According
to 2001 census figures about 23% of the total population consists of the people below 10 years of
age. Muslim population in the range constitutes 27% of the total population. Moreover, in the
age of 10-14 years a dependable age group the Muslim population was 2% point was more than
other religious groups. For instance 10-14 age groups for all religions was for male 12.3% and
for female 11.9% as compared to the Muslims who constitute 14.0% for male and 13.7% for
female. This is a huge proportion in young age group; a dependable or dependent age group may
put an economic burden upon household. Conversely, the share of the elderly 65 and above is not
high both for the Muslims and general population in India. According to last census report made
available in 2001, old age dependency is far below. While young age dependency is quite high,
as far as Indian Muslims are concerned (Sachar: 30).
Worldwide trend in terms of sex wise population is that there are more women than men
thanks to higher mortality among male compared to female. This leads to a sex composition in
favour of female. In India the case is otherwise owing to higher mortality ratio among female
than male, as a corollary, in India as in other certain Asian countries male population is larger
than that of female. Hence the sex ratio from 1961 to 2001 has hovered around 930 females as
against 1000 males. However, the Muslim sex ratio in India is some what better than general
population. For instant, in 2001, the general population was 923 females against 1000 males. The
same trend is prevalent in all Indian states (Sachar: Appendix, 280).
As far as urban and rural population was concerned, Indian population was and still is
predominantly rural. In consonance with 2001 census of India, only 27.8% of total population
lived in urban areas, cities and towns either small or big, exhibiting a low level of urbanization.
Similarly, Indian Muslims too, are predominantly rural, however, the degree of urbanization
amongst them, to some extent a higher ratio than the total population. In 1961, for example
overall only 18.0% of the total population lived in urban areas, 27% of Muslims did so.
Likewise, in 2001, the gap remained nearly the same, as 27.8% of Indian total population resided
in urban areas; the Muslims ratio was 35.7% (Sachar: 35).
In states like Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra, and Madhya Pradesh the
majority of the Indian Muslims lived in cities and towns because of employment and labour

work than the overall population. Another cause for the Indian Muslims to settle in cities was
that the majority of the Muslim working class consisted of artisans and self-employed workers.
Hence, they sought somewhat better opportunities of earnings. That is why, according to 2001
census data, while overall 40% of rural workers were cultivators; this percentage of Muslims was
only 30%.
Table: Trend in share of Muslims population, India and large states
Indian/ states

percent Muslim population
1981

1991

Muslim
2001

population

in

million
Indian

11.7

12.6

13.4

138.19

West Bengal

21.7

23.6

25.2

20.24

Kerala

21.3

23.3

24.7

7.89

UP

15.9

17.3

18.2

31.75

Bihar

14.1

14.8

15.9

17.45

Assam

NA

28.4

30.9

8.24

Karnataka

11.1

11.6

12.2

6.46

Mahrashtra

9.2

9.7

10.6

10.27

Gujarat

8.5

8.7

9.1

4.59

AP

8.5

8.9

9.2

6.99

Source: Sachar Repor: 273, Appendix 33
These figures regarding Muslim population manifest that throughout India, Muslim
population, according to decadal census was on the increase. In 1981, it was recorded 11.7%,
while in 2001 it grew to 13.4% with an increase of 1.7% during 20 years.

Socio-Political Status of Muslims Across India and States
After having passed more than sixty years of independence, the Indian Muslims even
today are leaderless, friendless, misunderstood and misrepresented. Misunderstanding and
misrepresentation have impeded their socio-political advancement.
They were, of course, bigger supporters of the Pakistan movement than the people living
in West Pakistan. Those who stayed in India after the partition remained loyal to the soil, but
occasionally they were accused of being Pakistani agents, traitors and fundamentalists. The
government remained indifferent to their betterment and socio-cultural uplift.

Their illiteracy is considered an obstruction to the uplift of the country. They are
considered stubborn, mired in the past, and pessimistic. Finally, they get inspired from outside
the country; have no loyalty to the country in which they have been living for centuries. Their
behaviour suggests a persisting impediment to national integration (Harmann ,1976: 25-37).
The Indian constitution has enshrined the fundamental rights for all religious groups.
However, the Indian Muslims lag far behind economically and educationally. They are the most
backward section of Indian society. Muslims in India could only make progress under a
genuinely secular and democratic system of government. Tokens like Dr. Zakar Hussain, the first
Muslim president of India, Mr. Justice Mohammad Hydayatullaha, a Chief Justice of Supreme
Court of India (Human Development, 1996). And Mr Abu-ul-Kalam, formerly Indian President
will never change the future of Indian Muslims (Human Development Report, 1996).
India‟s first Prime Minister Jawahar Lal Nehru stated that he could be the Prime Minister
only of a country where all Indians enjoy equal civil rights. He did some favours to the Muslims
by saving them from the militant gangs who were trying to kill them. His liberal stance proved a
short term beam of hope for the Muslims.
Indian Muslims have been left to the mercy of Hindu majority. Religious prejudice was
too strong to allow any non-Muslim to vote for a Muslim candidate. The Muslim representation
in Lok Sabha in 1947 was 13.1% but only 4.96% in 1994 (Muslim India, July, 1994: 294).
Separate electorates were of course a pre-partition phenomenon instituted by the British (1909)
to allow legislative representation of various communities. It was alleged by the INC that
separate electorates had encouraged communalism, and thus led to the partition.
In independent India, these separate constituencies were disallowed for minorities.
However, the Indian constitution provided some relief for the schedule castes and some tribes,
reserving their seats in the states and the Union‟s assemblies, apart from reservation of seat for
them in the services. This was neither non-democratic nor non-secular. Schedule castes were a
part of the Hindu policy and could be extended this privilege but Muslims were not (Gauba,
1976: 30).
Hindu communal parties like BJP, Hindu Mahasabha, and RSS were the principal causes
of Muslim political sufferings as they had communalized the Indian society, in particular the
ruling Congress party. Some of them declared that India must be a Hindu Rashtra in which
minorities, specifically the Muslims, had no place. Indian Muslim parties were denounced for

reviving the Muslim rule in India (Ibid: 30). Hence, the Indian Muslims were deliberately denied
a political role.
The schedule castes and tribes have nearly 116 seats reserved in Lok Sabha and almost
485 seats in State assemblies. This was the basis of economic backwardness rather than ethnicity
or religion. However, it is unimaginable why the same principles could not be applied to
Muslims who are equally disadvantaged, economically and educationally (Akhtar, 1996: 24).
Their illiteracy is considered an obstruction to the uplift of the country. They are
considered stubborn, mired in the past, and pessimistic. Finally, they get inspired from outside
the country; have no loyalty to the country in which they have been living for centuries. Their
behaviour suggests a persisting impediment to national integration.
The Indian constitution has enshrined the fundamental rights for all religious groups.
However, the Indian Muslims lag behind economically and educationally. They are the most
backward section of Indian society. Muslims in India could only make progress under a
genuinely secular and democratic system of government. Tokens like Dr. Zakar Hussain, the first
Muslim president of India, Mr. Justice Mohammad Hydayatullaha, a Chief Justice of India Court
and Mr Abu-ul-Kalam, formerly Indian President will never change the future of Indian
Muslims.
India‟s first Prime Minister Jawahar Lal Nehru stated that he could be the Prime Minister
only of a country where all Indians enjoy equal civil rights. He did some favours to the Muslims
by saving them from the militant gangs who were trying to kill them. His liberal stance proved a
short term beam of hope for the Muslims.
Indian Muslims have been left to the mercy of Hindu majority. Religious prejudice was
too strong to allow any non-Muslim to vote for a Muslim candidate. The Muslim representation
in Lok Sabha in 1947 was 13.1% but only 4.96% in 1994. Separate electorates were of course a
pre-partition phenomenon instituted by the British (1909) to allow legislative representation of
various communities. It was alleged by the INC that separate electorates had encouraged
communalism, and thus led to the partition.
In independent India, these separate constituencies were disallowed for minorities.
However, the Indian constitution provided some relief for the schedule castes and some tribes,
reserving their seats in the states and the Union‟s assemblies, apart from reservation of seat for

them in the services. This was neither non-democratic nor non-secular. Schedule castes were a
part of the Hindu policy and could be extended this privilege but Muslims were not.
Hindu communal parties like BJP, Hindu Mahasabha, and RSS were the principal causes
of Muslim political sufferings as they had communalized the Indian society, in particular the
ruling Congress party. Some of them declared that India must be a Hindu Rashtra in which
minorities, specifically the Muslims, had no place. Indian Muslim parties were denounced for
reviving the Muslim rule in India. Hence, the Indian Muslims were deliberately denied a political
role.
The schedule castes and tribes have nearly 116 seats reserved in Lok Sabha and almost
485 seats in State assemblies. This was the basis of economic backwardness rather than ethnicity
or religion. However, it is unimaginable why the same principles could not be applied Muslims
who are equally disadvantaged, economically and educationally.
There were many reasons of the Muslims low representation in political institutions.
Besides of absence of a strong political party, the Muslims failed to reorganize themselves under
leadership. Further, the majority of Muslims left behind were the labours, artisans and
agriculturists. They were scattered all over the country. Out of 542 Lok Sabha constituencies,
there were 10 constituencies where Indian Muslims had more than 50% population. Three
constituencies were in West Bengal, Kashmir and Kerala each and one was in Lakshadwee,
(EPW, Jan 2-9, 1993: 36).
Muslim representation in Lok Sabha and State assemblies have widely been reduced not
merely because of the joint electorate but also due to planned programme, which has been noted
in Sachar Report. It observes, “The participation of the Muslims in nearly all political spheres is
low, which can have an adverse impact on the Indian society and polity in the long run. They
have either inadequate numbers that come in their way of making their presence felt in the
normal course of governance or they are not politically empowered. Given the power of numbers
in a democratic policy, based on universal franchise minorities in India lack effective agency and
political importance. They do not have the necessary influence or the opportunity to either
change or even influence events, which enable their meaningful and active participation in
development process. Therefore, there is a strong case of mechanism in place to enable them to
engage in democratic processes at various levels of polity and governance. More material change
will not bring about the true empowerment of the minorities they need to acquire and be given

the required collective agency”. (Sachar Report, http://www.zakatindia.org). This is how Indian
Muslims have lost or have been deprived of their political role and capacity to influence the
administration by one pretext or the other.
Initially, the Constituent Assembly had abolished separate electorate in 1947. The
Muslims apprehension was allayed

suggesting reservation of Muslims seats in Central

Legislation as well as in State assemblies in line with their population proportion. In this regard,
Minority Commission had recommended continuation of separate electorates. Strangely, when
the constitution was finalized in November 1955, the separate electorate and reserved seats were
revoked and the minorities, especially the Indian Muslims were left at the mercy of other
political parties and groups to be elected. Significantly, the Muslim‟s votes were diluted in many
constituencies wherever possible. For instance, in UP nearly 8 constituencies where Muslim
population was greater in number than that of STs, SCs were declared “reserved” for SCs and
STs. Similarly, there are nine constituencies in Bihar and in West Bengal there are 10
constituencies where SCs and STs had less population than the Indian Muslims but these were
announced reserved seats for SCs and STs.
With the passage of time, the Muslim representation in Indian parliament and State
assemblies declined. In Lok Sabha, the Muslim representation in 1947 was 13.1% while it was
mere 4.96 in 1994. In Rajya Sabha, the representation of Muslims in the States where Muslim
population is greater in number is given below in the table.
Table: Statewise composition, June 1994
Rajya Sabha

Lok Sabha

State

Total

Muslim

%age

Total

Muslim

%age

Assam 28.43%

7

2

11.11

14

1

7.14

Bihar 14.13%

22

2

9.09

54

6

11.11

Gujarat 8.53%

11

1

9.09

26

NIL

NIL

J&K 64.19%

4

NIL

NIL

NA

NIL

NIL

Karnataka 11.05%

12

1

8.33

28

3

10.71

Kerala 21.25%

9

1

11.11

20

1

5.00

Maharashtra 9.25%

19

2

10.53

48

1

2.08

UP 15.53%

34

6

17.6

585

3

3.52

W. Bengal 21.51%

16

1

6.25

42

5

11.90

Lakshadweep 94.84%

NA

NA

NIL

1

1

100.00

Source: Muslim India 139, New Delhi, July 1994: 294.
This table shows that the Muslim representation in Rajya Sabha, to some extant, is close
to Muslim proposition. However, in Lok Sabha, the representation of the Indian Muslims is very
low. Hence, it can safely be said that all the discriminatory policies against the Indian Muslims
can only be averted, until or unless Muslim representation in political institutions is made in
accordance with their proportion in population. Similarly, the Muslim representation in
government semi-government services, and reservation of seats in educational institutions was
pre-eminent (Muslim India, 1994:294).
The decline in Muslim representation in State Assemblies, according to KL, Gauba, was
nearly 30% from 1952 to 1972.
Table
States

1952
Total

1962
Muslim

Seats

Total

1967
Muslim

Seats

Total

1972
Muslim

Seats

Total

Muslim

Seats

Assam

168

16

105

11

126

20

114

15

Bihar

330

24

319

17

318

17

318

-

Maharashtra

294

14

265

6

270

6

270

11

Gujarat

-

-

154

1

168

4

168

2

5

207

2

234

4

234

11

Madras Tamil 245
Nadu
Andra Pradesh

168

0

301

8

287

7

287

8

UP

430

43

431

27

425

18

425

25

West Bengal

438

21

257

24

280

36

280

37

Rajasthan

168

3

176

0

184

6

184

4

J&K

75

50

75

48

75

45

75

45

Source: Gauba: 263, 64.
In 1952 general elections, the Muslims won 221 state assemblies seats, while in 1957 the
Muslims seats were only 181. In 1967, the total Muslim seats were 182, and in 1972 elections,
the figures of the Muslim seats were even further down to 161 in all India level. In these 15 years
from 1957 to 1972, the total fall in Muslim representation was almost 30% in Indian parliament

and State assemblies (Gauba, 1976: 265). Although figures stated in the table shows the Muslims
political situation until 1972, however, times have not changed and what was true in 1972, is still
right to this date. Actually, in some of the important spheres, such as representation in the
legislatures either in central assembly or in State assemblies, there has been a regular fall, that is
not going to be halted so far.
There are various causes of low representation of the Muslims. According to Shaheen
Akhtar, the precise data in terms of Muslim situation in India, the communal forces skilfully
exploited it as Muslims appeasement to muster Muslims vote. In the same manners, she also
states that the data in relation with Muslim demographic composition in India shows that the
Muslim community in India was scattered throughout India. It is, therefore, not in a position to
acquire political objectives i.e. political bargaining with the party or parties possessing a position
to form government in centre or in States after the elections (Akhtar, 1996: 24). This is besides
the fact that no mechanism was ever sorted out to compensate them. This was situation of the
Muslim representation in Lok Sabha and in the State assemblies after withdrawal of separate
electorates and later by depriving them of the reserved seats unlike for the scheduled castes and
schedule tribes. The following table of the Muslim members of Lok Sabha from 1947 to 1999
shows the dismal state of affairs for the Indian Muslims.
Table of Muslim MPs
1947

31/489

13.10%

1952

23/494

4.49%

1957

22/494

4.65%

1962

22/520

4.45%

1967

29/518

5.75%

1971

29/542

5.59%

1977

33/542

6.08%

1980

49/543

9.04%

1984

45/543

8.28%

1989

33/543

6.07%

1991

28/543

5.15%

1996

27/543

4.90%

1998

28/543

5.15%

1999

30/543

5.52%

Souce: ( Momin: The Empowerment of Muslims in India, IOS New Delhi, 2004: 60)
Alike in the Lok Sabha, the Muslim representation in States Assemblies was extremely
low which Gopal Singh notes in his Minority Panel Report 1998-99.
The Muslims are the largest minority group in India. Two ideas are prevalent there to
determine a minority; one is numerical weakness while the other is socio economic and political
weakness. Both ideas apply to the Indian Muslims, as they are numerically weak and scattered
across the country, economically and politically weak as well. Economically they are the poorest
community in India while politically they are under representative in legislatures in India (Haq
and Cernea, 1996:43).
Educated Muslims who attain the required qualifications find little opportunities to build
up their career in the midst of strong competition but more because of their religious and ethnic
feelings. Alike their low representation in parliament, they rarely have a chance to serve in
administrative services, army, police, Para-military forces, bureaucracy, and in government
secretariat jobs or in private organizations.
In 2000, the Muslim population in India was approximate 12 crores (one hundred and
twenty million); their share in different services is shown in the following table.
Indian administrative services

3.22%

Indian police services

2.64%

Indian foreign services

2.64%

According to Gopal Singh‟s Minority Panel Report, the Muslim employment in
government services was very low. In class I and II services, their ratio was 3 to 4.5% while in
class III of IV their representation was 5 to 6%. In central government, they constituted only
1.6% of all class I officers, 3.9% of all class II officers and 4.4% of all technical staff. While in
income tax their ratio was 3%, in postal services they formed 2.85%. In police, Para-military
forces and army, they were less than 3% (Gopal Singh Minority Panel Report quoted by Momin:
62).
India has more Muslims than any other country besides Indonesia and Pakistan. In 1991,
Indian Muslims accounted for 12.6% of the total Indian population. While according to 2001

census figures, they constituted 13.4% of the Indian population and are divided into classes,
occupation, sects, castes, linguistic and religious affiliation like other Indians. Over 350 ethnolinguistic or regional Muslim groups exist there. There are three Indian States where the Muslims
speak different dialects. Urdu is held as the language of all Indian Muslims. In fact, it is not. On
the contrary, the Muslims speak the language, spoken by the majority community in various
States. In Tamal Nadu, they speak Tamil in Gujarat they speak Gujarati and in UP they speak
Urdu which is also the popular dialect of the non-Muslims (Momin: 242).
The Indian Muslims, ever since the Indian independence, were sandwiched between their
own complexes and the government‟s adverse policies due to which they could not contribute to
national life of India. Their backwardness in the field of education was also from within because
the majority labour and artisan class was more interested in learning craftsmanship rather than
general education in schools. At the same time, educational statistics for women in schools and
colleges both in rural and urban areas show a remarkable difference, obviously for reasons that
female engagement in artisan training was little, providing them ample opportunities for studies.
Four tables showing level of literacy and schooling according to caste and religion in rural and
urban areas are sufficiently revealing.
A. R Momin rightly suggests that low literacy and high dropout rate have multiple
disfunctional consequences and base an enormous bearing on the disempowerment of a
community. Educational backwardness adversely affects the capability of individuals and groups
to overcome socio-economic deprivation and to cope with the challenges of living and surviving
in a competitive world” (Momin: 39).
The Indian Muslims were adversely affected politically and economically by Indian land
reforms,

(the

green

revolution)

industrialization

and

developed

communication

system.

Notwithstanding, some individuals and groups of the Indian Muslims have made progress like
Dr. Zakar Hussain, APJ Abdul Kalam, and celebrities in cinemas, sports and music. On the
whole, the Muslims in India have not been provided opportunities to perform well since
independence in areas such as education, politics, government services, media and in private
sector. The prime factor of this miserable condition of Indian Muslims is their less participation
in political process (Momin: 243).
Agrarian reforms in India after independence proved more harmful for the Muslims than
the majority Hindu peasants, cultivators and labour class. (Terry Byres‟s agrarian structure the

new Technology and Class Action in India, included as a chapter in Hamza Alvi‟s (ed) Sociology
of Developing Societies in South Asia, Macmillan, London 1989).
Terry discussing the agrarian structure in India after independence observes that the
majority of urban inhabitants were a landlord class not necessarily owners in the strict sense as
they might be occupancy tenants with separatist priority rights in the soil which allowed them to
lease out land and to extract a surplus in the form of rent. There were two categories of such
landed aristocracy; the absentee landlords who held land in more than one villages and
provinces. The other were small landlords, who held fields in a single village or so, more
frequently found in areas of Ryotwari and Mahalwari. (The Ryotwari system was prevalent in
South India where the tenants paid land revenue direct to the state and the high rental rate made
them dependent upon the moneylenders‟ class and the Mahalwari system prevalent in Northern
India including Punjab. See Dodwell: Cambridge History of India. Vol V, Cambridge, 1935).
India‟s agrarian structure had some other components, which look relevant and important
for this study. There was a distinct class of moneylenders, merchants, traders, village artisans and
craftsmen, such as potters (maker of clay pots and roof tiles), goldsmiths (also worked as
pawnbrokers), the blacksmiths (made ploughs and repaired the old ones), carpenters, oil pressers,
basket makers, stone cutters etc. Besides these, some shopkeepers sold the daily necessities of
life (Terry: 46-48).
No survey carried out in India has yet discovered that the Muslim cultivators, peasants,
artisans had also some percentage among the various groups who had suffered from the agrarian
reforms in India. Gopal Singh minority Panel Report suggests that the Muslims were lapsing
further into poverty, destitution and marginalization. This was reflected in poor land holdings as
well as landless, high unemployment rates and poor living standards.
The 43rd round of National Sample Survey (1987-88) revealed that 35% Muslims in the
rural areas were landless as compared to 28% Hindus. Nearly 45% Muslims were found to be
living below the poverty line. Another comparative study of the extent of socio-economic
deprivation and marginalization among Hindus, scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, besides
the Muslims and the Christian reveal that nearly 43% Muslims live below the poverty line
compared to 32% among Hindus, 50% among schedule caste and schedule tribes. It also suggests
that the overall income of the Muslims is 11% lower than the national average. The Muslims are
more deprived than the Hindus in respect of land ownership in the rural areas. Their ratio of land

holding as compared to Hindus is less than half and they own less than five acres. The average
ownership of land holdings is 4.5 acres. At all India level, too, the percentage of Muslim
holdings of land is much less than the Hindus, rather in some State the Muslims have no land
holdings at all.
Table: Percentage distribution of landhold by size of land cultivated in Malareas (19992000)
Size in hector

Muslims

Hindus

Christians

0

51.2

39.5

39.4

01 to 0.40

24.8

22.2

26.5

0.41-1.00

14

17.2

20.2

1.01-2.00

6

11.7

10.5

2.01-4.00

2.8

6.3

2.6

4 and above

1.2

3.1

0.9

Source: NSSO, 1999-2000 quoted by A.R. Momin: 47)

India Human Development Report of 1990, New Delhi, OUP 1999 shows that the
average household income for rural India in general was Rs.25, 653 per annum and the per capita
income was Rs.4485 per annum in 1993-94. Overall, Muslim per capita income was less than the
Hindus and the Christian (figures not provided in the survey). In rural areas, self-employment in
agriculture is the major source of livelihood for people. The Muslims so engaged in selfemployment was 24% as compared to 34% among Hindus and 35% among Christians. The same
survey and the 55 Round of NSS 1999-2000 reveal that in urban areas the no. those who were
dependent upon salaries or wages were the lowest among the Muslims i.e. 27.3% against 42.8%
Hindus and 53.6% Christian (Momin: 49).
The Gopal Singh Minority Panel Report in 1999 and Sachar Committee Report of
November 2006 impart core information regarding Indian Muslims‟ backwardness in every walk
of life. The reports did not discuss causes of Muslim s‟ politically lagging behind. However,
Sachar Report holds poor representation of the Muslims in law making institutions of Indian
parliament, states, and at grass root levels. As such, their case is not presented effectively and
few voices ever rose in the House favouring their issues (Sachar Report, 2006: 21).

Unfortunately, the discriminatory policies against the Indian Muslims committed earlier
by the successive Indian governments, are still current, and the recommendations of the Sachar
Report still want implementation. Suffice to say here that fulfilment of these recommendations,
at the earliest is pre-requisite for a stable, secular and a democratic India. Many Indian nonMuslim scholars of repute have pinpointed such a weakness in Indian socio-political set up
which had been creating bottlenecks in Indian cultural advancement.
Asghar Ali Engineer, a prominent Indian scholar and a writer has drawn attention
towards low political participation of Indian Muslims in political institutions. He maintains, “The
number of (Muslim) MPs did not reach even 10 percent in any elected parliament. It is even
worse when it comes to state assemblies. In BJP ruled state of MP (Madhya Pradesh) there is a
single MLA, though the Muslim population there were 7%” (Engineer,2008: 82-83). This speaks
volumes how Muslim s‟ exclusion from state assemblies is managed by their opponents.
Even, low caste political parties representation in assemblies has developed since 1980s
such as Smajwad, party and Bahujan Smagwadi party in UP. However, the Muslim
representation has not seen any increase. Whereas in such a competitive political scenario, the
value of Muslims vote must has been increased. The political support to low caste candidates,
wining votes of the non-Muslim minorities having been preferred, a political bargain, with their
political parties, helped in the gradual increase of their representatives at the caste of Muslim
candidates. The Hindu politicians consolidated their political powers even further by rendering
more jobs, better education and above all the parliamentary seats to the low castes. Hence, the
OBCs were the prime beneficiaries in such a competitive political environment. The share of
OBC MPs has increased everywhere, specifically in North Indian state since 1989. It was
because, most of the political parties tended to give large number of tickets to the candidates
belonging to OBCs (The Journal of Asian Affairs, Feb I, 2000).
Conversely, the Muslim political representation in Indian parliament and in State
legislative had decreased during the past couple of decades, irrespective of the fact that the worth
of minority vote had gained strength during that period. What eclipsed the significance of the
Muslim vote and why the Muslims remained unable to reach a bargaining position with the
Congress or the BJP? These are the serious questions to be answered. One more reason
worthwhile to mention was the absence of leadership in the Muslim community, organizational
lapse of political infrastructure at the states as well as at the federal/ Union level. At either place,

the Muslim leadership was seriously wanting. Hence political parties shy to impart tickets to
Muslim candidates in fear of losing elections or to avoid attacks from rivals for appeasing the
minority (Hasan, 1995: 254).

Major Industries Owned by Indian Muslims
Indian Muslims, with a few exceptional groups, settled on the western coasts of the subcontinent had little interest in big or small industries. Therefore, they had been engaged in land
holdings for centuries as an agrarian society. Craftsmanship and manufacturing of daily
necessities had never been of great interest to them, except a craze in armoury and horses. The
coastal side of the subcontinent was pre-occupied with foreign trade from time remote, which
gradually taught them to manufacture popular objects, at lower cost, so that they could earn
better profit. Gradually, the process of industrialization permeated within the land and the
subcontinent became industrialized but the Muslim share was very small in it.
Indian industry was boosted up during the colonial rule. The hand made items of
Muslims in Bengal, popularly known as Dhaka Muslim was a marvel craftsmanship in textile
industry. Gradually the demand for Muslims of Dhaka increased in the early 19th century but the
Muslim technicians failed to meet it. According to C.R. Dutt (Economic History of India), the
Muslims of Dhaka had failed to run the Manchester Textile industry which destroyed the local
industry, by disabling the Muslim labour and artisans.
It is suggested that the Dhaka Muslim was weaved with the help of two thumbs with
holes in nails. The thumbs of the Muslim weavers were chopped off in punishment for not
meeting the demand. Hence, the textile industry failed developing adverse feeling of the
Muslims in industrial activities.
The non-Muslim interest in industrialization was developed during the 20th century when
Tata Steel industry was establishment at Hugli. Subsequently, it mothered other heavy industries
in India, besides the armament and ammunition factories at a number of places. The Muslims
had little resources to build up such industries and those who were affluent would not risk
investment loss in competition with the non-Muslims monopolists. The Khojas, the Bohras, and
the Memon living in Gujarat and other coastal areas had no such challenges. Therefore, they
succeeded to develop some industries in Gujarat or underneath, in Poona and Ahmadabad,
besides at other coastal towns (See As well: Growth of Indian Industrialization).

In India, some other groups, the Punjabis, Sindhis, the Maharashtrian and the Goans etc
had successfully joined the ranks of top 100 companies in the private sector. According to the
report of the Economic Times Research Bureau in 1988 not a single company was owned by any
Indian Muslim (Jounral of Objective Studies 1990: 95-106).
A state wise picture of large scale industrial activities compiled by the Economic
Intelligence Service of the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy, Bombay, in July 1981 reveals
facts and figures for 2832 industrial units belonging to 1109 big corporate units with a sale of
Rs.50 million and above. Out of these 2832 units, only 4 large scale establishments were owned
by the Indian Muslims, three Ahmed Omarbhay, Chemical Industrial and Pharmaceutical
Laboratories (CIPLA) Dynacraft Machine Company were located in Bombay (Mumbai)
Maharashtra, and Jeep Industrial Syndicate was based in Allahabad, and UP. Other principal
companies belonging to Muslim community in India were the Rizvi Builders, Dawood Shoe
Company, Akbarallys, Inqilab Pulishers in Mumbai. The Hyderabad cigarette factory was a prepartition enterprise, which prospered after independence (Journal of the Institute of Muslim
Minority Affairs, Jan 1, 1985: 71-87).
The participation of the Indian Muslims in small-scale industry is fairly better than the
large-scale industry. They dominate a number of small-scale industries in this sector. Shanaz
Hussain Beauty Saloon Franchise is a major paradigm in this regard. Other small-scale industries
owned by Indian Muslims are Lock Industry, Bangle Industry, Hand looms, Carpet Weaving,
Wood Works etc (India Today, May 15, 1993).
In heavy industrial establishment, not a single Indian Muslim figure was there amongst
50 industrial units until 1985. The situation even further worsened when the communal force
hijacked the whole Indian society by communalizing it completely. In small-scale industries, the
Muslims owned only 14000 units out of a total of 600000 of which 2000 belonged to the small
category with a limited capital outlay (Muslim India Feb, 1985: 82) The hurdles in the way of
progress in small as well as in heavy industries are, “Indian Muslims accounted for 3 percent of
the sums advanced and 3.4% of recipient of loans for small industry in range of 50,000 to one
lakh, and less than 6% in the Rs .One lakh to 2 lakh category. They accounted for 3% of
recipients and one percent of sums advanced in the higher bracket of Rs.2-10 lakhs.” (Hasan,
1997: 284). The situation of industrial licenses issued for units between Rs. 3 crors to 20 crores
during 1979 and 1980 was as follows;

Year

Approved

Muslims

Sikhs

Christians

Parsis

Others

1979

260

5 (1.9%)

5 (1.9%)

-

3 (1.2%)

247 (95%)

1980

3.86

6 (1.5%)

14 (3.4%)

4 (1.0%)

1 (0.3%)

36
(93.6%)

In face of all these impediments and a hostile milieu, in Aligarh, Lock making industry
boomed up, moved into a prosperous living by producing building material, and bought property
in the civil lines. Residential colonies like Sir Syed Nagar bear a testimony of a strong middle
class with prosperity that has come through trading, business and professional links with the
Arab world. According to Mushir-ul-Hasan, most of the shops in Amir Nishan and Dodhpur
were owned by the Muslims and predominately with the Muslim clientele. Doctors educated at
the university medical colleges had established their own clinics and were successful. Some
engineers had sought employment in western countries, specifically, in the United States and in
Western Asian States having oil resources abundantly, while the others had set up factories and
moved into heavy engineering or electronics (Hasan: 287).
Kanpur is another city, which has a prolong history of communal rioting. In this city, the
Indian Muslims were attached with the leather industry, which gradually prospered. Majority of
the Muslims of this city were petty shopkeepers, traders, artisans and factory workers. Similarly,
Varanasi is a centre of saree making of silk, and the Muslims of the city have gradually
established their firm grip over the silk saree manufacturing and trade. They too have earned a
name in the silk fabrics. In Meerut, a city well known for communal rioting, the Muslim weavers
have become to entrepreneurial activities tend to do well in iron foundries, furniture
manufacturing, scissor making and lathe operation‟s (Hasan: 287).
In Western UP (Uttar Pradesh) Moradabad city is famous for its brassware, most of the
expertise in brassware belong to Muslim community. The traditional methods of brassware,
however, have been reoriented by the Muslims to produce qualitative and decorated utensils for
export to the oil rich Arab countries in the Middle East. Similarly, in Bhagalpur (Bihar), the
monopoly of Marwaris in Silk business was broken and the Muslims too, have come in this field.
A competitive situation has been developed between loom owners and traders by virtue of which
the growth of the tiller as an independent force has come to exist. They are all the Muslims of the
city, who had earlier been dependent upon the Hindu traders (Hasan: 288).

Bhiwandi and Ahmedabad are known to be the centres of textile manufacturing. In these
cities, the Muslims raised small-scale textile units, which resented the Hindus resulting in antiMuslim riots. In the Kolagu region of Karnataka, the Indian Muslims have successfully
established themselves as coffee planters, which displeased the Hindu majority of the region
(EPW Dec 31, 1994: 3308).

It may not be exaggeration to suggest that as the Indian Muslims

endeavour for their economic uplift and betterment it proved to be a prime cause of Hindu
resentment which leads to anti-Muslim rioting. As a result, the business of the Muslim is
deliberately destroyed and ransacked (Hasan, 1997: 285).
Discriminatory policies at all levels against the Indian Muslims, almost all the nonprejudiced writers and analysts either in India or elsewhere in the world, who write on the Indian
Muslims emphatically agreed upon that contributed to the Indian Muslims being “the hewers of
wood and drawers of water” (Razor‘s (Edge): 25). Amtiaz Ahmed has quoted the views
expressed by Ansar Harvani, a former Congress parliamentarian in his article as “Secular State,
Communal Society, and Communalism”. The same views had been taken by Shahabuddin,
commenting equality of opportunity guaranteed by the Indian constitution. It has largely proved
to be a mirage in practice. Indian Muslims become victims of discrimination in access to public
employment, to higher education or to career building and promotion opportunities, bank loans,
and industrial and trade licensing” (Muslim India ,: Feb 1985: 82).
The same opinions was made manifest in a conference organized by the All India Milli
Council in 1992 at Bombay, which lamented the dismal condition and continuously deteriorating
structure of the Muslims due to
employment,

educational backwardness,

unequal opportunities for

religious discrimination, communalist pressure. These factors caused Hindu-

Muslim riot, which occurred under official supervision and occasionally with police support. The
economic conditions of our millat has so much run down that there is hardly a room for them as
class four servants in the government, industrial and private institutions and even on the road a
rickshaw puller. It appears jhugi jhonpris are the only shelters for them from the inclemency of
weather (Perspective Significance: 5). this narration demonstrates the real picture of Indian
Muslims who are living in a so-called „secular democratic‟ state where their lives have turned
into a hell.
Their status in India could be judged well from the theory of “hewers of wood and
drawers of water” which apply to the Indian Muslims. In this regard, regional diversities do exist

there, specifically where the Muslims along with the Christians, enjoy benefits in the shape of
liberal admission to institutions and scholarships or in Bihar where job opportunities have
gradually enhanced after Urdu earned its rightful status in certain district. Secondly, signs of
progress and prosperity are visible in some parts of Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharashtra, AP, Tamil
Nadu and Kerala. In Surat and Baroda, much of it is not new contrary to petty traders and groups
of the Muslim artisans who have carved out a place for themselves. The Khojas, Bohras and
Memons continue to establish themselves in trading and mercantile in Western India (Haynes,
1991: 72-76). Of course, Ahmedabad is different; Gujarat has pockets of Muslim enterprises
including two cotton spinning mills in Surat started in 1861 and 1874. Ahmedabad had no
Muslim mill owners. There is one industrialist, Munshi Fateh Mohammad Fakir Mohammed,
who started his match factory in 1895. However, the situation got improved with the passage of
time. There was some expansion in textile and transport industry attracting large number of the
Muslim migrants into the city. The Muslims in Ahmedabad have made their mark in textile,
transport, petty traders and shopkeeping (Hasan: 1997: 288).

Muslim Shopkeepers and Nature of their Business
The Indian Muslims were more vulnerable and comparatively they were lagging behind
educationally, economically and in all other fields of human activity. In rural areas most of the
Muslims were landless or poor peasants and had no approach to acquire modern agricultural
technology. The Muslims living in urban areas too are not widely different except some extra
opportunities for earning livelihood. As such the Muslims living below poverty line are greater
than the national average. The poor Indian Muslims constitute almost 80% of their population in
urban areas. They are poor artisans, petty traders, rickshaw pullers, hawkers, mechanics, coolies,
taxi drivers, tongawalas, fishermen, butchers, masons etc. The Indian Muslims have adopted
such professions in order to earn their livelihood. In such pitiable conditions, no one expect of
them to have a better opportunities to educate their children, an imperative component to a better
life (Engineer, 1985: 117).
The Indian Muslims have yet another setback to suffer. They are deprived of common
sociability by the communalist Hindus. They do not visit or purchase from Muslim shops and as
such Muslim shopkeepers have to depend mostly upon their co-religionists who are not sufficient
in number in the locality of a Muslim shop. As such self employment among the Muslims had
raised more as compared to other communities, including at national level (Sachar Report: 91).
Muslims shopkeepers avoid sale of eatables because these are considered unclean by nonMuslims. They prefer selling such items which may not suffer from religious intolerance. They
mostly work in small-scale industries, such as carpet making, hand looms hosieries, bangle
making, glass works, chicken workers and so on. Of course, they mostly work on low wages if
employed and are often exploited if own a shop by either financers or the middlemen. The
business output in brassware industry in Moradabad is nearly 100 crors per annum. This industry
is monopolized by Hindus, exploiting a vast majority of Muslim workers majority of who live on
low wages while 80% of the wholesale dealers and exporters belong to Hindu community. There
are a small number of Muslim exporters of brassware but they did nothing to organize the
Muslim community. It is perhaps because that they are only ten in many thousands competitors
which keep them reserved in tension for their survival (The Times of India: Sep 21, 1980).

Share of Muslims in Cottage Industry
In cooperative sector, negligence of the government and religious discrimination were
evident from the facts that only 3.7% of the Indian Muslims receive financial assistance from the
government for a business and only 2% Muslims receive institutional loans from the financial
schemes, launched from time to time by the Indian governments. The amount of loans granted to
the Muslims further exhibits the discrimination. For example, only 3% of Indian Muslims got
loans of Rs.50,000 to 100,000 and less than 2% received 100,000 to 200,000. Those who
achieved more than 200,000 but less than one million were less than one percent. The successive
governments of India carried out variety of programmes for the uplift of the weaker sections of
the Indian society. But the Muslims share among them was negligible.
The Indian Muslims have no share in heavy industry in India with the exception of a few
isolated paradigms. They do not have high scale business or large scale industry. However, in
small scale industry they have a fair participation. At certain places small scale industries seem
supporting the Indian Muslims. In this regard several industries could be noted i.e. Ferozabad
(UP) was famous of its bangle industry. Bronze utensils had a large scale production in
Moradabad city. This is also mostly in the hands of Muslims. Likewise lock making in Aligarh,
hand looms in Azamgarh; tanning in Kanpur, and woodwork in Saharnpur was dominated by the
Muslims. But these industries flourish and function on the traditional skill and craftsmanship of
the Muslims workers without using modern techniques and machinery (Ahmed, 1993: 45).
Official hindrances and prejudices in providing capital to run business were the major factors of
sufferings of Muslims. Owing to these hindrances, the Muslims were obliged to work with old
fashioned and primitive technology which prevented quantitative and quality products of the
production.
It is stated that apart from a few exceptions, majority of the Indian Muslims have kept
themselves away from business and trade. Omar Kalidi disbelieves this theory. He suggests that
there is little historical evidence to support this hypothesis of lack of the Muslim interest in trade
and commerce or (there were) religious reasons to explain the paucity of the Muslim in India‟s
industrial sector either as owners or managers. The Prophet of Islam (SAW) himself was a
businessman and many early Muslims settlers on the western coast of India were merchants. One
would imagine that the example of the Prophet (SAW), if not of the early Muslims, would be
emulated in India. This has not happened why? (Khalidi, 1995: 68). Explaining, the causes of

paucity and poverty Muslims in business, Omar Khalidi further observes, “that sometimes the
dearth of the Muslim business is explained partly to the prohibition of interest and partly due to
fragmentation of the Muslim family wealth as a result of Islamic laws of inheritance that
prevents capital formation. Some have sought to attribute it in terms of feudal ethos that has
pervaded the Muslim society in India until recently” (Khalidi: 70-70 and EPW, May 17,
1986:873-87).
According to him, Indian Muslims have not even a small share in heavy industries in
India though they have a reasonable share in small/ cottage industry where they have earned a
name. Small scale industries require low capital, low technology. Their involvement in smallscale industry means that they face lack of capital and scarcity of technology to develop their
business and economy.
State wise picture of small scale/ cottage industries, as explained earlier were as in Uttar
Pradesh, belonging to the Muslim community in Moradabad brassware and in Kanpur China and
clay pottery. Carpets manufactured in Bhadohi and Mirzapur, Saharanpur were very famous.
Similarly a hand print textile was found in Farrukhabad. In Bihar, a bulk of Muslim workers was
living as hand loom weavers. In Maharashtra power looms of Bhiwandi were overwhelmingly
owned by the Indian Muslims. Bedi work, woollen carpet industry and toy making industry were
mostly in the hands of the Indian Muslims in Andra Pradesh. In Karntaka, Muslims were
specialized in Bidriware and silk rearing. Rajasthan‟s city of Jaipur was known as Lapidary work
and a substantial number of Muslim workers were involved in this handicraft. In Gujarat, a large
number of the Muslims were attached to block and screen printers. In Lucknow, Chikan craft
employed thousand of the Muslim women and lock making industry was predominantly in the
hands of the Muslims (Nida-i-Millat, June 30, 1991).
A fluctuation in the economic conditions of the Muslim artisans however, could be
witnessed over the time. The Muslims, within the periphery of the Muslims princely state or in
closer vicinity to them or to the big Jagirdaris (landed aristocracy) benefited economically for
manufacturing such items which interested the chiefs, the rajas and the nawwabs of the princely
states. They spent a lot on fancy products of decoration and utility, high cost of which made the
traders around affluent and prosperous. But with the abolishing of Jagirdari and the princely
states, patronizing of the artistic fancy products came to an end to the disappointment of many
Muslims artisans known for their excellence in craftsmanship. The Jagirdars themselves became

vulnerable to many hardships of life and came severely under economic crisis. Soon after the
traders moved to oil rich countries of West Asia and during 1980s onwards attracted their
interests to Indian handicraft. As such the business of house made products again got boomed up
during this period and the economic status of those, related to cottage industry, majority of who
were Muslims, changed positively. The most obvious instance was that of Moradabad where a
number of brassware workers had became manufacturers (Khalidi, 1995: 72).
Despite the boom in the demand of handicraft whether in local market or in the West
Asian oil rich states the profit and other benefits of the trade could not reach enough to the
artisans, related to these industries because of the regulated sale mechanism. So long nearly a
handful of artisans of Moradabad had turned from brassware workers to owners of brassware
factories. But the bulk of workers had the shortage of capital, lack of relevant education, skill
and technology and much more lacking in marketing of their products, depending upon the
middleman (Suraj: 1987).
The Indian Muslims were also involved in other works, apart from artisans, like bidi
making. Accoding to Maqbool Ahmed Siraj, an Indian famous writer, estimates that out of
900,000 bidi worker 80% were Muslims, but not a single Muslim was found a top bidi makers in
1989 (Radiance Feb, 4-10, 1990). Many Indian Muslims were engaged with leather works and
also Agarbatti making in certain Indian states (Sachar Report: 49).

State wise Muslim Education in India
Education plays a vital role in facilitating socio-economic and socio-political uplift. It is
held that ability of a nation to learn and perform in an environment where rapidity of change of
scientific and technological know-how is evident should be elevated through education.
Education may lead to enhance efficacy and augment democratic perception and participation. It
uplifts health condition and quality of life of a nation as well (Sachar Report, 2006).
Confessing the signification of education, the Indian state, on the eve of adopting
constitution, took the obligation of catering free education to the children, irrespective of caste,
creed and religion, until they reach the age of fourteen years. In consonance with the article 45 of
the Directive Principles, “the state shall endeavour to provide within a period of ten years from
the commencement of the constitution for free and compulsory education to all children until
they complete the age of fourteen years” (Sachar). In Indian Supreme Court also gave a
landmark decision in 1993 that ruled, “The right to education was a fundamental right”.

Moreover in 2002, education as a basic right was also conceded under the 86th constitutional
amendment. Moreover, the Indian Constitutional Article 21-A maintains that state shall provide
free and compulsory education to all children of the age six to fourteen years, in such a way as
the state may, by law, determine. Despite the commitment, the number of children of above
stated age group have remained without schooling. Their number is alarmingly very high (Sachar
Report, 2006 ).
But provision of law and its implementation are two different things. Apart from the
parliamentary decision and the judgment of the court making primary education obligatory, it is
the responsibility of the parents that their children go to schools, and also the responsibility of
the Union/ State governments to regulate and facilitate children admission by killing all
discriminations usually practiced during admission. May be there is some parental indifference
to education, which also needs to be addressed. But religious discrimination in schools during
admission was criminal. It is reported that a large number of children were kept away from
preliminary education. The literacy rate amongst the Indian Muslims was lower than other
religious groups except scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. For instance, in 2001, it was
59.1% among Muslims while the national average literacy level was 65%. The literacy rate
among Muslim women was even worse in rural and in urban areas. In 10 out of 21 states
surveyed by Sachar committee exhibits a better picture in terms of the Muslim education against
the state average literacy level. For instance, in Jaharkhand, Karnataka, Marashtra, Andra
Pradesh and Gujarat among Muslims the literacy rate was 68% as compared to 61% for the state
as a whole and 63% for all others (Sachar: 53).
With the passage of time, improvement in education could be noticed in all the
communities living in India. However, the extent of development was not similar in all religious
communities. In 1960, a vital cleavage appeared between scheduled castes/ scheduled tribes,
Muslims and others. This gap had been minimized with the passage of time, within urban areas,
but remained unaffected in rural areas. Literacy rate, has also sharply improved amongst SCs/
STs, overtaking Muslims at all India level by the mid 1990s. This ratio seems to be common
both in male and female education irrespective of urban or rural areas (Sachar:53).
The state governments did take affirmative steps in this regard extending concession to
the SCs/ STs. This had borne fruits, but the Indian Muslims were kept deprived from any such

concession. The table clearly manifests the increasing number in education of SCs/ STs against
the Muslims in recent years.
Table: Literates as proportion of population by age groups 2004-05
Age group

Hindu

Muslim

Other
minorities

Gen

OBC

SCs/STs

6-13

90.2

80.2

74.4

74.6

88.5

14-15

95.7

87.5

80.0

79.5

91.9

16-17

95.0

85.2

78.6

75.5

91.3

18-22

91.4

76.9

65.0

70.5

85.8

23 and above

74.0

50.0

36.5

46.1

67.0

Total

80.5

63.4

52.7

59.9

75.2

Source: NSSO 61st Round 2004-05

Socio-economic and socio-political status of the Indian Muslims was likewise abysmally
discouraging. The reason is lack of education, either technical or formal among them. It is an
established fact that progress without education may be a dream but practically impossible. The
Indian Muslims are the most backward section of Indian society. According to NSSO, 43rd
Round 1987-88, 50.54% i.e. more than half of the population of the Indian Muslim‟s were
illiterate far higher than that of Hindus. Their illiterate ratio was only 33%. The literacy gap
between the Muslims and other religious groups was even more widened at middle school level.
Matriculate Muslims accounted for only 4% because of low participation rate and high drop out
at elementary and secondary level, which further deteriorated the educational condition of the
Muslims. Those who graduated from colleges were left only 1.6% of the total population
(Engineer, 1994: 522).
Statistical figures regarding Muslim education provided by NSSO 43rd Round 1987-88
and 2001 Indian census report, which carry authentic sources for the data that exhibits the ratio
of different religious groups in education i.e. from 1987-88 to 2001 and 2004-05.
Table: Distribution of persons by general education sex and religion, Rural India 1987-88
Education level

Hindus
Male

Muslims
Female

Male

Female

Not literate

51.3

75.0

58.2

76.1

Primary

19.0

11.8

18.6

13.1

Pre-Middle

22.7

11.2

19.1

9.9

Secondary

5.7

1.7

3.4

.08

1.2

0.2

0.6

Nil

Graduate

rd

Source: NSSO 43 Round quoted by Umar Khalid : 109.
Table: Distribution of persons by general education sex, religion urban 1987-88
Education level

Hindus

Muslims

Male

Female

Male

Female

Not literate

25.3

42.2

42.4

59.5

Primary

18.8

17.2

20.9

18.5

Pre-Middle

30.5

25.3

26.3

16.8

Secondary

17.2

10.7

8.0

4.3

Graduate

7.9

4.2

2.3

0.8

Source: NSSO, 43rd Round

According to NSSO (1999-2000) The Muslim educational backwardness was more
pronounced in higher education. Almost 6% male and 3.4% female in urban areas had completed
their graduation. While in rural areas the picture, regarding Muslim education was bleak and
unhappy. Only 2.1% male and 0.4% female had completed graduation as against Hindus, whose
corresponding figures were in urban area 17.4 male and 10.9% females. In rural areas, they were
3.5 males and 0.9% female. Therefore, the Hindus were ahead against Muslims at graduation
level education (Momin, 2004: 71).

Table: Distribution of persons currently attending educational institutions. According to
age group sex and religion rural India 1987-88
Attending
school

Hindus
age Male

Muslims
Female

Male

Female

group
5-9

53.5

40.6

42.1

32.8

10-14

66.9

41.3

56.6

37.0

15-19

37.7

12.6

26.9

8.8

21+

8.8

1.8

7.4

1.4

Source: NSSO 43RD Round 1987-88

Distribution of persons currently attending educational institution. According to age
group, sex and religion urban India 1987-88
Attending
school

Hindus
age Male

Muslims
Female

Male

Female

group
5-9

76.3

70.7

56.0

52.1

10-14

83.2

74.6

63.6

53.6

15-19

56.1

42.4

34.8

19.3

21+

21.8

10.2

12.1

4.7

Source: NSSO 43rd Round 1987-88

Another reason for Muslim lagging behind in general education at school and college
level was a comparatively much easier, and religiously preferred by Muslims, not alone in India
but all over the Muslim world was the Madrasa system, where besides religious education,
boarding and lodging is most comfortable for Muslim families, who could little afford
educational expenditure of their children, besides exemption in school fee etc. The Madrasas
relieve the parents of all those expenses required in educational activity, besides their food,
clothing and living. That is a great relief for the poor, it is largely supported by them both
religious and economically. It is irrelevant to them that the Madrasa education could not provide
them jobs of socio-economic status, except becoming leaders of prayers in village mosques.

Asghar Ali Engineer has lamented Muslims learning towards religious education at the cost of
their better role possible under general education (Engineer, 1985: 310-11).
It would be pertinent to note that NSSO did not furnish with the state wise figures of
educational statistics of different religious groups. However, for the first time in Indian history
2001 census give state wise data regarding economic and social status of various religious
groups, besides education making a comparison with Muslims at length. For instance, table
below demonstrates state wise literacy level of different socio-religious categories (SRCs).
Table: State wise (having more than 10% Muslim population) literacy rate 2001
Status

All

Hindus

SCs/ STs

Muslims

All others

India (13.4)

64.8

65.1

52.2

59.1

70.8

W/ Bengal (25.2)

68.6

72.4

56.1

57.1

81.6

Kerala (24.7)

90.9

90.2

80.8

89.4

93.1

UP (18.5)

56.3

58.0

46.2

47.8

62.2

Bihar (16.5)

47.0

47.9

28.5

42.0

52.6

Assam (30.9)

63.3

70.0

64.0

48.4

71.3

J&K (67.0)

55.5

71.2

46.5

47.3

100.6

Karnataka (12.2)

66.6

65.6

51.5

70.1

71.1

Maharashtra

76.9

76.2

64.3

78.1

80.0

Pradesh 60.5

59.4

48.9

68.0

63.3

(10.6)
Andra
(9.2)
Gujarat (9.1)

69.1

68.3

55.3

73.5

72.8

Rajasthan (8.5)

60.4

60.2

49.1

56.6

66.1

Source: Census of India, 2001
(-) shows Muslim population
Above referred figures betray that except four states, Kerala, Karnataka, Maharashtra and
Gujarat, where Muslim literacy rate was somewhat higher than Hindu population, in all other
states Muslim literacy level was far below than Hindus. However, at some places, they were
better than SCs/ STs. A comparative literacy rate had been given from 1965 to 2001 among
Muslims, SCs/ STs and all others (Hindu upper castes and other minorities) by Sachar Report.
Only a glimpse may suffice to have information in terms of severity of Muslims backwardness in

education that led to their economic backwardness. Muslim males and females in urban areas or
rural areas were for backward than “all others” except SCs/ STs during this period (Sachar
Report: 55).

Muslim Boys and Girls Enrolment Rate
The latest census conducted in 2001, does not procure information regarding children
enrolment in educational institutions in India. However, NSSO, NCAER (National Council of
Applied Economic Research) India‟s Human Development Survey 2004-05, furnishes with the
provisional estimates on school attendance levels. NSSO 55th Round and 61st Round show a
trend of significant increase in the current enrolment and attendance rate for all SRCS (Social
Religious Categories). In 1999-2000, Muslims were on the lowest rung of the ladder regarding
enrolment rate, among all SRCs excepting SCs/ STs. In 2004-05, the Muslim enrolment was a
little higher as against OBCs (other backward classes) but to some extent lower than the overall
average enrolment (Sachar: 57).
State wise information with respect to enrolment in educational institutions, suggests
reasonable high rate among Indian Muslims, in some states like Kerala, Karnataka, Delhi,
Maharashtra and certain other states. But in UP, Bihar, Jaharkhand and Uttaranchal, it is different
as the enrolment rates was significantly low (below 70% of the state average).
Table: Statewise proportion of children aged 6-14 years enrolment 2004-05
State

Total

SCs/STs

H/OBCs

H/Gen

Muslims

All India

85.3

79.7

86.0

94.9

81.8

All
others
89.9

91.4
99.3
85.9
74.7
92.9
95.9
90.3
91.0
86.6
81.7
83.0

91.9
99.6
93.5
91.8
94.5
96.3
93.5
94.8
91.8
94.9
92.1

82.8
99.0
69.4
65.8
87.0
90.6
90.7
91.0
83.4
78.9
77.1

70.8
96.9
82.2
78.5
86.0
98.0
94.3
94.0
92.3
73.5
83.8

West Bengal
85.7
Kerala
98.4
UP
82.2
Bihar
70.9
Assam
90.9
J&K
91.8
Karnataka
88.3
Maharashtra
90.2
Andra Pradesh
86.5
Gujarat
84.8
Rajasthan
81.1
st
Source: NSSO, 61 Round

83.6
95.7
80.2
56.3
93.1
90.0
82.2
80.1
84.1
85.4
75.1
2004-05

According to Sachar Report, the NCAER (National Council of Applied Economic
Research) have, too, furnished update estimate. Strangely enough the NCAER estimates were
too lower than that of NSSO. The gap between the Muslims and the other religious groups was
74% and 83% respectively. In line with NCAER, enrolment rate was more than 90% in Kerala
and Tamil Nadu and reasonably high in Karnataka and Maharashtra with a nominal variation. It
would, however, be worthwhile to note here “that in none of the states attendance rates among
Muslims was higher than that of the remaining population” (Sachar: 58).
The same is the case with Muslim children who are not currently attending school and are
among the drop out. According to NSSO data, as many as 25% of Muslim children in the age
group of 6-14 years have either never attended school or have been dropped out. The ratio is
higher than any other SRCs. Such drop outs amongst the Muslims was high only marginally but
lower than SCs/ STs (NSSO).

Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas (JNVs)
An educational scheme was launched in rural areas in order to promote educationally the
talented children irrespective of caste and religion on district level. Presently, 551 JNVs were
functioning in many districts having 1.50 lakh students enrolled. JNVs are essentially residential
co-educational schools with class VI to XII and are affiliated to the Central Board of Secondary
Education and impart the curricula approved by the CBSE. Admission to the Vidyalayas is at the
class VI level through an open test conducted at the district level every year and almost 30000
students are selected. It would be of a great significance to state that to what extent, the Indian
Muslims have benefited from this educational scheme. The low Muslim students‟ participation in
these schools endorses the facts that the Indian Muslims were deliberately kept away from
education, a key to economic uplift. Notwithstanding, the Indian government, in consonance
with National Policy on Education 1986, had declared the Indian Muslim as educationally
backward. The objective of JNVs was to have excellence, coupled with equality and social
justice. Despite all these claims, the proportion of Muslim children amongst all SRCs children
registered for appearing in and selected for JNVs selection test was abysmally lower than other
SRCs and far below from their share in Indian population. JNVs schooling system was set up in
order to provide quality education to talented students belonging to the poor sections of the
Indian society. But Indian Muslim could not get appropriate share and benefit from this scheme.
It was not accidental but they were, under set planning kept out of such privileges (Sachar: 63).

Differentials in Higher Education
A reasonable and significant section of Indian population had been deprived of higher
education. The situation with respect to the Muslims was even more dreadful as against other
religious groups residing in India. The Indian Muslims were at the lowest ebb. According to the
data procured in 2001, Indian census, it shows a wide gap between the highly educated Muslims
and the non-Muslims. For instance, while only 7% of the Indian population aged 20 years and
above were graduates or diploma holders, the Muslim graduates or diploma holders were less
than 4%. In technical education the Indian Muslims had absolutely no percentage. The table
below shows Muslim participation in graduation and diploma holding.
Table: Graduates and diploma holders by SRCs
Nos of Lakhs

Percentage of 20 years Distribution
+ population

across

SRCs

SRCs

Graduates

Diploma

Graduates

Diploma

Graduates

Diploma

Total

376.7

40.5

6.7

0.7

100

100

Muslims

23.9

2.7

3.6

0.4

6.3

6.8

SCs/ STs

30.8

4.1

2.4

0.3

8.2

10.2

All

322.00

33.7

8.8

0.9

85.5

83.0

others
Source: Census data 2001 (India)

The analysis which is detailed in the pre-pages determine indicators and parameters to
project the non-secular basis of a claimed secular state, privileges, prerogatives, state patronage
and all socio-cultural and political facilities are reserved only for one section of the society i.e.
the upper caste Hindu whereas the rest of the religious groups and even lower caste Hindus were
deprived and considered less equal than the rulers.
Again a comparison between other caste Hindu, Muslim, different religious group and the
upper class Hindu should be necessary to qualify the above statement which is evident in the
reports of NSSO 43 Round 1987-88 NSSO 55 Round 1999-2000, and NSSO 61 Round 2004-05.
All these national sample surveys maintain and confirm the same story regarding Muslim
education. Abu-Salaha Sharif, a prominent Indian Muslim scholar and a member of Sachar
committee, constituted by the Indian Prime Minister to probe into Muslim miseries, has given

some facts, citing NSSO Round (43) 1987-88. He shows that majority of the Indian Muslims
were miserably poor and the roots of poverty amongst them were on account of the nature,
quality and condition of employment available to them, and the lowest level of literacy owing to
certain reasons. According to the same source almost 50.5% of the Indian Muslims were
illiterate, because of the low participation and high drop out rate (Sharif 1994: 377-78).
The dejected situation of the Indian Muslims participation in professional and technical
institutions needs to be affirmative measures to address the Muslims educational backwardness.
The poor Muslim share in professional as well as technical institutions has been portrayed in
Gopal Singh Penal Report (1983). According to it, there were only 92 Muslim students out of a
total 2098, in Engineering in nine universities of six states, which was only 3.14% of the total,
studying in the universities. Likewise only 98 (3.44%) Muslim students were taking MBBS
education out of 2095 students (Momin: 58).
Aijazuddin Ahmed also conducted a study in two of the Indian states e.g. Bihar and
Rajasthan, one in 1991 and the other in 1993. The main object was to scrutinize the socioeconomic, educational as well as demographic status of the Indian Muslims as sample for
generalizing it on the whole. The idea was to monitor the Muslim situation economically,
socially or educationally.
According to the study the Muslims had lagged for behind educationally as compared to
other communities. They were in better position as against SCs/ STs. In certain areas SCs/ STs
had overtaken the Indian Muslims. In Didwana, a town of Naugore district of Rajasthan,
according to Aijazuddin Ahmed, Muslim literacy rate was mere 32.33% while the corresponding
figures of Hindus were 62.58%. On this wide gap in education between the Muslims and the
Hindus, in the same town one could question the role of the state in such discriminatory policy in
fulfilling a national obligation i.e. equal opportunities to all irrespective of religions, colour or
creed, as professed by the Indian constitution. What happened to the policy directive claiming
free education compulsory for all children up to a specific age? Why Indian Muslims were not
included in “all children” as was mentioned in policy directives? (Ahmed, 1991: 166).
The study was conducted by Aijazuddin Ahmed in Bihar during 1990-1993. This time
“Kishanganj” was the focal point to gauge the Muslim situation. The overall literacy rate of the
town was 45.89%. However, inter communities differential was very striking. The literacy rate
among the Muslims of the town was 31.46%. Sex wise literacy rate among Muslims was even

further low and disappointing, literacy rate among female was 22.20% and among male Muslims
was 39.73%. The Muslims backwardness in education brought into limelight as corresponding
figures of Hindus were 55.17% (Ahmed: 134-35).
All the reports and studies, regarding Muslims situation in India, conducted at various
times

demonstrate

one

thing

promptly

that

Indian

Muslims are abysmally backward

educationally almost in all Indian states. However, in Southern Indian, the situation was
somewhat different as against in Northern India. Anyhow there was a need to improve the
Muslim backwardness in education so that they could play a constructive and positive role the
uplift of the country. Contrary to that a number of bottlenecks provided with religious bias and
discrimination. The Indian Muslims shall have to remove with patience, self articulation and
with communal unity, if political will wanted organization and restructure.
Rashid-ud-din Khan too, suggests such a remedy to the backwardness of Muslim
education. He says that “the Muslim educational situation was quite dismal, out of a total of 3664
degree college in the country only 54 were managed by the Muslims and the Muslim account for
just 3.5% of all seats available in the technical institutions in the country (EPW: Sep, 1978).
Kerala Muslim‟s self help in Muslim education, under Muslim Educational Society along
with certain other voluntary organization (Muslim) had successfully advanced primary secondary
and higher education in Kerala. Resultantly, by 1960, 47.3% of school age Muslim children were
going to school. By 1970 Mapillas accounted for 30% of college going students in Malappuram
and Calicut areas. Additionally, in 1947, some 700 lower and upper primary schools and thirty
six high schools were functioning under Muslim administration. Accumulatively, in the state of
Kerala, number of technical institutions, other than 9 high standard Muslim colleges was
continuing their educational activities (Hasan: 1997: 288).
Two Muslims associations were working very well in Madras (Tamil Nadu) for the
betterment of the Muslims of the state. The Malabar Muslim Association and the Islamic
Foundation in Madras, the former had launched medical relief centre, primary and secondary
schools and colleges. The latter had established an engineering college in 1984 under the name
of Saleh Kamel Crescent Engineering College. In Banglore city the Al-Ameen Educational
Society was doing a wonderful job, founding colleges, polytechnic (in 1977), and school of
pharmacy (in 1982). Moreover the same society announced a scholarship to the brilliant Muslim
students amounting to Rs.8, 974,563 in 1984 (Muslim India, 1984: 397). The reasons of Muslims

betterment in South India were many as the Muslim migration to Pakistan on the eve of partition
from these areas was very low. As such the Muslim of this region was not much affected. Their
education, economics and social structure remained immune from any turmoil. In North India,
the case was completely reversed and the aftershocks of the partition were visible till lately. In
addition the successive State governments in southern India followed policies favourable to
Muslims for instance quota was determined in education and in government job for the Muslim
of these states, so much so the Muslims had an adequate share in political institutions in these
states (Hasan, 1997: 289).
The picture of the Muslim situation in North India e.g. Hindu speaking belt specifically in
UP, West Bengal and Bihar was dreadful. Apart from certain isolated pockets of affluence, the
majority of Indian Muslims in the states were abysmally low in every sphere of life (Gopal Singh
Report, 1983: 25 & Sachar Report: 153).
Moreover when the Hindi was adopted as the sole administrative and educational
language the affectees were mostly the Indian Muslims whose mother tongue was Urdu in
Northern India. Therefore it proved to be gigantically hurtful for the Northern Indian Muslims to
compete Hindu in any sphere of life. This is why only a handful of Indian Muslims were seen for
taking competitive examination for government jobs. The Muslims ratio, in participating
competitive examination was evident from the following table.

Table: Statewise Muslim participation in exam and their employment
Exam/ state

Persons applied

Appeared

Called

for Selected

interviews

Andra

Total

Muslims

Total

Muslims

Total

Muslims

Total

Muslims

21532

967

6857

310

196

26

112

11

Pradesh
Group

(4.49)

(4.52%)

(13.26%)

(9.82%)

II

Services
Andra

19899

Pradesh

950

14583 639

(4.77%)

-

-

664

(4.38%)

21
(3.16%)

Group B II
Services
Andra

5651

Pradesh

412

1917

(7.29%)

Group

103

85

(5.37%)

8

22

(9.44%)

1
(4.54%)

I

Services
Kerala
office

1089
asst

123

700

(11.29%)

70

552

(10.00%)

58

200

(10.50%)

20
(10.00%)

group II
Block

NA

NA

6984

development

588

143

(8.42%)

14

NA

NA

160

NIL

74

Nil

224

6

(9.79%)

office
Maharashtra

8399

asst and sale

120

5610

(1.43%)

114

712

(2.04%)

04
(0.56%)

tax inspector
class III
Forest

2048

rangers
UP
combined
state

62

1565

NA

189

(3.03%)
19557

1310
(0.70%)

03
(1.59%)

12261 1037
(8.40%)

660

18
(1.21%)

(2.40%)

services
Forest

8086

rangers

513

6149

(6.34%)

Bihar

forest 980

rangers

22
(2.24%)

Combined
state

17645

709
(4.02%)

371

270

(6.03%)
578

10

67

(4.07%)
110

(1.12%)
11111 504

11

01

(2.98%)
40

(1.00%)
619

(4.54%)

39

2

1
(2.50%)

233

(6.36%)

17
(7.30%)

services
Source: Report on Minorities (Delhi Ministry of Home Affairs) Govt. of India, 14 June 1983: 345. Quoted by Mushir-ul-Hasan Legacy of divided Nation: 290-1.

It may be of some interest to conclude this chapter on the concluding note of the Sachar
Report which is self explanatory. It observes
“It is a matter of great satisfaction for this committee that this report has addressed most
of the problems that the Muslims community has been facing. It has made comprehensive
recommendations for setting the community on the road to progress. It is expected that the
recommendations will receive the attention of the central and state governments and will be
implemented with all the earnestness and the thoroughness that it deserves. It is also expected
that the report would invoke a positive response from the civil society which will ensure that the
policy measures introduced by the state in pronounce of these recommendations receive full
support and active cooperation from all the sections of the society, including the Muslim
community. The issue of disparity across socio-religious communities are of utmost importance
to our nation today” and it encourages public debate and discussions for a positive reflection in
society “the committee‟s efforts would be well rewarded” (Sachar Report :254).
This report appeared in 2006. Its implementation in the regions of the Union governments
or in the State governments is still invisible. Whether or not, the Muslims of India have seriously
taken notice of the recommendations and moved in the direction is yet not fully known. Even the
publications of the post-Report period do not amply reflect on the issues and challenges, the
Muslims of India are facing.

CHAPTER V
INDO-PAKISTAN RELATIONS AND ITS IMPACT
ON INDIAN MUSLIMS
Indian sub-continent was partitioned owing to the political differences among the
politicians belonging to both the principal

religious groups i.e Hindu and Muslim, particularly,

the Hindu leadership as in the late of 1940s denying to cater constitutional safeguards to the
Indian Muslims following the independence. The Muslim leadership did have a rightful concern
over the overwhelming majority of the Hindus. They did think that in a free democratic India,
Hindu majority would never take care of the Muslims‟ cultural, religious, social and political
interests. As the fundamentalists Hindus, as a group and individual were alarming the Indian
Muslims that they had no room in free India “except as a minority” and they did not need
Muslims assistance and help to achieve independence (Swaraj) and it would be out of question to
establish a joint rule after having achieved freedom (Gauba, 1976: 23). Hence, Muslim
leadership was forced to demand for a separate Muslim homeland for the Indian Muslims.
Within a short span of time and argumentative discussion sporadically held with English rulers
made by the Muslim leadership, particularly Mr. Jinnah, the Indian Muslims successfully
attained their own homeland e.g. Pakistan on 14th August 1947 following the partitioning of subcontinent.
However, after attainment of independence, India and Pakistan did not cater friendly
feelings. On the contrary, the legacy of the past communal antagonism continued with great
fierce as the communal riots after the partition broke out all through Northern India.
Besides eruption of riots, a host of inter state problems aroused right after the
independence. The distribution of assets, the issues of canal water, rehabilitation of millions of
refugees were the serious problems to be tackled immediately. But one of the most serious issues
was the Kashmir dispute. Except Kashmir, all other problems between India and Pakistan were
settled by 1960s, though these issues were settled more in the interests of India than Pakistan.
Kashmir is still an unresolved dispute and is on UN agenda (Ganguly & Greenwood, 1997: 152).
Three wars fought between India and Pakistan proved abortive attempts.

Although in

1965, Pakistan won in air and water, failing India in land attack yet Pakistan did not achieve the
desired result. On the contrary, India revenged Pakistan a few years later defeating her when she

captured 93,000 POW, 5000 square miles of territory in West Pakistan and succeeded to create
Bangladesh a separate country thereafter. Earlier in 1947-48, the first war over Kashmir had
resulted into creation of Azad Kashmir; a part of territory in Poonch sector sliced off from the
main land to declare cut off from the state of Jammu & Kashmir, which is until today Pakistan‟s
suzerain and out of Pakistan‟s administrative control. However, India holds on the rest of the
state, on the gun point of a less than a million soldiers over 40 million Muslims of the state.
Kargil was not an adventure but it was a reaction of India‟s adventure on the highlands of
Leh valley what she carried out during 1974-84 and captured strategic posts like Drass and
Siachin, besides other important positions in order to secure Laddakh and to save it from future
threats from Pakistani troops stationed there. Pakistan, during this Indian adventure was busy in
Afghan Jihad against Russian incursion and could not meet the Indian challenge. In 1998, some
Kashmiri Majahidins captured the highlands of Kargil vacated by Indian troops under extreme
cold under caves down the Leh Road. It is not difficult to imagine the metal of Mujahideen and
Pakistani soldiers, who stood the freezing temperature over the hills, holding the strategic posts
in almost 15 hundred square miles of area on the top. How this adventure was defeated and
destroyed with mechanization and electronic media will be discussed in the following lines.
Two immediate issues between Pakistan and India, initiated under the Radcliff Award,
are debatable. Nevertheless, some senseless decisions were carried out to create unnecessary
dispute between the two countries by irrationally dividing the canals of the Punjab, in Pakistan‟s
share with their controlling head works left in the control of India. In 1947, it was difficult to
visualize the impact of such illogical division. Soon its results proved taking the irrigational
expertise in Pakistan and the World Bank in early 1960s came to resolve the issue known as
Indus Basin Water Treaty. That too proved eyewash to Pakistan, when India violating some
shortcomings of the treaty began building up dams on each one of the river in Pakistan‟s share,
passing through the Indian held Kashmir.
Kashmir issue, however, caused to intensify relations between India and Pakistan from
the independence, as the Congress leadership did not accept the creation of Pakistan and blamed
Muslims of the vivisection of motherland. Most of the writers having an insight in the changing
situation in South Asia during pre-partition era did not concede that the Indian Muslims either
common Muslim or the Muslim leadership were responsible for this division. According to an

analyst, the Congress leaders and the Hindu revivalists were the principal culprits for the
partitions of India (Gauba, 1976: 22).
The extremism grown in the Congress hegemonic attitude towards the newly born state
of Pakistan led to a situation that Pakistan‟s policy makers and defense strategists were obliged
to accept foreign military aid against the probable Indian aggression. But Pakistan‟s defense
alliances with the West was concluded in 1955 where as India took the aggressive attitude as
early as 1949 planning to attack on Pakistan. In fact, India took the Kashmir issue to the SC,
UNO, for approval of the same (Ganguly, 2003: 36-37). Indian political elite‟s thinking that it
was Pakistan, which dragged super power in South Asia to belittle the Indian position as a
regional power, appears just an apology.
India‟s repeated threats to Pakistan obliged her to go defensive. At this juncture mutual
defense alliance proposed by Dulles, US secretary of state to stop Soviet‟s communism from
expansion, two Pacts were concluded.
1.

Baghdad pact, later on turned Cento after the withdrawal of Iraq in 1958, and

2.

The SEATO, under these pacts, Pakistan received a moderate aid from the US and
other allies both military and financial assistance more so to build up defence
infrastructure besides some F6 and temperts received in 1956. However with
improved defence potentials, Pakistan was able to meet the Indian aggressive designs
against her (Ganguly & Greenwood, 1997: 46).
The arrangement to counter balance Indian danger with US military aid became fragile

when in 1962 Sino-India border conflict flooded US military supplies to India. Pakistan
registered her reservation over US military assistance to India against China and showed her
concerns, for the US hardware may be used against Pakistan. The US ignored Pakistan‟s protests
even when India used US weapon against Pakistan during 1965 war.
Two principal episodes led South Asia to become nuclear. First the humiliating Indian
defeat by the China in 1962 after which US and the US allies in Europe besides Israel, flooded
India with hardware, including offer of nuclear umbrella. India was thus inspired to develop her
nuclear programmed and demonstrated her first test explosion in 1974. After having been
dismembered in 1971, Pakistan adopted same strategy and following India‟s second nuclear tests
at Pokhran, Pakistan answered at Chagi the same month (May 1998) three weeks later (Ganguly,
2003 & 1997: 57-58).despite worldwide reaction specifically from the US and EU. India, by

developing nuclear weapons considers herself secure from Chinese threat. Similarly, Pakistan
considers herself safe from Indian aggression after attaining nuclear power. At a number of
occasions, Indian threats of pre-emptive attacks on Pakistan could not be materialized because of
Pakistan‟s possible nuclear capability and potential to hit back Indian military establishment
(Ganguly & Greenwood, 1997: 50).
After the fall of Dacca, Pakistan and India concluded Simla Agreement In 1972. There
were opportunities to evolve some mechanism that could save both the countries from military
engagement and prove helpful in resolution of the bilateral disputes. But that too went a begging.
Ironically, Kashmir issue was subjected to bilateralism and could save India from any third party
intervention. But Pakistan opposed the very viewpoint of India on Kashmir and emphasized that
bilateralism could not alter the nature of the Kashmir dispute (Mazari, 2003: 23).
Simla Agreement for India was just a scapegoat, keeping out any third party intervention
including the UN. The Simla Agreement promised the sanctity of the LOC by either country. But
India violated it continuously thereafter until 1984. She captured a number of strategic posts in
Drass Valley before the capture of Siachin taking advantage of Pakistan‟s pre-engagements in
Afghan Jehad against the Russian incursion. India planted 3 or 4 military posts on the Pakistan
side in Chorbatla. Another attempt was made by Indian army in 1988, occupying three posts in
Qamar sector and subsequently increasing them to almost 12 posts (Ibid: 24). India, conscious of
Pakistan‟s military and political weakness after the Zia-ul-Haq take over in 1978-79 and the
Soviet invasion on Afghanistan, threatening Pakistan also, she could freely venture her ambitions
on the Leh, in order to secure her position in Laddakh where a substantial number of Indian
troops were posted for its defense. India‟s violation of the L.O.C was said to be securing India‟s
position (Mazari, 2003: 24).

The Sikh Issue
Indian state of the Punjab witnessed a Sikh move for independence causing a political
embroil. Gernail Singh Bhindrawala supported Indira Gandhi during her election campaign who
promised to grant him more autonomy in the Punjab. Afterwards, he was deceived when she
became the Prime Minister and went back on her promise. Consequently, unrest arose in the
Punjab, which soon developed into Khalsa movement. Efforts made by the Union government to
console the Sikhs failed badly.

Later Indra Gandhi ordered “Operation Bluestar” and the army entered Darbar Sahib (the
sacred Sikh temple) at Amritsar and killed Bindrawala along with large number of Sikhs
gathered there. The movement was suppressed with an iron hand but at the cost of the life of
Indian Prime Minister who was shot dead by her own Sikh guard in retaliation.
As usual, Pakistan was blamed to have supported the Sikh rebels in Punjab by providing
them military training and arms. Rajiv Gandhi succeeded his mother as Indian Prime Minister, an
energetic and emotional youth planned for a pre-emptive attack on Pakistan to pursue the
fugitive Sikhs who fled. Pakistan officially denied the allegation and accused New Delhi of her
involvement in Sind unrest. Meanwhile Pakistan and India‟s military exercises began which
intensified the existing tense situation in South Asia during 1986-87. However, the tension was
defused through bilateral negotiation in January 1987 (Ganguly & Greenwood, 1997: 22).
But the Kashmir unrest did not come to an end because the new generation in the valley
was educated enlightened and knew well that their future under Idian occupation was bleak.
They wanted freedom from India, in whatever manner, so that they could secure their future and
that of the next generation. Pakistan extended her moral and diplomatic support to the Kashmiris
to sustain it (Cohen, 2003: 45). India on the contrary, blamed Pakistan for fueling the fire in
Kashmir and during this period, several times, security forces of both the countries amassed
along both sides of the border. However, somehow or other refrained from any armed clash
except the Kargil skirmish admittedly having nuclear capability on both sides (Ganguly 1997:
48).
In fact, both the states, sporadically, endeavored to alter the balance of power in favor of
their own in the region by utilizing armed forces. But Pakistan lost the occasion not militarily but
on diplomatic front. Earlier in 1971 Pakistan was defeated and dismemberment; at Kargil,
Pakistan demonstrated its arms superiority over Indian forces, but as usual she failed on
diplomatic front. Conversely, India successfully won the diplomatic war (Mazari, 2003: 72).
That was why Indian Premier, Vajpaye, proudly announced that India had achieved the
objectives without firing a single bullet what could have not been achieved by an all out war.
Kargil war sabotaged the process of Confidence Building Measures (CBMs) launched by
Premiers of both the countries i.e. Nawaz Sharif and AB Vajpaye in spring 1999 (Cohen, 2003:
43). It is widely propagated that Pakistan‟s Army did not see the rapprochement in Indo-Pak
relations. As such it initiated Kargil war to stop peace process. It is alleged that Pakistan army

had profound distrust in New Delhi (Ibid: 35). It is also forgotten that it is the India who
sustained hostility against Pakistan that has created distrust of the India in Pakistan.
The Kargil incident caused a major political crisis between the civilian democratic
government and the army, which resulted in a military coup of October 1999. The US pressure
on India and Pakistan to negotiate bilateral disputes obliged both India and Pakistan to begin a
dialogue. Indian Prime Minister, accordingly invited President of Pakistan to a peace talk and
consequently, Pervaiz Musharraf, the Chief Executive, later President of Pakistan went to Agra
with a solid four (4)-tier programs for the solution of the Kashmir dispute. Pervaiz Musharraf
being the chief architect behind Kargil was looked with skepticism in Indian political circle. It
was an unhappy occasion for them to negotiate with a person responsible for the immense Indian
loss in Kargil. Moreover, Pervaiz Musharraf did not accompany with him a big delegation of
ministers of trade and commerce, or sports and culture, except his foreign minister. This
indicated that he was there to negotiate just in the Kashmir dispute much against the expectation
of the Indian political elite. The later failed despite thrice the joint communiqué was revised and
finally dropped. However, next morning the breakfast press conference of Pervaiz Musharraf
with senior Indian journalists was a one-man show outwitting Indian journalists and highlighting
just the Kashmir issue.
India detonated its nuclear tests in 1998 naming it a Pokharn II (While Pokhran I was in
1974) followed by Pakistan‟s at Chagi-I. After the Lahore Declaration concluded between the
Pakistan‟s Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Indian Premier Vajpaye in February 1999, bilateral
relations between the two rival states of South Asia tended to improve. However, a few months
later Kargil skirmishes smashed all understandings in developing CBMs. Although it did not
result in a full-scale war between the two countries, yet mutual relationships between the two
reached all time low. Meanwhile another incident i.e. hijacking of an Indian Airline Plane in
which some Pakistanis were allegedly involved created a tense situation that was further
aggravated by an attack on the Indian parliament. The people responsible for this incident were
Kashmiris belonging to Jamaat-ul-Daawa whose headquarter existed in Pakistan. Pakistan
government immediately condemned the incident, offering cooperation in investigation of the
heinous incident, made efforts to normalize relations but to no avail. Meanwhile armed forces
were concentrated on border creating an alarming situation with frequent use of heavy artillery
targeting across the border (B.B.C. News, July 12-13, 2001). With all the risk of a nuclear war, a

peace process was launched in 2003 that succeeded to defuse tense situation in the following
years.
After a comprehensive bilateral dialogue in 2004 for a peace process, several CBMs
between the two countries took place. The Samjhota Express and Delhi Lahore Bus Service had
already proved a successful venture that played a vital role in initiating the people-to-people
contact between Indian and Pakistan (Daily Dawn, Aug 4, 2004). Srinagar to Muzaffarabad Buss
Service introduced now, proved more beneficial for the people of both sides of the line of control
in Kashmir. The opening of historic route across the L.O.C in 2008 (Mazaffarabad Srinagar)
fathered the people‟s desire to improve relations on both sides. Trade and commerce activities
were also initiated and it was hoped to be increased US $1.7 billion to US $ 10 billion by 2010.
Kashmir earthquake caused to bring the Kashmir‟s on both sides to come closer as well
(International Herald Tribune, Aug 29, 2009). But the Mumbai attack once again enflamed
hostility against Pakistan accusing her of the incident as the people responsible for it found to
have links with Jaish-i-Muhammad, another group of Kashmir‟s Mujahidin, the head office of
which was in Pakistan. Pakistan had meanwhile banned all such religious groups in the country,
denying them their activities within Pakistan and outside. But India reacted more sharply by
suspending bilateral dialogue process unless the people responsible in Mumbai attack were not
punished. Pakistan apprised India of the court activity against the culprits, but India was not
satisfied, and the suspended dialogue was not resumed.
Ironically, the fruit of the changing international milieu, the South Asia, specially the two
principal rivals, India and Pakistan, did not achieve their objectives. Both states remained
entangled in a state to subjugate the other. The continuing strife over Kashmir between the two
was the most important hurdle to normalize relations. Both sides were keen that their viewpoint
should be acknowledged internationally. Pakistan resolutely emphasized that a plebiscite in the
state of Jammu and Kashmir should be held as per promise of the U.N.O to ascertain the will of
Kashmiris. Islamabad, more importantly, argued that the insurrection in Kashmir was indigenous
and a conclusive proof that the Kashmiris did not want to live under Indian constitution. They
wanted and still want to join Pakistan. As far as plebiscite is concerned it was fundamental right
granted by the United Nations to the Kashmiri people almost 60 years ago. According to the
Security Council (SC) Resolution passed on 5 January 1949, “The question of the accession of
the state of Jammu and Kashmir to India or Pakistan will be decided through the democratic

method of a free and impartial plebiscite” (Nazami, 1996: 127). The UN as well as the Indian
successive governments has nevertheless forgotten over the years. India taking advantage of the
developing indifference of the world community including the Security Council, legislated the
disputed territory, illegally as an integral part of Indian Union (Nazami ,1996: 160, 190).
South Asia under growing antagonism between the two belligerents became a big market
for the purchase of weapons and the arms. According to the United Nations reports, Islamabad
and New Delhi usually spend 6.5% and 3.1% respectively of their respective GDP (Gross
Domestic Product) on defense. This earns them a ranking among the top ten biggest purchasers
of arms among developing countries. India was at the top of the list with its weapons imports
totaling US $ 12.2 billion during 1988-1992. While Pakistan stands as ninth largest weapon
buyer with its average annual purchase of $697 million during the same duration (Human
Develoment Report, 1994, 171).
More importantly, arms race between India and Pakistan has shifted from conventional
arms to nuclear weapons. In this regard, it is believed that India and Pakistan have the capacity to
produce fifty to eighty nuclear arms respectively. At the same time both states have developed
their ballistic missile programme to counter each other, short range, medium and long range
ballistic missile were being produced such as Prithvi, Agni (India) and Shaheen, Ghori and Hatf
by Pakistan. The funds for such projects were provided for loans and export earnings, which
could be assessed from the tables below;

India and Pakistan military expenditure 1991-2000 in billion rupees
Year

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

India

163

174

209

230

260

291

339

387

464

561

Pakistan

69

81

89

98

112

123

131

139

142

15123
(SIPRI, 2001: 271).

Military expenditures of India & Pakistan in proportion to GDP
India

5.8

6.1

5.7

5.2

5.2

5.0

4.8

4.6

4.4

Pakistan

2.6

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.2

2.1

2.2

2.2

2.4

India’s and Pakistan’s defence and debt servicing expenditure in proportion to total
revenue expenditure
Year

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

India

13.85

13.45

13.47

13.21

14.51

13.80

14.14

14.00

13.54

33.97

36.08

35.78

37.42

30.40

35.98

36.23

35.50

36.16

34.24

31.59

30.56

30.67

28.46

25.90

25.28

21.88

19.87

45.39

45.63

46.65

50.88

56.47

58.94

60.4

57.32

57.12

defence
debt
Pakistan
defence
debt

(Hand Book of Statistics, 2001).
Imports from the US in proportion to total imports to either countries
Year

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

India

10.53

9.42

8.96

8.59

7.17

5.97

Pakistan

8.95

10.04

11.23

7.69

6.27

5.25
(Hand Book of Statistics, 2001).

Table of long term economic assistance from the US (loans and grants) 1995-2000
Loans
Year

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

India

2987

3066

2917

2936

3080

2963

Pakistan

2477

1603

2008

941

541

1059

Year

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

India

319

305

248

213

248

159

Pakistan

204

156

98

278

124

50

Grants

(Economic Survey 1996 - 2001).
India and Pakistan total external debts in proportion to GDP 1997-2000
Year

1997

1998

1999

2000

India

23.2

23.6

21.9

21.3

Pakistan

49.9

53.9

59.7

53.8
(World Bank Global Development Finance 2002: 284,420).

It is evident from the statistical details avialable that Pakistan remained under economic
pressures as compared to India, despite lifting of the US economic sanctions in 2001 following
the 9/11 incidents (Saeg: 25).

Psychological Impact of Indo-Pak Relations
One of the most powerful elements that draws the outlines of India Pakistan relations is
the fear and loss of trust between the two neighboring states. The question, nevertheless,
remained unsolved, that India having five times large area, seven times more population and yet
it feels that Pakistan is a potential threat to its security.
India defeated Pakistan in 1971 war, and cut her into two pieces. Pakistan remains a
central point for India‟s strategists. There are other factors as well that play significant role while
making policies towards Pakistan that may be historic, strategic, and ideological or domestic
(Cohen, 2003: 3). Political differences before 1947, however strong should be immaterial after
the passage of long time, since independence. The current issues are more psychological of a
powerful hegemonic mind, grown up under a religio-militant culture (Hindutva) which cannot
perceive a small country like Pakistan to stand at par with a country ambitious to become a
global power. The basis of equality which two independent nations usually perceive in
developing common relationship were sabotaged immediately during the partition, by grabbing
unlawfully a Muslim majority state of Jammu and Kashmir and thereafter insisting upon the
grieved (Pakistan) to recognized the wrong which India did.
Mohammad Ali Jinnah after the creation of Pakistan hoped that both the states would
have friendly as well as good relations, shunning old differences and refuting that Hindus and
Muslims could not live together (Jinnah„s Speeches of Aug 11 & 13, 1947). But the Indian
leadership responded otherwise adopting a unfriendly attitude to weaken Pakistan on issues like
Kashmir dispute, water problem, transfer of assets etc.
Recently, mitigating some tense situation between the two states, certain CBMs were
taken. But the distrust and suspicions against each other did not let its positive effects upon their
relations. There are perceptional reasons for distrusts as well, though different in the two

countries. Pakistan, all the years of her existence, had been struggling to survive both against
domestic and foreign threats. India, on the contrary, obsessed with economic and political
stability considers her right to expand her political influence in the neighboring countries. But
Pakistan resisted India‟s military threats and adventure, despite disintegration in 1971.
The socio-political life in the two countries has similarities and dissimilarities. England
bequeathed landed aristocracy under feudal system both in India and in Pakistan. But India
abolished it in 1954 and it is a living culture in Pakistan. Nevertheless, both the India and
Pakistan are basically elite dominated societies, the root of which can be traced to the British
legacy in the beaurocratic administration of elite in the two countries.
This administrative machinery, though is supposed to implement the policy earmarked by
the minister of the Department, nevertheless, the politician basically ignorant of the routine
work, leaves most of the work to the secretary of the Department, a bureaucrat who reaches the
post after a long experience, and is sharp, clever and faster than the minister. He, as such, moulds
the minister to his views, however against ministers‟ opinion.
The most overwhelming presumptions in India and Pakistan are of the “enemy” across
the border. Either state has the same feelings against each other. For example, a large majority of
the Pakistani elite are convinced that India according to their previous plan wants to undo
Pakistan. While Indian elite thinks that Pakistan has engaged itself to destabilize India supporting
certain terrorists groups and organizations (Worldnet Dialogue, Islamabad).
Is Pakistan in a position to destabilize India with whatever resources she possesses, more
so when she has usually been struggling for economic and physical survival under threats of
terrorism? Such a theory is just a hoax, which Indian media had been upholding to cover up their
subversive activities in Pakistan.
Pakistan‟s distrust and suspicion towards India are traditional with reasons as per Indian
leaders claim and their efforts to dismember Pakistan in 1971 with success, and capturing Drass
and Siachin in 1984 as well. Pakistan‟s experience of Indian strategists is slightly sour, which
keeps them skeptical of any Indian move against Pakistan (Cohen, 2003: 6).
On the contrary, Indian perceptions against Pakistan have been poor, and based upon
their personal whim. Pakistan‟s policy of alignment was of course against threats to her
existence, failing India in her ambition. Pakistan accepts India‟s rightful status of a regional
power, but it does not qualify her to usurp the human rights of a community (the Kashmiris) who

India has subjugated in 1947 still clamoring for the right of self-determination promised to them
by the world community in 1948/49. India‟s successes in Kashmir are not because of her just
stand but because of Pakistan‟s diplomatic and economic weakness which India has capitalized
since (Bajpai, 1983: 70-71).
Pakistan‟s Islamic identity and its adherence to the two-nation theory, under which India
disintegrated, were considered a potential threat to Indian integrity. The Jihadi groups fighting
against India in Kashmir, and the Indian Muslims supported by Pakistan was a state of affairs in
which any friendly feelings about Pakistan was out of question. It is regretful to realize such
feelings of the Indian media and the Agencies about the Indian Muslims. Undoubtedly, Pakistani
Muslims do have a soft corner for the Indian Muslims. But the Indian Muslims‟ loyalty to the
cause of India has never been a question mark? The Indian thinking about the Indian Muslims
should not be negative as they are serving the country in all spheres of life irrespective of their
religious identity.
Indian distrust and suspicions against Pakistan for whatever reasons is understandable.
Pakistan has been considered a chief threat to Indian security despite her inherent political and
military weaknesses. Pakistan has contrarily all neighborly feelings for India, except her
unlawful usurpation of Kashmir, and persistent efforts to throw in abeyance the resolution of
dispute instead of its solution (Cohen, 1998: 139). India has integrated the state unlawfully, with
India thirty years before. If the Kashmiris had adjusted to the changed conditions and recognized
Indian constitution, perhaps Pakistan, notwithstanding her substantial interests, could have
perhaps compromised with the situation. But the unrest in the valley and the Muslim killings of
under state terrorism every day as a routine has greatly upset the Kashmiri Muslims living in
Pakistan, making them revengeful against India. But Indian Muslims are not so concerned on the
Indian army‟s suppression of the Muslims in Kashmir, nor do they react against Indian policies,
individually or collectively.
Surprisingly, the Indian behaviors towards the Indian Muslims should not be similar as
against Pakistan or Kashmiris. Perhaps not all the segments of Indian society have unfriendly
feelings about the Muslims except the extremist political groups including the people who are
influenced by the extremist propaganda or anti-Muslim press. Stephen‟s analysis of the
Extremists hostilities against Pakistan is indeed revealing but his silence on the political and
economic status of the Indian Muslim is alarming. The Western experts on South Asia, being so

indifferent to the cause of one segment, rather one important segment of the society, for
whatever reasons is amazing. Anti-Muslim riot in India, which is a regular feature in India, has
been pointed out as communal clashes between religions groups. But keeping a group of people
out of the mainstream of Indian politics, education, and depriving them equal opportunities as
provided to others, is a sorry illustration of any western analysis of Indian political culture
(Cohen, 1998: 140).
Non-Muslims behavior towards the Muslims seems a remarkable change when the
general elections approaches in India and the Muslims usually become the king markers of one
party (the Congress) or the other (B.J.P). This position of the Muslims will be discussed at a
proper place in this thesis.
Indians do consider that Pakistani leaders are misguided, corrupt, shortsighted, stubborn,
inflexible sticking to animosity against India on Kashmir issue in particular their demand for a
fair and free plebiscite in Kashmir. Negotiations with such a leadership were immoral and
dangerous for India‟s security and integrity. As such some Indian leaders were against the very
idea of negotiation with Pakistan. They argue that Pakistan being chronically weak, and
constantly under the pressure of the Pakistan army, the intelligence services I.S.I, and the
religious groups, some of which were terrorists. Despite all this distrust, skepticism and
antagonism, it is agreed that war is no solution to the disputes between India and Pakistan. India
and Pakistan have periodically been negotiating between each other to resolve whatever
outstanding issues needing attention. India has off and on benefited from the bilateralism, she
introduced in Simla Agreement, to save her from any third party intervention on her unjust
decisions. Pakistan has shown patience on India‟s inflexibility on the issue, and it may not be
long enough when third party intervention begins to operate whether or not India likes it (Cohen:
55). The example of Indus Basin Treaty is there. The treaty was facilitated by the third party, the
World Bank, between India and Pakistan in 1962.
The opinion of the politicians, religio-political groups, or the historians on Indo-Pakistan
relations apart, it may be of some interest to record some opinions of the Muslim educationists
and intellectuals about the Indo-Pakistan relations since the partition. Mushir-ul-Hasan, Professor
of India history and presently Vice Chancellor of Jamia-i-Millia, Delhi has to his credit a number
of works on the Indian Muslims (Hasan: 2002). His recent book Moderate and Militant Images
of India‟s Muslim O.U.P, Delhi, 2008 has a unique approach in the understanding of the Indo-

Pakistan relations. Incidentally, Mushir belongs to a region (the present Uttar Pradesh and the old
United

Provinces)

which

contributed

extraordinary

role

in

growing

Muslim

political

consciousness and thereafter carving out the movement for the Muslim homeland with untiring
efforts with the Quaid-i-Azam and Raja Sahib of Mahmudabad (Mujahid) that the present point
of view (projected in Mushir‟s works seems either apology or a remorseless. It has not been
argued, in the sense that the Indian Muslims role in Indian politics is not positive or it is not
mature. On the contrary, this is true to some extent that it‟s most important role, which should be
for the political representation of the Muslim community in Lok Sabha, has proved for some
decades only a balancing power between the two contesting non-Muslim parties, which do
patronize the Muslims during the election period. But once the victory is achieved, the Muslims
lose their importance with little response to their individual and collective grievances. For more
than half a century, since independence they have missed a leadership, competent enough, to
match other political leaders, who could win, with collective efforts enough seats, not only in the
Lok Sabha, but also in states legislature. Apart from politics, even in other walks of life, such as
education, particularly higher education, trade, commerce, banking and industries, including
services and in government department of the Union and states, the position of the Muslims
seems deplorable. Many authors, critics, and even official reports of Gopal Singh or Sachar‟s did
not make a difference with the people who were at the helm of affairs. Not even a bill was
moved in the Lok Sabha for fulfilling the recommendations of the report for almost a decade
now.
There are also many a scores of intellectuals both the Muslim and non-Muslims who have
projected the unhappy conditions of the Muslims (Beg, 1988). But the official agencies are not
motivated for either the government is averse to make any room for the Muslim community to
grow, or the Muslims of India are reduced to a position that for them a unity and concentrated
effort, to develop an effective All India Muslim League has become a remote possibility.
Muslim intellectuals in India have over the years been emphasizing the wrongs of the
Indian Muslim causing for the partition before (1947) and their effects on the whole. This could
be a better exercise if the non-Muslim leadership in India had treated Indian Muslims better.
With constant feelings of deprivation and the state of helplessness, for improvements, it may be
useless to discredit the partition, whether on solid or unsolid evidences or the version of the
contemporary literature repenting the creation of Pakistan (Hasan, 2008: 184). The Indian

Muslim could of course try to develop a cultural partnership with the majority community for
more and greater understanding between the two for politico-cultural uplift. Muslim political
culture, thus developed may also have some international recognition that presently appears
wanting (Hasan, 2008: 184).
Indian Muslim and non-Muslim authors frequently complain of Pakistan‟s hostile
feelings against India. It is fashionable to justify Indian antagonism, in particular in human
persecutes treatment to the Kashmiris, as a reaction. They usually wink over the policies of
people like Jagmohan, State president of the Jammu and Kashmir, appointed by the Indian
National Congress (I.N.C) (April 1984 – July 1989) who immediately thereafter dismissed
Farooq Abdullah, the Chief Minister. The following State Elections were subjected to State
rigging, allowing Congress and the National Conferences 66 seats while the Muslim United
Front (MUF) only 4. The massive fraud engulfed the state with violence and agitation. Jagmohan
accused Pakistan for causing unrest in occupied Kashmir (Jagmohan, 1991: 163).
Unrest in Kashmir provided yet another opportunity to the IDR to manufacture another
fictitious operation in Kashmir by Pakistan named Zarb-i-Kamil and another operation Mushtany
in July 1990 (IOR – 5, No 3, July, 1999: 158-80). The former was to support the Kashmir
insurgency and the latter direct military intervention with final operation of war cloud of the
fictitious proxy war. Unlike the past low intensity conflicts (Topac) these were predictive
analysis of a possible attempt, under the current crises in Kashmir (IRO: 153-80). This is how
India has been exploiting international opinion against Pakistan.
Indian efforts to poison international opinion playing war games against Pakistan
propagating them to be real have been revealed by Lawrence Suez quoting from Indian Defense
Review, a leading defense studies Journal in India, he reveals a broad sketch of operation Topac.
The main contexts of which was an extract from an address of Zia-ul-Haq, Pakistan‟s President
leaked out through a mole from the third world country and became available to RAW (Research
and Analysis Wing), some time in September/ October 1988 (Suez, 2005). According to Suez,
“Edmunal Desmend and Victoria Schofield eventually reported that K. Subramanian, architect of
India‟s National Security Structure acknowledged that operation Topac was a result of a war
game scenario devised by (RAW) and not an actual plan developed by Pakistan‟s President
(IDR, July 1989: 39). The mistrust preponderantly created by the Indian strategic community in
the western community about Pakistan is a unique case to threaten India‟s vital concerns in a

multitude of ways. Indian experts on strategy project the dual frustration in India, caused by the
partition, and throwing upon India undesirable burden of economic, diplomatic and military
engagements because of the prolonged conflicts with Islamabad (Shefied, 1996: 235).

Indo-Pakistan Relations and Nuclear Issue
Regarding Indo-Pak relations nuclear issue is an imperative as Kashmir is. The nuclear
issue defines a symmetrical relationship between India and Pakistan in the sense that the Indian
nuclear programme is not essentially against, however forces the latter to have a corresponding
nuclear programmes, escaping itself from Indian nuclear hazard. It is believed by Indian analysts
that the Indian nuclear tests of May 1998 were principally to validate certain technical and
political options; they nevertheless threw Pakistan into a perplexity. If it gave up the idea of
testing its own nuclear device, it had to face the risk of seeing its nuclear credibility, in the eyes
of the Indian of course, but also of its own people. If, on the other hand, it followed New Delhi‟s
footsteps and proceeded with the nuclear test it would have to face the international embargoes,
which would be more harmful for Pakistan as compared to India (Bajpais Matto, 1996: 28, 111).
While certain political analysts of Pakistan do believe that the Indian nuclear programme is
against Pakistan. After conducting nuclear explosions, Indian home minister L.K Advani
threatened Pakistan saying that Islamabad should realize the change in the geo-strategic situation
in the region and the world, roll back its anti-India policy, especially with regard to Kashmir and
join India in the common pursuit of peace and prosperity in the sub-continent. Any other course
will be futile and costly for Pakistan (Tellis, 2001: 216). It would be noteworthy to state that it
was India not Pakistan, who initiated the nuclear arms race in South Asia. However, if in May
1998 the Indian decision to go ahead with the nuclear tests was undoubtedly a cause for concern
to Pakistan‟s security, it did not for all that permanently shield New Delhi from a potential
Pakistani threat. No doubt it considerably stoked Pakistan‟s fears, which all the further enhanced
by the declaration announced by the Indian National Security Council in August 1998 on the
Draft Nuclear Doctrine. In return, Pakistan accelerated its nuclear weapons programme. In fact,
according to some observers, South Asia is now faced with the prospect of a Pakistan in
possession of nuclear arms, which is more powerful and more diversified than necessary for its
security, which is an alarming bell for India‟s security (Nazami, 1996: 157-58). Summit Ganguly
has exposed the Indian delivery system of the nuclear arsenals after the five explosions of May
1998. Initially India based the use of nuclear weapon by aircraft in three different spheres, which

he brands a trial (Tellis, 2001: 217). In 1980, Indian Air force practiced flip toss or bomb toss
techniques to deliver nuclear weapons.
By 2003 India had several modern nuclear capable aircrafts; SU30, MK (40) mirage 2000
(35) and MIG 29 (60). In 2004, India acquired another 15 mirages 2000 and SU 30, 140. The
Indian navy had 4TU22-M Backfire (Combat radius of 4400 Km) and she added 16 more such
aircrafts, besides eight TUK02 Bears (Combat Radius 6200Km). All this preparation was said to
be against Pakistan and China, though Dinashaw suggests that these may not provide a credible
deterrent against China (Ganguly: 2001).
India began her ballistic missile system in 1960/70 under Defense Research and
Development

Organization.

Its programme under Devil Project for short-range missile

manufactured with 3 ton engine copying Russian S-A2 surface to air missile, but failed and
finally the project dropped (Mistry: 53). Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO)
manufactured Rockets in 1979 and 1983 Agni and Pirthawi were successful attempts. Their
improvement by 2003 marked upto 700 to 900 Km (Pirthawi) and 150/200 Km (Agni). Agni
now ranges up to 3000-5000 Km capable of hitting all industrial towns of China. India also
possesses nuclear powered submarines besides recommence satellite and missile defense
programme, all against Pakistan (Mistry: 53).
Samina Ahmad, a pro-Indian scholar observes about Pakistan‟s nuclear programme. She
says, “There is little or no input on nuclear policy making from senior political leaders and no
involvement from the wider public. As Pakistan has no freedom of information act, opinion
makers, including academics and the print media have little knowledge of Pakistan‟s nuclear
weapons programme other than the information that is selectively provided by the government
agencies and the civil and military bureacurcy” (Ibid: 68).
Samina Ahmed‟s thinks that information on Pakistan nuclear issues is very difficult or
almost impossible to obtain (Ahmed, 139-40). She regrets, “an internal debate on the viability of
nuclear deterrence is discouraged through coercion and co-optation. Coercion is used to counter
domestic opposition to Pakistan‟s nuclear policy… opinion making elite, academics and
journalists are co-opted to propagate the virtues of nuclear weapons aided in their task by
governmental propaganda conducted via officially controlled electronic media… there is
overwhelming support for the deterrent role attributed to nuclear weapons, specially with
references to nuclear powered India” (Ahmed: 140).

Another Indian analyst Rahul Rao Chaudhary has examined nuclear related program and
aspiration at sea both by India and Pakistan boasting up India for her multi-purpose and multi
dimensional blue water capability, while Pakistan was left with bolstering its submarine force in
an attempt to deny India the use of sea (Ibid). On the contrary, Hasan Askari Rizvi observing on
Strategic Doctrine suggests that Pakistan pursuit of a minimum deterrence approach to cope with
what its policy makers pursued as an adverse regional security environment in contrast to the
military superiority that India enjoyed in South Asia, Pakistan had to cope with notable
geographic and security handicaps, a weak military and civilian industrial base, and resources
constraints… Pakistan could not develop and sustain the required deliverance capability with out
external connection and support. There were necessary not only for procurement of weapons and
equipments but also for diplomacy that could compensate for a combine military inferiority and
build international backing for its position with respect to India (Chaudhry: 73-93).
Rizvi‟s views are hypothetical and conjectural. Pakistan‟s weak military position is not
debatable. Pakistan was weak from the beginning and under frequent and repeated threats to her
security; she sought defense alliances with the West, which irritated India because Pakistan
beyond her expectation begin resisting her hegemonic behavior. It was India‟s fear that she too
banked upon soviet alliances in 1959 (Rizvi: 98). India was already strong. Why did India
conclude such agreement despite the fact that she had strong industrial base as well as defense
industry? India‟s weakness was exposed in the Sino-Indian border conflict, when she had to
suffer a defeat at NEFA and the USA and her allied flooded her with military hardware. India
had realized that with whatever preparation she made could not run over China even with her
nuclear arsenals and ballistic missiles. She therefore resorted to woo her in trade and commerce
and since 1980; Sino-Indian relationship has developed satisfactorily (Burke: 53). Hasan Askri
Rizvi, quoting Jaswant Singh. maintains, “A section of Indian elite and some cabinet members
urged that Pakistan was not a factor in shaping India‟s decision to go nuclear. They maintained
that India decided to become an overt nuclear power in order to cope with the deteriorating
security environment in post cold war period. India‟s nuclearization was also prompted”, they
said, “by the policy of other nuclear arsenal state, the threat from China‟s ever growing
conventional and nuclear arsenal and especially Beijing‟s close cooperation with Islamabad in
nuclear and missile development” (Singh: 1998).

Whatever Indian leaders may say in defence of her nuclear plans, but the truth so often
comes out of the horse‟s mouth. L. K Advani and other members of Vajpaee cabinet warned
Pakistan of the serious consequences, if she continued her support to the Kashmiri separatists
(Rizvi: 100).
All this was an illustration of Indian complexes-an illustration of her strength of the
world‟s fifth largest army, to intimidate her neighbors, so that they recognize her as a growing
world power. There are other countries too, which deny India‟s claim besides Pakistan. India has
not been able to square up her difference with Bangladesh in water dispute, despite Hassina
Wajid (daughter of Sheikh Mujib, the Indian protégé) and Sri Lanka, though rebellions there
have come to an end with the help of Indian army.
Pervez Hovalbhoy, a prominent Pakistani scientist has attempted to measure the relative
cost of Pakistan developing a credible nuclear deterrent primarily by upgrading its nuclear
capable aircrafts. According to him, Pakistan‟s spending should be US $200 million a year to
another 20 years or so, and for a moderate nuclear delivery system, she should require 7%
increase in her annual budget on defense. And yet it may not be enough for the building of
Diffusion Plants to obtain the fissile material needed to produce weapon graded material and
operating existing uranium enriching plants of Golra, Kahuta, Sibala and Wah. This is, besides,
the prohibitive cost attached to operating a production reactor, a full fabricating plant in Baghal
Char, Cheshma, Dera Ghazi Khan, Lahore and Qabul Khel (Daily Jang, May 14, 1998, The
News, May 11, 1998).

Foreign Policy of India and Pakistan
Foreign policies of India and Pakistan have been reactionary to each other since the
partition. During the first decade of independence, India‟s grabbing Kashmir through fraud was
an all out effort to make the international community recognize her possession as rightful. She
was successful in her mission pawning her vast resources to the western investment and thus
securing her stand on Kashmir. Pakistan‟s foreign policy was concentrated to:
(1) win the international support on the promised plebiscite in Kashmir so that the Kashmiris
could enjoy the right of self-determination and
(2) Create a Muslim Ummah from Morrocoo to Indonesia. Pakistan‟s idealism failed against
international materialism. Another factor which heavily contributed to this failure was her

own weak, frequently breaking governments and democratic institutions which made her
unpopular among the world community (Bhoy, 1998: 77-78).
The Pakistan factor was reflected in Indian Middle East policy and in a controversial
manner. Until 1992 it has developed hostile attitude towards Israel arguing that it was vital to
hamper the Muslim world to be formed an Islamic block. That may put pressure upon India to
settle Kashmir issue in line with the UN resolutions and Kashmiris desires (Indian Express, July
25, 2000). Following the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the revival of Islamic activism in
Kashmir and ambitions to improve relations with the United States instigated New Delhi in
1992; simultaneously with the Middle East countries, India upgraded her strategic relations with
Israel. Cooperation in war against terrorism was underway between India and Israel and the
farmer felt that there were many lessons to be learnt from the latter that how she curbed down the
Palestinian insurrection in the occupied areas so that the same could be applied against
Kashmiris (The Hindu, Nov 25, 2000). In other words, enmity against Pakistan turned India
friendly towards Israel.
Indian ambitions to be recognized as a world power can not be attained until or unless the
South Asian states give India the status of the world power. It has already been noted that apart
from Pakistan, other states in South Asia including Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, had some
reservations. But Bangladesh and Sri Lanka despite their minor political differences, never posed
India a challenge to her political ambition and hegemonic policies. Pakistan alone was the
country, which immediately after her birth challenged India of her unlawful occupation of
Kashmir in October 1947. On the contrary, India kept on trying to justify her wrong done in the
past and opened her vast resources to the Western world for investment win their political
support. Threats to Pakistan, seizing unlawfully strategic positions on Pakistan side of the LOC
on Drass and Siachin in 1981 and 1984 respectively, building up dams on rivers allotted to
Pakistan under Indus Basin Treaty of 1960 concluded with the help of the World Bank were all
show of power by India, realizing that Pakistan having little potentials against Indian aggression
would certainty bow down against her.
This was Indian thinking when A.B. Vajpai made L.K Advani his Deputy Prime Minister
and in charge of Kashmir affairs. This followed threats to Pakistan as a regular feature and many
ministers echoing what Advani stated. Madanlal Khurana, India‟s minister of Parliamentary

affairs said, “India was a nuclear state and if Pakistan wanted another war with us, they should
tell us the place and time, as we are ready for that” (Swami, 1998: 5).
Another BJP spokesman K. L Sharma warned Pakistan of “Indian wrath if Pakistan
continued its anti-India policy” (The Daily Nation , May 23, 1998). Such statements coupled
with frequent exchange of light and heavy artillery across the LOC multiplied tension in the
region and India planed a more cursive policy against Kashmir, besides a pre-emptive attack on
Azad Kashmir (The Nation, May ,23, 1998 ). But irrespective of divided opinion in the
government, press and intelligence, and also numerous pressures from great powers, Pakistan
resorted to nuclear testing on 28 May, 1998, which with whatever effects on Pakistan‟s
economy, stumped India to silence.
In near future, no indication seems to appear to bring the relations between the two
countries at normal level. The future of South Asia mainly rests upon the relations between two
major South Asian states. If the relations remain friendly, the whole of the region of South Asia
may receive prosperity otherwise the situation may remain tense.
In its long-term projections on the future of South Asia, the CIA (Central Intelligence
Agency) stated in its findings that the dynamics of mutual hostility between India and Pakistan,
combined with the instability in Central Asia, would characterize the outlook for the region in
2015. The report further added that India would undoubtedly be the principal regional power
having a powerful army and developing economy. Pakistan, on the other hand, is suffering from
the war of terror which imposed untold pressure upon her economic stability accompanied by
natural calamities and terrorists out shorts and killings in town causing great political, economic
and social disparities (The Nation, May 29, 1998). The Kashmir valley is still in flames for more
than a score of years, and if some serious situation emerges, the responsibilities shall be upon
India and especially upon the powerful world actors, who did not facilitate the solution of
existing disputes in South Asia. Ironically, US officials do perceive that the Kashmir conflict
may once again lead to a conventional war between India and Pakistan, which could even
develop, into a nuclear war (Global Trend 2015). South Asia is a unique region in the world
where two antagonistic states having nuclear arms are just waiting a spark to stabilize the whole
region.

Confidence Building Measures (CBMs)
Numerous CBMs have been initiated and carried out to reduce tension between the two
countries. A number of proposals for the solution of Kashmir issue have come but they were one
sided. India proposed in 1974, transformation of the line of control (LOC) into an international
border. Pakistan did not accept it. Her proposals; a flexible borders between the two halves of
Kashmir; a region by region referendum; placing Kashmir under the trusteeship of the United
Nations; etc all rejected by India, however, did not see the light of the day. The May 1998
nuclear tests by the both countries had led to take fresh stock of the situation and to become more
realistic in terms of bilateral relations. Both countries had now gone openly nuclear. It was
therefore, necessary to curb the risk of nuclear conflagration down due to a misperception by the
one of the other‟s action. Moreover, in the absence of a settlement on the Kashmir issue,
relations between India and Pakistan could only remain in a state of flux, hence the necessity of a
solution that some hope, would be hopefully, swift.
A number of meeting were held in order to trace the ways and means to settle the
problems, however, negotiators of both sides did reach no compromise. Hakishs of both sides are
the chief hurdle. The failure of Agra summit was due to these hardliners.
The US role that India and Pakistan may come closer is not debatable. The nuclear tests
of 1998 undeniably constituted the start of a new phase in the triangular relationship of the three
countries. The sanctions that followed prevented the United States from continuing its search for
a new equilibrium, marked by a more substantial commitment towards India viewing its
economic growth and strategic capabilities, yet after the 9/11 it was compatible with the
guaranties given to Pakistan despite the decline in their military as well as strategic relationship
(Cohen, 2003: 220). The United States envisaged India and Pakistan as strategic partners to be
treated with considerations. The economic and military aid resumed and the sanctions under the
Glenn and Pressler amendments withdrawn. Pakistan was far more dependent upon international
aid than India. President Clinton‟s visit to India and his brief stopover-for a few hours in
Pakistan showed his partiality towards India. The American position indicated a marked change;
it showed a willingness to strengthen the dialogue with India in view of a future partnership,
without disturbing the symmetry with Pakistan, which New Delhi found very provoking. A new
situation was created where the two rivals in the sub continent competed with each other for an
alliance with the United States.

It would be pertinent to have a quick look over the consequences, emanated following
9/11 attacks, both for the future of India-Pakistan relations and for the US role, it has to play in
the South Asian region. A new situation was developed in the region after the attacks, which
heightened the competition for an alliance with the U.S.A. India, setting aside the years of
ideological differences and confrontations rendered unconditional political as well as logistic
support to the US, which meant isolation of Pakistan. Pakistan was fully conscious of Indian
intentions. Pakistan accused India of trying to take benefit of the situation, concluding an alliance
with the United States; she joined the war against terror and became a strategic partner of the US
and the front line state against Al-Queda (Tellis, 203-240).
Another reason why Pakistan joined the war against Al-Queda was that the closer
alliances with US might help pressurizing India for the solution of Kashmir dispute. India, too,
realized that she might have to face the music.
Al-Queda had links with a number of Jihadi groups working for the freedom of Kashmir.
Pakistan strongly advocated that the solution of Kashmir issue might facilitate war against
terrorism after which India invited Pakistan‟s president in 2001 and the Agra Summit concluded
another failure, which exposed Indian diplomatic weaknesses on the issue. But she successfully
played off the immediate pressure upon her from the US to settle the issue.
Under the pressure of international community, particularly, of the United States,
Pakistan had to ban some of the organizations fighting in Kashmir against Indian forces such as
Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Muhammad; the two were the Pakistan based organization. Doing
so, Pakistan showed due consideration to offer positive gesture giving a major concession to
India.
A political scenario emerged, following the end of the Cold War era; China had also
revisited her policy in South Asia, developing trade relation with India. But the Sino-Indian
friendship was not at the cost of Pakistan. By virtue of existing links between Pakistan and the
United States, Beijing‟s support to Islamabad, focuses primarily on preventing Indian political
hegemony on South Asia.
Pakistan has developed self-sufficiency in conventional arsenals. But Sino-Pakistan
collaboration in nuclear technology is still covert, though Pakistan has improved her delivery
system of atomic weapons with accuracy in targets. An Indian analyst Dinshaw Mistry who has
worked upon Indian nuclear forces strategic significance detailing all sorts of nuclear arsenals,

including missile system, she has accomplished, maintains, “India‟s defense establishment
quickly built slightly better strategic systems, even these fall short because they use existing
easily available technologies, rather than new one” (The Hindu, Sep 20, 2001).
Dinshaw‟s assessment of Indian nuclear arsenal and their being not up to the mark if not
sub-standard have other evidences too, including the international reports (Mistry: 71). Indian
experts are aware of such reports. It is therefore that they seemed secured of Pakistan‟s nuclear
capabilities. Pokhran II‟s radioactive outfalls were widespread. The whole region was vacated.
On the contrary, Pakistan‟s explosion tests at Chaghi being deep under ground were harmless on
the surface of earth around. The same is the story of the delivery system of the countries. There
have been a number of failures in missile tests in India whereas in Pakistan there has not been a
single failure of missile tests.

Indo-Pak Relations; Impacts on Indian Muslims
The origins of the Indo-Pak conflict have been traced to many sources. The failure of the
British to manage a peaceful and politically acceptable partition of sub continent, the deeply
rooted political as well as religious rivalries between the subcontinent‟s major religious groups
the Hindus and the Muslims. Above all, the struggle for political and military control over
Kashmir is one of the principal contentious issues between India and Pakistan that caused to
deteriorate the normal relations between the two neighboring countries. Since, relations between
Indian and Pakistan, from the very beginning have not been remained cordially; India and
Pakistan have to pay its price in terms of economic, political and social backwardness while on
the other hand Indian Muslims have to face converse and bitter treatment by the Hindus in India.
Muslims in India are seen as alien and inimical element within the Indian body. They
have two options to live in India either to accept the total subordination to Hindus or to leave the
country. To achieve these objectives, Indian Muslims have been kept backward educationally,
economically, socially as well as politically. Instead, in such hostile environment, if some
Muslims succeeded to have their own business, or small scale cottage industry, it is destroyed
repeatedly on the pretext of communal rioting considering them as Pakistani spy or agents (South
Asian Nuclear non proliferation and Security Report, 2001: 77, 78).
Following the holocaust emanated from the partition of subcontinent in which almost
500000 people lost their lives and thousands of the people have to leave their house.
Nevertheless, the dust of partition‟s frenzy had not yet settled down, relations between Indian
and Pakistan got bitter on Kashmir issue. Communal eruptions in the deadly affected States in
India were West Bengal, Assam and Tripura in 1950. It is noteworthy to state that strained
relations over Kashmir were the result of communal disturbance in which Muslims were at the
receiving end. In reaction, minor incidents occurred in East Pakistan against Hindus, the Indian
leadership got annoyed. In this regard, Sardar Patel said that India could do any thing for the
security and safety of Hindu population residing in Pakistan (Akhtar, 1996: 63-67). The Indian
leadership on the one hand, considered itself as the champion of Hindu interests residing
anywhere. On the other hand, it was indifferent to its own Muslim population.
Before and after 1965 war, Indo-Pak relations remained very cold. Whether or not, the
Indian Muslims had sympathies for Pakistan, is debatable. There were a substantial number of
Muslims in the Indian army and if there had been a single instance of defection, the whole of

Muslim population in India may have suffered in retaliation and the Indian press would create a
hell for them in their own homes. This is enough to suggest that the Indian Muslims loyalty to
their motherland was inflexible and they had demonstrated that sincerity at different occasions.
Indian Muslims have formed different organization at regional levels in the States of the
Union, where they are strong in States of their majority e.g. Kerala. They have also strong voting
bank in Gujarat and UP besides some other States in Central India. There are indeed divided
families in India and Pakistan since partition, which keep contracts with frequent visits on either
side of the border (Chaudhry, 1968: 188).
India did encourage this traffic in her own interest. R.A.W had an opportunity to send her
agents in Pakistan‟s major commercial activist city, Karachi and gradually with the passage of
time; they had to strengthen their hold in different outskirts of the metropolitan city. The Daily
Jang Karachi revealed in 2003 that a person (leading prayers in outskirts of Malir Town) proved
to be a Hindu, though he had been a peshnamaz in a mosque for almost a decade (Saksena, 1990:
19). This may not be a solitary incident. R.A.W‟s work in the region may have been more than
imaginable. The unrest in Karachi for more than a score of years, including target killings and
sectarian shootings, may not be because of political rivalries, for a number of times, political
leaders have committed to ceasefire but to no avail. This reflects an underhand activism, which
may be a result of the RAW game. There is even more reason to believe that the subversive
activities in Karachi and Baluchistan, are more against services institutions and personnel than
against other targets.
Most of the writings of Muslim scholars in India do not reflect upon Muslims feelings on
Indo-Pakistan relationship, except praying that they should be better. However, some persons
still perceive the partition as a blunder (Daily Jang, April 24, 2003) which has let suffer the
Indian Muslims for the last nearly three quarters of a century (Hasan: 67). Indeed, it is an
undeniable fact that they have suffered and may be they suffer more in future. The undivided
India could risk the future of the entire Muslim community and the plight of the Muslims in
Pakistan would have been same which the fate of the Indian Muslims is today. Today Pakistan is
not as strong as she should be and there are numerous political and economic weaknesses
around. But their future is in their own hands waiting for a leader to set them right. The govt. of
India did encourage enquiries to know the plight of the Indian Muslims twice. In this regard,
Gopal‟s commission and Sachlar‟s Report provide empirical suggestions. But even after more

than a decade no step has been taken to implement it. It is not contended that the Indian Muslims
are oblivious of these factors and they are passively waiting for an opportunity. In fact, Indian
Muslims, too, are missing a torch bearer amongst the political abyss of darkness and the only
comprise, which is possible in the present circumstances is to keep their politics limited to the
king making in India. How long this process is to continue, time shall reveal.

CHAPTER VI
SOCIO-POLITICAL AND CULTURAL CHALLENGES TO THE
INDIAN MUSLIMS
Each of the Muslim and Hindu civilizations has a monolithic character in its functional
social behavior and yet they are interdependent after living side by side over the past centuries.
However, some cultural impacts did appear on either side, more in rural areas and much less in
urban regions and heavily populated habitations. It would be pertinent to note here that the
unfriendly and somewhat inimical relationship between the two communities is a legacy of the
undivided India. The hegemonic conduct of the 85% majority of the Indian population also
played a role to compound these relations. Besides this, animosities escalated after the communal
riots that broke out before and after the partition killing more than half a million people on either
side of the international border. In towns and villages, targeting of people occurred irrespective
of their political affiliations. (Khalidi,1995: 4, 5).
Among the emigrants were traders, businessmen, doctors, and teachers, educated and
skilled professionals who crossed the border on either side. Only those Muslims were left in
India who either were reluctant to abandon their property under affordable condition of lesser
danger, if not a harmonious environment or nationalist Muslims with close contact with the
leadership of the Indian National Congress (INC); and those Muslims who were sufficient in
number to combat communal threats. There were those in the big city business communities,
with some exceptions, who did migrate to Pakistan foreseeing less competition in a new
environment as compared to India. However, most of them held back, considering it a great risk
to reorganize a functional and profitable business and its settled infrastructure. Many Muslims
had joint business with Hindus that guaranteed mutual security and benefits, which they were not
willing to separate (The Report of the Minority Immigration and Settlement, 1947).
In free India, all the minorities were given full statutory fundamental rights irrespective
of their faith, creed, color and race. This was a secular perception that India intended to project
before the international communities, though pragmatically, the situation was quite the contrary,
not just for the Muslims, but also for all the minorities in India. Muslims suffered more because
they were accused for denying Hindus, the whole of India, fighting for Pakistan‟s creation. As
such, notwithstanding the announcements in the constitution, all the minorities, in particular the

Muslims had to struggle for their political, cultural and economic life to sustain against a hostile
environment that challenged their social status in the newly independent India. In fact, the
communal tension that arose immediately after the partition and continued periodically was a
result of such precepts and conflicts. (Khalidi, 1995: 5).
Keeping in mind these issues, which threatened the very survival of Muslims following
the independence, the Muslim League, a Muslim representative political party disintegrated. The
Muslims hitched their lot to the Congress bandwagon that has a secular image. Although an
extremist group headed by Patel already existed yet Jawaharlal Nehru having core influence over
the Congress, firmly espoused secularism and liberalism. There was no other alternative left to
the Muslims except to bank upon the support of the Indian National Congress.
In the first two elections that were held in 1951-2 and 1957, the Muslims wholeheartedly
extended their support to the Congress. In the first general elections held in 1951-2, 145 Muslims
were elected to the legislature on the Congress tickets. In 1957, 131 out of the 159 Muslims
elected to legislatures were from the Congress, the majority of them came from UP. Later on
Muslim representation in Lok Sabha and State legislatures gradually receded. The following
table reflects some situation until 2004 respective to Lok Sabha only.
Muslims Representation in Lok Sabha
Sr. #

Years

Total elected

Muslim

Expected representation

members

elected

on population basis

Deprivation

1

1952

489

21

49

57.14

2

1957

494

24

49

51.02

3

1962

494

23

53

56.60

4

1967

520

29

56

48.21

5

1971

518

30

58

48.28

6

1977

542

34

61

44.26

7

1980

529

49

59

16.95

8

1984

542

46

62

25.81

9

1989

529

33

60

45.00

10

1991

534

28

65

56.92

11

1996

543

28

66

57.56

12

1998

543

29

66

56.06

13

1999

543

32

66

51.52

14

2004

543

36

66

45.45

442

836

47.12

Total

Source: Political Representation of Muslims in India, Iqbal A. Ansari (2006) Manak Publishers
Pvt. New Delhi: 64.
A fluctuation can be seen in Muslim representation from 1951-52 to 2004. The presumed
principal reasons were:
The Muslims were scattered throughout the country with variety of challenging issues that
threatened their political interests.
Separate electorate was abolished for Muslims in the constitution and their seats were not
reserved in any constituency not even in the regions where they were in acute minority.
No political party including the Congress supported Muslim candidates in the elections
precisely because of the growing extremist influence. See table
Nomination of Muslims for the Lok Sabha elections by major political parties
Name of the political party

Average nomination

Ratio elected to nominated

INC

6.72

1:2

BJS/ BJP

0.82

1:10

CPI

4.24

1:9

CP-I

9.34

1:2

Janta Party/ Lok Dal

6.8

1:5

Janta Dal

9.04

1:4

RJD

14.79

1:4

SP

18.02

1:7

BSP

10.53

1:7

Source: Ansari, 2006: 99-102
Muslim representation was considerably less not only in politics but also they lagged
behind in every field of life. They were growing unwanted element in the Indian society.
Muslims were the second largest, religious minority of the Indian society after Hindus.
According to 2001 census report, they were 13.4% of the total population. But they were the
most neglected minority in the country. They lived under constant fear of the sporadic anti-

Muslim violence, so often broke out in all the States of the Union. They were deprived of the
basic amenities like health, housing etc. The reason of such a plight of the Muslims is well
illustrated in certain observations noted underneath, from the horse‟s month.
Hindu intellectuals: Prof. Ved Prakash Luthra of Delhi University considers secularism in
Indian most undesirable and not possible. (Seminar 24, Aggressive Form by Soares) R.V
Ramachandra Shekar Rao said, “There are tendencies one, the majority disposition to remind
that the majority has the right and the other (minority) a sense of panic, that seems to operate in
India.” (Seminar No. 67, March 1965;) Prof. Ashok Rudra of Mumbay University said, “The
underlying reasons for the 700 years of history of hatred and intolerance lies in the failure of
Brahmanism to swallow up Islam in India” (Seminar No. 67 March 1965).
This being the general attitude of the people in the government, Muslims were neglected
as a state policy in education, services and in the economics activities. This is confirmed by an
international Journal that observes, “It is believed that both the political parties and Indian
government have failed or deliberately did nothing to address the problems facing Indian
Muslims for more than half a century” (International Research Journal, July 2010).
In India, the forces of religion, language and region divide the people and strengthen the
feeling of caste. The political parties, specifically the communal ones such as BJP, VHP and RSS
exploit communal integrity highly during the election campaign. The Hindu society is highly
conscious to religious fragmentation and rigid social stratification. However, it was for the first
time in Indian polling history that Hindu communal political parties strived hard to gather the
Hindu voters in order to sideline the Muslim vote bank on the Babri Masjid issue that fostered a
very hostile and unfriendly atmosphere towards Muslim minority during 1991 elections.
Although the BJP did not win the elections, yet it poisoned the Indian society on the communal
lines that caused unabated communal violence during the 1990s. According to certain sources,
hundreds of Muslims were butchered in cold blood during Advani‟s Rath Yatra campaign
(Grover, 1997: 116). Physical torture to Muslims was not so cruel and inhuman, as the
intellectual. The Daily Hindustan Times of 19 December 1970 has a pathetic story of a Sanskrit
scholar named Dr. M. K. Durrani Shastri, basically a Muslim who had a craze for learning
Sanskrit to acquire his Doctoral degree in the language at the age of 19 was deprived of job
opportunities, despite intercession of the Delhi High Court in educational institution. This was

not a solitary example. Such instances may be many that remained unrecorded (Gauba, 1975: 4142 & The Daily Hindustan Times Dec 19, 1970).
Muslim representation in Lok Sabha and state assemblies has been half of their
population proportion. The number of their MPs never reached even to 10 percent while the
Muslims are 13.4% of total Indian population. It gets worse when it comes to the state
assemblies. See table below
Results of state assemblies elections held in 1967
Name of state

Total seats

Muslim elected

Andra Pradesh

285

07

Assam

126

20

Bihar

318

17

Gujarat

167

04

Kerala

133

14

Madhya Pradesh

296

03

Tamil Nadu

234

04

Maharashtra

270

06

Rajasthan

182

06

UP

425

18

West Bengal

280

36

Source: KL Gauba, Passive Voices, Lahore, Student Services: 221-236.
The foregoing analysis of the 1967 election results of the state assemblies shows that the
Muslim representation in it was extremely low as compared to their population percentage in
each one of the states. West Bengal appears to be exception where their ratio was more than 12
percent. In other states, the ratio was far below. In 3487 elected seats in the entire states, Muslim
share was merely 182 seats including 45 elected to the Kashmir State assembly. According to
Muslim population, their representation should have been 381 seats. It is noteworthy that the
situation did not change in the subsequent election results either of state assemblies or of the
Union.
There are quite a few reflective analyses both subjective and some slightly objective in
approach about Muslims drop out in general elections of the Lok Sabha. A prominent social
scientist Prof. Javeed Alam, Chairman Indian Council of Social Sciences and Research, speaking

on contemporary Muslim situation in India; Temporal dimensions at Maulana Azad National
Urdu University Hyderabad, pointed out that Muslim politics has disappeared from India after
independence. In terms of religion, he called Muslims a single community, but Muslims in India
are not a singular community. Region and language are two of their major distinct features
(Economic and Political weekly, Jan 12, 2008). Explaining further, he pointed out that the
Muslim politics in Andhra Pradesh is different from neighboring States. Likewise Muslim
politics in UP is different from West Bengal. There was no concept of All India Muslim Politics
(Ibid). He regretted that exclusion of Muslims is very dramatic. They are under-represented in
every aspect. It is all deliberate one in this country. Muslims are butchered, massacred across
several States. Muslims have been marginalized and even made landless in Bengal (Ibid).
Another analysis of Asghar Ali Engineer, Identity and Social Exclusion – A Muslim Perspective
Fortnightly, October 15, 2007) shows that exclusion of Muslims and Christians (from politics)
was a result of the religious prejudices. Muslims and Christians have been doubly excluded from
socio-economic and political process.

Muslims Expectations and Demands from the Congress
In post-independent era, the Muslims had to face an unexpected situation. The All India
Muslim League and its leadership that had been repeatedly claiming of being a champion of
Muslims interests in India disappeared from the scene. The so-called spokesmen of the Muslims
had flown to Pakistan after advising the Muslims to remain loyal to their government; however
some of them were busy expiating for their past “sin” by showing through their political attitude
that they were more loyal than the king himself. The main problems of the Muslims that arose
after the partition were bloodshed, indiscriminate massacre and mass migration. At that time, the
Muslims were really in a state of shock, paralyzed numb, unable to decide their future plan
(Ansari, 1989: 67).
The Indian Muslims realized that their future was now associated with the Indian
National Congress as had been advised by Maulana Azad while addressing a convention at
Luckhnow. Feeling the gravity of situation, they thought that they should support I.N.C and there
should not be any exclusive Muslim political party. Therefore, they decided to vote for the
Indian National Congress in 1951-52, general elections. Having a secular character, the I.N.C
became the focal point of the Indian Muslims. The versatile personality of Jahawarlal Nehru
attracted the Muslims as he had a firm belief upon secularism and socialism. It is equally

important that Muslims had no other alternative except depending upon the Congress. The
Muslim League disappeared and the Jama‟yat Ulemai Hind, the champion of the nationalist
Muslim politics in the pre-partition days too had to declared that it would work in future mainly
in religious and cultural domains. Jamat-e-Islami also showed its indifference to politics
(Economic and Political Weekly, Jan 2-9, 1993: 43). Hence, the Indian Muslims had to bank
upon I.N.C politically.
Further, the Indian National Congress was a dominant political party having firm
commitment to secularism and was a champion of securing the minority rights under the
leadership of Nehru. It would be pertinent to mention here that in 1952 general elections, the
total Muslim legislators (145) belonged to the Congress, similarly in 1957 general elections,
Muslim legislators were 131 and all were Muslim Congressmen. Muslim support of the Congress
is evident from the number of votes received by Congress candidates in the three general
elections of 1952, 1957 and 1962. See table
Votes polled by Congress Muslim candidates in State Legislative Assemblies
State

1952

1957

1962

1967

Bihar

63.62

65.01

51.83

39.02

Uttar Pradesh

72.09

57.97

42.27

35.93

West Bengal

56.10

50.63

51.75

47.11

India

57.12

58.62

52.27

40.44

Source: Gopal Krishna, Framework of Politics in Minority Crisis, a symposium published in
seminar 106 (June 1968): 34.
The above-cited data shows that the Muslims voting trend for Congress was cutting down
gradually. They lost their faith in this party in the general elections of 1967 because the Congress
failed to meet Muslim expectations. The Muslim concerns were, not only with the Congress but
also with other political parties to which they voted for
Safety of their life and property
A fair share in government jobs
A considerable share in education and economy
The status of Urdu as official language
A fair representation in political institutions

The Congress disappointed the Muslims during the anti-Muslim riots in1963. The
Congress claim of being a champion of the minorities betrayed the Muslims‟ trust, despite their
overwhelming support to her in national politics, their unconditional and unqualified cooperation
in successive elections that helped her forming its government at the Union as well as the
constituent states. And yet within all this period the Congress government had failed to protect
their lives, properties and even civic rights. They also realized that the Congress had ceased to be
a guardian of their aspirations and was showing apathy towards their complaints regarding
unequal educational opportunities, discrimination in government jobs, employment in Union or
State governments and other political institutions. In Administration Services, in law and order
maintaining agencies e.g. police, army and in other organizations, the Muslim representation is
extremely low as compared to the non-Muslims who enjoy the privilege of reserved seats in all
government and semi govt. departments (Khalidi: 1991).
Table: Muslim under representation in government jobs is demonstrated through table of
12 Indian states
Sr #

Name of state

Muslim % in state

% of Muslims share in
states employment

1

Assam

30.9%

11.2

2

Kerala

24.7%

10.4

3

West Bengal

25.0%

4.2

4

Karnataka

12.2%

8.5

5

Tamil Nadu

5.6%

3.2

6

UP

18.5%

5.1

7

Bihar

16.5%

7.6

8

Maharashtra

10.6%

4.4

9

Delhi

11.7%

3.2

10

Gujarat

9.1%

5.6

11

Andhra Pradesh

9.2%

8.8

12

Jharkhand

13.8%

6.7

Source: Sachar Committee Report: 370.
Andhra Pradesh is the only state where Muslim representation in government service is
slightly short of their population. In all other states, their proportion is far below. Besides

accusation of the Indian hard liners many apologies and justifications appear in the press about
special favors that the Congress had bestowed upon the Muslims to win their support during the
elections. But the Sachar Committee Report has brought into light the real situation of the Indian
Muslims.
Following the demise of Pundit Nehru, the first Indian Prime Minister, widely known as a
secularist and socialist, the Congress practically went into the hands of the extremist groups, the
communalist nationalist forces. Moreover, under the control of Indira Gandhi, the daughter of
Nehru, the Congress was divided into factions i.e. the Congress (R), the Congress (I) headed by
Indira Gandhi. Initially, she made manifest her attachment to secularism but subsequently she
shunned and openly began to support Hindu nationalists and fundamentalists. Under this
influence, a campaign was launched to stem further the Muslim population. The Muslim youths
were castrated forcefully that caused a great resentment among the Muslims during the
emergency period declared by Indira Gandhi. So, the Muslims did not vote for the Congress in
the general elections held in 1977. Janta Party won the election with the Muslim support and
Murarji Desai was made Prime Minister, the first ever non-congress Indian PM, though his
government did not last long and the Muslim expectations remained unfulfilled. The subsequent
elections held in 1980, Muslims were wooed again to vote for the Congress-I and its success to
bring Indira Gandhi in powers.
The political status of the Indian Muslims since independence remained a big question
mark for political analysts, both for the Muslims and non-Muslims. The Muslim analysts realized
their sufferings and any leadership at national level so wanting, could deliver more threats to
their existence, if however matured. Their importance is as felt only as a vote bank, for
whichever non-Muslim political party, liberal or extremist they (the Muslims) could secure some
guarantees.
Hilal Ahmad quoting Ansari suggests three main avenues for increasing Muslim
representation.
All political parties nominate a fair share of minority candidates under the People Representative
Act… at least making parties accountable for any persistent under representation of minority.
De-reserving those constituencies reserved for the SCs that have a good percentage of Muslim
voters. Alternately, the category of the (Schedule Caste) SC should be defined in terms of social

origin, irrespective of faith, allowing Muslims and Christians Dalits to seek elections from seat
reserves for SCs.
Redrawing constituencies with a view to enabling under-represented groups like Muslims
(www.india.seinar.com/2008/586/586.hilal.ahmed.htm).
Hilal pointing out two inconsistencies in Ansari‟s argument criticizes it a kind of
conspiracy theory against Muslims. According to Ansari, all political groups ignore the genuine
aspiration of Muslims. This may be true but Hilal calls it vague. He was of the opinion that the
political parties cannot be placed in a single category to make such a generalization
(www.india.seminar.com/2008/586/586-hilal.amed.htm,3).
No doubt, such generalization may not be possible. The general behavior of the political
parties towards Muslims had never been more than the utilization of their votes. Hilal may be
right in realizing the lack of democratically elected leadership in Muslim political parties,
organized at state level. It is not noted by Ansari or Hilal whether the negotiation with the
Muslims at times of election is carried out or not in mutual interest. However, it is evident from
the fact that Muslims in the following elections negotiated with other parties. It was on this basis
that Ansari suggested, “Since all the secular/ communal parties have consistently betrayed
Muslims,

they

should

form

their

own

(www.india.seminar.com/2008/586/586/hilal.adhmed.htm,3).

Muslim
Under

political

representation

party”
of

the

Muslims could be removed by reserving their seats in the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha, as was
done for the low graded and Schedule Caste. Hilal has pointed out some apprehensions in nonMuslim secular parties, regarding Muslim representation. He observers “It is important to note
that political participation of Muslim, particularly in relations to political representation, has not
been adequately or systematically studied so far. We are often told that while the culture of
Muslims as a religious minority should be protected, there is no need to talk about their political
representation as such discussion might lead to minoritism, create political separatism among
Muslims,

and

possibly

destroy

national

unity

(www.india.seminar.com/2008/586/586/hilal.adhmed.htm,3).
Some Muslims, if having succeeded to borrow party tickets and won elections, still
remained under the declared policy of the political party and could do nothing for their
community unless he/ they could mould the parliamentary group to support them very rare and

seldom. Muslims know that they had little choice except to support one or the other non-Muslim
political group.
It is an established fact that the party, which succeeded to lend the support of the
Muslims, got the powers at the centre. After having attained powers, the party forgot the
promises she made to the Muslim voters. That exactly was the state of affairs since the
independence.
The Muslims role of the king makers in India was realized by all political parties
including the extremists. The promises and understanding before elections were most positive.
Yet after the victory, and taking oath to power, all was forgotten and the governments usually
winked over the Muslims. They determined to revenge the ruling party by withdrawing their
support next time. Unfortunately, the situation prevailed and the same exercise was repeated by
every political group during the elections. The causes of the Muslims suffering were:
The Muslims did not have their own political party at national level. The Muslim Majlise-Mushawarat (MMM) established in the mid of 1960s but it did not fulfill the Muslim
expectations (Hasan, 1988).
Indian Union Muslim League was limited in South Indian State of Kerala. There was no
Muslim representative political party at all Indian level.
The Muslims political interests were more localized in States concerning regional issues. The
variance in Muslim uniform interests prevented any political thinking on national level.
The Indian Muslims, as a group had contacts with secular non-Muslim political
organizations, such as the Congress, the Janta Party, the Communist party of India, the
Samajwadi Party and the Bahoojan Samaj Wadi Party etc. The Muslims voted for the Congress
in 1952, 1957, 1962, 1971, 1980, 1984 elections etc. Similarly, the Muslims voted to Janta Party
in 1977, as they were against the Congress. Some (Muslims) individual such as Skindar Bakhat,
Shah Nawaz, Arif Mohammad Khan and Mukhtar Naqvi contacted the non-Muslim political
party - the BJP. But these remained stray attempts irrespective of Muslims majority behavior as a
group.
This is unfortunate that even at State level, Muslims political activists lack political
influence on the State governments and they remain clamoring for their genuine demands. Even
in Kerala or Utter Pradesh where the Muslims have fair representation, they lack a bargaining
position with the ruling party at least in Muslims interest. Whereas their resistance to non-

Muslim pressure immediately causes communal tension and violence in the respective State,
sounding its echo throughout India. Muslim elected members are often marginalized in the
elected institutions. They are kept aloof from decision making parliamentary groups. They enjoy
no jobs quota, no development funds for the betterment of their Muslims voters.
Omar Khalidi has rightly observed that minorities in India have three political choices.
(EPW, Jan 2-9, 1993).
They can join one of the parties sympathetic to minorities and secular in orientation.
They could work through a non-partisan pressure group that would ensure the election of
sympathetic individual regardless of party alliance.
They can form their own political party and try to extract benefits by holding the balance of
power in a coalition government. Omer Khalidi says that the Indian Muslims have tried all three
approaches but failed.
The author does indicate the reasons of Muslims backwardness, to be among the Dalits,
the Schedule class or belonging to other backward classes, reflecting some individual successful
efforts in some States like Andhara Pradesh, UP and Kerala. There is no political party, which
has ever encouraged Muslims to grow as a community despite the fact that they are the largest
minority in India. The other smaller minorities were offered reserved seats in the Lok Sabha as
well as in the Rajya Sabha, besides the share in the local governments. While the Muslims were
ignored claiming that they have to live under the political mainstream of democracy. Even
Christian and Paris have reserved seats in the parliament and occasionally, the Union President
nominates them. But Muslims have no such opportunity in India. They always have been
deprived of the opportunity to make a strong Muslim political party at all India level that could
protect their rights. On the contrary, the losing party even Hindu extremist or secular holds the
Muslims as minority extremists and Pakistan‟s ISI agents and fifth columnist, forgetting their
own follies they committed and injustice they had done to the Muslims (The Indian Express, Jan
13, 1996). The state participation in violence against Muslims is so frequent and wide scale that
the entire statecraft seems then to be planning to wipe out the Muslims from the Indian soil.

Muslim Cultural Life and Non-Muslim Participation: Its Impacts on Mutual
Inter-Relationship
Advent of Muslims in India greatly enriched Indian culture politically as well as socioculturally. Migration of the Muslims to India was mainly from Iran, Turkey, Arabian countries

and Central Asia, along with invaders. Their rich cultural values cast deep and profound imprints
on Indian society. Thus, there appears a paradigm shift from traditional Hindu culture to Islamic
culture in the life style, in mode of thinking and in other socio-cultural activities of the local
populace. What impressed most the Indian society was the social equality in Islam against the
exploitative caste system in India under which a Brahman remained a high caste without proper
education and better character and a Shudar remained a Shudar, however educated and qualified
and continue so in progeny. Another factor in conversion that played a significant role was idol
worship. Muslims belief in the unity of God, the Creator and the Omnipotent was much more
attractive in certain sections of the Indian society such as other than the Brahmans that had rare
and little opportunity to visit temples, especially Shudars who could not even pass by a Hindu
temple. The Muslims both the high and low could gather in the mosque five times a day without
any discrimination to offer their prayers (The Indian Express, Jan 13, 1996).
It is argued that so long the Muslim political dominance was at its acme, Muslim culture
too remained an ideal and progressive. However, with the Muslim decline, Muslim culture too
witnessed a gradual fall. The colonial period further multiplied the factors in Muslims cultural
decline. Political ascendancy or decline was not the sole factor that influenced non-Muslim
conversion. There were other factors also, but one major factor was Muslim mysticism. These
Sufi khanqahs attracted attention of the people for their worldly needs, though spiritual learning
was also available. Normally love marriages, children, ailments, personal rivalries and success
against opponents, ownership of property, securing this job or that, success in business were the
main issues (Parveen: 69). Majority of the visitors of these khanqahs was Muslim, the nonMuslims also preferred conversion to be adjusted properly in the prayers of the people where
conversion was political reason alone .
This was besides the Muslim families that came along with the invaders of India, married
or unmarried, having married locally and their progeny, a true replica of Indo-Muslim culture
(Nicholson, 1921: 68). Since independence, thanks to the secular communalism of the Indian
society under Hindutva, the Muslim culture was facing a number of challenges for its survival
(Mirza, 1996: 26). Despite being the largest minority in India, she is deprived of all human or
civil rights and opportunities. Socially, their condition is even worse than the other non-Muslims
classes, which enjoy a considerable status in the country.

True that substantial number of educated middle class and a major portion of Muslim
political elite migrated to Pakistan creating a vacuum in Muslim leadership. It would be more
appropriate to suggest that the Indian Muslims were left leaderless. Therefore, the Muslims who
opted to live in India grew weaker both economically and politically. They were thrown to the
most backward section of Indian society, ignoring the fact that they participated shoulder to
shoulder with other communities in the development of India and left no stone unturned to
strengthen the country. Muslims played a pivotal role in the freedom struggle, sacrificing their
lives and properties. Ironically, with the independence, they became strangers in their own home
(Mallick, 1994: 64).
Hindus, the dominant class of India, educated or uneducated, politicians, or political
workers industrialists, traders, shopkeepers or common men, rich or poor, were so obsessed with
Hindutva after independence, that they all stood united in grabbing privileges of freedom to
enjoy, irrespective of all other minorities, with least consideration for Muslims. It is claimed that
the failure of Hindu ambition of a United India was foiled.
The Hindus turned hostile against the Muslim community. This may be partly correct.
But their collective behavior against Muslims, even after the elapse of six decades after
independence, was not different from what was witnessed during the Congress rule in the
provinces during 1937-39, which eventually caused the Lahore Revolution of March 1940. After
partition, they were more conscious that the Muslim might not be allowed another opportunity to
develop a status that could allow them to build another Pakistan within India. This is the
obsession of Indian politics under Hindutva. But it is camouflaged under secularism to give a
different impression to the world.
Hindutva movement has been discussed elsewhere while discussing the development of
Hindu communalism. Here suffice to say that even the majority of the first Indian cabinet, with
the exception of the Prime Minister and some others, were all from extremist groups of the
Congress, headed by Vallab Bhai Patel, the Deputy Prime Minister who frequently criticized
Nehru‟s sympathy for the Muslims. Mahatma Gandhi‟s murder by an extremist Hindu for his
pro-Muslim statements made Nehru more cautious and he captured the president ship of the
Indian National Congress by defeating Tandon, an extremist of UP who introduced Sankrist in
schools as a compulsory language, considering it a symbol of Muslim rule. Nehru retaliated and
abandoned extremist policy (Chandra, 1984: 49). A.R Momin: (The Empowerment of Muslims of

India) has some more details of Hindutva in India after independence even under successive
governments.
Educational institutions in government sector, in so-called secular India were being
systematically communalized. Hindu culture was being promoted and highlighted by idol
worship. Stories of Hindu mythical characters were included in the syllabi of various schools
where children including Muslims were asked to prostrate before idols. Moreover, textbooks
prescribed by the educational boards carried stories of mediaeval history, in which Muslim rulers
were portrayed as savage, kidnapers and cruel. It was a deliberate effort of brainwashing of
school going children to create hatred against Muslim children. Schools in urban and rural areas,
sponsored by local or State governments had instructions for all students and teachers,
irrespective of any religion, to prostrate before idols and bow themselves before their images at
the prayer time. This was alike Vidia Mandir Scheme during the Congress rule in the late 1930s.
Similarly, Urdu a language of almost 62% of the Indians with its richest available literature
amongst Indian languages in various fields of learning was disallowed as a medium of
instruction. It was considered the cultural identity of the past Muslims glory. Both the Union and
the States governments seemed to be strangling it by adopting Sanskralized. Hindi remained
unintelligible for the majority of Indians (Sachar Report: 247). The Indian strategists
demonstrated

their

negative

policies

only

against

Muslims.

Christian

missionaries

and

educational institutions remained untouched while the Aligarh Muslim University had to be
deprived of her communal character. Similar was the fate of Jamia Millia, Delhi, which too,
became a prey to Indian secularism, though no purely Hindu institution, as the Hindu University
of Banaras was secularized and opened for non-Hindu students (Sachar Report: 243).
No doubt, Indian Muslims constituted more than 13 percent of the total population of
India but they were scattered all over the country with low percentage against 87% non-Muslims.
Of these 87% non-Muslims, the majority population was of Hindus. Living together for centuries
(particularly in areas not largely affected by the partition) Hindus and Muslims had common
dialect, wearing and eating habits, except some prohibitions such as alcohol, prevalent among
Hindus but denied to Muslims though some Muslims too enjoyed it. The Hindus and Muslims
joined one another in pleasures and sorrows. They celebrated different occasions and festivals
together without religious discrimination and performed common rituals of these festivals
(Pakistan Vision Jan, 2010). This was a result of the mystic influence in India.

Muslim Mystic Shrines
Muslim mysticism was born in Mesopotamia (Iraq) and later spread to Eastern Iran and
Khurasan. Afterward, it expanded to other parts of the world. In South Asia with the beginning
of Muslim invasion, Muslim saints from Central Asia came to preach Islam. They used local
customs and social practices as a tool to attract the natives. In this way, a Hindu Muslim cultural
blend was emerged. Sikhism and the Bhakti movement proved to be a stone in static water both
socially and religiously. Muslim Sufis and saints attracted a large number of local non-Muslims
(mostly lower castes), who embraced Islam and maintained the old rituals and practices as had
been performing before conversion. Hence, the shrine became the centre that led to produce a
composite culture (Ahmed, 2004: 213).
The Muslim converts whether on political basis or through mystic influence, with all the
faith and devotions, which they acquired was almost without the knowledge of Islam, not even of
its main features. Their rituals were restricted to the offering of prayers behind the prayer leader
of the vicinity mosque, who only knew how to lead the prayers, the Nikah and Janaza etc. Yet to
all the Muslims, he was an ideal and consulted frequently on issues of social activity. Those
among Muslims, who were not regular and punctual in prayers, remained usually unknown to the
Mullas and so they remained ignorant of religion. However, the community both Hindus and
Muslims celebrated

festivals collectively except when communal tensions overshadowed

(Parveen, 73-76). Syed Shahabuddin (Muslim India, New Delhi, 1-11-1995) observes, “Muslims
have learnt to live with physical violence, genocidal programs, police partnership, administrative
apathy and political intensity” (Muslim India, Nov I, 1995). Asghar Ali Engineer, (Indian
Muslims: A Study of the Minority Problems in India, Ajanta Publication, Delhi 1995) considers,
“The mainstream of our cultural heritage cannot be conceived of without the confluence of
Islamic and Hindu thoughts” (Engineer, 1995: 232). Tara Chand also confirms that the influence
of Islamic mystics and religious thoughts inspired a number of reform movements among Hindus
that spread across the country and profoundly affected Hindu outlook upon life and Hindu modes
of thoughts (Chand: 503 & Doardon, 1967: 304).
K. Damodran, recognizing the role of the Sufis on Indian Hindu culture suggests,
“Sufism was a spiritual reflection of the growing social conflict. Sufis disliked the vices and the
luxurious living of the upper class that violated the Quranic percepts of simplicity and
brotherhood of man. They saw that Islam (Muslim culture) was becoming more and more

subordinated to the state and the Ulemas, the Kazis and the Mulla who represent religious
orthodoxy started to exploit the Quranic doctrine to uphold and justify a social system based
upon oppression. At the same time, they found themselves in a helpless position, unable to
mobilize the people and fight for justice and purity of Islam” (Damorda: 308).

Muslim Festivals
The first month of the lunar year, Muharram, a month of mourning was observed both by
Muslims and by non-Muslims with devotion. Lina M. Fruzzette observes “… in Bengal
Muharram mourning though observed mainly by sheite Muslims, yet it is an occasion of Muslim
unity as Sunnis too observe with equally great fervors and devotion”. She also narrates the ritual
from the day first to the last day i.e. 10th of Muharram, including non-Muslims in making Tazias
and decorating Duldul, which is common, as nursing Duldul horse was peculiar to low caste
Hindu called Saies (Ahmed, 1984: 106-8). A. R. Sayid (Ideal and Reality in the observance of
Muharram: A behavioral interpretation. This is one chapter in; “Rituals and Religion among
Muslims in India” (Ed) Imtiaz Ahmed, New Delhi, Manohar, 1984). A.R Sayid considers that the
Muharram observance have some Hindu influence. He says, “Admittedly some of the accretions
surrounding the observance of the Muharram are Hindu in origin or are at least affected by
Hindu practices” (Ibid: 115). According to him, women were more attracted towards the
Muharram as this month is a need fulfillment mechanism for these people (Ahmed: 116).
Hindus, too offered Mannat before Tazias and come for “darshan” and it increased inter
communal interaction” (Ahmed

: 124). Brahmans too offered their respect and frequently attended many Muslim houses
where they were served with snacks and drinks (Ibid). The Hindus too pass their children,
affected by illness or under „evil spirit‟ under the Tazias. They kept their shops open on the route
of the Muharram procession to serve the people (Ahmed: 131-132). Analyzing the socio-logical
aspects of the Muharram and its observations, Sayid said, “It has an extra personal dimension as
well. Given its puritanical ethos Islam has provided unlimited scope of an individual creative
self-expression through the channel of artifice accomplishment, architecture, calligraphy etc have
been the fewer avenues open to Muslims and these have generally found expression in the urban
environment. But the human urge to creativity is no less compelling in the rural environment.

Fortunately, the intricate construction of Tazias and Menhodis offered an opportunity to the
artistically inclined and skilled pesons (Ahmed: 136).
Eid-ul-Azha was one festival which usually was a bone of contention between Hindu and
Muslims. Beef was the most cherished and cheaper food in the sub-continent, consumed by
Muslims, rich or poor. Its sacrifice on Eid, was popular because it provide enough to poor
families to enjoy. On the other hand, Hindu considered cow as sacred and abhorred Muslims
sacrifice of their mother symbol.
Some moderate social scientists from either side thought that better relationship between Hindus
and Muslims was possible if Muslims stop scarify of cow on Eid-ul-Azha. Apart from Eid, beef
was sold in the market, in all villages and towns without any restriction or clash. But sacrifice of
cow on Eid was resented and in revenge they played music before mosques at the time of prayers
which resulted in communal riots (Mayaram: 22).
Dargah Quli Khan, a chronicler of the 18th century observes that both Muslims and
Hindus had been celebrating Eid-i-Milad-un-Nabi throughout India. The people assembled at
Arab Sarai near Humayum tomb in Arab dress and style, host their friends and relations by
serving them with luxurious food. Similarly, Shabi Barat and Shabi Miraj were celebrated with
exchange of sweets (Khathare). Muslim participation in Hindu festivals was equally popular and
wide spread throughout India. They participated in Hindu festivals like Diwali, Dasehra, Holi
and Basant. The last noted Hindu festival was celebrated with great fervor both by Muslims and
by Hindus continuously for six days. According to Dargah Qali Khan, on first day of Basant, the
people flocked at Qadam-i-Sharif (Makhdum-i-Jahaniyan, the Suhurwardi saint who brought a
foot panel of the Holy Prophet. The Sultan got it fixed on the grave of his son). The second day
the people assembled at the tomb of Sheikh Nasir uddin Chiragh-i-Delhi, the third day at the
Khanqah of Sheikh Nizam-ud-Din Aulia, which continued until fourth day. The fifth day at the
tomb of Shah Turkman; the sixth day the emperor received presents from the people and the last
day the people assembled at Adhipura where they enjoyed festival to maximum (Parveen: 7477).

Common Cultural and Mystrical Traditions
Shail Mayaram (Beyond Ethnicity – Bridging Hindus and Muslims in South Asia) has
some thing to illustrate more meaningful culturally grown with the help of common ethnicity. He
observes; “We know today a large number of identities that have at a historical juncture occupied

an interstitial space, straddling two or more religious traditions. My own familiarity is with the
Muslim Meos of India and Pakistan who are today one of the largest Muslim communities of the
sub-continent, and with the Me‟rat of North Western India. The Rawat Chita Merat comprises of
complex groups formally called the Mir and were divided into Hindus Muslims and Christians.
Significantly, the Hinduism of the Hindu Rawat seemed hardly recognizable and the Muslimness
of the Merat was viewed as similarity evanescent. They not only intermarriage but also their
cosmology inhabits by gods, goddess, spirits pirs and ancestors were shared (Mayaram: 24).
Apart from Mews, Mayaram claims many other groups, whose culture was both Hindu
and Muslim (Mayaram: 30). Rajput has further ethnic divisions among the Muslims i.e.
Khanazad, Desi Musalman, Qaim Khanis and Sindhi Sipohi. According to Komal Khathari: The
castes of Marwar, Munshi Hardyal Singh, Jodhpur Printing House, Jodhpur). They were alike the
Malkanas of U.P. who were neither Hindus nor Muslims (Mayaram: 32). These cultural
similarities make manifest that since conversion to Islam, under mystic influence was formal
incompliance to the fulfillment of their worldly desires, they learnt little of the new religion,
following their past traditions, which kept them reflective of the local non-Muslim culture
(Mayaram: 36). Mayaram considers this common culture of Hindus and Muslims important as
great religious and cultural encounter (Akhtar: 55-56).
But in this secular cultural vision, orthodox Muslims were not happy. Two Muslims
Maulavis of Tablighi Jamat Maulana Subhan and Maulana Rahim, who ironically writing;
Merati Mahabharata, with Bhimsen – a legend of strength and bravery having borrowed from his
mother 10 elephants, besides his own, to fight Kichak of Bairath (Bhera) who held an evil eye
upon Daropadi the goddess, which granted power to the Mirs. The two Maulanas (authors)
confirm that the Muslims were only in name without any knowledge of the religion or religious
relics. They were embodiment of all evils, cruel and blood thirsty (Parveen: 74).
Mayarams holds that a Hind saint Ramakrishna Parahaus (1835-86), one of the great
Indian sages and mystics said to have a Mukashafa (Divine experience, consciously or
unconsciously in dream) in his lifetime. He found himself a women as a Jew, Muslim, Jain and
Buddhist beholding varied manifestation of god or Christ, Muhammad, and a Divine Mother, as
Sita Ram and Krishna”. He claims that Dara Shikoh too was influenced by Abhishokta Nand
borrowing idea from scholars of Upanishad and the Qadria sufi Madhulal Hussain”(Mayarams:
27)

According to Asghar Ali, what the orthodox Muslim Ulema and the Hindu Pandits could
not do, the Hindu Bhakat and the Muslim Sufis did in bringing a common platform for both the
followers in bridging up the grounds of mutual understanding. He quotes Qazi Jawaid, pleading
that the mystic thoughts of Yazid Bonatian were influenced from the Vedas and Upnashid
(Mayaram:22). Asghar Ali notes such practices at the occasion of Urs of Saints in Gujarat where
the Muslims practiced such rituals fashionable among Hindus, such as songs with musical
instruments and wearing a green thread around their neck alike the sacred thread (Janev), under
their right hand and around neck (Mayaram: 43).
Khwaja Hassan Nizami also mentions a sect Pernami Panth, in Gujrat who were half
Muslims and half Hindus. Their holy scripture named Qulzum Sarup was a mixture of Arabic,
Sindhi and Gujarati, which revealed that Krishna and the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) were
both Prophets of God. These Muslims wore sacred thread and applied Tilak on the forehead alike
the Hindus (Khathari). All what Asghar Ali professes is confirmed by Kausar Parveen, which she
had well elaborated in the Hindu Muslim cultural interaction.
Kausar Perveen rightly maintains that large-scale conversion in India, besides the
political one, was at the hands of the mystic saints where their attachment and devotion was
subjects to their worldly desires and their fulfillment. The more their desires met successes, the
more their faith in the saint shrine was perfected, irrespective of any knowledge of the saint, his
teachings etc. Even after accepting Islam by reciting Kalima-i-Tayyaba, was thought enough
except adopting Muslim name and giving Muslim names to the children. Conversion to Islam did
not change their culture and traditions that continued generation after generation. Some of such
traditions were acclimatized as Muslims (Parveen: 74-77). Even today in the 21st century,
majority of Muslims, including the Muslim divines (Mullas and Maulawis) know little of Islam
except leading prayers or attending Nikah and Janaza. Most of the cultural traditions of marriage,
death and birth are common among Hindus and Muslims except some major differences of
engraving and burning the dead. Yet Daswan, Biswan, Chehlum, Barsi of the dead are all
common rituals followed by Hindus and Muslims alike (Mayaram: 24).
Khawaja Hassan Nizami himself a mystic is influenced from Hindu mysticism. He has
traced identity in Hindu and Muslim idealism and personalities. He counts two Awtars of Kalyug
i.e. the Holy Prophet Hazrat Muhammad and Hazrat Ali. He also suggests that Om was Ali and

Ali, Om (Parveen: 30). Such views in mystic philosophy are exceptional and may be a part of
common belief elsewhere (Parveen: 32).
Asghar Ali Engineer observing on the Indian Muslim religio-political vision stated that
the Muslim elite, in order to win greater accession emphasized throughout freedom struggle,
their separate identity. This attitude is perpetuating itself until today and gets reinforced as a new
Muslim elite perceives it problems in similar terms. The emphasis is on separate identity tends to
be directly proportional to the grievances entertained by the elite among the Muslims (Engineer:
236).
Cultural assimilation between Hindus and Muslims, which Asghar Ali calls modernism,
is in progress in Kerala Nadu, Karnatka (except Banglore) and Andhara Pradesh (except
Hyderabad). Even the Muslim elite in these regions are well dubbed in common culture that is
supported by no anthropologists (Engineer: 230-3).
Unlike Southern India, Islam came with the rattling of swords in North India. The
Muslim invaders captured a vast area in the north. Hence, they were not welcomed by the locals
especially by the Hindu ruling upper classes. But most of the Hindu ruling elite were
subsequently added to power sharing in their own region and as such better understanding
developed. It was only after the Muslims‟ political dismemberment that non-Muslim elite
jumped to fill in the political vacuum and to grab whatever could easily come in their way. The
people, too, got new enlightenment with the western education, creating a big gap between the
new (influenced by western education) and the old (followers of their past traditions) orthodox
religious doctorines (Engineer: 230).
Tackie Assayag: At the Confluence of Two Rivers (the book initially published in French
in 1995, and later on published in English by Manoher Publisher, Delhi, 2003) asked an
interesting question to answer: Can Hindus and Muslims coexist? The author portrayed a
harmonious picture that was soon challenged by the politically motivated carnage by officially
organized groups in Gujarat (Feb. March 2002). After this program, the author notes, “The past
looks like a veritable utopia” (Nizami, 1919: 225-27). Earlier to him, Hindu Muslim cultural
interaction revealed that the so-called wars between the two communities were not a rule but
historical myth rooted in the xenophobia and ethnic nationalism (Parveen: 74).
Tackie claims to have concluded his thesis on the bases of available empirical evidences
that „co existence between Hindus and Muslims may be a matter of competition or competitive

sharing and that identity may be a product of competitive syncretism or antagonistic tolerance‟
(Tackie). The author insists upon the similarities of the two communities in cultural practices,
values and cosmologies shared by both in local, regional and national politics. This was coupled
by another factor that the socio-cultural and historical landscape; a living testimony to the
dynamic exchanges of their political ideas and periodical cognitive readjustments between the
majority and minority communists, in constitutive units, whether in local or national politics.
Tackie notes that different communities in South India share visits to sacred places,
which according to her is a composite culture. They perform religious traditions as per their
peculiar norms. But many low caste Muslims and Hindus visit temples and dargahs if located in
the same vicinity for the fulfillment of their worldly desires. Spiritual enlightenment is not the
object, which the visitors aim. On the contrary it is Divine assistance in their goals which when
achieved, glued them to the shrines in faith and devotion. The mode of the devotion was
different. The Hindus do not touch the Dargah like Muslims, and the Muslims do not pray in
temples like Hindus. But perfect integration between the two cultures was a far cry, and yet its
shadow, if achieved, should be shocking to zealot Hindus, scriptural Muslims, and more
surprising to foreign ethnologists studying India (Engineer). And yet Hindu and Muslim cultural
identity is reflected from their rituals and its reservations as Muslims keep aloof of Puja when
Hindus perform it in a temple. But there are many other similarities also like the Muslim
recitation the Holy scripture before the sacrifice of animal alike the Hindus recitation of
Ashlocks before their sacrifice in the temple (Engineer: 268).
A mullah of Shahbandar (a village in Gujarat) belonging to Jamaat-i-Islami, tried to
reform a Muslim practice of burying their dead on bamboo bier which was burnt after the burial
ceremony. He provided a wooden bier to be kept in mosque. The people considered it evil and
their
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(www.subring.com/cc/archive2%). In north Kanataka, a popular figure represents common
Hindu Muslim place of adoration. Changalwa (Rajbag Savar, an avatar of Vishnu and an
intercessor of Allah in a case in point. His worship place was in village Yamanur, a temple
(Patshala) of Hindu and a Muslim Dargah, where Pujari and Mujawir sat side by side (Assayag:
40). Tackie‟s theory of Hindu Muslims cultural similarities are supported by Imtiaz, Ahmed
(Rituals and Religions among Muslims in India, Manohar Publishers. Delhi 1984) and by Lina
M. Fruzzetti: (Muslim rituals: household riots vs public festivals in rural India, (a chapter in the

edited book of Imtiaz Ahmed). Muslim sectarianism also existed which was reflected in their
behavior towards ceremonies and rituals. Some Muslims went to Pillavran for a pilgrimage and
Ziarat of the Prophet‟s (P.B.U.H) Jibbah whereas other restricted themselves to listening Naat
and some discourse on Seerat (Tackie: 40) The Urs of Sufi saints was also observed with zeal
alike the Hindu festivals. But some Muslims avoided, for to them it was slink similarly Akhri
Chahar Shamba was also observed by some and avoided by others (Tickie: 43).
Tamil Muslims, according to Imtiaz, were self-perpetuating towards themselves, a
separate entity even from other local Muslims, not even intermarrying with one another (Ahmed:
41). But in business and politics their differences evaporated and they came out as a community
(Tickie: 44). D. M.K (Drairda Munnetra Kazhagam) a Tamil Nadu ruling party is supported by
Hindus and Muslims alike, local leaders being Muslims, whereas the Indian National Congress
was also popular among Muslims (Tickie: 45). Dr. Adam Usman Shaikh accuses Indian secular
rulers for keeping away Indian Muslims from public service at all levels of public representation
whether punchayat, State or Federal Structure. In delimitation of constituencies most Muslim
majority inhabitants such as Bhawandi (55%) Malegaon (70% of Muslim). Bhindibazar, Dengri
and several others in many States have been so philosophized and Manipulated that Muslims are
denied parliamentary or State or punchayat representation by assigning these areas to SCs and
STs or otherwise to neutralize the Muslim votes. Some tricks were played under the presidential
order. (Dr. Adam Sheikh was the commissioner of Nagpur and ex-officer member of Dhebar
commission) and to Home Ministry securing high class vested interest” (Tickie: 45).
Dr. Adam adds, “Secondly under the urban and rural ceilings Act major children of
Hindu joint families are treated as entitled to separate units of land, whereas Muslims, Parsis,
Christians, Buddhists and Sikhs were deprived of the same privilege. Even Muslim women‟s
Mehr is clubbed with their husbands and Hiba is almost sought to be nullified by false restriction
of documentation etc. Which did not apply to it under Muhammaden Law, under Section-219 of
the Transfer of Property Act (Tickie: 48). Dr. Adam laments on a deliberative attempt, by the
ruling parties, to deprive the Muslims of their property and land-holdings under Evaquee
Property Act and Zamindar Adulation Act. They were deprived of any compensation, even
without a site (a piece of land) for building house as also of living necessities like tap water,
electricity or latrine of their own. They remain ignorant of their representatives in State or
Federal legislatures, for no one ever approaches them for vote (Tickie: 48). Dr. Adam pleads that

“the State and federal governments should come forward to implement programs to remove
illiteracy, ill-health, and unemployment through technical skill education and training of the
Muslims there (Ahmed, 1984: 71). He portrayed the most pitiable condition of the Muslims in
government organized department where the total salary bill of the Muslims remain just 1 to 2%
in 70% Muslim population. Almost 45% of their children remained out of schools and the
financial assistance from some philanthropists was grabbed by some local leaders who were
trusted to distribute that among the poor (Ahmed,1984: 71).
Praful Bidwai confirms Dr. Adam‟s view, saying, “the bulk of Indian Muslims suffer
grave deprivation in social opportunities because of lack of access to education, health care,
other public service and employment. It should be an act of hypocrisy to minimize the failure of (
Sachar Committee‟s Report: 73). He adds that more than 43% of the Muslims live below the
official poverty line. They are obliged to live in hovels without electricity. Only 15% of Muslims
have piped water supply compared to 23% Dalits.
Rita Memon and Zoya Hassam presents a much more complex and differentiated picture
branding the criticism of some Hindu communalists on the plight of Muslim women as crocodile
tears. “It portrays that the Muslims are inherently violent and fanatic carnivorous” (Ahmed: 74).
Zoya laments that Muslims are banned in Indian intelligence service, Indian Space Research
Organization, National Security Guard and the VVIP protection and paramilitary forces (The
Radiance, weekly, Jan 15-21, 1989).
There was no dearth of Indian Muslims, who spoke the mind of the Hindu Communalists.
This is evident from what A.N Dar writes an apology. He observes, “Muslims are not in dismal
conditions in India. On the contrary, they are much better of. At the time of independence,
Muslim Journalists in India were not more than half a dozen. Now both the print and electronic
media were teaming with Muslim newsmen. Some of the first journalists produced in India after
independence were Muslims. The state is same with the industry, defense, civil service, politics,
judiciary and sports” (The Radiance,Weekly,Jan 15-21,1989 ). He criticized a Delhi weekly; The
Radianc, that welcomed independence of Afghanistan. “Why does an Indian magazine emphasis
on Islam? He adds, when a Hindu reads it, what would he think of Indian Muslims? He criticized
Ahmad Bukhari, the Imam Masjid of Delhi Jamia Mosque who demanded reservation of seats
for Muslims in the Lok Sabha and other public organizations (Front Line, Oct 18, 2005).

Asghar Ali Engineer,did not say what A. N Dar said a week later (21-09-95) (Mimon and
Husain: 2004: 2). But he, too, was against the reservation of seats for the Muslims in public
legislatives sector or in services. He, on the contrary pleaded better opportunities in developing
their artisanship as brassware workers of Muradabad, bangle makers of Ferozeabad, weavers of
Banaras, Azamgarh, Bliwandi, and Malgaon, Lock Smith of Aligarh, and stonecutters of
Rajhastan (Hasan,2004: 21).
Asghar Ali maintains that the Ansars of Banaras and Azamgarh the Qureshirs from
various parts of India, the masons i.e. the Silawat of Rajhistan, the Baghbans of Maharashtra,
were economically getting better. There was also some improvement in education for their
children and some of them moving towards professional education such as medicine and
engineering etc (Dawn, Karachi, Sept 21, 1995). He pleaded that it was the right time that the
govt. of India implemented her 20-point program. Apart from that, Asghar Ali recommended
five schemes for the betterment of the Muslims
Crash literary programmes all over India
Facilitate for higher education by establishing new institution
Open poly technical schools where artisans and skilled labour is available
Allow low interest loans for artisans and shopkeepers
Provide information of government and banking schemes to help them.

Causes of Conflicts and Bases of Conflict Resolution
Socio-cultural conflicts are a worldwide phenomenon that has caused many theories to
pursue the basis of such conflict. In this regard, several theories, studies and approaches have
been conducted and offered by many sociologists and anthropologists. For example, the theory
of relative deprivation offered by Stouffer, Social Identity Theory presented by Tajfel and
Realistic Conflict Theory coined by Campbell are popular. Though most of the studies have been
conducted in western context, however, they do lend support to understand Indian socio-cultural
set up in the perspective of Hindu Muslim relations. Campbell, for instance, identifying a
number of common themes in sociology and anthropology suggests that at the heart of this
approach was the idea that inter group behaviour could best be understood with reference to the
mutual interest linking groups, when these very in conflict, rivalry and animosity were likely,
when they were coincided, peace and harmony were more probable (Hasan:67). This theory

could be applied in the context of Hindu-Muslim relations in India. In southern part of the
country where Muslims integrated themselves into local socio-cultural environment, alike
situation did not exist there. Both the communities were living peacefully, while in northern
India the case was different.
Northern India was a place where the relations of Hindus and Muslims had never been
friendly. Fierce communal rioting between the two communities had often been erupted. Hindus
being a majority community stress upon the Muslim that they should merge into Indian sociocultural mainstream. While Indian Muslims lay emphasis on their separate, identify i.e. Muslim
identity. In this regard, common civil code for all communities residing in India as suggested by
the majority community was incorrect. The Muslims did refute the suggestion, stressing upon
Islamic civil code that was hitherto prevalent. The same was the case with the Theory of
Deprivation presented by Stouffer and his associates, for instance, the Muslims in the post
Partition era, by and large tend to live in an exclusiveness from the Hindus striving hard to save
their religious traditions. But the change in relative status from a position of political and social
dominance for nearly 700 years to the present position of economic and social disadvantage had
even more contributed to their sense of alienation in opportunities to better their prospects,
available to majority community (Engineer:55).
Since advent of Muslims in the sub-continent, Hindus and Muslims own separate cultures
have been living side by side. However, neither Islam could successfully convert all the Hindu
population as it had not done in West Asia, Iran or Afghanistan nor Hinduism could succeed to
assimilate Islam as it had absorbed other religions. According to Harmann, it was the very
starting point of Hindu Muslim conflict. Both the religions, Islam and Hinduism proved hard nut
to crack for each other. Had Islam overlapped completely the Hindu society or had Hinduism
digested Islam, then the issue of “Hindu Muslim conflict” would not have been discussed
(Harmann,1976:34).
Such conflicts which Harmann points out did not exist before the 19th century in India.
Even in the 18th century when Marahtas were expanding in northern India, it reflected a
forthcoming political change without religious disharmony. The Mughal King were still
recognized and esteemed. The Marahta chief Balaji Baji Rao Sindhia who was captured in 1767
in Delhi, went to Oudh to bring Shah Alam II to the throne of Delhi. But learning his arrest by
the British after the Battle of Baxar (1764) managed to bring shoes of Shah Alam II (his slippers)

and brought them to Delhi on foot, keeping the shoe over his head (Engineer, Muslim and their
Economic Plight, 1995).
The Mughal King was considered a symbol of power. Even the famous Diwani in 1765
granted to cleave the same year for Bengal. Behar and Orissa to legalize English control over the
region did not ensure any communal exploitation, though the English bred it by commercializing
the agrarian system in Bengal with the introduction of permanent land settlement (Dawn,
Karachi). This was followed by Elphinston‟s Ryotwari System in Southern India supporting a
class of Hindu Marwari (money lenders) from whom Muslim cultivators took loans on the
security of their property including wives and children, to pay land tax to the English collectors
(Engineer: 1). Northern India was given to another such system known as Mahalwari, under
which non-Muslims Zamindars; Sikhs, and Hindus prospered whereas Muslims suffered
immensely (Ibid: 2). Under the new system, Muslims being the aggrieved class, and non-Muslim
beneficiaries, caused communal antagonism, which was further multiplied by Hindutva in the
nineteenth century, sponsored by Hindu religious and militant movements including the Indian
National Congress, which had both liberal ( Dadabhoy Naoroji) and extremist (B.G Talak)
members. Nevertheless, Hindutva (meaning Hindu dominant rule over India) remained the goal
of the Hindu political aspiration during the independence movement and it continued to
underline the domestic and foreign policy of the govt. of India, under the cover of secularism
since independence.

Communal rioting had been a common practice in India before

independence. The Indian Muslims had been neglected politically and socially as per policy of
the govt. of India.
Indian political aspirations, which bred communalism in India was not a popular feeling
of the masses. In rural areas, the vice of communalism spread only with the advent of Gandhi in
politics. Before that, Hindu educated class was pushed up by the English for political support
against the home government, initiated politics under Indian National Congress, with promise of
share in the government (Compbell, 1995). But the political accessions and great political
aspiration in 1892 (Wilkisom, 2005: 235). To the Indians proved disappointing for them and
created frustration” (Harmann, 1976: 41). At this juncture, religio-political movements and Tilak
movement evolved anti English and Muslims hostile activities to boost up communalism in
India. The partition of Bengal further aggravated the extremism, which spread throughout
Northern India, with the whir wind tour of Surinder Nath Bannerjee who was supported by

Gandhi during the second decade of the 20th century (Sarkar). Lucknow Pact of 1916, with
recognition of communal electorates brought some peace. But the so-called Hindu Muslim
honeymoon headed by Gandhi and Ali Brothers proved short lived. In 1920 outbreak of the
Mopla Revolt at Malabar suggested the alarm of communal disharmony and the tension of
communal riots having spread all over India by 1926 (Sodwell, 1936: 67).
According to Hafeez Malik, a well-known historian, the communal tangle of the 20s in
the 20th century multiplied many fold the political distrust, added by rejection by Muslims of the
Nehru Report and insisting upon communal representation in the RTC supported by the English
government under communal award. The Hindu extremist movement i.e. Hindu Mahasabha, the
RSS and other came forward against the Muslims and after the Lahore Resolution of 1940
against the Pakistan scheme (Sodwell :67).
Following the partition of India, Indian Muslims had to face a variety of problems posed
by Hindu majority particularly under Hindustva that had official patronage under the umbrella of
secularism. Some of the serious problems Indian Muslims had to face were:
Indian Muslims were held solely responsible for the Partition of India.
A conscious effort was made under Hindustva to keep Muslims away from economic prosperity,
education and services.
Pseudo efforts were made for the betterment and welfare of the Muslims just to show the
international community the secular character of Indian government but she never implemented
it in true sense.
It is true that Indian Muslims of Northern and Central India were the torch leader of the
Pakistan movement. But they did not belong to the mandatory area for immigration. Those who
migrated to Pakistan did it at pleasure. Those who opted to remain in India with a will to become
Indian national had been considered disloyal to the country. Judgment of loyalty to the country
could be measured not from perceptions or personal or religious biases but with the will of
contributing to the well being of the country and positive role in the society. There had been a
number of reports discussing the causes of the Muslim backwardness and their lagging behind
other communities, in particular the Hindus. But none including Gopal Singh or justice Sachar
has hinted some doubts on the loyalty of the Muslims to the Indian soil. It is indeed a matter of
great regret and concern to deprive them of the opportunities in life only under apprehension that
they were Muslims and they could not be faithful to India.

Muslims are the largest minority in India and their growth rate is fairly high in India.
Therefore, it is presumed that they could challenge sometime the solidarity of India threatening
another partition, which was yet another challenge to the Hindutva perception. Viewing this
possibility, the Government of India has deliberately kept the Muslims away from education,
opportunities of economic uplift and health facilities to develop them as the lowest strata of
society in India. The recommendations of the Gopal Singh and Sachar Reports are not even
moved in the Lok Sabha for legislation despite elapse of almost a decade.
Indian secularism is more a showpiece for the outside world than for serious
implementation. The promise to grant civil rights to all the communities irrespective of race,
colour or creed (religion) had not been materialized in these 63 years of Indian independence.
The low caste communities, the Shudars etc. have reserved seats in the public representative
offices and legislatures. Christians, Parsies and Budhist also have special representation. But
Muslims are devoid these opportunities under the Hindustva influence. Therefore, Muslims
cultural confluence was possible to the extent that it did not violate the basis of Islam. But
anything beyond was a remote possibility what the Hindu hardliners demand from the Muslims;
that the Indian Muslims must adopt Indian culture, must speak Indian Language (Hindi) instead
stressing upon Urdu and must agree for a uniform civil code shedding away their own Islamic/
Muslim identity. According to the Muslim identity, the Indian Muslims do observe Islamic
festivals, keep their Islamic names, offer prayers five times a day and observe fasting during the
month of Ramazan. Jihad is one of the most important functions in Islam. But essentially it is
against oneself i.e. Jihad bin Nafs, which means weeding out the evils of oneself with self
analysis and reform. Jihad bis Saif is only in defence (Bask). However, the medieval monarch
corrupted the practice with politics that is current even today but it has nothing to do with Islam.
According to Hindu extremists, all these practices were non-Indian (non-Hindus). Hence,
non-Hindus were not allowed to remain in India. It would be pertinent to quote M.S. Golwalkar‟s
views - a renoewned Hindustva leader who says, “Non-Hindu in India must adopt the Hindu
culture and language”. They must entertain ideas other than those of glorification of the Hindu
race and culture and must lose their separate existence to merge in the Hindu race, or may stay in
this country, wholly subordinated to the Hindu nation, claiming nothing, deserving no privilege,
far less any preferential treatment…not even citizen‟s rights (Rudrn: 145-47). That is the Hindu

mindset, according to which, it does not allow non-Hindu, specially the Muslims to live in India
with Muslim identity.
The third main cause of conflict between Hindus and Muslims was the hegemonic
attitude of Hindus towards Muslims. The former considers the later as illiterate, terrorist,
uncivilized and anti-national. As has been stated earlier, the Hindus consider that Indian culture
was more progressive, dynamic and absorbing. Hindu culture should therefore be practiced
consuming all other religions and cultures. Indian Muslims denied to be a part of Hinduism
claiming that the Muslims were a separate entity and Indian Muslims never withdrew from it
because Indian constitution provides them safeguards to protect their culture and separate
identity (Ramayaa: 27).

Prospects of Better Understanding
India is an abode of more than a billion people of different faiths, races, cultures and
languages. There are four principal religious cultures: Hindus, Muslims, Christians and Sikhs.
Better social environment in a country, better mutual understanding, and civic engagement
among major religious groups were of great significance. But the flare up of communalizing in
politics and relations between Hindus and Muslims, Sikhs and Hindus and Hindu-Christian
relationship worsened since independence reaching new heights of hatred and animosity.
Muslim-Sikhs relation could be traced from a couple of centuries earlier. During the
Muslim rule, Sikh Muslim relations were never friendly. On the eve of partition, the Hindus
lured Sikh community for more political concessions. They played a negative role against the
Muslims. Hundred and thousands of Muslims were killed by Sikh mobs during (before and after)
the partition of India. However, with the passage of time the Sikh‟s expectations were not
fulfilled. The promise of autonomy made by the I.N.C. (Nehru Tara Singh talks 1946) Sikh
community
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been

disappointed

from Hindu

machination,

disillusioning

Sikh

felt

uncomfortable with Indian Union and launched an armed revolt against India for the fulfillment
of their cherished goal i.e. Khalistan in 1980s. During this turmoil, Pakistan supported the Sikh
movement morally and diplomatically. This support of Pakistan for the Sikh movement was only
on the principle that a community that was so important in socio-economic set up, had positively
contributed to the National economy particularly in agriculture and foreign investment should
have the right to prosper with its own culture and environment. That was exactly what Khalistan
meant not an independent/ sovereign state but a suzerain under Indian sovereignty. Their demand

was turned down. The Sikh revolt under Jarnail Singh Blindrawala was crushed and the Golden
temple was desecrated by Indira Gandhi who fell a prey to the Sikh revenge. She was killed by
her own Sikh guard in 1980 (Hameed: 53-57). Rajev accused Pakistan for inciting Sikh revolt
with training facilities to the Sikh and supply of arms. But Pakistan denied such charges and
strongly warned of the serious consequences if Rajev ventured a pre-emptive action against
Pakistan (Banerjee, 1935: 35-41).
Muslims‟ relationship with other minorities in India such as with Christian and Sikhs, the
second and third largest minority groups have never been unfriendly, irrespective of privileges
and political concession granted to these minorities, which were denied to Muslims. Muslims
relations with majority communities, despite her hegemonic and hostile attitude were uncordial
because of Hindutva pressure. However, the betterment of relationship between Hindus and
Muslims was dependent upon the following measures, if undertaken:
In a secular country like India, all the sections of society and religions should have the
right to equal opportunities. Which is prevalent in western multicultural societies, and even in
Gulf States like Abu Dhahbi? But, in India secularism being only a show piece for the
international communities, the Hindu religious dogmatism which is visible on screens whether
film or TV under the Hindutva, it is beyond any possibility that any non-Hindu community,
much less Muslims of India could have ever been in a challenging position against the Hindu
supremacy. It is therefore that their prospective future is deliberately kept under pressure with
constant deprivation from such resources, which prove helpful in progressive development of the
society. Outwardly, many enquires were made to better the Muslims lot and their cultural and
political uplift. But the efforts of Gopal Singh and Sachar Comissions, went a begging.
It was high time that the Muslims in India, who are well off and have the resources,
should come forward individually or in groups for the welfare of the Muslims. They should help
them to promote education by setting up institutions in almost all the big towns so that with
growth of literacy they could seek employment. This could enable them to raise an effective
voice for collective good of the Muslims. Political mobilization on religious lines and communal
polarization by the political as well as religious leadership from both sides should be discouraged
to engender harmony and coordination among the religious communities living in India.
Inter community socio-cultural organizations and associations should be set up in order to
provide interaction between the two communities and to strengthen their ties as has been

practiced in Southern Indian states of Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. Unlike Northern India,
where anti harmonic associations were developed followed by communal polarization, leading to
communal violence (Hamid: 56).
Indian Muslims do feel and perceive that Hindu being in majority, have preponderant
share in government jobs, a lion‟s share in legislatures, and an overwhelming control over
bureaucracy. On the other hand, Indian Muslims were mostly artisans who had to accept
economic dependence on the majority community, the Hindus, who exploit them economically.
Such state of affairs never allow better understanding among people of different religious
groups…one being affluent while the other suffering poverty in the same country. This situation
must be addressed in a short span of time (Malik, 1980: 12). Dr. Sudha‟s proposals in this regard
are meaningful and do carry some pragmatic thinking.
Realization of self-introspection on the part of both Hindus and Muslims
Appreciation of peaceful co-existence by all communities and respect for one another
Common organizations and associations should be established on the bases of open membership
in Northern India as had been formed in Kerala, the Southern State of India (Maudoddi). The
same idea had been discussed by Ashutosh Vershney in his book “Ethnic conflict and civic life”.
He suggested that association of lawyers, doctors, professors, teachers, traders and religious
groups together could help to strengthen socio-cultural ties among different sections of society
(Graham, 1990: 46).
Distrust is an epidemic that consumes human values and produces hatred, which is
mutually shown by both communities against each other, was a prime bottleneck to have friendly
relations, frequently fostered by communal violence. It is true, however, that the Indian Muslims
could not be wiped out of their existence from India and some compromise is imperative. If so,
why we not live with better understanding and benevolence? In rural areas, both the communities
live peacefully. By and large the Indian Muslims too should avoid social segregation from
Hindus upholding their past religious traditions. Sharing grieves and sorrows, and helping others
in time of need are the values that carry equal importance in Hindu and Muslim religions. Love
begets love. If Muslims remain considerate towards Hindus, maintaining their self-respect, the
ice might melt and a better environment may sound enlightened with bright morning, shedding
away the darkness of the past. It is time that both the communities should come forward with
understanding of the new ground realities and changing trend of the world (Hasan, 2004: 244).

The past is dead. Indians could not repent upon it for long; the earlier it is realized the
better it is. India is already stepping up on the pedestal of a world power. But her conduct
threatening the secularism in the country and visible apathy for people clamoring for their
political rights and the untold misery they had been suffering since might prove some
impediments, affecting also the Indian Muslims, irrespective of their minus role in the whole
episode. It would be Indian greatness and generosity to solve such disputes which reflect Indian
prejudice (Singh: 102-6).
There are people all over the world, who could be branded liberals or hardliner
extremists. India is no exception. They exist in all spheres of life. Extremism is catered from an
environment of ignorance and misunderstanding as also because of cultural bearing up. It is
therefore that extremism exists more in religious norms than social or economic. More common
activity in the latter field could gradually minimize extremism in religious behaviour which
might die with the passage of time (Singh: 102-6).
D.E Smith supports the above contention saying that India‟s secularism means “a state
which guarantees individual and corporate freedom of religion to all irrespective of any
distinction of race, color or creed” (Smith,1963: 4).

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
Muslims are the second largest religious group in India after Hindus. Census survey held
in 2001 makes manifest that Indian Muslims constituted 13.4% of the total population of India.
Despite, they form the second biggest religious community in the country; they are the most
neglected and intentionally ignored religious minority in India. They live under constant fear in a
secular country that claims to grant socio-political and economic opportunities to all without any
distinction. They have little access to minimum amenities such as housing, clean water, health
and sanitation and electricity. They are restricted to seek education even at the primary level in
their mother tongue. Most of the reports of the commissions and committees constituted to probe
into the Muslim‟s plight, agree that the Muslims were the most backward community in India
and their miseries were enhancing tremendously with the passage of time in economically and
politically strong India. The National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO), the Gopal Singh
Report (1983) and recently constituted by the Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, Justice Sachar
Committee‟s Report (2006) unanimously show that they were under represented in government
jobs, state and union legislatures and in educational institutions. Moreover, their educational
level was far below than other religious communities including the schedule castes. Both the
successive Indian governments and the political parties have failed to adopt measures in order to
address the problems, the Indian Muslims were facing in secular India. Economically, socially,
educationally as well as politically they were at the bottom of the Indian society.
Immediately after the partition of sub-continent, the Muslims who could not migrate to
Pakistan due to certain reasons had to encounter numerous problems and hardships. A large scale
of exodus of Muslim political elite, educated class and civil and military bureaucracy, without its
elite class had left the Indian Muslims completely at the mercy of Hindu majority. They were
scorned by the majority community holding them responsible for the vivisection of motherland.
This followed by planned holocaust throughout India in which millions of Muslims were
butchered cold blooded at the hands of Hindu criminal gangs and millions of Muslims were
rendered homeless (Ali: 261).
Indian leadership, in particular, the BJP‟s including some high positioned leaders of the
Congress like Abul Kalam, claims that the partition of India was only a result of the Congress‟s

political blunder and her inflexible behavior of dragging the Muslim League of the walls. The
Lahore Resolution, which later on became Pakistan Resolution, was a result of the Congress
ministries in 1937-39. The Congress also rejected other alternatives proposed including Abul
Kalam‟s of a Federal India with two autonomous units of Hindus and Muslims (Ansari: 162).
The Indian Muslims were being punished for a sin they had not committed. Nehru was
over obsessed with a feeling that the Pakistan plan shall ultimately prove unfeasible and drop
down. If the Congress showed some weakness towards Muslims demands, a political
compromise may be imminent. Maulana Azad proposed Federated union because it did
recognize Muslims majority hold in some provinces. The Hindu extremist groups were not ready
to tolerate the presence of the Muslims in India. Therefore to them ethnic cleaning process was
necessary in order to purge India from Muslims. They were doing this realizing it a national duty
with stern continuity for more than 60 years of independence (Ahmed, 1993: 33, 34).
Muslims of India were shattered and particularly those living in acute minority, encircled
by Hindu extremist, were seeking rehabilitation in areas, which could provide them security.
Their number was quite substantial that proved to be a re-settlement of problem. It would be
pertinent to note here that all this time of trial, some Muslim political as well as religion leaders,
such as Ch. Khaliq-uz-zaman and Maulana Azad came forward to encourage the Muslims. In a
speech on July 22, 1947, Ch. Khaliq-uz-zaman called upon Muslims a need to forget the past and
should oust from their mind the old things. Therefore, he expressed hope; the majority (shall) too
forget the past (Noorani: 34). Similarly, Maulana Azad addressing the Muslims at Jamia Masjid,
Delhi on October 23, 1947 observed that the Muslim political leadership should apprehend the
new situation that has emerged immediately after the partition and put their efforts in action to
create a cordial working relationship among the people of majority and minority community. He
encouraged the Muslims, recalling the abuses engendered by the partition. He advised the
Muslims to keep aloof from any communal political activity and join the Indian National
congress, holding it as the need of the day and should try to acquire the good will of the majority
community. It was a positive step to overcome the severity of the partition (The Time of India,
Dec 28, 1947).
On the other hand, the Hindu extremists with the secrete support of the Union
government as well as the State governments made demands that the Muslims should withdraw
their separate identity and adopt mainstream of Indian culture. It was a direct hit on Muslims/

Islamic culture to take revenge of the partition. It was because of two reasons; the Muslims
numerical strength had been reduced to 7-8 percent after independence that was almost 23% in
pre-independent India.
The Muslim political leadership exhibited its weakness, as the Muslim League leadership
vehemently joined the I.N.C. The Jamiat-ul-Ulema-i-Hind announced withdrawal from Indian
politics, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad urged upon the Muslims to keep away from the Muslim
League.
Such statements and actions of Muslim leaders emboldened the Hindu extremists to force
the confused Muslims to join the “mainstream” the Indian culture. The Indian Muslims were
already exercising practice of Hindu customs and traditions, such as Holi, Diwali, Deshera,
Basant and Rakhi etc. But the Hindu extremists were not satisfied with it, as they wanted their
complete assimilation into Hinduism (Hasan: 42).Further, they demanded that the Indian
Muslims ought to relinquish their faith to ensure their existence in India. It was due to the
attitude manifested by the nationalists Muslim leaders in post independent era, advising the
Muslims to “change their attitude altogether” in the new milieu. They warned, “It would be
terrible and suicidal” for the Muslims if they stake a claim for certain communal rights (The
Radiance, Dec 17, 1969). For instance, Moulana Azad; in his efforts to readjust the Muslims
urged upon the Jamiat-ul-Ulema to shun politics and start working for the social welfare of
Muslims so that a friendly environment might be created among communities, residing in India
(Imam, 1980: 95).
The absence of political sagacity in Muslim nationalist leaders like Abul Kalam Azad,
who advised the Indian Muslims to wink over their political rights in secular India, virtually
encouraged and strengthened the Hindutva doctrine at a time when more sympathetic views to
support

the Muslims‟ cause were indispensable. Ahmed Qidwai, another Congress leader who

was also a member of the Indian cabinet in the Union, made the Prime Minister Jawahar Lal
Nehru, that he had made no such statement. At the same time, he tried to compose his
constituency, besides other Muslims to adjust themselves under the changed circumstance. On
the contrary, Muslims aspirations both political and economic did not die with the Indian
independence, irrespective of being leaderless. Zafar Imam (ed) (1980: 95) quoting from Abid
Reza Bidar (1970: 58) portrays the plight of the Muslims instantly after the partition. He records
the vision of the liberal Congressites precisely Nehru who was trying to do away with

communalists (Imam: 95). Earlier, according to N.L Gupta, it was in 1931 during the annual
session of the congress, the perception of liberty was announced with adequate protection to the
minorities and that state was to observe complete neutrality in religious issues (Imam: 209).
According to Zafar Imam, some measures were taken to fill in the vacuum created by
urban Muslims due to their migration to Pakistan. The government showed some keenness to
preserve the character of all traditional educational institutions of Muslims, including the Muslim
University Aligarh. Dr. Zakir Hussain appointed its Vice Chancellor with some additional funds
to help better in its functions of a leading capacity for the Indian Muslims and the kind of role
she should play in India made a policy statement with his new assignment. He said, “I am
confident that Aligarh is destined to undertake a big task in the national life. This is a task which
is a basic one for Indian polity as well as Indian education, i.e. the creation of a united and
compact nation in a secular State and the place and shelter for four crore of Muslims in its life”
(Khan: 62).
Zafar Imam laments, “This in fact did not happen. The reason was official indifference
towards Muslims under Hindutva influence gradually developing in local, States, and the Union
governments. The new middle class Muslim elite urbanized to fill in the vacuum, did succeed to
some extent grow local leadership, associating with Congress secular slogans and were received
well during elections. But the Muslims were soon disillusioned when the secularist programmes
of the Congress proved nothing but a lip service and the Muslims uplift programmes were left abegging” (Imam: 97-99).
One more hurdle, the Indian Muslims had to face for readjustment during post partition
period was that they had no Muslim political party, no pressure group, or any organization that
could lead them in the new situation or put pressure on the government for better readjustment of
Muslims. It has already been noted how the nationalist Muslims took advantage to woo Indian
Muslims to join the Congress. The Kerala Muslims, during the elections of 1957 voted against
the Congress in favor of communists, consequently, they had to suffer communal riots in urban
towns (Chakarvasti & Ray 1969: 69). This was compelled with other communal riot, the nonMuslims immigrants migrated from West Pakistan and East Pakistan, propagating false stories of
atrocities they had to suffer during migration and the communalization of hostile bureaucracy
against the Muslims, were principal bottlenecks in the way of Muslims social readjustment.
Muslims were compelled to realize that having a separate religio-cultural identity; the majority

community was not going to accept them.
The abolition of the Zamindari system also proved heavily upon Muslims particularly big
landlords, though it did not affect the smallholdings and the middle class of Zamindars in the
rural areas (Imam: 103). But the rural political elite did not have much impact upon urban
political activity, more so when during the elections they were swayed away with false promises
of purchased Muslim pseudo leadership (Nadvi„s adress in Moradabad, June 14: 1969).
Unfortunately, the new Muslim elite could not develop a consensus upon the means and
measures to meet the challenges individually or collectivity. The intellectual elite in India, also
seems divided and assign different causes to the Muslim backwardness. Some of these views
should be valuable for this study. Painting out the economic plight of the Muslims, Asghar Ali
Engineer besides analyzing the causes suggests short-term and long-term programmes (Time of
India, Jan I, 1998). Asghar quotes Zia-ud-Din Barni that most Muslims converts from Hindus
were low caste and they kept their traditions even after conversions sticking to the professions as
Mochi, Dhobi Julaha, etc. That gradually became their family profession, which did not change
their plight all over the years. Among them were also artisans who bettered their lot such as the
Ansaris of Benaras, and Azamgarh, Qurshis in various parts of India. Their children, too, were
heading towards better educational facilities (Ibid).He also laments that the Muslim leaders in
India never seriously forced the Govt. of India to implement the Gopal Singh and Sachar
recommendations for bettering the Muslim lot (The Times of India, Jan, 1998).
A. N. Dar, another Indian Muslim, writing on the Plight of the Indian Muslims, regrets
the minimum loss to the Indian Muslim community with the creation of Pakistan.

Yet Indian

Muslims tremendously progressed over the years. He observed that at the time of partition, the
number of Muslim journalist was not more that half a dozen. Now they are teaming both in print
and electronic media. Among them, there are some of the finest journalists produced by India.
The same is the case with industry, defence, civil service, politics, judiciary and sports (Dawn,
Karachi, Sept 21, 1995).
Dar is worried why should the Jamia Masjid consultative committee demand that the
Muslims be given representation through reservations in the parliament, legislative and executive
bodies as well as in services and educational institutions. He also criticizes Imam Bukharis claim
that the Muslims be allowed to offer prayers in mosques of archaeological sites and states (Ibid).
Dar argues that in the elections of 1996 BJP and other parties wooed for Muslim votes. What a

tremendous leverage the Muslims votes would have had the country remained undivided. Dar‟s
views largely differ from majority of the Indian Muslims. The Indian Home Ministry presented a
report in the Lok Sabha in May 1, 1968 regarding Muslim States in India that is self-explanatory.
Services
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Ahtesham criticizes that Hindu chauvinism is not tolerating the formation of small
Muslims religio-political groups, such as Majlis-i-Mushawarat, Taamir-i-Millat, Muslim Majlis,
Muslim League (Northern India) and Jamaat-i-Islami and Tablighi Jamaat in Southern India.
Riots broke out frequently against them to deny them access to the Muslim voters for them
(Pioneer, Sep 17, 1996). This uncongress self-acclaimed leadership grows like mushrooms on
the eve of every general election. They claim Muslim votes in their pockets, and their bargaining
with secular and communal groups for personal benefit was more harmful for the Muslims than
the hostility of the extremist groups. He also included Ahmed Bukhari of Jamia Masjid, Delhi,
who involves himself on the occasion, despite his leadership is challenged by others allover
(Pioneer). Gopal Singh‟s Report has been discussed earlier. Its recommendations were ignored
and remained unimplemented. The Muslim leaders, too, did not show any interest in its
execution which otherwise, had a chance to give Indian Muslims an uplift socially, economically

and politically (Engineer). He made five recommendations for the betterment of the Muslims in
India, which are:
A crash literacy program
Evolve facility of higher education starting new educational institutions.
Provide poly technical schools in those areas where there was sizeable number of artisans
Loans free of interests or low interests for artisans, taxi drivers, auto rickshaw, small venders,
and shopkeepers by financial institution and from Zakat.
Finally, information about various government schemes and bank facilities so that the poor class
could benefit (The Time of India, Jan 16, 1995 & Gopal Singh Report: 1983).
Seema Mustafa, another Muslim columnist writing on the Muslim plights, Captioned
Between Takenship and politics. Muslim issues reduced to lip services, accusing Indian National
Congress for using her art of vote bank politics, accommodation and appeasement without any
promise or benefit to Muslims, individually and collectively. She laments, that Maulana Azad
and Kidwai, Muslim leaders grass root access was over. The new leadership was a satellite of the
Congress as goodwill and guidance, keeping Muslims at the mercy of the Congress without any
basis of political will of their own. Any Muslim protest against the Congress is labeled with the
association with ISI (The Times of India,Jan,1995).
Syed Shahabuddin, a Muslim veteran and political analyst, wrote a lot on the Indian
General Elections, Muslim votes, Reservation of Muslim seats, and quality of candidates
(Shahabauddin, 1995). He asks “the problem is how to ensure Muslim presence in the coming
Lok Sabha? Only a secular party alliance putting up such a Muslim candidate in a Muslim
dominant / concentration constituency who may command endorsement by all Muslims, even if
the party remains unable to transfer Hindu votes for him, can do it. But it may depend upon the
personality of the candidate and his past performance on issue of concern to the community viz;
their physical security, religious identity reflected in efforts of the reconstruction of Babri
mosque, and the substitution of Muslim personal law by uniform civil code; as also of Muslim
reservation in public employment (Shahabauddin,Muslim India1995).
Asghar Ali regrets the official indifference to the reports and findings of the Sri Krishna
Commission (Engineer, 1996).The chief minister Sadhakanao Naik appointed the commission on
25 January 1996 after the eve worst Bombay riots. Shiv Sina BJP alliance government was
unhappy over the appointment of Commission for Shiv Sina was largely involved in Muslim

killings. This was not a singular case. In most of the riots, the involvement of the official groups
against the Muslims was discovered and reported without any action against the culprits
(Engineer,1996). The Editorial of the Muslim India (Muslim India, Sept I, 1996), under caption
Thoughts on the Future observes, “Constantly where ever I go I am asked. Do the Muslims of
India have any future?

What future lies in store for Muslims Indians? This reflects frustration,

insecurity and pessimism as also a fatal lack of faith and self-confidence (Engineer,1996).
Shihabuddin, the editor suggests that Indian Muslim have to open the doors and windows of the
darkroom and look at the shining day to step out and walk with the marching millions towards
the future.
Harbans Mukhia another columnist accuses Muslims of seized mentality for which the
leadership of both Hindus and Muslims was responsible. Orthodox Muslims follow and
symbolize Imam Bukhari as their leader, which intellects like Shihabuddin “call on the brink of
collapse”. There were other who pictured it under the decline of Urdu and the under
representation of Muslims in government jobs. The Congress feels secure of Muslim votes
projecting RSS shouldering the guns against the Muslims, leaving the Congressmen pampering
the Muslims. All this was multiplying the planned deprivation of the Muslims in India (The
Times of India, Jan 22, 1996).
Rajani Kanth discussing Muslim political culture (Imam: 1980) expresses her view of the
old accusation against Indian Muslims that keep only half loyalty to their motherland. She is a
true replica of anti-Islam and anti-Muslim feelings of Hindutva culture and politics. Rajani‟s
perceptions of Islam are as erroneous as that of the Muslim political culture. Perhaps she is
equally ignorant of her own political culture. Millions of people living below the poverty line,
sleeping on footpaths of the big cities without a roof, with empty stomach and creeping children,
naked and crying in the laps of their mothers reflect the other side of the picture. This is also a
part of the culture which Rajani is proud of. She quotes Mahbat Hok saying, “Many modern
Muslims are Muslims only because they have Arabic names”. They were born of Muslim
parents, who too had Arabic names. But neither Mahabat nor Rajani may be unaware of the fact
that more than eighty percent of Muslims today with Arabic names had their forefather as
Krishan Chand or Ram Lal. They had perhaps sound reasons to abandon their religious culture,
discovering more attraction in Muslim culture for political or economic reasons. This is not only
true of the past South Asia but it is equally true at the present in US, Europe and England.

Conversion to Islam is still a modern day phenomenon and there are many Mahabat Hoks among
Jews and Christians, who continue to lament upon their ignorance of a living culture (Islam) in
Europe, USA, and equally in India (Pakistan Vision, June 2011).
Indian Muslims have to suffer numerous hardships and difficulties under the unending
ruthless communalism in Indian society and politics. Hindu militants and religio-political
organizations are stronger today than ever before. Most prominent of them were, Arya Samaj,
The Hindu Mahasabha (the great Assembly of Hindus), Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh (RSS)
Bharatiya Jana Sangh, Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) (World Hindu Council) and Bharatiya
Janta Party BJP (Indian People‟s Party). All of them have consensus on the point that India
should be a Hindu state and other religious groups let to live in India if they Hinduize themselves
or come into the mainstream of Hindu society. Otherwise, they have no right to live in India
(Ansari: 28). In such a state of affairs, how could a community-the Muslims, the main target of
Hindu militants and victim of communal violence think about any betterment in their
educational, economic or socio political culture? (Ansari: 28). It is unfortunate that all the sixty
years of after the Indian independence the policy of the secular or the non-secular governments
have been to overlook Muslims grievances. Rather a deliberate effort is made to ensure denial of
such opportunities, which could build them a strong political group in any part of India.
Communal violence under official patronage was just one attempt, visible, in the direction.
Denial to them of other civil liberties was another such measure to worsen their existence in
India.
Syed Jafar Raza Bilgrami (Bilgrami, Imam: 153-166), rightly suggests that the Muslims
community had become a bundle of complexes, aspirations, tears and an object of ferocious
attacks from revivalist Hindus. Even today, these developments have an important bearing on
how the Muslims view the national events and how they react to them (Imam: 153).
A question arises why the Muslim community generally feels that it is capable of
attaining its own status within the national framework. Jafar answers this question. He says,
“Any attempt to answer this question would require the evaluation of the two basic aspects of the
problem. How far is the Muslim community itself responsible for its incapacity to attain its status
within the common framework of nationalism and what are its remedies? The other, how far is
the nature of Indian nationalism itself conducive to the peaceful adjustment of the Muslim
community to it and consequently how to restructure its form and contents as to make the

adjustment possible” (Imam: 154). Jafar does not openly oppose the government‟s deliberate
indifference towards Muslims to keep them backward, scattered, under educated, frustrated and
to force them to live below poverty line, to prevent them to become a political challenge alike the
pre-partition Indian politics. Nevertheless, he suggests the same in a diplomatic way. He
maintains, “The fear is that with the passage of time this self-imposed isolation (rather
mechanized isolation) of the Muslim community might be legitimized and thus ignored
altogether, as a necessary evil. The self-imposed isolation would thus become a prison cell for
the Muslims confined to it like hardened criminal. An act of self-destruction is bound to follow.
The Muslim community in India might then adopt a posture of aggressiveness with all its dire
consequences. Before this dangerous situation develops, objective conditions have to be created
in which a change could be brought about in the attitude of the Muslims community, so that it
can adjust itself within the frame work of Indian nationalism (Imam: 154-55).
Jafar‟s discussion of the issue seems more academic than touching the real problem. The
constitution of India, secular as it is, guarantees complete protection to all minorities whether
large or small. But the people responsible to implement it have certain compulsions, restrains and
apprehensions under pressure of groups, which have reared reservations for Muslims in granting
them the rights promised by the constitution. Even the recommendations of Gopal Singh and
Justice Sachar remained unattended only because the official machinery including the political
will seemed wanting. This was irrespective of Muslims‟ outcry around for more than a decade or
so and their support from the broadminded Hindu intelligentsia. Jafar realizes these difficulties
when he observes, “If those who are at the helm of affairs could at least exhibit the capacity of
trusteeship responsibilities for all the existing communities within our nation and turn out to be
the grand critic of imperialistic tendencies, they could achieve the integrated form of social self
determination and the nation could be saved from national incohersion” (Imam: 160).
What a wishful thinking and apologetic approach knowing well of the Hindutva doctrine
Indian Muslims could hardly ever dream of a positive leanings by the majority, for the human
rights, what to say of the political status at par with the majority or somewhat closer to it. One,
who has the vision of Indian politics and its religio-political fabric, is well aware of the fact that
one cannot beg mercy from people ready with a drawn sword in hand to nip off the neck of
others, not agreeable to their political interests. But they have the tendency to bow down before
strong and powerful to an extent of a compromise. The question arises; Could Indian Muslims

grow as a political force irrespective of the majority‟s negative behavior, or some expectation of
official patronage? Further, do they have enough potential to realize and unite themselves to find
a better place in Indian national future? There are some suggestions, in this chapter, towards the
end, which do propose some positive measures in the accomplishment of this objective.
Jafar has some more points that attract our attention are introduction of comprehensive
nationalism, abolition of group‟s identification in their totality and to subject all factional interest
to the nation as a whole (Imam: 161). This is to minimize political importance of cultural
pluralism (Ibid). This possibility is correlative to literacy rate of the concerned communities. But
with poor literacy rate as it is in India and religious bigotry and obscurantism prevalent in all
religions, whether of majority or minority, in particular under Hindutva culture, such schemes
may not prove feasible. Jafar confirms it by saying, “during the last twenty five years the
emerging socio-economic super factional groups have not shown the way as it was expected of
them” ( The Muslim India: 152). He laments that large communities were working for group
interests and forging socio interest for maintaining political predominance (This is what
Hindutva stands for). This widened the gap in different sections of society and proved a strong
impediment in growth of comprehensive nationalism (Ibid: 164). Finally, Jafar appeals to the
communities for a change in heart and mind to accommodate one another, and urged upon the
Indian power elite for shaping policies in favor of Muslim community to provide them more
openings in national life (Ibid: 165). Jafar does not mention such opening created by the
government for other backward classes except Muslims.
Was it a deliberate strategy to keep the Indian Muslims out of political process? It may be
difficult to prove it but unfortunately, it is so. The interim constitution, the Govt. of India Act
1935 was amended and adopted in August 1947 in which separate electorates that granted
reservation of seats for minorities and backward class were abolished. With the introduction of
new constitution in January 1950, the minority seats under reservations, particularly of Muslims
remain subject of debate until their abolition took place. Other minorities such as Paris,
Christians and Sikhs including scheduled class continue to enjoy the very privilege.
With the measure the Indian Muslim were left at the mercy of majority community and
other non-Muslim political parties to get elected for a membership of Indian parliament or state
assemblies (Akhtar: 24). Muslim majority constituencies were divided in a manner that reduced
their representation as a minority. Further, the Muslim concentrated constituencies having high

Muslim population were cut short by reserving seats for SCs and STs, as they were awarded 116
reserved seats in Lok Sabha constitutionally out of 542 total seats (Sachar Report, 2006: 25).
Under such political tricks, it was managed to reduce Muslim representation in political
institutions/ decision-making bodies.

As such Muslim political representation fell off from

13.1% in 1947 to 4.96 in 1994 election having only 27 Lok Sabah seats in a house of 543
members. In 2004, in Lok Sabha elections, the number of Muslim members were 38 (6.6%)
while they were only 30 (5.5%) in the elections held in 2009. According to Muslim population
2001, Muslim share should have been 72 Lok Sabah seats. Therefore, Muslim‟s political
deprivation level varied from state to state, from 100% to 25% or to 80% in the big state, having
high Muslim population. This persistent pattern of deprivation may be for more than one reason
that exists in the prevalent electoral systems. But civil society and political parties did not want
to change it (http://twocircle.netshahabudin„atricle). Muslim political groups lacking effective
and visionary leadership could not protect the Muslim rights. It is doubtful if the government
shall ever consider more sympathetically Muslim cause of their representation in Lok Sabha or
state legislature. Muslims elite or local Muslim leadership should come forward to protest for
Muslim interest with collective efforts and with one voice of the entire community.
Iqbal Ansari made following suggestions:
All political parties should nominate a fair share of Muslim candidates according to their
proportion of population.
Dereserve of seats from Muslim constituencies, reserved for SCs and STs.
Some seats should be reserved for other minorities so that Muslims as well as Christians can be
benefited as par with SCs and STs.
Constituencies should be delimited with a view to enabling under represented religious groups
such as Muslims (Ansari, 2006: 400-401).
The proposals, however, positive, needed a Muslim consensus of all Muslim leaders of
whatever category, class or section of Muslim society. On the basis of the available sources, it is
doubtful whether any attempt in this direction was ever made.
Muslims usually voted for the Congress during elections held in 1952, 1956 and 1962. It
was because of Prime Minister Nehru‟s assurance given to the Muslims to assuage their
problems. Nehru had some commitment to secularism-a dispensation according to which, all the
religious groups living in a country, were suppose to enjoy equally, the basic human rights,

irrespective of their ethnic identity, color or caste. Despite Nehru‟s commitment of secularism
and Muslim favour, Muslim political representation in the Lok Sabha was only 7.21% in 1952;
4.74% in 1957 and 6.27 in 1962 elections, while in state assemblies, the situation was even more
worse (Hasan: 261).
Muslim politics in India, after independence, developed on regional logistic basis.
Muslim community in India may be held a homogeneous community but politically they were
spread all over from state to state and region to region. Their political hold in Kerala (Southern
India) was varied from Northern India states. Regrettably, there was no common dynamic
political

leadership

existed

that

could

unite

the

Indian

Muslims

politically

(http://pakistanpalworldpress.com). Certain efforts made in this regard since 1960, did not
mature and remained futile. For instance, Muslim Majlis-i-Mushawarat (MMM), Majlis-iIttehad-al-Muslmeen (MIM) founded in 1927 in Andra Pradesh but revived later as Indian Union
Muslim League in Kerala proved its utility. But no other Muslim political organization
succeeded politically in Kerala (Qureshi, 1968: 976-87).
In 1964, Pandit Nehru passed away. The Congress had to witness a division within its
fold. Indira Gandhi, Nehru‟s daughter became the chairperson of a segment of split Congress,
naming Congress (I). She claimed that the Muslim votes were slipping out of the Congress
gradually, because of its false assurance given to the Muslims. But later on, instead of
compensating and accommodating Muslims grievances, regarding their socio-political, religiocultural as well as educational backwardness and discrimination on the part of the administrative
machinery, Indira Gandhi became champion of Hindus and Hindutva (Jayakar, 1992: 470),that
led to communalization of Indian society and further exclusion of the Muslims from Indian
politics.
In the absence of a unified policy to use their vote bank, Muslims supported the Janta
Party in 1977 but once again they were wooed by the Congress in 1980 and 1984. Earlier they
had 27 seats in Lok Sabha, but later they won 46 and 41 seats respectively. Forty-six seats of
Muslims in Lok Sabha were the highest number Muslims ever won since independence. Yet it
was short of their representation in accordance with their population as claimed by Muslim India,
a monthly of New Delhi (Muslim India, July 1994: 284).
Moin Shakir has discussed some causes of Muslim political failure in his „The Muslim
Political Elite‟ (Shakir: 170). He notes some religio-political organizations trying for Muslims‟

uplift in their own way. The Jamaat-i-Islami, the Muslim Majlis-i-Mushawarat, Taamir-i-Millat
and Muslim Majlis etc. were the main organizations. He observes that their religious outlook
with limited approach did not match the challenges to Muslims political future. He quotes Abul
Hasan Nadvi claiming the object of the Majlis to “carry the Message of Allah boldly to all
people” (Shakir: 171). The Majlis demanded from the government a change in the system of
election, which under the circumstances, keep the minority away and occasionally out of
legislature. Moin criticizes that the attitude of other political groups was not different. He
laments that the Muslim political elite appears to be least interested in guiding the community on
healthy and secular line. The religious groups do not have the vision to meet the challenges of
modern social and economic system; which are fostered only through high literacy rate so
wanting in the Muslim community (Shakir: 173). Moin opposed reservation of seats for the
Muslims in the legislature or selection of Muslim minister. He urges introduction of secularism
in national life as preferential value for both majority and minority community in political
culture of India (Shakir: 174).
It is pity that Muslim intellectuals in India try to grow in vacuum what needs years of
continuity in changing cultural values, that too was one sided. Has one ever taken notice of the
fact that majority community in India, who had studded the seat of authority for the last sixty
years or so, ever shown an inclination to shed away the religio-cultural obscurity from their lives,
which is so dominant in electronic media and the big screen-a conscious efforts to confirm their
cultural patron moldings in day to day life. Other minorities as Christians, Budhs, Parsis etc even
schedule caste enjoy privilege of special representation irrespective of their distinct cultural
traits. Is there any guarantee that if the Muslims do away with their religious aptitude and
orthodox traditional norms, the majority community shall ever own them? Nothing could be
more deceiving than that. Only those who are ignorant of Hindu temperament and mentality
could suggest such things in utter frustration.
S.A Shaida, on the contrary, has a point. She observes “what the Muslims needs is neither
Indianization nor culturation, but some kind of readjustment and reassessment of their attitude
towards other communities, especially towards Hindus, because of unhappy developments from
1940 onwards (Shaida: 190). Shaida stresses upon mutual responsibility between the two major
communities for an understanding, more upon the Hindus to allay the Muslim fears of insecurity
(Shaida:190). The synthesis of the two culture, she pleads, could develop a national culture,

provided a beginning is made to see it happen in the near future (Shaida:190).
According to Sachar Report, the presence of Muslims in public sector was abysmally low. For
example, Muslim share in Indian Administrative Services (IAS) was only 3%, 1.8% in Indian
Foreign Services and 4% in the Indian Police Services. The participation of Muslims in
employment in different departments was far below at all levels. Muslims had a share of only
4.5% in Indian Railway and almost 98.7% of them were positioned at lower level.
Representation of Muslims was very low in the universities and in banking sector. According to
Sachar Report perhaps there were no states having a Muslim share in government departments
equal to their population that was just 4-5%. However, in Kerala, Muslim share in government
job was to some extent fair almost 10-12 percent but it was half of their population. Further, its
findings reveal that Muslims OBCs are significantly deprived in comparison to Hindus OBCs.
The work participation rate shows the presence of a sharp difference between Hindu OBCs and
the Muslims. The share of Muslim in government public sector undertaking (PSU) jobs were
much lower than Hindu OBCs (Sacher Report, 2006: 106).
Before Sachar Report, empirical literature on Indian Muslim was not available at length.
Successive census reports have never shown the socio-economic data regarding minorities
including Muslims. Strangely enough, the minor increase in Muslim population has been
presented with false ratio. However, socio-economic plight of Muslims has never been
manifested in census reports. In 1983, for the first time, Gopal Singh report declared that the
Muslim community in India was a backward community, economically as well as educationally
needing a preferential treatment or positive discrimination under constitutional article 249 so that
they could get developed at par with the rest of the religious groups (Hasan: 246).
The question remained unresolved that whether such a report and its recommendations
would ever be implemented or would see the light of the day or remain under the carpet or
thrown on the backburner? Further, will the Sachar Report, help the socio economic uplift of the
Indian Muslims, who were according to the report were now, even behind SCs and STs? Are the
Indian Muslims themselves responsible for their miseries or it was the successive governments,
mostly those belonging to the Congress, which followed a strategy of ignoring and marginalizing
the Muslim community only, using them as a vote bank?
The most astonishing was the NSSO‟s (National Sample Survey Organization) findings.
It suggested the disparities between Hindus and Muslims in terms of economic, educational and

other opportunities were continue to widen. According to NSSO survey during the 1990s, the
gap was even further growing wider. Therefore, it could be predicted that unless appropriate
measures and alternative action is not taken to promote betterment in the Muslim community in
India, they will soon be at the lowest rung of the social hierarchy (Ahmed: 151).
The situation of Muslims was more alarmingly in private sector with few exceptions. The
private sector, it seems to have an unofficial policy of ignoring Muslims. Muslim share in Indian
Merchants Chamber of Commerce of Bombay in 1980 was only 4% out in 1365 companies.
Similarly, Muslims owned only 4 of the 2832 industrial units listed for monitoring in the 1990s
by the centre for monitoring the Indian economy. In the smaller industrial sector, they owned
almost 14000 units out of a total of 600,000 (Muslim India, Feb, 1985).
In rural areas, the principal source of income is related to landholding and land products,
which totally depends upon the quality and quantity of landholding. The Muslims economic
activities in rural areas were more distressing. Distribution of land ownership reveals the
incidence of resource base especially of the rural population dependent upon agriculture. In rural
areas, the Muslims were largely landless, daily wage earners and were engaged in unorganized
and decaying areas of rural artisanship. In turns of landless, the proportion of Muslims was 35%
as compared to Hindus that was 28% (Muslim India, Aug: 1994). Besides landlessness, a high
proportion of Muslim population was engaged to earn their livelihood from non-agricultural
employment.

Almost 22% of rural Muslims undertook

non-agricultural and non-labour

occupations as opposed to 12% Hindus (Muslim India: 377-78). In this regard, a study regarding
Muslims‟ economic condition in rural India was conducted by Institute of Social and Economic
Change (ISEC), Banglore. The finding of the study shows a bleak picture of Muslims in rural
areas. They were more backward in agricultural sector-a major source of income in rural areas as
compared with scheduled castes and scheduled tribes (Rao, 1982: 43).
There are exceptions, however, to the overall picture that produces the Muslims
economic plight in urban as well as rural India. Muslims have made progress in isolated areas.
For instance, in Bihar, since Urdu has been given its rightful status, job opportunities for Muslim
literates have increased in the state governed offices and departments. Further, an incidence of
prosperity could be seen in the states of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka in South India, as
governments of those states have extended certain facilities in the areas of education and
economics to minorities including Muslims. As far as North India is concerned, Muslims have

shown their fitness in small-scale industries and they did make significant progress in various
areas. They made good progress in lock making industry in Lucknow. Kanpur is known for
leatherworks, dominated by the Muslims, Banaras was famous for silk sarees, the business is
almost totally in the hands of Muslims, Moradabad is well known to brassware that has shifted to
decorative items of brass, and the bulk of produced items were exported to oil rich Gulf States.
But this state of Muslim prosperity was not acceptable to Hindu communalist business class. It
seems to be a strange coincidence of Muslim economic prosperity and rapid growth of
communalism in the areas accompanied with communal violence (anti-Muslim violence), which
resulted in the destruction of Muslims business, property and even their precious lives as well
(Hasan, 1987: 87).
Educationally, the Muslims in India are the most backward community. Therefore, their
socio-economic life in rural and urban areas was more miserable than the other religious groups.
Their share in government jobs, due to lack of education, as has been noted earlier, equal to
none. According to 2001 census figures, Muslim literacy rate was 59% against the national
average of 65%. It was lower than OBCs (other backward classes) but to some extent better than
scheduled casts and schedules tribes (SCs and STs). This sorry plight of Muslims in education
showed discrimination and a criminal apathy on the part of Indian government towards Muslims.
Facts and figures show that more than 1000 Muslim concentrated villages in West Bengal, Bihar
and UP did not have any educational institutions, neither primary nor at secondary level (EPW,
July 2010). The situation was even worse in areas where Muslim population was less. Other
factors in respect to the backwardness in education of Indian
Muslims were more prone to send their children to Madaris, the seats of Islamic learning
The Muslims shun higher education
The Muslims dislike scientific education because of their religion behavior.
Such theories have been rejected by a number of social scientists who have a profound
knowledge and a close look over the Muslims affairs in India.
Asghar Ali Engineer, Mushir-ul-Hasan and Iqbal Ansari besides recently published the
Sachar Report hold a different assessment of the socio-economic and educational status of
Muslims in India. Numerous factors are involved to keep the Indian Muslims backward
educationally.
In North India, a Hindi-speaking belt where Indian Muslims merely speak Urdu, especially in

Bihar, West Bengal and UP, Urdu was denied by the Indian authorities, which is mother tongue
of Muslims. Hence, an instrument of instruction to Muslim children at primary level was lost
(The Radiance Weekly, Jan 15-21, 1989).
Communalism was another basic factor that played a vital role in keeping the Muslims
behind in education as compared to other religious groups. Muslim decline in education began
with the Indian freedom. Educational gap virtually widened between Muslims and other
communities since 1947 in general and in particular since 1980s. The congress government did
nothing practically for Muslims. It only offered lip service and betrayed Muslims during its
period of sway. Of course, in 1980, a violent communal row launched by the Hindu extremist
religio-political parties against Muslims spread hatred and antagonism that destroyed their
business and properties and dislocated them from their houses. Therefore, in such a state of
affairs one could not continue its educational activities (Ansari: 28).
Funds are allocated in annual budget and in five year plans to uplift the SCs and STs
socially, educationally as well as economically. They are offered scholarships, free tuition, aid
for books, stationary and free boarding and lodging. Apart from this, they enjoy reservation of
seats in educational institutions, jobs and relaxation in qualifying marks and age limits at the
time of admission. Therefore, affirmative actions have brought a positive socio-economic change
in their lives. On the other hand, for the Muslims, there was neither political will nor the
instruments such as reservations to resolve their socio-economic problems and hardships.
Constitutionally, the Muslims have been ensured that the appropriate measures would be taken
for the socio-economic and educational uplift as done for other minorities. However,
constitutional provisions never saw the light of the day (Hasan: 290).
Poverty is another basic and primary cause regarding educational backwardness of
Muslims. While the Muslim indigence was directly linked with the discriminatory policies of the
successive governments which invariably denied their rightful place in the Indian society and
shut the door of jobs either in government departments or in private sector. The situation grew
adverse when it lends support to communal extremism (Engineer, 1985: 310-11).
Planned strategies to keep the Muslim out of the mainstream of education were the
threats to their existant. Anti-Muslim riots threaten their socio-economic life, education, cultural
activities and besides the very risk to life, it develops a siege mentality and then their
ghettoi‟zation. Such an environment hardly allows the community to chalk out any longstanding

strategy to get developed in any walk of life. Similarly, the very perception of discrimination in
government services by a segment of society may lead to absurdness of education. In these
circumstances, an average Muslim mind may not be able to find any alternation in education or
to worry for government/ private jobs. The government there keeps the Muslims away from
meaningful and active life (Ansari: 90).
Notwithstanding the Muslims sufferings, yet they experienced of passing through a
process of growing political awareness with the passage of time. The Muslim leadership both
political and religious had stressed upon Muslims not to take part in politics following the
partition of India. Jamiat-ul-Ulama-i-Hind emphasized to withdraw from politics. Maulana Abul
Kalam Azad and Jamaat-i-Islami as had been stated, were advising Muslims to join the Congress
so that their future might reserve. Muslim found some consolation on having close political links
with the Congress for two reasons:
The Congress was the only secular political party
Jawahar Lal Nehru had become a champion of the Muslims for saving their lives from the
Hindu/ Sikh militants
Maulana Abu-al-Kalam Azad a staunch nationalist Muslim, having a political career with
the Congress called upon the Muslims that if the Muslims want to play their political role, they
must join the Congress. Therefore, having no choice, the India Muslims joined hand with the
Congress and voted for it in 1952, 1957 and in 1962 elections. Regretfully, neither the Congress‟
secularism nor its leadership‟s commitments nor its liberalism proved to be beneficial for the
Muslim community. For two decades since the independence, lives of Muslims had been
remained under constant threats looking for educational facilities and opportunities for better
sanitation, good health and clean environment. Their plight deteriorated even more than the
colonial era. Even the political representation in legislative bodies further reduced. In 1945/46
elections, it was 13.1% that slid down to 4.74 in 1957. During the initial years of independence,
Communal riots multiplied the problems of scared Muslims to many folds. For some relief
before 1960, the Jabalpur riots of 1961 for whatever reasons were committed under the umbrella
of the ruling Congress party. Even Nehru, the prime Minister did nothing to rescue the Muslims
being hit by Hindu hooligans. The promises of the Congress to Muslims during earlier elections
proved only slogan for winning Muslim votes and grabbing governments. The Muslims
disillusioned, now were looking around towards others for a better political understanding. The

Congress anxious for winning over Muslim votes commissioned Dr. Syed Mahmud, a former
Congress leader to arrange at Delhi a Muslim convention to know their grievance, particularly
their socio-political and economic problems. An eight point agenda was resolved, as a condition
of Muslim support to the Congress and copies of resolution were submitted to Prime Minister
Nehru (Nooran, 2003: 117-123). How much Congress was serious to reduce the Muslim
grievances shall come in the following lines. Suffice to say here that Congress bluffed the
Muslims as usual, did nothing but paid lip service (Noorani:123).
In 1964, the All India Majlis-e-Mushawarat was founded in Lucknow, during All India
Muslim consultative convention, held on 8-9 August. Initially it was only a consultative body,
being a federation of various Muslim organizations. It announced its nine point agenda and made
contact with other political parties for seeking their political support in this regard. During the
1967 elections, it participated with preparation but did not succeed (EPW, Nov 1988). The
failure of Majlis gave rise to a new political strategy that led to the formation of an exclusive
Muslim political party such as the Majlis in UP in 1968 and the revival of Majlis-i-Ittihad-alMuslemeen (MIM) in Andra Pradesh. Both were modeled after the success of Muslim League in
Kerala, which made an impressive image in the elections of 1971 by winning one parliamentary
seat in West Bengal and seven State Assembly seats in the same state. The league‟s political
strength in Kerala enabled it to hold balance of power in every coalition government between
1967 and 1987 and again in 1991.
Politically, Muslims remained a sizeable number, with the INC from its inception in
1885. The Muslims, who joined the Congress, were generally called “nationalists Muslims”
whose political theory was that the nation‟s perception was based upon the motherland and the
religion did not matter. As such, they rejected the two-nation theory of the All India Muslim
League. The Jamiat-ul-Ulamai-Hind, in this regard, may be referred which made closer political
relations with the Congress, in a hope that it would be able to secure Muslim socio-economic and
political interests (EPW, Jan 8-14: 1986).
They were soon disillusioned and declared their activity as non-political because under
the leadership of Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel, the extremists killed Muslims irrespective of their
association; even the congressite Muslims became victims of the holocaust during the partition
riots. Indian leaders other than Nehru did not ever condemn the violence against Muslims. On
the contrary, the situation further aggravated with the abolition of the Muslim personal law that

had been prevalent in India for a hundred years or so. So much so, their religious matters were
being intervened instead. “Uniform civil code” was introduced to put the last nail in the coffin of
Muslim political culture and their rights. Whether or not the All India Muslim Personal Law
Board, created thereafter could serve to fulfill Muslim‟s religio-Political interest is debatable for
it had to work under the law ministry of the govt. of India. Muslims‟ separate cultural identity
was in danger both from within and outside (Sunday: 1986).
Earlier during Nehru‟s period, the Hindu extremists, within the fold of the Congress,
remained ineffective but soon after his death (1964), they decided to play a strong role, which
split the Congress in 1969. One section of the congress gathered around Indra Gandhi, daughter
of Nehru. Indira Gandhi herself a fundamentalist as she saw the Muslim votes were slipping out
from the Congress owing to its own follies. Indira Gandhi, to woo the Hindu vote, performed
Kalipuja (Kali Temple in Jhansi) and visited Hindu shrines. The Yagna, the oblation to fire, and
the recitation of the verses were conducted in secret from 1979 to 1983 (Malhotra, 1989: 231).
Her religious activities, as Prime Minister of a secular India did not match her assertion of
secularism. The Muslims already fed up from the congress policies and politics eventually
discarded the Congress and did not vote for her in 1993, 1994, 1995 elections either in state or
central as they had done in 1967, 1971 and in 1977.
The Babri Masjid episode (1992) brought a paradigm shift in Muslim politics. The Indian
Muslims, in upcoming successive elections voted against the Congress and in favour of BJP
suggesting that a hidden enemy was worse than an open one. The Congress being a ruling party
at the centre did nothing to save the historic Babri mosque from Hindu fanatics. Another basic
change in Muslim politics was visible. That was, the Muslims shunned the traditional vested
interests of seasonal Muslim politicians. For the first time they looked towards a more dynamic
Muslim leadership and, other socially and economically downtrodden communities like OBC,
SCs, and STs to make political alliances (Fronline, Dec 15, 2006: 12). In this regard, they made
alliances with Lalu Prasad Yadav and Mulayam Singh Yadev. The Muslim rejected the so-called
Muslim leaders who accepted the post of governors of various States but were not capable of
being elected to State legislatures. This makes manifest that the Muslim political awareness was
undergoing a change (Frontline: 12).
As the Sachar Report was made public in 2004. Indian Muslim realized how they have
been lagged behind the other religious communities. Through the publication of the report, it is

held, that the Indian government had practically confessed the sorry plight of the Muslims in
socio-economic and educational areas. Further, it also refuted the extremist theory of government
policy of the “Muslim appeasement” commonly used by the Hindu shavanists and communalists.
The Sachar Report created political awareness in the Muslim youth. They began to demand
strongly for their representation in educational institutions, political/ decision-making bodies and
government services debating in electronic and print media (Sachar Report).
Demands for proportional or reserved seats came from certain quarters of Muslims but
others opposed it. As a result, the Muslim community divided in its opinion.

Now Muslims

adopted a new political strategy to have political alliances with other non-Muslim but secular
parties. They made alliance with low caste Hindu parties on the one hand while some exclusive
Muslim political parties were set up on the other. The political party established in 1989 by Syed
Shahabuddin, the Republican Party, The Federation of Muslims, scheduled castes and backward
classes in UP, the Dalit Muslims Suraksha Mahasangh by Haji Mastan Mirza in Maharashtra in
1984 were established in view of this new strategy. All these efforts of making a united front
against the hegemony of Hindu upper castes, unfortunately, proved short-lived only.
A significant development could be witnessed when Bahaujan Samaj Party (BSP) a
representative body framed in order to safeguard the socio-political interests of SCs, STs and
other backward classes, succeeded in winning some parliamentary seats in UP elections held in
1993 with Muslim support (Afkar-i-Milli, Feb 5, 1994: 9-15). Similarly, the Muslim made
alliance with lower caste Hindus led by the BSP and Mulayam Singh Yadev and defeated the
BJP in UP in 1993 elections. The same strategy was adopted in Gujarat by (KHAM), a political
organization comprising on Kshatriyas, Harijan, Adivasi and Muslims that took the control of
Gujarat from the hands of upper castes in 1980 and 1985 elections (Wood, 1986: 185).
Most of the scholars having firm grip over Indian politics were of the view that Hindus
and Muslims had been living side by side but could not cultivate friendly relations with each
other. Conversely, some people felt that both the communities had developed close relations
influencing each other‟s socio-cultural norms. They also argued that Hindus had adopted most of
Muslim cultural traditions while the Muslims got influenced by the Hindu social and cultural
practices as well.
To conclude from the study of the Indian Muslims in its different aspects, it may be
worthwhile to understand the Muslims‟ psyche, under pressures of Hindutva, and under the

indifferent attitude of the governments whether of the Congress or the BJP. There are some
apologies placing the blame of the Muslim backwardness in India upon the two nation theory of
the All India Muslim League, which created the distrust between the Hindus and Muslims, with
all its impacts upon Muslims living in India. “Had there been real militant struggle for freedom”,
says Asghar Ali Engineer (Engineer: 116), from foreign rule, there would have developed a
powerful current of national identity, solving communal and other identities. Asghar also
questions the minority phobia of the Muslims, which in fact caused the existence of Pakistan
leaving the rest of the Muslims in India bewildered and in acute minority everywhere
(Engineer:116).
Criticizing the role of the Muslim Ulema class, Asghar questions Maulana Maududi‟s
plea to Indian Muslims that they should remain cut off from the Indian democratic secular rule.
He does not note when the Maulana said it and on what occasion? At the same time, it seems to
be an overstatement and misrepresentation of a situation, which the Indian Muslims had to suffer
after the partition. There could of course be no two opinions on the immense sufferings, the
Muslims had to undergo after the partition for the anger and the revenge of partition fell upon the
Indian Muslims. But, was there anything new in it? Muslims were used to such sufferings for
nearly a quarter of a century, since 1926, when communal riots spread all over India in almost all
big cities and towns. Since then the Muslims‟ sufferings were great and despite the fact that
Maulana Maududi, rejecting the Pakistan scheme, supported the Congress along with other
religious organizations including the Jamiat-ul-Ulamai Hind with a strong supporting voices of
Husain Ahmad Madani a protégé of the Congress. The Ahrar leader, too, was supporting the
Congress and so the Kaksar‟s Allama Mashriqi. How could Indian Muslims be influenced from a
solitary voice of the Jamiat-i-Islami, altogether neglecting the Ulema support to the Congress?
This is what overplaying means, which Asghar Ali has committed in his apology. Later on he
rightly puts it that no society can make a meaningful progress by leaving out a sizeable section of
its own population (Engineer: 129). It may be incorrect to suggest that the Congress and the
other political groups isolated the Indian Muslims in politics. On the contrary, they used them
wooing against one another for winning the majority in Lok Sabha, irrespective of Muslim
political interest and without an effort to better their socio-economic set up. In all the sixty-four
years, there has been no change in the so-called secular diplomatic scenario. All educated
Muslims including Asghar Ali do realize the real fault in their society. But even complaining

against the typical Hindu dogmatic prejudices, it is perhaps necessary evil to condemn Pakistan
and the partition without which no Indian Muslim can ever crave for any appeal to Muslim uplift
programmes. Indeed, they keep realizing the majority community that the founding father of the
republic had given equal rights to citizens of India, irrespective of their religion, caste or creed
and had provided the adult franchise and joint electorate thus strengthening secular polity
(Engineer). He adds whatever the reality… the Indian constitution, as far as intentions are
concerned, is truly a liberal document. The part III of the constitution confers on all the citizens
of India the rights to freedom to conscience and to freely profess, practice and propagate religion
(Article, 25 and 26) and to conserve culture (article 29) (Engineer: 130).
Asghar criticizes Pakistan, of its feudal culture and religio-political outlook, however
medieval and out dated bigoted system, yet all the minorities including Hindus, in large majority
in Sindh, Khyber Pakhtoon Khwa, Balochistan and in southern Punjab enjoy equal freedom to
socio-economic life and opportunities, ever without a threat to their existence. Asghar‟s
comparison of Islam and Hinduism, though just an attempt to please the Hindu hardliners,
quoting G.N Sharma and Moin Shakir, claiming ethos of Hinduism being more flexible than
Islam, is based upon ignorance of the either religion and some personal bias. Ashgar too refutes
their perception (Engineer: 132). but his argument seems confused and wanting a meaningful
social change in the Muslim polity, may be historically true of the past Muslim political culture.
But it has nothing to do with Islam as a religion. Asghar has also some suggestions and an
approach to the communal problem and the manner in which national integration could be
achieved. According to him
Muslims who have duel patriotic feelings i.e. for India as a birthplace and the Holy places in
Hijaz Iran and Iraq, cause tensions, riots and bad feelings creating problems for integration.
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad‟s suggestion to ban communal organization did not succeed. It may
again be enforced.
The real cause of conflict was inequality and in distribution of national wealth and social
injustice.
Religious obscurantism whether of the Hindus, the RSS or of the Muslims the Jamaat-i-Islami
(of Maulana Maududi) were impediments in the progressive developments of democratic
institutions at least for Muslims denying them opportunities, enjoyed by the rest of the people
The political parties like the Congress and other so-called secular parties exploit religious

sentiments both of Hindus and Muslims to win ballot box with false promises and make
arrangement with pseudo leadership who profit from such bargains. Imam Bukhari of Jamia
Masjid Delhi was allied with Indra Gandhi during the sixties for some personal benefits only
(Engineer: 149-70).
Asghar‟s suggestion seems positive but still dependent on the majority community with
expectation of a positive change in the government of India for a sympathetic treatment of
Muslims political and economic wellbeing. How long Indian Muslims could wait to depend upon
others, is only a matter of patience.
On the contrary, if the Muslim intellginecia, start motivating the affluent Muslims elite in
different States, if be considerate enough to come forward and deliver to their own community
that was denied to them by the government. Could they provide better sanitation around their
habitations and establish educational instructions, at primary, secondary and high secondary
levels, besides poly technical institutions for children of artisans and technicians. It will indeed
help the Muslims to come out of the abyss of illiteracy and complexes of inferiority in society.
Providing them vocational and technical education should make them stand upon their own feet
and enjoy the loan facilities from the banks and other financial organizations, without depending
upon the mercy of the government or semi-government institutions. Students of history know
well that in similar conditions under a hostile government in the Punjab Anjuman-i-Himayat
Islam initiated similar educational programmes in the province that played a positive role later in
the Muslim uplift.
There is yet another opening for the Indian Muslims, important and most valuable, which
can help their literacy rate to improve. The Madrasa system, prevalent all over South Asia, which
run with financial assistance from whatever sources, hundreds and thousands of Muslim boys
and girls were engaged in religious learning, besides their boarding and lodging. At present, they
impart just the Nazira Quran or its Hifz, besides some pages of the holy Traditions and fiqh
(Jurisprudence). If persuaded these madrasas could add general science subjects to qualify them
for the board and university examinations. This shall bring Muslims at par with other
communities, in education. But at the same time better educational facilities, shall help them out
of the frustration they are presently suffering. It is still not very late. Even today, if some
organizations come forward in each one of the State, whether of Muslims low population or
high, and they apply themselves to better the lot of the Muslims, their future could be secured in

national life irrespective of official indifference and other impediments. Majority of Muslims
today are aware of their status as kingmakers. But their future is black only because of their
organizational weaknesses. They have only been craving for mercy from those upon whom they
thought were dependent upon for their moral and material support. Why should other look after
their socio- economic uplift, if their own co-religionists may be in different towards them. Leave
alone the opportunist leaders who come forward during election days in mushroom growth
claiming large Muslim votes in their pockets, bargaining with one or the other non-Muslim
secular or non-secular party only for personal benefits. Better education and better living
conditions among the Muslims would bring political awareness to let the opportunists and
political exploitation of self-seekers die a natural death. This shall allow Muslims to come
forward in political and economic activity with self-articulated force of their numerical strength,
second to the majority community.

